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Re·view of Statistical Activities Since the Sixth Conference ..

1

The 1970 Population Census of the Commonwealth Caribbean.

..

1.
Census Day in the Commonwealth Caribbean was 7th April, 1970.
The census enumeration in the region has therefore been completed, and the
job of data processing is in its early stages.
2.
The 1970 Population Census has marked a considerable step forward
for the Commonwealth Caribbean, in that this is the first populatio~ census
which has been carried out entirely on the initiative of and as the responsibility of the governments of the region. From 1841 - 1844, when population
censuses were first carried out in the countries of the region, to 1931, when
the last census· before World War II was undertaken, censuses of population,
in what was then known as the British West Indies, were carried out in
response to directives or advice from the United Kingdom. Thus the
Censuses of 1844 were undertaken in response to a circular letter from the
Secretary of State for the Colonies ordering that a census be taken in all
colonies on 3 June 1844. Similarly, the following census in 1851 followed a
proposal by the Registrar General of England to the Secretary of State that
the colonies should take a· census on the same date as proposed for England
in 1851.
3.
The Census of Jamaica of 1943 and the Censuses of the other British
\Vest Indian colonies of 1946 were, like their predecessors, undertaken in
. response to recommendations emanating from the United Kingdom, and the
United Kingdom Government in fact bore most of the cost of these censuses.
The 1946 census, however, was important in that it was the first time that a
census of the region was carried out with central planning, the use of
uniform schedules and instructions and the central tabulation of the results.
This approach was repeated in 1960, though on that occasio~ i~ was found
convenient to have the data processed at two centres - one at the Bureau of
Statistics of Jamaica and one at the Central Statistical Office of Trinidad.
For this. reason, there were some minor differences in approach between
Jamaica, which used a mark-sensing schedule for ·individuals, the remainder
of the \Vestern Caribbean region which used a household schedule but had its
data processed in Jamaica, and the Eastern Caril:i'bean who~_e data was processed in Trinidad. The Eastern Caribbean for ~-s Census was Trinidad
and Tobago, Guyana, Barbados and the Windward Islands - Dominica,
Grenada, St. Lucia and St. Vincent. The Western Regiorr, in addition to
Jamaica, included British Honduras (Belize), the LeewarQJslandsAntigua, 1v1ontserrat, St. Kittsl.Nevis/ Anguilla, and the-'"13ritish Virgin
Islands - as well as the then dependencies of Jamaica - the Cayman Islands
and the Turks and Caicos Islands.
4.
But, as before, the initiative for the carrying out of the 1960 Census
came from the United Kingdom which took the first step by alloting, through
the Colonial Development and Welfare Organization, a sum towards assisting
with the cost of the regional census, and in fact bore the total cost ·of the
central operations of census planning and the data processing and printing
of the results. In addition, the United Kingdom Government met the cost of
the enumeration for many of the smaller, grant-aided colonies. \Vhen the
\Vest Indies Federation was set up, the Federal Government took over
responsibility for the financing of the census, the funds to be provided by the

1
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Un~ted K~ngdom

Government, but with the demise of the.Federation in 1962,
financial responsibility for the central operations returned to the United
Kingdom Government.
·

5.
While the most important new step in the Censuses of 1946 was the
central organization, in 1960 most significant was the much greater part
played by West Indians , from the Federal Government and the Governments
of the larger countries which had their own central statistical organizations ,
in plannin.g and directing the census operations .• Indeed in Jamaica and in
the Eastern Caribbean region, census responsibility was entirely in the
hands of West Indian demographers and statisticians while only in the
Western Region excluding Jamaica was there assistance in the planning and
direction of the census from outside the region.
6.
·The c;.ensus of 1970 ~n turn differs significantly from the earlier
censuses in that on. this occasion there was no initiative from outside the
region for the carrying out of the Census. The four largest countries
(in terms of population)- Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago, Guyana and
Barbados - are all independent and were, therefore, no longer liable to
direction from or entitled to assistance from the United Kingdom Government.
The remaining states of the region, while not fully independent are responsi·ble for their own internal affairs , and they too received no direction or
assistance from the United Kingdom Government with respect to the 1970
Census.
7.
Nevertheless, the 1970 Census is again being carried out as a
regional operati~n, and, unlike the census of 1960, only one central office
for planning and data processing has been set up. This central organization
came about as as result of a recommendation of the First Conference of
Commonwealth Caribbean Government Statisticians held in Trinidad in 1966
(these conferences have· been held annually since, the Fourth being held in
· Jamaica in 1969), that a Census Co-ordinating Committee should be set up,
including the Census Officer of each country of the Commonwealth Caribbean,
under the Chairmanship of the Professor of Demography of the University of
the West Indies who had been Census Adviser to the Eastern Region in 1960.

8.

The Governments of the region agreed to the setting up of the Census
Co-ordinating Committee with a view to achieving the maximum collaboration
and co-ordination in connection with the census. At a preliminary meeting
held-in 1967 the Committee proposed that an agreed annual sum should be
contributed by the various Governments to the University for the use of the
Co-ordinating Committee in the task of planning the census. This was
agreed to, and the Committee was also given authority to seek to obtain
financial and other assistance from other sources in connection with the
c·arrying out of the. census. Ford Foundation has made a two-year Grant
to the Co-ordinating Committee in this connection.

9.

The plans for the census enumeration were carried out at the Census
unit at the University of the West Indies with active assistance from the
Department of Statistics of Jamaica and the Central Statistical Office of
Trinidad and Tobago. ·The statistical Departments of Guyana and Barbados
have also assisted particularly in the testing of the various operations.
The Co-ordinating Committee has met on a number of occasions to review the
plans while sub-committees, consisting mainly of staff from the statistical
departments of the four larger countries have been engaged in the detailed
planning of the questionnaire and the field instructions •
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10.
For the pre-enumeration period, each· Census Offic.er has been
considered specifically responsible for organizing the proper sub-division
of his country into enumeration districts and the preparation of adequate
boundary descriptions and E. D. maps. However, a panel of experienced
census staff, again mainly from the four larger countries, visited the
various countries to assist and advise the Census Officers in these functions.
This was particularly necessary in the smaller islands in which the Census
Officer was, in many cases, a new-comer to census or large-scale survey
work. In order to permit a comparability of the data at the E. D. level
(summary data for E. D.'s was published by most of the countries for the.
first time in 1960) efforts were made to keep the E. D. boundaries the same
as in 1960, with the sub-division of a 1960 E. D. into two or more E.D.'s
for 1970 where the population had become too large for coverage by a
single enumerator.
·
11.

The Co:-ordinating Committee decided, at one of its early meetings 1
that an electronic computer would be necessary for the processing of the
data, and that the census schedule or questi9nnaire should be of a kind that.
could be read directly to computer tape, so avoiding the long delay of manual
punching of cards as was done in most cases in 1960. Through the
assistance of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, an 1. B .M. 360/30 computer
was given to the. Co-ordinating Committee for the data processing of the
census, with the understanding that afterward it would be used in statistical
work for the region. The Census questionnaires were therefore designed
for use with an I. B. M. 1232 Optical Reader. Of the 44 questions on the
form, all but four are entirely pre-coded. The questions which have ~o be
coded are: industry, occupation, vocational training and religion. In the
case of this last, the ten most important religions have been pre-coded for
each country and coding would need to be done if the religion is not one of
these ten, in wh~ch cas~ the enumerator is required to write-in the name of
the religion •

12.

Up to the time of writing, the Committee has not looked in great
detail at the tabulations that are to be obtained from the census or the
tables that would be published. It has, however, been accepted that the
tabulation scheme used in the two regions in 1960 should be a starting point,
and the computer programmers have been engaged in programming all the
tabulations which were common to the two regions in 1960~ Within a few ·
weeks after Census Day (7th April), it is planned to hold another Coordinating Committee meeting, probably with some sub-committee meetings,
to look in detail at the tabulations which were.not common to the two regions
in 1960, to decide which, if either should be repeated, as well as to agree
on additional tabulations that should be attempted because of the additional
information that has been obtained (on vocational training and internal
migration, for example), and because of the greater interest in and demand
for census data from the Governments and researchers in the region.

13.
Although a computer has been obtained, as stated above, the
Committee must now approach the Governments for funds for the data
processing and printing of the results. The contributions made by the
Governments, so far, have been intended primarily for the planning of the
enumeration and assisting the various countries in the preparation for and
the carrying out of their enumeration. Each Government was, of course,
also responsible for all expenses connected with its own enumeration. The
Committee has been looking at the possibility of obtaining printing equipment
as a gift so that the Governments of the region would be called upon only for
the payment of data processing and printing staff and the non-capital supplies
3
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. · rJquired.

14.
While the Census is referred to as the Population Census of 1970,
a section of about ten questions on housing have been included. Housing
questions were also included in the 1960 Census of Jamaica, but not in the
basic Censuses of the other territories.
15.
De~pite the Co-ordinating Committee, the use of an almost uniform
questionnaire and the decision to have a single data processing centre for the
region, there are some difference~ between the approach of the various countries. The main difference is between Jamaica and the rest. Firstly, the
Jamaican census is a de jure one, while the census for the other countries is
de facto. This difference is historical, and it was agreed not to insist on
uniformity in this respect. Also, again a historical difference, the enumeration in Jamaica begins on the day after Census Day, and all information is
collected with respect to Census day; enumeration takes about a month; on
the other hand, the enumeration in the rest of the region was done before ·
Census Day, with a return ~sit on the Evening of Census Day to ensure that
there were no changes in the composition of the households enumerated, and
·to make any adjustments that might be necessary (e. g. by adding births, deleting deaths or persons not spending Census night at the house .concerned and
so on).
16.
Jamaica also has a definition of a household different from that used
· by the remainder of the region; while the other countries have continued to
use the general definition of a household as a group of persons living
together and sharing at least one common meal, the Jamaican definition is
based on the dwelling unit, i.e. the accommodation unit with independent
·entrance,
and
a household is taken as the persons
living in a dwelling unit.
.
.
'

17.
The only other substantive difference is that in British Honduras
(Belize) there is a question on Language spoken, while this is not important
· and has not been asked in the other countries.
18~

Despite· the very large measur·e of uniformity "it is very likely that
there would be slight differences in interpretation of instructions and in
approach in a. number of. instances • This would mean that the data of the
various countries of the re.gion may still not be entirely comparable despite
· the genuine attempts at uniformity. 1t is unlikely that this would be of
considerable importance, however; such differences are known to occur
even.within a country. In any case, despite the_ decision to undertake the
census as a regional exercise, the census remains for each country, an
expensive but extremely important source of information on a large varie~y.
of topics, and for them comparability of the data is of minor importance as
compared with obtainmg data of direct use in its own planning and policymaking.
·
19. ·
For some reason or reasons that have not been disclosed, the
Government of Antigua, after attending the early meetings of the
Co-ordinating Committee, did not participate in the regional census. A
census was carried out, however, on 7th April, the main difference in the
questionnaire being that information on fertility was not sought. Antigua is
making its. own arrangements for data processing and printing.
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2 -.AU:STRALU
REVll!',/ OF STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES SINCE TH8 SL"'\TH COUFERENCE,

DlCLUDING POPUL.ATI ON .AND AGRICULTURE CENSUS PLANS
INTRODUCTION

Integration of Economic Censuses and Surveys
A number of references are made in this report to the project foi
integration of economic censuses and surveys, which affected a number of area
of the Bureau 1 s work. The report therefore begins with an a.Ccotint of this
project.
For the year ended June 1969 censuses or mining, manufacturing,
electricity and gas production ·and distribution, retail trade and selected
services, and wholesale trade were conducted for the first time on an
integrated basis.
The manufacturing and mining censuses for 1968-69 were· part of tl:
series of regular annual censuses conducted for these industries, but the ·
mining census was being held for the year. ended June instead of the calendar
year as in the past. Electricity and gas production had previously been
included in the _manufacturing census; for the year 1968-69 they were treatec
as a separate census and the scope of the returns was extended to cover
distribution as well as production. The retail census had been held eveey
four or five years, the previous retail census being for the year 1961-62.
Hholesale trade had not been the subject of a census before, although there had been an exploratory partial wholesale census for the year 1963-64. In .
future, censuses of retail and wholesale trade will be held about every five
years, the other censuses annually as in the past.
·
The integration of these censuses meant that for•the first time
they were being collected on the basis of·a common framework of reporting
units and data concepts and in accordance with a standard industrial
classification. As a result,· the statistics for the industries covered by tl
censuses are provided With no overlapping or gaps in coverage, and in such-a
w~ that aggregates for certain ~portant economic data such as value added,
employment, salaries and wages, fixed capital expenditure and stocks can be
obtained on a consistent basis for all sectors of the economy covered by the
censuses. It is intended to use these censuses as benchmarks for regular
sample surveys of capital expenditure, stocks,· retail sales etc·.,· which will
themselves be integrated with each other and will use the data concepts
comrnon to the censuses. In the past it has not been possible to use census
data for this purpose.
To meet the purposes of integration, as they have been described
it was therefore necessa.I.Y to take four major steps, which will ultimately
affect most if not all of the economic censuses and surveys conducted by the
Bureau:
1
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(i)

Standardisation of census units: defining business units at
standard levels, corresponding to the strata. in the business
struct~ for which various types of ~conamic statistics are
required.• and can be collected; devising standard rules for
identiiying such business units. (See para 159)
·

(ii)

Establishment of an Integrated Register of business units:
identifica.~ion of the standard units for all businesses to
be covered by economic censuses and SUI."V'eys, and recording
them in a. register to be used in the :t'W1lli.ng of the
censuses · and surveys • (See para 157)

(iii)

Standardisation of the industrial classification:
adoption of a common system of classification suitable for
all censuses and surveys, to which all the standa.rd
business units to be covered· would be classified without
gaps or duplication. (See para 153)

(iv)

Standardisation of data concepts: def'ining in common terms
the basic items of data :for which statistics are required
across a11· industries covered by econanic censuses and
surveys, to ·penni t comparison and aggregation. (See para 1~)
I.

POPULATION AND vr.t'AL

Population Estimates
EStimates of total population :for the States and Territories have
been advanced :from the 1966 Census population totals, largely from statistics
of natural increase, recorded net gain :from overseas migration, and from the
estimated net. gains and losses resulting :from interstate migration.
2.
E9timates .of net interstate migration are now based on
administrative records (electoral rolls and child endowment records). ·SuCh
estimates.are being monitored and supplemented by results from an annual
interstate migration survey based on a nationwide sample of. dwellings. Su:r:Tey
results provide independent estimates o£ the size and structure (age structure,
masculinity, proportion o£ aliens) of' interstate migration. For the Australian
Capital Terri tory, estimates are based on average dwelling occupancy rates and
statistics of new dwelling construction.
Population Projections

3.

The :Bureau has continued to make population projections :for
Commonwealth Departments and other authorities, as well as for State offices
o:f the Bureau which request projections. These projections have related
variously to Australia or a particular State or Canberra. In addition, the
· 'Interim Projections of' the Population of Australia ( 1968 to 2001)' were
prepare,d for general distribution and were published in April 1969 in
abridged £om.
ij
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Overseas Arrivals and Departures

4·
?he tro.nsfer to the computer of the.processing of statistics of
overseas arrivals and departures in October 1966 has allowed additional and
more complex tabulations to be prepared.
5·

Detailed statistics are now· available which classify overseas
travellers by sex, marital status, age, occupation, nationality, countr,y of
birth, countr,y of residence, countr,y of embarkation/disembarkation, m9de of .
transport, leno--th of stcy and purpose of travel. I.!ost of these statistics are
further classified by the State of residence (in Australia) or the State or·
embarkation/disembarkation.

6.

Also in October 1966 in the statistical processing of passenger
carCLs, card-marking and subsequent mark-sensing were substituted for the
previous card-punching, and quality control measures were introduced to ensure
an adequate standard of card-marking and to provide records of the performance
of individual card markers.

1·

Tabulations have been introduced showing passenger movement by sea
into and out of Austr~ian ports. Separate statistics of persons
participating in short pleasure cruises starting and finishing in AustraJ.ia
have also been introduced.
8.
Investigation into rev1s1ons to the overseas passengeJ; card. is no\'1
taking place. It is hoped that the revised card will be easier to complete
and will aJ.so provide additional details relating to the purpose of the
traveller 1 s j oumeys. Redesign of passenger cards ·is being explored \Vi th a
view to obtaining more information regarding the countries visited by
Australians travelling abroad and the part of Australia in which visitors·
spend most o~ their time.
Age Distribution

9·

An adjusted age distribution for the 1966 Census population has

been published. The adjustment was based on an investigation into .age
reporting biases encountered at the Census. Following this, an integrated
set of estimates by single years of age for individual States and Territories
was published for each year from 1961. Estimates for dates commencing 30 June
1967 include Aborigines, thus enabling the calculation of single-age specific
rates relating to the total population. Investigations are to be carried out
into possible sources of data on the age structure of interstate migration
(electoral transfer records and child endowment records).
·

10.

Tables of single-age specific fertility rates for the years 1921
to 1965 have been published with tables sho~ing cumulative fertility rates of
annual cohorts for the years 1908 to 1965 •. ·It is proposed to re-publish these
tables incorporating revised rates in accordance with the adjusted 1961 to
1966 age distributions and rates· updated to include experience to 1968.

3
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Vital cmd Health Statistics

11.
The ~ichth rlevision of the International Classification of
Diseases was uSed for the first time in the presentation of mortality 8lld
morbidity statistics for 1968. To provide continuity ·.;ri th previous years,
cause of death statistics for 1967 were recoded accordin0 to the Eighth
Revision.
-12.
A booklet for the guidance of medical practitioners in co::1pleting
death certificates has been prepared and distributed to all registered rr.edical
practitioners in Australia.

13.

A series of training courses on cause of death coding ~as held for
staff of the Central and State Offices of the :Bureau. .Additional courses to
maintain the level of trained personnel are being considered.

14.

In all States except Victoria and the 7erritories, the death
registration laws have been changed to allo-.7 urriforu reporting of perinatal
deaths. Data will be collected in respect of live-born infants dying -r;i thin
twent~-eight days of birth and stillbirths occurring after the tuentieth week
of gestation.

·15.

From 1967 to 1969, new collections of hospital in-patient
morbidity statistics vrere introduced in all States except Victoria and the
Territories. In Victoria the existing collection continued unch~ged.
Coverage of institutions is not complete but is beins extended as resources
permit. The collections are based on recon'Tiendations made by the :~ational
Health and Medical Resec:rch Council.

16.

'.'fork is continuing touards the c-2veloiJnent of uniform procedures
for collecting mental health statistics. A uniforn set of tables for
publication in all States and a· elosS8...L..--:f a...'1d index of nar.::es of mental
disorders were prepared by the National Health and I.Iedical Hesearch Cou.'1cil
in 1966 and 1967. Further developmental v;ork is being undertaken by a subconmittee of this cou.'1cil.

17.

A survey of chronic illnesses, injuries and impaim.ents wo.s undertaken by the Bureau i:J. :.Icy 1968 in all States except Victoria, as a supplement
to the Bureau 1 s q_uarterl~,. labour force sur-vey. L sinilevr survey was not
conducted in Victoria c:.s anoth:-;r special survey YiJ.S being carried out in
conjunction vri th the labour force sur.rey at that tine.
II •

I.iliZF 0. 3~-=t

'•Iase and Salary Earners in Civilia.ll iliployrnent

18.

This series is currently b8..Sed on bs:!.':ch-::.:3.r1: data derived fron the
population census of June 1966.

19.

:Bet·1reen population censuses the GL1:;!lo;:,rr2ent data are obtain:;d from
thi·ee main sources, nc.::;.ely, current po.y-roll ta:.:: returns; current returns
fron government bodies; and sone other current r~tllrns of enploy:::1ent (e. g.
for hos:9itc:1s). The balmce, i.e. U..'1recorded p::-i-rc.t(~ e::J.ploy::J.·3nt, is
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estimated. At June 1966 recorded employment obtained from the foregoing ·
sources accounted for about 85 per cent of the total number of employees in
the industries covered, as determined by the census.
·
20.
Particulars-of employment obtained from other collections, such as
the annual manufacturing census 'and the censuses and surveys of retail
establishments, are used to check and revise estimates. ·The quarterly labour
force survey (see paragraphs 26-29 below) also provides a means whereby
movements in the estimates can be checked at regular intervals. · - ·
·

21.

At the 1966 Census a new definition of the labour force was
adopted. This revised definition is similar to .that used in the labour force
survey and conforms closely to the recommendations of the Eighth International
Conference of Labour Statisticians, so that a person's status is determined by
his actual activity during the previous week. It is believed that at earlier
censuses maQY persons - particularly married women - classified themselves .
according to their main or usual activity or status (e.g. home duties) and
overlooked the part-time or casual employment that they had at the time of- the ·
census. As the scope of the monthly employment series is similar to and
subject to the same limitations as that of the population census _benchmarkS on
11hich it is based, the totals shown by earlier series do not necessarily
represent, at any point of time, the total numbers of employed vage and
salary earners, because of the exclusion of many part-time workers. For this
reason the estimates now published for the period from June 1966 are not
comparable with those for earlier periods.
22.
The benchmark figures are derived from particulars ·recorded for
individuals on population census schedules; while the ·estimated monthlY
changes are derived mainly from reports supplied by employers, relating to .
enterprises or establishments. Because the two sources differ in .some cases
in the reporting of industr.y, the industr.y dissection of the census totals
was adjusted to conform as close·ly as possible to an establ~shment. reporting
basis. The industry classification used is that of the population census of
June 1966.
·
23.
Employees in agriculture and in private domestic service are not
included. in the estimates, because of the inadequacy of current data.

24.

Pay-roll tax returns are lodged at present by all employers· paying
more than ;PA400 per week in wages (other than certain Commonwealth Government
bodies, religious and benevolent institutions, public hospitals and other
similar organisations that are specifically exempted).
-

25.

_

The series is published in the IJ.onthly bulletin 'Employment and·
Unemployment•. Detailed estimates for each month from June 1966 to June 1969,
classified by State, industry and sex have oeen published in a bulletin
entitled 'Employed \'iage and Salary Earners, June 1966 to June _1969'· Detailed
estimates for the earlier series were published in two bulletins entitled
r,Ja.ge and Salary Earners in Employment 1 , covering the periods June 1954 to
June 1961 and June 1961 to June 1965.

5
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QuarterlY Population Surveys .

26.

In November 1960, following eA~ensive preli~J testing, the
Bureau commenced quarterly population surveys in the six State metropolitan
areas. In ~ebrua:r:y 1964, regular quarterly population ourveys were extended
to cover the \·1hole of .Australia. · The surveys are based on a sample of about
38,000 households which are selected by area sacpling methods and the
information is obtained-at selected households by specially trained
interviewers. The sample is a multi-purpose medium suitable for obtaining
national labour force statistics and other information aoenable to
collection by personal interview nethods. ·The emphasis in the population
survey is on the collection of data on demographic and labour.force
·characteristics, the principal survey component being referred to as the
labour force ·survey. Supplementar,y inquiries are carried out from time to
· time in conjunction with the ~abour force survey.

·27.

The surveys have been used by the Bureau to obtain comprehensive
labour. force estimates ·at quarterly intervals during intercensal periods.·
The labour force classification used in the surveys follow·s closely the
recommendations of the Eighth International Conference of Labour Statisticians
and differs only in_minor ~etail from that adopted for the labour force
surveys in the United States. ls alre~ mentioned in paragraph 21, the
concepts and definitio~ used in this classification were also adopted for
the Population CenSus ·of 30 June 1966. The quarterly estioa.tes obtained from
the surveys are ~sed_t~ supplement the existin~ monthly emplo~Tient series
which covers civilian wage and salary earners ~except those engaged in
agriculture and private domestic service).
.
.
·

28.

· The surveys are conducted. in Februruzy-, :.rey-, ..lugust and november

each year (to coincide with the mid-point of calendar quarters) and cover all
persons 15 years of age and over, except members of the permanent armed
forces, national serV-icemen enlisted in the I'.egular Axmy Supp:J_ement and
certain diplomatic p~rsonnel customarily excluded from census and estimated
populations.

29.

Principal Australian estimates from the labour force survey are
published in the quarterly bulletin 'The Labour Force' • · .Ad.di tional and more
detailed estimates have been published in a comprehensive bulletin 'The
Labour Force, 1964-1968', and it is pla.rmed to issue .an annual bulletin
containing similar estimates, commencing with the year 1969.
·

30.
Supplementa.rJ surveys carried out since I.Iay 1968 have covered the ·
· following subjects:
Chronic illnesses, injuries and inpa.iments (r.Iay 1968)
Non-school stu~ courses (August 1968)
';lark experience (February- 1969)
Interstate migration (Mey 1959)
Child care (Mey 1969)
Personal income (november 1969)
Full-time education (February 1970)
Uigration and journey to v;ork or school (r.:ay 1970)
Results of these surveys are published separately in mi.l'!l.eo.:;raphed bulletins.
6
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III.

TIJ"Ji';~C HU:.::Jl"1S

IV.
i~qricultural

31.

OF P.;.lODUC?ION (No Report)
AG::UCULTUHZ.

and Pastoral Expenditure Survey

An annual sample survey has been developed. to collect data on

capital and operating costs for rural holdings in Australia on a financialyear basis. T'.L1e frmJevrork for the survey consists of all holdings included
in the .A.gricul tural Census. Holdings are stratified according to farm type
and the saople is selected systematical~ with probability proportional to
the holding's value of production. The survey consists of mail·and field
phases. In the mail phase, each holding selected is sent .a questionnaire.
In the field ph~e, a proportion of mail respondents and non-respondents is
field enuoerated. Cluster sampling is used to minimise costs. This second
phase aims at checking on the quality of the nail-enumerated data, and at ,
improving expenditure estimates by using the more reliable field-enumerated
data as a calibration factor in the estimation procedure. The survey is still
in the developmental stage and results have not yet been. published. The
sacpling methodology used is described further in paras 161-166.
Post-enumeration Survey
32. ·
crork has commenced on the establishment of a regular postenumeration survey to be held subsequent to the annual Agricultural Census.
The main aim of the survey, which is based on a sample of farmers 1 holdings
to be field enumerated, will be to provide benchmark data on the accuracy of
the results obtained by .the annual mail Census. The results to be obtained
from the post-enumeration survey could be used at a later sta&~ to adjust
Census data, to check on the suitability of the concepts and definitions used
in the Census form and to ascertain the reasons for misreported Census data.
It is hoped that the first post-enumerat~on survey will be after the 1970-71
Agricultural Census.
~:lheat

Surveys

33.

A sample ·survey of wheat growers r1a.s established in Ueu South ~7ales
(the larb~st producing State) in 1965. The survey is no~ conducted on a
regular annual basis by means of a mail questionnaire to obtain data on acres
SO\v.n to wheat and forecasts of acres to be harvested.
The success of the
-acreage survey led to the establishment, in 1967, of a similar sample survey
to obtain data on acres harvested and production of wheat .• . As these surveys
provided extreme~ accurate results, a similar survey was instituted in
i"iestern Australia (the second. largest producing State) in 1969 and they vdll
be e:;::tended to all nainland States.
ADP Developments

34.
For the fifth year information collected in the annual Agricultural
Census is being processed by computer. :Vhe .A.gricultural Census computer syst;:.;:.:
consists of three main phases : form addressing and collection control, edi tiL.,_;.
and. amending the individual census returns, and aggregating. the edited return.J
to the geographic levels required for publication pu1~oses. Investigations
1

being made into both the editinb and.the agt;Tegation pht!.Ses are expected to
result in major revisions. The revision of the latter phase, undertaken
prior to the 1969-70 Census, consis.ting primarily of technical imp·rovements,
should result in less cooputer time being required, thus allowing the oore
time~ publication of.Census results. It is expected that the reappraisal of
the edi ti~ \system ·will result in the, replacement of the e~ds ting limited
system with an increased number of more detailed checks, comprehensive
automatic computer adjustment of reported fisures, and a simplified amendment
·system.

35.

Prior to the adoption of a-mail collection, the police acted as
collecting and distributing agents for the Census schedules. Computer form
addressing and collection control facilities vmre first in_troduced in 1966-67,
and cover broadly the addressing of Census schedules from a Central Register
located in each State, marking off returns received and indicating those for
which ~allow-up action has been temporarily or per.manent~ postponed,
addressing reminders at pre-determined dates, and producing final lists of
non-respondents for police follow-up actiori.

36.

A generalised. program to incorporate all these ADP developments

has been used in several sample surveys·of

a&~iculture.

·Farm Size and Type

37.

of rural holdings by size and type of activity
is currently being undertaken in respect of data obtained from the 250,000
rural holdings included in the 19 68-69 .Agricultural Census • This will be the
second classification of this nature undertaken entirely by computer. · The
method involves the classification of holdinss to one of a number of farm
types, such as sheep, fruit, milk cattle. The typing is based on the principal
activity of each holding, measured by the gross cash receipts at the fa.m. In
future years the computer will facilitate more regular publication of this
type.of classification.
A

cle~sification

V.

FISHDTG

Development of Uniform Statistics

38·.
Work. has continued on developing uniform ..Australian fishing
statistics. These efforts have been co-ordinated with the Co:mtlonwealth and
State.Fisheries .Authorities through the Commonwealth-State Fisheries
Conference and in particular through the Statistics Coallittee of that
Conference.
Catch and Effort

39.

The monthly catch and effort collection involves a complete Census
of all commercial fishermen and is designed to shou, for the major species of
.fish caught, quantities landed, fishing methods eBployed (beach seinin6, long
lining, pot fishing, etc.), locality of catch (a 1° grid. system is used) and
the effort involved (number of hooks used, total hours of fishing time,
number of pot lifts, etc.).
8
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40.
Conputer processing of data was introd~ced in 1969. .Tabulations.
for each nonth are fonvarded to Federal and State fisheries authori~ies, and
to the Corn:1onweal th Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation for
fisheries research purposes.
41 •

In a collection of this nature, there are nlll:lerous problems in
obtaining accurate data and in ensuring pronpt replies. These difficulties
have been given special attention and, in addition to the dis.tribution of
appropriate publicity to con~ercial fisher.oen to increase their awareness of
the ioportcnce of reliable statistics, an annual school has been organised
for selected local State Fisheries Inspectors, at \'lhich some elementary
training in the collection techniques and uses of statistics is-·giv~n. "

..

.

Boat Registrations

-~

42.
The legal requirement for annual registration of comoercial..
fishing boats has provided a means of obtaining statistical infor.cation on the
fishinG fleet. .A{;e, Gross tonnage, leno~h, Dake and horsepover of main
en:ine, incidence of fish detection equipment &nd other fishing gear·are among
the det~ils obtained fro~ the annual boat registration application forms.· The
dc:ta h:.ve t,'"enerally been processed by co~puters located in State Offices of
the Eureau. .b a result of a recent recor:.::J.enciation by the .\Ustrclian
_
FiGhe::-ies Cow1cil th::!.t full details should pe collected only at five-year·
intervals, sone va.riation Dey develop in the· an.ount and detail· of annual
information in ec::.ch State on fishing boats.
VI.

I.aNUFAC'I'O::lD~G,

I.ffiffi-IG AND

~UA..1.i.1.YTI~G

Annual Factory Census

43.
The annual factory c~nsus is part of the system of Integrated
Zcononic Censuses conducted for the first time in 1969. · Statistics of
r:~ufacturing are therefore now collecte.d on a basis consdstent with those
of the Dining ~~d distribution industries.
!.:onthly Connodi ty Production Statistics

44·

There has been a steaqy expansion of the monthly production series;
a najor developoent being ~he introduction of a neu series for women's; caids'
~~d girls 1 outen1ear.

I.:onthly Factor-t A.cti vi ty

45· ·

I.:onthlJ' returns coverinc the principal i tere of output (and, in ·
sene cases, input) have been collected since July 1962 fron about 700 large·
f~ctor,y establishments.
These returns provide additional information to that
obtained from the nor~~~l monthly coverau~ of factory production.

9
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Quarterly Collections of Uew Tractors, Agricultural I:Iachinery and
Construction I.Iachinery

46.

Commencing in the September quarter 1967, the quarterly collection
of· receipt, sales and stocks of new tractors and agricultural machinery was
expanded to include sales of new construction machine~ and attachments.
.

q

Mining and Qp.arrying Census

47•

The Armual Mining and Qua.rcying Census, .like the Annual Facto~
Census, is part of. the system of Integrated· Economic Censuses. This has
resulted in the adoption of the financial year as the period to which the
statistics relate, instead of the calendar year period of the ·previous
Uining Censuses.
Mineral Exploration

48.

Statistics of mineral exploration (excluding petroleum exploration)
on producing and exploration leases were collected and published for the
calendar years 1965 to 1968. For 1968, the scope of the collection was
broadened to cover general exploration survey work and other exploration
activity not. connected with particular leases. Info:rmation is nmv being·
collected on expenditure on drilling and other exploration methods, salaries
and wages paid, the cost of materials, etc. used in exploration, expenditure
on-fixed tangible assets, p~ents to contractors, payments to and receipts
from partners in joint ventures, expenditure under options to purchase,
employment, footage drilled, ~d anticipated exploration expenditure for the
following year. Collec.tion on a financial year basis commenced with the year
1968-69. ·Petroleum exploration statistics are collected and published by the
Bureau of Liineral. Resources.
Monthly Minerals and· :Mineral Products Bulletin

49·

A monthly bulletin 'Minerals and Mineral Products' was first
publishe4 in March 1966. The coverage of this bulletin has . since been
extended and it now contains monthly statistics of :·production of ~ajar
minerals, prima.ry smelter and refinery products and some basic nanufactured
products of mineral origin; exports and imports of minerals and mineral
prodqcts; . prices and price index data; Commonwealth Government pay.ments to
the. mineral and manufacturing industries for products of mineral origin and
changes in stocks of gold bullion held in Australia.
VII.

CONSTRUCTION

Statistics of the Value of Work Yet to be Done on Buildings Under
Construction

50.

Since 1969, quarterly statistics of the value of work yet to be
done on buildings under construction have been published in the '~uarter~
Bulletin of Building Statistics'. The compilation of these series has been
carried out for past quarters to 1958, and are available by om1ership from
1960 and by ownership and type of building (i.e. factories, offices, shops
etc.) from 1961.
.
.
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Contractors Collection Forms

51.

A redesigned form has recentlY b~en introduced for the collectior
of data fron building contractors. T'.nis form collects data, not previously.
compiled, on material of outer walls and structural frame ·(or load be~
walls) as well as data on roof and floor area in squares (100 square feet)
for houses and other new buildings.
CompUter Processing of Building Operations Statistics

52.

Conputer processing of building operations statistics has been
progressivelY introduced in all States and Australian figures ~ now prepared
by computer. Such processing has enabled a wider range of statistical data to
be made available.
Conputer Processing of Approvals

53·

The 1970-71 statistics of buildinG approvals will be processed.by

conputer. Approvals processing \vill at the same time be linked.to the
processing of building operations statistics, maintaining statistical.
coverage and enabling statistics of works approved but not yet commenced to be
compiled.
·
·
Building and Construction Census

54·
The building and construction industry will be included in the
second Integrated EConomic Censuses in 1974-75· Before this sector can be .
incorporated into these.censuses, however, it will be necessar,y to conduct at
least a limited pilot census to evaluate the forms, etc., to be used. These
pilot tests will be conducted in 1971-72.
Quarterly Construction Statistics

55·

It is planned to start an annual collection in 1970-71 to enable
statistics of the level of activity of civil engineering and construction work
to be compiled. After an approvals collection is established, it is planned
to develop construction operations series (i.e. of projects commenced,·
completed, work done, etc.) similar to those currentlY prepared for building·
opera~ions.
The first collection to measure these activities is scheduled
for 1971-72.
VIII.
IX.

ENERGY (lro Report)

CONSill,filTION (No Report)
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X.

TRA1~8FOR1'

Aj·ffi

COI.'J,;UliTCATIOlfS

Survey of Motor Vehicle Usage

56.

\\ ·A Survey of Motor Vehicle Usage, based on a sample of vehicles
listed on the State and Territory registers, was conducted in 1963; the
. results were published in 1965. The sample used for this survey was
stratified by type of vehicle, viz. motor cars and station wagons; utilities
and panel vans; and five categories .for trucks grouped according to size.
The survey questionnaire asked informants to recall, for the previ~~s twelve
.months,· the total miles travelled, with dissections according to broad area
and purpose of travel, fuel constunption, average .load and kind of business
operation _{rural industry, manufacturing, etc.).

57.
The Bureau intends to conduct a series of surveys designed to give
a wider range of reliable statistics of motor vehicle usage for 1971-72. The
preliminary survey is planned ·for July 1971 in respect of the year 1970-71
·with despatch of forms to a sample of about 50,000 vehicle owners on the
register in June 1971· It will be of the recall-type similar to the 1963
Survey. The second survey based on a sub-sample of approximately 5,000
-vehicles will be a field enumeration using log books to collect more accurate
infomation on a weekly basis for 1971-72. · The main 1971-72 survey will, in
general, be a repetition of the 1970-71 survey but the information obtained
will be adjusted on the basis of the field enumeration data. Results of the
1971-72 survey should be available in published ~or.m in 1973·
Census of Motor Vehicles

58.

In order to draw a sample for the vehicle usage survey, it will
be necessary to obtain a listing of all vehicles on the register in each
State and Territory in June 1971 and it is intended that this will be
subsequently processed to provide motor·vehicle census statistics.
Interstate Road Freieht Statistics

59·

The Bureau is currently introducing a monthly collection of the
tonnages of freight carried interstate by road between the capital cities
and major industrial centres {e.g. Newcastle, Wollongong-Port Kembla,
Geelong). The initial coverage will include about 100 principal road
· ~ransport finns. Tonnage figures will be collected on an origin and
destination basis and investigations are currently proceeding to reveal i f it
will be possible to dissect total tonnages into general goods, bulk goods,
liquids and gases, and refrigerated and other temperature-controlled freight. ~
Road Traffic Accident Statistics
60.
The Bureau, with the appropriate State authorities, is reviewing
the basis and scope of statistics obtained from police accident report forms
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with the aim of publishing a comprehensive range of objective data, relevant
to accident situations.

61.

With an increased need for road traffic accident statistics, the·
Bureau began issuing in January 1970 a monthly publication,'Road Accident
Fatalities\ showing State and Territor,r totals.
Shipping Statistics
62.
Statistics of international and coastal shipping, compiled from
returns submitted by shipping companies. to Customs Houses at each port in
Aastralia, have been published since July 1966. Returns are submitted for.
E;ach movement of a vessel, arrivals and departures being treated separately.
'

'

63.
Cargo is reported in terms of tons weight or t~ns measurement .. :·
depending on the charging basis ( 1 ton measure = 40 cubic feet). The
.~ ;
figures on the two bases are not aggregated in monthly published statistics,'
to a.void spurious comparisons.
·. ,

64.

Annual tables are published on the number and net tonnage of. -·
slrlpping movements, and freight rates for a selected list of export
Ca.TIQodities are published quarterly.

65.

Although no details are published of coastal cargo classified
origin or destination of shipping movements, totals for interstate cargo
shipped and statistics for total overseas cargo loaded ·and discharged ·are
published monthly.

o.r·

66.

Co:mnodity statistics of shipping cargoes ·are being deV-eloped as
collection based on Customs export entries. ·Initially, outward. ·
shipping cargo statistics expressed in gross we~t and value and classified
by cor:.·:wd.i ty, will be compiled from a redesigned export entry form, which is
an integral part of a new aligned system of export documentation introduced
on 1 April 1970.
·
.

~ scp.:J.r::~.te

67.

Shipping cargo statistics derived from Customs entries will have
the virtue of being expre~sed in te:cns of both gross weight and value ·for
each co~odity classification. Shipping statistics will be classified by the
countries between which goods are consigned as well as by.the ports of origin
~~d destination.
The former will show the movement of goods beyond oversea~
ports of loading and discharge, a valuable extension of statistical information on shipping transportation based on port-to-port data. These
statistics will be available on month and year-to-date bases within two
nonths after the close of the period to whic~ they relate.
68.
It is also proposed to explore the practicability of establishing inward shipping cargo statistics based on import entries.
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XI.

Census of

V~olesale

Ilfl'ERIUL TRADE

Establishments 1968-69

69.

.
, \The firs-t; iUll-scale census of wholesale trade in Australia was
taken for the year ended 30 June 1969 as part of the Integrated Economic
Censuses.
·
70.

An exploratory census of wholesale trade had been held for the

11.

Bro~y

year ended 30 June 1964. The main purpose df this exploratory census was to
obtain preliminar.y info~tion on the st;ucture and trading practices in
Australia to assist in planning the 1969 census.
speaking the census covered all non-retail distributive
trade businesses; that is, all businesses which re-sold goods predominantly
to retailers or other wholesalers or to institutional, professional or other
·business users, regardless of the price or quantities involved in the transactions. This method of defining wholesaling is in close agreement with the
United Nations Statistical· Office recommendations on distributive trade
statistics.

72.·

The range o:f" data collected includes: kind of business and type
of operation of establishment, details of sales and other income, details of
purchases and other expenses, stocks, capital expenditure, persons working,
salaries and wages, and details of commodity items sold (for sales on own
account only).
.
·
·
·

73.

The data collected will allow same derived statistics to be
compiled,· e.g. sross margins and value added. Each establishment will be
classified to one of·the ASIC wholesale industries in accordance uith
p~dominant activity (determined, where possible,. from details of commodity
sales)• .
. ·

Census of Retail Establishments 1968-69

74•

A census of retail establishments was taken for the year ended
30 J~e 1969. This was the sixth census to be taken in Australia since the
·coll~ction of retail trade statistics commenced in. 1948.
Like the wholesale
census, the retail census was conducted as part of the Integrated Economic
Censuses.

75•

The retail census covered the re-sale of new or used goods to
final consumers for personal or household consumption. It also covered
the activities of cinemas, licensed hotels, motels and clubs, restaurants,
laundries and dr,y cleaners, shoe repairers and hairdressers.
Sample-census For Year Ended 30 June 1967

76.

The purpose of this

sample~census

14
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needed for updating the 1961-62 census data o~ which the monthly and
quarterly surveys of retail establishments are based. The need to update the
1961-62 data arose when it became necessar.y to extend the life of the
existing nonthly and quarterly surveys, following the decision to defer a full
retail census from 1967 to 1969 so that it could be taken as part of the
Integrated Economic Censuses. If the saople-census had not been conducted,
the number of establishments in the monthly and quarterly survey would have
had to be increased significantly each year to keep the size of the standard
errors of these sample surveys within acceptable limits.
Publication of Standard Errors of Estimates of the Value of Retail Sales

77.

The estimates of the :monthly and quarterly values of retail. sales
published by the Bureau are derived froo the returns received from a sample
of retail establishments. To provide users with a measure of the accuracy of
both the level of the esti.I:lates of the value of retail sales for each month.
and quarter, and of the accuracy of the estimates of the movement in the .
value of retail sales from month to month and from quarter to quarter, ·
details of the standard errors for these are now published by the Bureau.

78.

The standard errors published for the ~onthly estimates ~late to
the total value of retail sales for Australia and were first published for
the month of July 1968. For the quarterly estimates, the standard-errors
published relate to the total value of retail sales for Australia and to
individual commodity groups within that total. These were first published
for the June quarter 1968.

Seasonally Adjusted Estimated Value of Retail Sales

79.

Seasonally adjusted monthly esticates of the total value of
retail sales for Australia were first pU.blished in May 1967 and are available
for each month from April 1961. Seasonally adjusted quarterly estimates of
the total value of retail sales and of individual commodity groups within
that total were also first published in May 1967, but are available back to
the lJa.rch quarter of 1958.

80.
In seasonally adjusting these series account has been taken of
both normal seasonal factors and trading-day effects arising from the
varying nur:1bers of Sundays, Mondays, Tuesdays, etc. in each month or quarter.
Jro adjus~ent has been made for the effects of movements_ in the date of
Easter.

XII.

EXTElliiAL

~RADE

Alill BAlAHCE OF PAYI~LENTS

Extern:U Trade

81.

In July, 1965 an Australian Customs Tariff based on the Brussels
Uc::enclature r.as introduced and at the same time the .Australian fuport
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Cammodit.y Classification (A.r.c.c.) based on the Standard International Trade
Classification (Revised) (S.I.T.C.(R)) was also established. This was
.followed in July, 1966 by the Australian Export Commodity Classification
(A.E.c.c.) also based on S.I.T.C.(R). The A.r.c.c. is completely compatible
with S.I.T.C~(R) at the five digit level, and A.E.C.C. is substantially
compatible with S.I.T.C.(R) at the five digit level and completely
compatible at the three digit level •. The new classifications are more
· detailed than those previously in use. At the time of the introduction of
A.I.C.C. the definition of merchandi$e used in external trade-statistics was
revised in accordance with the recommendations -of the United Nations
Statistical Commission.
82.

_

The processing of statistics of imports and exports was converted

from mechanical_ tabulation to ADP at the same time as the new classifications

were introduced. The processing s,ystem was completely revised and advantage
taken of'. ·the introduction of' ADP to incorporate more extensive editing of
source documents. The system· has provided a very extensive range of tabulated material, some of which is published monthly, quarterly and armually,
while the very detailed tabulated information is available on re~est.
- :Balance of Payments
83.
Since 1966, developnents in this field have, in general, been
directed to continuously reviewing the adequacy and reliability of' the
-estimates. As a result, while no new large-scale collections or surveys
have been introduced, the coverage and reliability of the estimates and
th~ir presentation have been improved.

84.

Balance of' p~ents statistics are published in two ways by the
Bureau: in the f'onn of a quarterly summary, available rl thin one month of'
the· end of each quarter; and in the f'onn of a more substantial half'-yearly
-bulletin, containing not only global totals but also regional estimates,
tables showing useful related data in more detailed fom, and explanatory
notes on concepts and content. The content of both of these publications
has been·extended since the last Conference. ~terly estimates of
private overseas investment in Australian companies, derived f'rom the
. quarterly surveys of' overseas investment, have been published for the first
time, while in the half-yearly bulletins there has been a significant
improvement in the amount of information published-in respect of ~nt
invisible and capital transactions with selected countries.

as.

Another notewortr~ development has been the gradual increase in
resources allocated to the tasks of producing unpublished monthly estimates
· and short~te:cn forecasts of the balance of payments. To meet a growing
demand for more inf'onmation, it has been necessar,y not only to undertake the
production of more detailed monthly estimates and forecasts but also to
begin the systematic development of more advanced forecasting techniques.
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86.

An additional development during the years since 1966 has been
the increased involvement of the Bureau in questions of concepts and
principles basic to the balance of payments as a systematic and cohesive set
of accounts. In this connection, Bureau officers have attended conferences
of balance of payments experts convened by the International Monetar.y Fund
in 1967, 1968 and 1970.

87.

Throughout the period under review the Bureau afforded assistance
to the Commonwealth Department of External Tel:ri tories in the compilation and
publication of estimates of the balance of payments of the Ter.rit~r.y of Papua
and Uew Guinea.

88.

The Bureau's Balance. of Payments Section conducts a number of.
regular samples and surveys with the object of collecting data for use,
directly or indirectly, in the compilation of balance of pay.ments estimates
and forecasts. Developments and improvements in respect of these activities
since 1966 are noted in the following paragraphs~

89.

Data obtained from the quarterly Sample of Import Values are used
to adjust recorded imports, which are calculated on a "value for duty" basis,
to an f.o.b. transaction value basis required for balance of payments
purposes. This sample also provides additional infoxmation used in calculating freight payable on imports. The input data, customs entries or
warrants, were previously tabulated and processed manually by officers of the
Department of Customs and Excise. Recently this work has been· taken over by
the Bureau and the data are now coded by Bureau officers and processed by
ADP facilities.

90.

Work continued on the development of the Survey of Overseas
Shipping and Airline Operations • This survey is designed to provide data
relating to transportation in the balance of payments curr~nt account and
covers such items as port expenditure in· Australia by overseas shipping
operators, charter receipts and payments, freight eamings, and fares.

91.
The coverage of this survey is still incomplete but is gradually
being extended. A new survey covering vessels operated under charter
agreements has already be~n established to provide details relating to the
ship chartering operations of Australian importers and exporters and
Australian and overseas shipping operators. In addition, developmental work
at present being carried out will enable data, collected for the prime
purpose of providing cargo statistics, to be used to improve the coverage of
the shipping operations survey. These data will facilitate the identification of the operators of all vessels arriving at and departing from
Australia.
92.

The Survey of Import Orders is a monthly collection which has
·been in operation since 1965. It was designed to facilitate the short-term
forecasting of imports. Infomation is also requested each quarter in
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respect of amounts owing on imports. This type of info:rmation is designed to
provide some measure of short-te~ credit for imports and also attempts to
identify part of the balancing item in the balance of payments account.
\

93.

.

'

.

. A number of problems have been encountered in this survey, and
these are still under investigation. For example, the survey has not yet
been in operation long·enough for a satisfactory lag relationship between
orders and actual imports to be established. Coverage, which is limited to
know importers with iinports of over $A200~000 per annum, is also
unsatisfactory, accounting for only 60 to 65 per cent of total recorded
imports. In addition, the present survey does not adequately· take account of
cancelled orders or goods imported on consignment without an order being
placed.

94.
· Further work on import indebtedness statistics already collected
will be necessary before they can be used to full advantage. A major
problem here appears to be the elimination of overlaps between import
indebtedness data and other items in the balance of payments account.
Overseas Investment·

95·.

Since 1966 there have been considerable changes in the sources
and categories of overseas investment into Australia. There has also been a
considerable increase in the overall level of this investment and a steady
rise in the. level of Austral~an investment overseas' new channels for .
investment flows are being opened up and new fo~s· of investment introduced.
All these developments have required constant attention to the adequacy of .
present methods of collecting overseas investment statistics and consideration of·possible alternative methods.
96~

Together with the constant review of existing arrangements for
collecting overseas investment statistics, a separate preliminary s~~~ has
been made of the work necessary to provide detailed statistics on Australia's
international investment position. The development of such statis~ics is a
long-te~ project which will require more detailed investigation before it
can be implemented.

97.
Since the September quarter 1968, quarterly estimates of the
inflow of private direct investment (other than undistributed inco~e),
portfolio investment and institutional loans, have been released in the
quarterly publication 'Balance of Payments, Quarterly SuiJmary 1 • These
estimates ara derived from the results of the Qwarterly Survey of Overseas
.Investment.
98.

The first results·of a series of studies of overseas participation in Australian industr.y were released in Februar.y 1968. Tnese
statistics :~;elated to the Australian mining industry and covered the
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calendar years 1963 to 1965. Subsequent bulletins have been released
covering the years 1966 and 1967. Statistics on overseas participation in
the Australian manufacturing industr,y for the years 1962-63 and 1966-67
were released in I.:ay 1969 and Februa:ry 1970 and it is proposed to issue such
publications regularly in future. Consideration is also being·given to the
extension of these types of studies into other sectors of the Australian
economy. In all of these studies the approach adopted has been to examine
the operations (as expressed in ter.ms of production, wages and salaries;
employment etc.) of establishments of Australian companies with direct
overseas investment and compare their operations with those of establishments
of other Australian companies. In these studies the distinction has been
made between overseas ownership and overseas control. In the compilation of
statistics on overseas ownership, the data relating to an establishment of an
Australian company in which there is direct overseas investment are
apportional to overseas and Australian ownership according to the proportion
of ordinary shares (or voting stock) held by the direct overseas investors.
The data of all other establishments is allocated wholly to Australian
ownership. In the statistics on overseas control, however, the data
relating to an establishment of an Australian company in which there i's
direct overseas investment is allocated wholly to the category of overseas
control. ~he data of all other establishments is allocated wholly to
Australian control.

99.

During 1968 and 1969 the Bureau provided the Government ·
Statistician in the Territor,y of Papua and New Guinea with assistance in
the collection of statistics of the flows of overseas investment to and
from the Terri tory. The first Survey was conducted for the year 1967-68 and
the results published in October 1969.
XIII.

VlAGES AliD PRICES

Consumer Price Index

100.
The Consumer Price Index consists of a series of short tem
linked indexes with links being made at regular intervals to refle·ct the
changing patterns of household exFenditure. The ~ifth link in the series
took. effect from the December quarter 1968. This link took account of the
continuing increase in importance of the motor car compared with public
transport and added a number of items to the index, the main ones being
services by dentists and doctors, hospital and health insurance funds,
rentals of privately owned flats (unfurnished), and poultr,y. At the same
time the reference base of the index was changed from 1952-53 = 100 to
1966-67

=

~~lholesale

100.
Price Indexes

101.

A price index of Materials Used in Building other than House
Building was published in 1969. It is the first of a new series of sector
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type wholesale price indexes at present being developed. Other indexes
prepared for release this year relate to materials used in house bUilding,
and material inputs to manufacturing.
Export Pric~ Index
. Work on a revised Export Price Index is currently being carried
102.
·out, and it is expected·that this will be ready for publication before the
end of 1970. The weights and items in the revised index will give a more
up-to-date representation of Australia's current export trade, particularly
the changing importance of such items as minerals and manufactures.
Exports· and Imports
of. Merchandise at Constant Prices
.
103.
New quarterly series of exports and imports of merchandise at ·
·average 1966-67 prices were published in November 1968. They. succeeded
similar series at average 1959-60 prices. The new series were developed
within the framework of the A.E.C.C. (Australian Export Commodit,y Classification) and A.r.c.c. (Australian Import Commodit,y Classification), and · ·
incorporate a number of improvements sueh as ~evaluation in greater detail
and the use of automatic data processing.
Wage Rates and Earnings and Hours of Work
104.
Statistics in this area include the wage rates indexes, rates of
pey' and standard hours of work for specified occupations, and the series of
average weekly· earnings per ~played male unit.

105.

To obtain detailed information on average weekly earnings and
hours of work paid in respect of various specified categories of employees,
a~~ual sample surveys have been conducted since 1960. These have related to
the last pey-period in October each ye~. From the October 1966 survey
onwards, details have been obtained of the dissection of earnings and hours ·
paid into their components of ordina.ey time a.nd overtime. Developnents .
contemplated for these surveys are the inclusion of government and semigover.nment employees and more frequent collection of data.
In ·October 1965, a special sample sury-ey .obtained details; in
re_spect .of. adult males, which supplied a frequency distribution of the
. number ·of adult males in specified total waekly earnings groups and a
dissection of total earnings by four components (overtime, ordinar,y time
.
earnings at award~ etc. rates and ordinary time earnings in excess of award,
etc.-rates (a) due to payments by measured result and (b) due to other fo~s
of payment). Although the t.ypes of statistics obtained from this survey are
increasingly· in demand, it is not possible to undertake the surveys frequently because of the work load both on the respondents and the Bureau. It is
not planned to repeat such surveys more than once ever.y five years.
·10~~
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107.
In I.Iay 1968 a survey obtained statistics of the number- of male
and female employees whose wages, salaries and conditions of work normally
changed in accordance with variations in an award, detenni.nation, etc •. of
Co:IImonweal th or State industrial tribunals. The survey was similar to ones
previously conducted in 1954 and 1963. It is intended to make similar
surveys in future at approximately five-yearly intervals.
Household Expenditure Surveys

108.

Althou0h the Bureau has not yet made any full scale_ surveys of
household income and expenditure, a study was begun in July 1969 of· the
feasibility of conducting such a survey. This study is now being completedand will report on costs, order of accuracy (both sample and response),
alternative methods of collection·, data needs that· would be met, and demands
on resources if such a survey were undertaken.

109.
So far, one pilot test of approxin•ately 140 households and
another of 300-400 households have been held. These tests are based.on the
methods used in the United Kingdom F~ily Exrenditure Survey and preliminar.y
results of the first test are encouraging.
XIV.

NATIONAL ACCOillfriNG

Gross Product by Industry at Current and Constant Prices

110.

During the planning of the Integrated Econopic Censuses the
national accounts branch of the Bureau undertook studies intended to
facilitate the incorporation into the national accounts of statistics from
this source. The principal expansion in the national income and expenditure
accounts, arising from the availability of integrated establishment/
enterprise data, is expected to be the more detailed dissection of product
..
estimates by industr,y. The need was therefore felt to develop such
estimates using establishment data froo the existing censuses as fully as
possible in order to.prepare estimates at current and constant prices for the
years prior to 1968-69 and generally to explore some of the problems of
reconciling integrated census data with the main existing sources. The
existing estimates of product by industr.y, presented in the Australian
national accounts have only ver.y limited industr.y dissection because
estimates of operating surplus are largely based on taxation data for enterprises; furthermore these estimates relate to current prices only.
Accordinely, estimates of gross product by indu~tr,y at constant
prices for 1959-60 to 1965-66 were prepared last year and a new, more
detailed historical series at both current and constant prices was
published as a supplement to the 'Australian National Accounts·, National
Income and Expenditure 1953-54 to 1966-67'• · This will be updated to 1967-68
using later infonnation from existing census collections and with some
further development of sources and methods, especially following completion

111.
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of the 1962-63 input-output tables. From then.on, it is intended to rebase
the series and to make the product estimates more independent of the income
estimates instead of working, as has been done up to now, substantially
within the framework of current-price estimates set from the income side.
They ~an, of ~~urse, never be completely independent because ~ continuing
or serious divergence necessarily triggers off fUrther investigation and some
compromise. Ultimately the income estimates would be seen as enterprisebased and production estimates as, in princ'iple, establishment-based. Exact
cottespondence by industry is therefore not to be expected, and in total it
would be reasonabl·e to accept a moderate statistical discrepancy.

112.

The development work underlying the publication 'Estimates of
Gross Product b.Y Industry at Current and Constant Prices 1959-60 to 1965-66 1 ,
involved discussion of the development of basic data collections in several
subject-matter'areas needed for this and other derived series, such as
sector price indexes and indexes of industrial production. The publication
includes a·discussion of some.of the conceptual and operational aspects.of
the·problems of estimating and interpreting industry gross product measures.

113.

The gross product project has also been most useful in helping to
specif.Y the integrated census tabulations required for national accounts
estimates, and work is still proceeding on methods by which the manufacturing
census data might be linked before and after integration. A system is being
developed which will ·for.m the basis of any future attempt to reconcile
production census and income tax data.
Quarterly Estimates of National Income and Expenditure - Seasonal Adjustment
and Production of Bulletins by Computer·

114.

-Since the September 1967 issue of the quarterly bulletin, the
· natf:onal production account and various components of fixed capital expenditure and consumption expenditure have been seasonally adjusted. The general
methods used for making the adjustments are described in 'Seasonally
~justed Indicators 1969'•
The ways in which these methods were adapted to
the adjustment of national accounts and certain special methods adopted are
described in the supplement to the March 1969 issue of 1 ~uarterly Estimates
of ~ational Income and Expenditure'.

115.
Current activity is focused on experimenting with the production
of the bulletin from multilith plates prepared from computer print-out •
.This will be one application of a time series file containing national
accounts "statisticaJ. building blocks". The file will be used with
seasonal adju~tment and report generator programs for assembling the tables
in the bulletin .including automatic changes to totals and balancing items
consequential on revised seri.es. It will provide data for the preparation
of national tncome forecasts using the econometric model referred to in
paragraph 117. ·At a further stage of development, it is expected that the
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file will contain basic data so that it can be ~sed in the process of
estimating some of the individual national accounting items now being
prepared manually, e.e. using quarterly figures to interpolate when an
annual est~te is revised or to extrapolate for recent quarters.
Forecastine and Development of Econometric l.Iodels
116.
Since 1963 the Bureau has participated, with the Department of
the Treasury and the Reserve Bank of Australia, in the National Income ·
Forecasting Committee. This.committee prepares forecasts of major national
accounts aggregates for the remaining quarters of the financial year and for
the four quarters of the following year. The forecasts are not published.
The purpose is to assist the Treasury and Reserve Bank in assessing likely
trends for policy purposes.
117.
During the last two years a start has been made on the construction of a small-scale macro-econometric model for use in the forecasting work.
Given forecasts of exogenous variables prepared by specialist areas within
the participating organisations, the model generates forecasts of personal . ··
disposable income (non-farm), durable and non-durable personal consumption
expenditure, investment in non-fann stocks, e..ggregate demand (non-fam), gros:
national product (non-f~) and imports of goods and services.
·
.
118.
Developments of the ~odel in progress include, inter alia:
amplified treatment of factor share relationships, tax liabilities and ·
imports of goods and services, inclusion of endogenous relationships for
private gross fixed capital expenditure and for labour and money·mat.ket
variables. In the near future it is expected that expenditure ft1nctions will
be expressed in constant price te~s and waee - and price - determination
relationships included.
119.
It is expected that experience in econometric applications will
aid the preparation of current estimates by identif,ying data gaps, and more
directly by use of these techniques - for example in preparing estimates of
complex deriyed series {such as GNP) when only a limited numbe~ of·data
inputs are available.
·
Input-Outnut
120.
Work has proceeded on t~e preparation of the input-output tables·
for the year 1962-63 and it is hoped to publish them this year. Although
the input-output project has been accorded a low work priority and its
progress has been slow, it has proved to be of value in that i t helped to
identif,y the gaps in the existing statistical collections and provided
assistance to various projects undertaken by other sections of the Bureau,
such as the design of the Australian Standard Industrial Classification, the
integration of economic censuses {including re-design of the census forms
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and extension of the ranee of infonnation sought) and the estimate.s of gross
product by industr,y by the production method.
Preliminar.y planning has started on tables for 1968-69. Apart
121.
from consultfition in·the.planning of the content of the censuses, work to
date has been confined to evolving an industr,y classification based on ASIC
.and as closely comparable as possible with-that used for 1962-63, and to
specif.ying the for.m of tabulations required to facilitate later work.
Taxation Statistics
122.
A wide range of economic data is extracted each year from income
tax returns made by persons, partnerships and companies and tabulated by the
Bureau for use by the Taxation Bra.tlch, by the Bureau itself (e.g. for
National Accounts estimates) and for general statistical purposes. Since ·
the change to computer processing in 1964, the range of information extracted
has been greatly expanded and in the past two years the time lag in compiling
the-statistics has been reduced by almost four months (i.e. from approximately.23 months to 19 months after the close of the income year). For
individuals and partnerships, a basic core of information relating to income,
·concessional deductions for dependants, medical expenses, business expenses,
purchases and-disposals of depreciable assets, depreciation allowed, stocks,
etc., is extracted each year and classified according to the size of income,
sex and occupation of the taxpeyer. Information on other items, mainly
specific types of income (e.g. interest, dividends,) and concessional
· deductions, is extracted every two or three yeais on a rotating basis. so that
reasonably recent agg.regatee are always available. For cocpanies, statistics
are extracted every year on incomes, dividends, expenses, capital expenditure,
stocks, etc.
·
12J.
The statistics for individual taxpayers with income from salaries
and wages, and with less than $A300 of income from other sources, have for
some years. been compiled by sample methods. From the 1970-71 assessment year
(1969-70 income ye~), the statistics for taxpeyers with more than $A300 of
income _other than salaries and wages in the three larger States will also be
compiled by·sample methods. During this assessment year a system will also
·be introduced for selec~ing the samples by computer at the time the assessments are issued and transmitting to the Bureau some of the information
required for statistical purposes on computer tapes.
XV.

FINANCE (PUBLIC AliD PRIVATE)

Pubiic Authorities Finance Statistics
124.
The work of developing improved statistics of the transactions
or·public authorities has continued and preparations are being made for
discussions with State Treasuries and other authorities on the amount of
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detail to be published. These discussions are necessary because a
considerable amount of information has been provided which must remain
confidential unless the authorities agree otherwise. Pending the outcome of
these discussions a bulletin has been published based mainly on published information and containing much less detail than is proposed for the final
bulletin.
125.
During the past two years work has proceeded on the development
of an ADP system for compiling these statistics. The system provides for
individual transactions of each authority to be-recorded in a computer file
in the fonn of time series with up to 15 annual observations. The output
system provides for the printing of selected lists of transactions," summaries
in various forms, statistical tables and the generation of time series in a
more .stlilltlarised .fo:rm for entry i~to the Bureau's time series file system •. By
use of a report generator these time series can be retrieved and printed out
as statistical tables suitable for publication.
Building Societies
126.
Annual statistics of the operations of pe::rma.nent and te:cninating
building societies in Australia have been published regularly over a long
period. However, in recent years the permanent building societies have
grown rapidly, and it has become necessary to have more timely statistics of
their operations than the annual statistics which become available·about 1~
months after the end of the year to which they refer.
127.•
In mid-1969 a collection was instituted in which monthly infomation on their operations is obtained direct from permanent building
societies. Publication of the figures commenced in December 1969.
128.
Separate in.forma.tion is being published each month for each State
of Australia ·in respect of the loans, share capital and borrowings of the ·
permanent building societies..
·
129.
Loan figures are published in terms of total value .for loans
approved, loans advanced, loans cancelled, loans approved but not advanced
at the end o£ the month~ loan payments received, and principal owing at the ·
end of the month. In addition, the number and value of loans approved for
dwelling units are published with separate information being provided for
houses and for other dwelling units, with a further dissection into new and
previously occupied dwellings.
130.
Share capital figures are published for share capital received,
withdrawn, and paid up share capital at the end of the month.
131.
The amount received, withdrawn, and the amount owing at the end
of the month are published .for unsecured borrowings by the permanent building
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societies. For secured borrowings the amount owing at the end of the month
is published dissected by source of funds (government, banks, insurance
campanies or other).
Savings Banks\\

·

132.

Since July 1962 the value of loans by savings banks for housing,
outstanding at the end of each month, has been published with separate totals
being shown for loans
to individuals and loans to building societies.
.
Concurrently with the development of the monthly collection of info~ation on
the operations or pe~ent• building societies, arrangements were made to
obtain additional details of the loans for housing made by savings banks.
~

133·

Since July 1969 the savings banks have provided monthly information on the number and value of approvals of housing loans to individuals
with sep~te figures being provided for new and for previously occupied
dwellines. Info:rmation is also provided on the value of approvals to
individuals for addi tiona and alterations, and on the number and value of all
housing loan approvals to. individuals cancelled during the month. Also the
value of loans approved but not advanced at the end of each auarter is
·supplied by the savings_ banks.
-

134.

Aggregates compiled from this additional information for each
. State and for AUstralia have been ~blished since December 1969.
Finance Companies

135·
Annual balance sheets arid profit and loss data have been
_collected from finance companies each year sirice 1963-64. A series of
statistics derived from these annual returns should be published for the
first time late in 1970. These figures will supplement monthly statistics
already being published for finance companies showing amounts financed,
collections and other liquidations and outstanding balances.
Qaarterly Surveys of Stocks and Capital Expepditure

136..
Work has commenced on planning for the introduction, probably in
1972; of quarterly sample surveys of stocks and capital expenditure based on
the Integrated Economic Censuses. These surveys will replace quarterly
.
sample surveys of stocks and capital expenditure currently being conducted in
.AD.stralia that use lists of peyroll taxpayers as a framework and employment
figures as benchmarks.
·

XVI.

SOCIAL STATI::lTICS

Offences Reported to the Police

137.

A series of statistics commenced in 1964 derived freD police
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records in all States and Territories, based a~ far as possible on unifo~
definitions and counting procedures is now compiled half-yearly and
published annually. The series provides data on offences reported and
·
cleared ro1d persons ~nvolved (in broad age groups) :for the offence categories
homicide, serious assault,robbery, rape, breaking and entering, theft and
illeeal use of motor vehicles, :fraud, forgery, and false pretences. It.is
proposed to expand the collection to include other offences, including
larceny. A higher degree of comparability than before has been achieved
between States, but there remain differences which reflect dif:ferences·of·
administrative practice rather than of crime incidence.
Prison

Statistics

138.
In 1969, :following meetings of prison administrators and l.linisters
responsible :for prisons, a working.party was established to recommend the
develo:pment of comprehensive and unifonn prison statistics in all States.
Court Statistics

139.

In New South Wales, a new system has been developed for the
statistical reporting of criminal cases heard before the courts, and for the
compilation of extensive statistics on convicted offenders. The :first
statistics on the new basis became available for 1968.
Classification of Offences

140.

Uork is proceedine on an analysis of the classifications of
offences used in the States, .with a view to the development of a standard
classification suitable for uniform national crime statistics.
XVII.

EDUCATION

Universities and Other Institutions of Higher Education

141·

From 1968, some changes were made in the statistical information
gathered from universities. ~Iore details are obtained about the subject .
field of higher degree studies and bachelor degrees conferred. Information
is now collected about the type of student accrnmaodation during term and the
location of ~tudents' homes. The introduction of Commonwealth grants for
colleges of advanced education and the rapid expansion of these colleges
highlighted an urgent need for statistics on higher education outside
universities. An annual ·collection from colleges of advanced education vms
begun in 1967, covering course enrolments, staff, libraries, and ages arid
other characteristics of students. Statistics are available for 1968
onrrards. Student statistics,. including details of the courses taken, have
been collected and c~piled from 1967 for teachers colleges and educational
institutions of the Lefence Forces.
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Overseas Students

142.
Attempts are being made to develop and reconcile statistics on
overseas students in Australia. Infonnation held by the Department of
Immigration 'a'bout overseas students studying in Australia under the Private
Overseas Students· Programme is analysed and detailed tables have been
.produced ·from 1967 onwards. An existing annual collection of information
about overseas students at .institutions of higher education has been
expanded. Arrangements are being mad~ to analyse administrative information
available for sponsored overseas students' and to co-ordinate the information
derived.from these separate series.
Sample Survey of Persons

Enr~lled

in Post-school Study Courses
.

.

143·

A survey was conducted in August 1968 of a one per cent samnle· of

·Australien households to obtain estimates of persons enrolled for courses of
post-school· study or training.· Estimates have been prepared giving informatio~ about the age, marital status and occupation characteristics of course
takers, as well as details of types of .institutions.attended, the level and
length of courses and the number of persons starting couxses in 1968.
Education Exnendi ture·

144.

Reviews have commenced of the·classification of eA~enditure by
puolic authorities on education, with a view to reconciliation of education
expenditure figures required for administrative ·and plannine purposes within
the framework of the system·of national accounts. A paper giving education
expenditure shown in the national accounts and a partial reconciliation with.
Commonwealth and State Government education expenditures is prepared
annually and is the basis for replies to requests for expression of
education expenditure as a proportion of Gross National Product.
XVIII.

OTHER

Commodity Classification

· 145•

The work lqa.d involved in planning for the 1968-69 Integrated
Economic Censuses necessitated deferment of most aspects of developmental
work in· the field of commodity classification since 1966. There has,
however, been continuous review, modification and up-dating of the Australian
Import Commodi~ .Classification '(AICC) and the AustralieJl Export Commodity·
Classification (AECC), both of which are detailed extensions of the Standard
International' Trade Classifj_cation (SITC).

146.

Work is currently under way on the development of an industrial
origin comnodity classification.which relates connodi~ out9ut iteos to
classes of the Australian Standard Industrial Classification (ASIC). The
industrial oriein comnodity classification will initially cover only
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cacmodities primary to the mining and manufacturing divisions of the ASIC
and will be used for publishing the commodit.y data collected· in the 1968-69 .
Integrated Economic Censuses. Subsequently it vrill probably be extended to
cover the primary activities of all the relevant parts of the ASIC. A
detailed key between items of data (as collected on the.1968-69 census.forms)
and ASIC classes was constructed during .1968 and 1969 for use in industr.y ·
coding in the 1968-69 economic censuses and provides the basis for work on
the developcent of the industrial origin commodi~J classification.
147•
Depending on availability of resources it m~ be possible to
resume work on development of an Australian Standard Commodity.Classificatio~
(ASCC) for use in tabulating and publishing production data and overseas
trade data on a consistent basis. This work was commenced in 1962 but had tc
be suspended in 1964. It is also hoped to introduce a revised Economic
Catesories Classification for Australian overseas trade data. Currently
development of such a classification is awaiting further progress on the U.N.
project of developine the Classification by Broad Economic Categories (BEC).
148.
During the period since 1966, Australia has continued to
participate in commodity classification work in the international sphere, .
·particularly in the development of the BEC and in the revision of the SITe.·
Australian Standard Industrial Classification
149.
As part of continuing work on the development of the Australian
Standard Industrial Classification (ASIC) which was started durine 1965, an
extensive series of field enqui-ries were conducted during 1966. and 1967.
~he field enquiries were designed to obtain information about the availability of statistical data for individual activities carried out at locations ·
which were knovm to be engaged·in two or more different kinds of economic
activi~.
Infonmation obtained in these enquiries was used in resolving the
related problems of formulating working definitions of the establishment uni1
and of delineating the boundaries of industries of the ASIC.
150.
Using data obtained from the field enquiries and other information a Draft Australian Standard Industrial Classification was prepared in
September 1968 and circulated for cooment to interested businesses,
Governcent authorities, etc. On the basis of comments on the Draft ASIC, anc
further·work done on estimating likely homogenei~J ratios, a Preliminary
Edition of the ASIC was printed in 1~69 for use in the 1968-69 Intesrated
Economic Censuses.
151.
Data obtained in the economic censuses, and information derived
from investigations currently being carried out for industries which are ·
outside the scope of those censuses, will be used as the basis for revising
the Preliminar.y Edition of ASIC to produce -a final version. Tables showing
the specialisation and coverage ratios for individual industries covered by
the 1968-69 Integra ted Economic Censuses will be produced; \Vhen these
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become available it is intended to coNmence the work of analysing the
industry class~b in the ASIC ni th a· view \to improving overall ho~1ogenei ty
ratios.

152.

A oajor task during 1969 was the preparation of computer and
supportine clerica~ procedural instructions for use in industcy co<ling of the
establishment and 'enterprise ·returns collected in the 1968-69 economic
censuses. The system devised enables something like 60 per cent of the
returns to be automatically coded by the co:c1:puter usint data re:po::-ted on
census forms. The remeJn.ing returns require some clerical action before they
can be industry·coded- mainly because·the data reported on census foms are
insufficiently detailed for automatic coopute~ ceding.

153..

The ASIC will eventually be used in classifying all industry
statistics collected, coopiled or published ~J the Int=eau. ~lhe classificatior.
covers all econQI;Jic .a.ctivi ties and at its most detailed level has approximately 400 classes. The individual classes a.re reC!uired to satisfy certain
standards of hooogeneit,r. measure~ in terms of coverage and specjalisation
ratios and certain standards of size.

154.

In developing the ASIC careful attention has been r.iven to
achieving the maximum degree of convertibility to the International
Standard Industrial Classifjcation of All Economic ·Activities (lSIC).
Intee:ratio.!L9f Economic Cell§.!l.ses a.nd Surveys

155. ·

The Bureau has completed its first set of Inte~rated Economic
Censuses, covering mining, manufactu.:rinc, electricity and £as :!1roduction,
wholesale trade, retail trade and certain services for the year ended June
1969. These censuses were conducted a yee.r 1F..ter than had been o:ricinalJ.y
intended, owing to ·the amount of planninf,' and developmental work associated
with the project. Because of these factors, it was aJso decided to restrict
the scope of the censuses by omittinc- the proposed census of tuiJdincr and
construction and the ~reposed collection of benchmarK data fror.1 ~ectors
outside the scope of the censuses.
·156.
For two years prior to the introduction of these censuses, an
extensive pro~ranune of enq_uiries was carried out into the structt,re and
record-keeping ·practices of a lF~rge number of businesses throu;::.hout
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Australia. These enqu~r~es included testing of draft census forms and
consultations on accounting practices and terminology with accountants'
institutes and industrial associations. Information obtained in these
enquiries was used to develop standard definitions of both business units
kinds of data to be collected.

an~

157.
For tr.e 1968-1969 economic censuses, use was made, for the
first tiiJe, of the Bureau's computerised central directory of businesses, the
Integrated Re&ister. The work. which commenced in 1965 on constructing the
Integrated Register system continued until it became operational in mid-1969.
vnile the initial emphasis in constructing the Register_was to accommodate
the needs of the economic censuses, work is now proceeding to ensure that it
can provide the additional facilities which will be required for implementing a system of integrated economic surveys. Currently the Register is
being updated five times a year.
158.
For the 1968-69 economic censuses, the information stored ·in the
Register formed the basis for producing address labels, etc. for census
forms. Extensive use was made of automated for.m and envelope labelling
facilities, and of automated enveloping equipment. In addition, computerised
collection control and processing systems were used more extensively in these
censuses than in previous similar collections.
159.
Design and investigation work has now commenced in preparation
for the first integrated economic surveys in 1972, covering retail trade,
capital expenditure and stocks, and based on the Integrated Economic
Censuses as benchmarks.
XIX.

STATIS~·ICAL

J.'iETHODOLOGY - CENSUSES AND SAMPLE SUR'V1..'YS

The General SttrVeys Program
As a result of the introduction of the Integrated Economic
160.
Censuses, the Bureau is redesigning several major surveys (including retail
trade, capital expenditure and stocks) from the census data. A computerised
system which will carry out all functions necessary in the design and
operation of a sample survey is being developed; programming has begun on
several sections.
161.
It is intended that the General Surveys Program will handle any
single-stage surve~r which has equal or variable probabilities of selection,
and which uses ~Y~ of unbiased, ratio, regression, and difference estimation.
The General Surveys Program will have the following functions: the design of
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the survey (including the selection of the estimation procedure, st~tifi
cation of ~he universe, and allocation of sample numbers); selection of the
sample; despatch and control of collection of returns; editing of returns;
calculation of estimates and variances; and finally, the preparation of
results for pu~cation.
162.
While it is to be developed primarily for handling sample surveys
based on the Integrated Register, the General Surveys Program is in no way
restricted and it is anticipated that o~ completion it will be put to
extensive general use, either in its entirety, or.in part.
Post-census Evaltmtion Studies 1971

163·

Several evaluation studies are being devised
Census of Population and Housing•

fo~

the 30 June 1971

(a)

Persons Coverage and.Details Check. After the 1966 Census
a one-half per cent sample of persons was drawn from each
State of.Australia, using the.Population Survey Sample
framework. It is expected that the 1971 operation will be
of similar size and design. The check will provide estimates
or the proportion of persons e~neously included or omitted·
from the Census and infoxmation on the accuracy of personal
and employment details provided •.

(b)

Dwelling Coverage Check. It is .expected that this stu~
will take the same·fozmat as the 1966 Census Dwelling
Coverage Check. In 1966, a one per cent area sample of
dwellings was drawn using the Population Survey framework.
Population Survey interviewers were used to prepare
independent lists of dwellings in sample areas ·and these
lists were compared with Census Record Books; this check
provided estimates on the proportion of omitted and wrongly
included d~ellinss in the Census and an estimate of the
number of persons omitted from the Census as a result of
omissions of dwellings.

Prelimina;r Processing of-~opulation Census 1971

164. .
It is planned to give priority to the processing of a sample of
Census schedules from the 1971 Census, so that preliminary tabulations can
be made using this sample. It is expected that a multi-stage sample of
dwellings will be·used. If so, it uill be possible to employ ratio estimates
using the 1966 Census figures as benchmarks.
Annual

~j.cul ture

Expenditure Surve;v

165.
An annual sample survey has been developed to estimate both
capital and current expenditure of all rural holdings in Australia for the
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(See para. 31.) The framework for the
survey consists of all holdings included in the annual Agricultural Census.

financial year ending on June 30.

166.
A two-phase samplins procedure is used in the survey. Da.ta are
collected in the first phase by means of a mail questionnaire and in the
second phase by means of field interview. The second phase,.· is in fact, a
. sub-sample of both respondents and non-respondents to the first phase. It
is hoped by using t~e more reliable field data as, a basis for calib~tion,
to reduce the biases in the first phase due to misreporting and also to fo~
separate estimates for the non-response sector of the mail sample.

167.
All holdings are stratified according to their State and farm
type. Some of the smaller farm types were combined. For instance,· all
orchards, industrial crops, vegetables and poultr,y were contained in a
single intensive stratum.
168.

The first-phase sample is selected s.ystecatically with probabilit.y proportional to estimated value of production. Value of production is
estimated from livestock and crop data obtained for each holding in.the
Annual Agricultural Census. The second phase is a simple random sub-sample
. of the first phase. Two independent samples are selected for respondents
and non-respondents. · In those strata where the mail sample is widespread,
two-stage sampling is employed in the second phase in order to reduce
travelling costs. In these strata the same first-stage sampling units are
used for both the respondent sample and non-respondent sample.
·

169.

At present, a first-phase sample of about 3500 is selected and
the· second-phase commences when response is 70-75 per cent. Twelve per cent
of first-phase respondents and twent,y-five per cent of first-phase nonres~ondents are selected in the second phase.
Response is high in the second
phase; most of the non-response is due to non-contact.
170.
All estimation is done by computer. At present, all editing is
done manually, although it is hoped to use computer editing in the future.
As the survey is st:lll in the developmental stage, no results have yet been
published.
Experimental Design in Pilot Tests
1 71Some use has been made of experimental design by .the Bureau in
connection with pilot testing of survey plans. Increasins use is now being
IJade of the techniaue to make numerous tests simultaneously. This technique
was·applied in a c~rrent series of pilot tests for the feasibilit.y study of a
l1ousehold expenditure survey, as well as in some other developments
nentioned in this review.

Response Bias in r.:otor Vehicle Usage

172.

S~~

fhe survey of motor vehicle usage conducted by the Bureau in
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1963 used a mail questionnaire

re~uirine

respondents to recall miles
travelled over the previous twelve months period. A special study is
currently being undertaken for one region (Canberra) to measure response
bias. B,y observing mileage reading at successive re-registrations, a
comparison can be .made of. actual miles travelled and recalled estimates by
. individual vehlole owners. Preliminary results have suggested that there
are substantial differences between the actual miles and recalled estimates
for individual vehicles, but overall the discrepancy is quite srla.l.l.
XIX(a)

CEl'lSUS OF POFULATIOH AIID HOUSIUG

173.
The Government has recently approved the takine of a Population
and Housing Census in June 1971". Some of the more impoz:tant_ developments
associated with· this Census are outlined below.
Consultation with Users

174··

In order to obtain

about the needs of users of
census data two courses of action were followed. Firstly, an investigation
was conducted into the writ.ten reauests received from all sources since
1963 and later a special letter of inquir,y was sent to all persons on the
1966 Ce~sus publication mailing list. Current users of census data were
asked to specify the intended use of the data they had requested. Secondly,
after a .feasibility stu~, two Census Users' Advisory Committees were
established. One·· Committee represents the views of cOl'!'.mercial and business
organisations as well as academic bodies, while the other represents the
views of planning bodies (both governmental and semi-governmental).
info~ation

175•

Briefly_ the function of the Committees is to advise the
Cammonwealth.Statistician on the content of the census, the topics to be
included in the schedule, the definitions and classifications to be used, the
tabuiations required and the overall aims and content of the census publication programme.

176.

Inaugural meetiQgsof these two Committees were held in 1968 and
the members·were asked, after consultation with interested parties, to subnit
topics to be considered for·inclusion in the 1971 Census Schedule. As
guidelines, they were given a number of criteria whic:t it was thoue;ht should
be at.least partly satisfied by each census ~uestion. The most irnportant·of
these was that the question should be widely accepted as being of economic
. and/or social significance for the community.

177•

Suggestions for new census auestions were also sought fro~
Commonwealth
State government departments. A great number of
suggestions were received from the Advisory Comr~ttees and government
departments and these were considered by the Bureau. Some suggestions were
inappropriate for a census because they_ required too much space and others
were too intrusive or too difficult to answer. Priorities were allocated

and
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to the reoainder and a final selection made for_inclusion.in a test
schedule.
Schecule Desim

.

178.
Arter consideration of several possibilities, it was decided
that the best wa:y of adequately collecting a large amount of extra census ·
data was to use a booklet schedule. This type of schedule provides
.
sufficient space t~ include not only a la.rge number- of additional census
questions but also to use design techniques, such as tick boxes and
directional arrows which it was confidently expected would make the schedule
relatively easy to complete. However, it was appreciated that such a
schedule had some disadvantages, the cost important being extra. processing
problec.s and the adverse initial reaction it was likely to arouse in a
number of householders.
Census Pre-test
179•

A pre-test was held in Sydney in July 1969 and approtima.te.ly

4,000 dwellings were included.
180.
The main aims of the pre-test were, firstly, to test in simulated
census conditions the effectiveness of a newly developed booklet schedule ·
that was different in design and content from previous censuses and,_
secondly, to identify ~ problem areas in the schedule such as badly worded
questions, inadequate instructions, etc. and to investigate and record
householders' attitudes to the census, schedule design ~d particular
questions. Following the Sydney Pre-test the Government approved the
addition of a number of new items to the next census fo~.
Field Procedures
181.
Although the basic field organisation and procedures for the
1971 Census will be the same as in 1966, a number of changes have been
proposed to overcame recognised deficiencies in the 1966 system. For
example, in order to ensure that the best possible field staff are obtained,
a number of recruitment standards have been proposed and as much· uniformity _
as possible will be introduced into recruitment procedures. In addition, a
better system of training field staff is being explored. This system
involves the preparation of a training manuscript which will be delivered
verbatin by the trainer. This system, if successful, has several advantages;for example, special eauipment such as projectors, etc. is not required, ·
training is st~"ldardis;d and special training officers or Bureau advisors
are not re(luired.
182.
These systems rec~ived extensive testing in the second Census
Pre-test held in L!elbourne in April 1970. A booklet schedule was retained
though amended in the licht of the first pre-test results and the
Government's decision to exclude a number of new questions.
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Processing

183.

In considerine processing methods for the Census it becGne
apparent that, in the time available, it would not be possible to provide-for
direct read~ng of information on the schedules to the computer. ~~e need for
a transcriptibn ste~e was accepted and available optical character and mark
.reading equipment are currently being examined on that basis.

184.
I.iethods of editine and i;apulation will be basically similar to
those used in th~ 1966 Census.but same increase.of computer processine is
likely in such areas as allocation .of not-stated codes
the direct
preparation of publications. Particular emphasis. will be placed on the ne.ed
for more. timely production of results. It is thought that too much effort
has been spent in the past in removing the small proportion of inconsistencie,
remaining in the data after editing.

and

XX.

SEASO~lAL

ADJUSTt:ElJT

185.

In August 1966, the ]ureau decided to adopt as the basis of its
method of ·seasonal adjustment the X-11 Variant of the Census llethod II
-Seasonal Adjustment Procram developed by the United States Bureau of the
Census. This· particular: nethod, while ba.sj.caJ.Jy sil:nila.r to others considered
earlier by the Bureau, was found to be preferable on two main grcunds: its
operation and its suitability to .Australian requirements. ~he procraLis
offered a wide ranee of options
allow for the particUlar characteristics
of individual series and this was important in the Australian context.where
a n""!JIIlber of series are derived froo relatively few sources and need-therefore
to be handled with as much individuality as possible. In addition the X~11
programs provide a number of ·_statistical measures for determining the rnost
appropriate selection of options for individual series.

to

186.

1n July 1967, the first issue of 'Seasonally Adjusted Indicators'

was published, presenting in eraphic and tabular form both o~i£inal and
seasonally ad ..1usted _data for 48 series in t~e catet=;aries of production,
overse~s trade, employment, internal trade, buildin~ arid finance.
'Seasonally Adjusted Indicators' has been !1Ublished annually since 1967 and
has been expan~ed to in~lude series on national accounts as ~ell as a wider
range of series in the caterories mentioned above.

187.

Between issues of 'Seasonally Ad,iusted Intlicators', a.s Cltrrent
original figures become available, t:1e correspcndinc seasonally adjusted
figtires are calculated by· subject-natter st:!tinticians, usinG the for·ward
adjustment factors provided b:,.,. the pro,~~rP.m, and ~ublished. with the original
data in appropriate subject-natter bn1.1~tins. Selections are also included
in the 1 Digest of Current Economic Statistics 1 and the ·~.:cnthJ.y R.evieu of
Business Statistics•.
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188.
It is :pl[;..n~1ed t0 M.d :flrogressiirely to tl1e ranee of published
se.:?.sonall;t ad,iusted statistics to cover a wider area of subject matter and
to ~rovide nore detail b~r uay of industry and other dissections. At the
sc..:::e tine, it is planned to continue current research into methods of
seasonal adjustment, ~ith investications into ~vs of inprovinc. adjustoents
at !)resent attainable wi tb. tb.e X-11 pro~s, research into al tem:J.tive
cetr.ods of adjuctcent an~ developnent of nore efficient computer facilities
for tiDe series data storace and retrieval.
XXI.

189.
~~d

AF?IICATIOl;s OF EI.ECTnOlHC JJATA ?F..OCLSSING

The equipoent now installed in the Commonwealth Bureau of Census
Statistics is as follows:

(i)

Australian Capital
':Cerri tory (Canberra)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

190.
t~e

Control Data 3600 and two Control Data
3300's
Control Data 3200, 3330 and 160A

Victoria

As for Hew South Wales

'.,ueensland

Control Data 3200 and 160A

South Australia

Control Data 3200

Vi estern Australia

As for South Australia

Tasmania

.As for South Australia (shared with
Tasmanian State Government).

'i!1e r.:ajor cooponents of the systens installed are summarised in
table on the following page.
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Installation

-

i.A.C.T.

N.s.w.
tvrc.

QLD.

IS.A.

rlf.A.

rras.

Computer
(Control
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-
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·3600
3300
3300

32K
65K
32K

3300
3200.
160A

32K
32K

3300
3200
160A

32K
32K.
8K

3200
160A

16K.

3200

16K

3200

16K
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191.

'J.,he comr-onents enumerated in the a.bove table represent a considerable expansion of the facilities eiven in the previous report. The increase
in t~e power of the equipment was effected in 1967 following the implementation of a number of new systems. ?he equipment installed acts, in each
3tate, as a data processing service bureau for some other Comoonwealth
Authorities. ?he Bureau is responsible for operation of the computers and
~aintenance of software;
it also provides a systems advisory service for the
other authorities which carry out their own applications programmine •. 'llle ·
rapidity with which applications were rendered operational both for the
Bureau and other users led to the expansion.

192.

The s.ystems provide extensive software facilities which·include
assembly lan~es and assemblers, FORTRAJi and COBOL and their respective
compilers, file management facilities, including LISA ~d a large librar,y of
standard packages such as SORT routines, Table Generators, Report Generators,
conversion routines and mathematical and statistical routines. The Canberra
installation includes a 3300 with multiprogramming facilities which is
operated under the !!ASTER operating system. Further expansion· of the
Canberra installation is planned.
General Comments on Operation and Administration

193·

The subsidiary installation in each State is operated by the
particular State Office which also has its own prograrrmling group. _Coordination of the work undertaken by all computers in the complex is
maintained through Central Office and includes allocation of priorities,
establishment of operating and utilisation reporting procedures~ and
supervision of scheduling. Acquisition of consumable stores is also
arranged by Central Office.

194.

?he establishment of a set of priorities embracing known
developments has enabled co-operative programmi~5 effort to be applied to
some systems which require processing in each State and at the Commonwealth
level as well. Si.I:lilarly, the collaboration existing vrith respect to the
scheduline enables decentralisation of processing to be effected as required.

195.
The compatibility of peripheral e~uipment between installations.
allows the transfer of machine readable media. This flexibility has been
used for both the transfer of data and programs.
196.

The use of a multi-computer net,·mrk has also emphasised the need
for establishing and adhering to standards for ADP work. A considerable
amount of effort has been devoted to devising and documenting s1rltable
standards which are sufficiently flexible to be adaptable to changing
requirements, but which effec.tively improve the efficacy with tlhich
computer technology is employed to the advantage of the Bureau.

197·

The applications processed range from small one-time projects to
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large, complex, regular monthly statistical series, requiring many hours of
computer processing each month and major periodic projects such as the
population cens~s. ~he general philosophy adopted for processing statistical
work has been that the data preparation and transcribin~ of data fron
punched cards and paper tape to magnetic tape is de-centralised to the points
where the data are prepared. l1iagnetic tapes are then despatched to Canberra,
where the majority of processing work is undertaken. In some cases,
magnetic tapes are sent back to ~tate Offices for production of hard copy.
198.
Approximately 150 statistical applications are being processed on
the computers in the network. Some of the major ones are listed below:

Population census
Imports and clearances
Exports
Shipping statistics
Integrated Economic Censuses (factories, mining, wholesale, retail)
Personal income tax
Company income tax
Other taxation
Employment
Capital expenditure
Stocks
Public authority finance
Buildine appr0vals and operations
Vital statistics
~ospital

morbidity

I.Iental health
Overseas migration
Seasonal

adju~\tr1ent

of time series

Econometric models and forecasting
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l~ethodological

and mathematical research

Motor vehicle registration

199·
While most of the programming and developmental work is carried
out in Canberra, where the largest programming team is located, many
smaller projects have been developed in all State Offices, which also ·have
programming facilities. Several large projects including the Agricultural
and Pastoral Census, Integrated Economic Censuses, and Building Statisti.cs
have been developed as co-ordinated applications b.Y State Office and Cantral
Office programmers. Substantial savings have been made by developing these
as co-ordinated projects rather than as six separate projects. This method
of development will continue to be used extensively.
Gen~ralised

Programs

200.
Several powerful generalised progral:ls have been developed or are
under development. These programs are designed to eliminate repetitive
programming of similar functions for different applications. The .most
icportant completed to date is a generalised table generator (or ~
generator) which was first used for tabulation of the 1966 population census
data and is now extensively used on other applications, it has also been
used by overseas statistical offices. A companion system to the table
generator is a generalised report generator designed to operate on table
eenerator output. This system, which is nearly complete, enables reports to
be generated in tabular fom with alphabetic heading and stub descripti.ons
and fully edited for reproduction and publication.
201.
A generalised time series storage and retrieval system and
associated report generator has been developed and is in use on a number of
applications includine quarterly national accounts. Similar in many ways to
CANSll.1, this system enables clerical staff with only brief training in the
command language to create, update and retrieve time series files on ·mass
storage, apply seasonal adjustment programs and other analyses to them, and
generate ~eports in tabular fonmat with alphabetic descriptions.

202.
The Bureau p~ans to develop more generalised programs and .is to
participate in this type of work at the United Nations Computing Research
Centre in Bratislava. The systems it plans ~o develop include those to
perform the following functions:
Sample Design
File Ea.nipulation
Sample Selection and Rotation
Sample Estimation and Variance Calculation
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Studies are also being undertaken on the use of a standard data description
language and the practicability of devising a generalised editing program.
Software DeveloMnent
203. ·
Several specialised software systems have been developed~
including FORDAPP written for the Control Data 3300 computers. This, is a
complete system for. commercial data processine, it is based on FORTRJ.Uf, and
is designed largely to overcome the inefficiencies·of the FORTRAll input/outpu·
system• A FOffilRAU input/output control system called FOBr~IOu has also been
developed for the Control Data 3600 computer. This system provides automatic
restart capacity and a protected file.str~cture to reduce the effect of
parity errors on long runs using magnetic tape files. Other software
facilities have been d~veloped for the use of.disks and displ~s.
ProgramiiJing Lan8"llB{5'es
204.
To date, most applications have been programmed in C01~ASS,.
a Control Data assembly language, FORTRAI~ or FORDAPP. In future it is hoped
to program most applications in a ·standard high level language such as
A.n.s.r. FORTRAN. or A.U.S.I. COBOL for the purpose of achieving a greater
degree of machine independence £or applications programs. Training courses
in COBOL are being given to applications programmers and use of COBOL is
being encouraged to a greater degree than in previous years.
Use of Mass Storage
205.
Although small scale mass storage is already available at several
installations, most of the applications implemented to d~te have been
designed for batch processing and employ magnetic tape for file storage and
input/output. ~be sequential processing involved in these systems is
~ometimes inefficient in that a complete file consisting of several reels of
magnetic tape may have to be read to extract or update relatively few
:reco.rds. . The Bureau proposes to acquire large scale disk storage devices and
appropriate software which will enable random access processing systems to. be
implemented. In addition, where appropriate, processing will take place onl~e ·usine ~athode ray tube display tenninals for input/output. The
Integrated Register of enterprises and establishments will probably be the
first application to use these disk and display facilities.
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SIXTH CONFERENCE OF COMMONWEALTH STATISTICIANS
1.

General

Since the last Conference of Commonwealth Statisticians in Ottawa,
Canada, Barbados has become (30th November, 1966) an independent member.
of the Commonwealth of Nations. The period under review may be descr~bed
as one of increasing national awareness of the importance of quantitative
data in decision making. This is, perhaps, the result of a n1.1mber of
developments in regional economic relations ,. and our greater participation
in matters on the international scene. Thus, greater demands have been
made on our services at a time at which we have been faced with a number
of problems of movement of many of our trained and experienced officers.
These losses have very adversely affected the maintenance of many of our
statistical activities and presented some difficulty in the publication of many
of the continuing series of statistics on a timely basis.
2.

Collaboration and Planning

Mention has been made earlier of the national awareness of the
importance of statistics. This often resulted in the creation of "bottle-necks"
and in order to get maximum benefit from the existing limited resources, a
Committee comprising the Heads of Administration, the Senior Officers
of the Economic Planning Unit and the Statistical Service, has been ·
established to plan and prepare appropriate and realistic statistical
programmes. The Committee immediately realised the inadequacy of the
resources available for carrying out such programmes, and supported very
strongly our proposals for an increase of staff. The necessity for preparing
and following a planned programme was also appreciated and recognised.
3.

Conferences of Commonwealth Caribbean
Government Statisticians

As a result of agreement having been reached. from discussions at
meetings of Heads of Governments of the Commonwealth Caribbean Countries
held in the years 1963-65, Conferences of Commonwealth Caribbean
Government Statisticians were organised on an annual basis from 1966 to
1969, when it was decided that the interval between Conferences should be
extended to two or three years. The aim of these Conferences is to bring
about regional collaboration in statistics and to obtain the maximum
practicable uniformity and comparability in respect of the collection and
publication of statistics throughout the various Commonwealth Caribbean
Countries.
·

4.

Statisticial Training

The need for proper and adequate statistical training has been
recognised by all the Commonwealth Caribbean Countries and this question
has not ceased to engage the attention of the Conferences of the Commonwealth
Caribbean Government Statisticians.
In 1969 Barbados was offered an integrated programme of training
for statistical personnel by the Inter-American Statistical Institute. Four
1
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offi'cers - three -from the Statistical Service and one from the Ministry of
Education - attended in 1969 a training course for instructors at the U.S.
Bureau of the Census in Washington under the first stage of this programme. ·
On their return a National Training Course in Statistical Technology was
. conducted in 1970 as the second stage of this programme. Two officers are
now receiving senior level training in Economic and Social Statistics in
Washington as the third stage in th~s programme •
\

'

.

\

DUring the period under review the following types of training were
undertaken:·
(a) Overseas Training: Officers of the Statistical Service
·have received training in Economic Statistics, Economics,
Health Statistics, Agricultural Statistics, Survey Techniques,
etc. by means of scholarships, fellowships and attachments .
. in the United Kingdom, Canada and the United States of
·America.
(b) Local Training:_ Middle level training in statistics was
introduced in an effort to increase interest and efficiency,
not only among officers of the Statistical Service, but of
the country as a whole.
·
(c) In-service Training: In-service training proves extremely
useful and effective. Not only are basic elementary
statistical methods cov~red, but so are the contents of our
~hlk~~~.
'

5.
.,
.

1970 Census of Population and· Housing

'

As was done. for the 1960 Census of Population, a Regional Census
Co-ordinating Committee was set up to plan and prepare for the 1970 Census
of Population and Housing. This Committee had as its Chairman a Professor
of Demo.graphy of the University of the West Indies and comprised the
Directors of Central Statistical Offices, who were also Census Officers of
their respective territories, Census Officers and personnel of the University
of the West Indies.
·
This· regional collaboration established, as far as was practicable,
uniformity of procedure as ·well as effective liaison between the Census
Officers of the. several Caribbean territories.
·
·.
In an attempt to obtain final results more quickly than was possible
for the'1960 Census, the Committee adopted, for· all participating territories,
a common questionnaire which contained basically a common set of concepts
and definitions. Moreover the questions appear at the same positions on the
questionnaire, and it is proposed to use a· "mark-sensing" technique in
processing.
.
The· processing of census results will also be centralised at the
University of the West Indies, Mona, Jamaica on an I.B.M. 360/30 Computer:
which has been·provided under Canadian Technical Assistance Scheme.
The results, especially those on housing, will be anxiously awaited
by Barbados as no detailed information on that area of statistics has been
previously obtained.

2
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6.

Labour Force Statistics

During the period under review a Labour Force Programme was
launched and half-yearly surveys (i.e. crop season and during out-of-crop
season) carried out. These surveys had to be suspended due to the
concentration of the limited staff on the intensive preparatory and actual
work which the 1970 Census of Population necessitated •. It is proposed to
recommence work in this area of statistical information very shortly and
on a continuing basis.

7.

Balance of Payments

The Department has been engaged in the preparation of bal~nce of
payments estimates over the yast four years and so far, two reports ·
covering the periods 1964-66 and 1967-68 have been published.
·

8.

Survey of Manufacturing Establishments

Because of very poor response and the incomplete nature of data
submitted, it was decided not to publish the results of the last Survey of
Manufacturing Establishments. It was felt that the lack of success· of thi.s
survey was due, in part, to the length of the questionnaire employed and in
part to a lack of rapport between our statistical personnel and the· respondents.
. A reassessment of our industrial statistics programme has been
undertaken and efforts are being made to improve our contact with the
industrial sector. Preparations are now underway for the introduction of a
shortened questionnaire for the purpose of collecting minimal data. A more
conprehensive questionnaire will be used for collecting ben~h-mark data from
time to time, e.g. every five years.

9.

Tourist and Migration Statistics

The constant increase of visitors to the island imposes quite a
burden on that section of our staff responsible for the editing and coding of
migration documents. Consequently, Embarkation/Disembarkation (E /D)
cards_ of visitors are now matched, as visitors represent approximately.
eigh1fy percent of all arrivals. This system not only reduces the workload, but permits the actual lengths-of-stay of visitors to be determined.
In addition the Department has been conducting Surveys of Bednights
of visitors to Hotels and Guest-Houses. This exercise provided a check on
the information entered by the visitors on the Embarkation/Disembarkation·
cards and also reveals the movement within, as well as rates of occupancy
of, Hotels and Guest- Houses.
10.

Demographic Research

The Statistical Service has introduced confidential statistical forms
to obtain more detailed information on registrations of births and deaths.
The response has been very good. The information collected will permit
a more comprehensive demographic analysis.

3
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11.

External Trade Statistics

The Standard International Trade Classification (Revised) was
adopted in Barbados with effect from January, 1967.
·A Caribbean .Free Trade Association- CARIFTA - was established
with effect, from May, 1968 and it is considered that a Common Tariff
Nomenclahtre is essential for the efficient operation of the Free Trade
Area. It would appear that at the moment the semi-integrated BTN tariff
(i.e. a combination of the BTN and the S .1. T .C. (R) would be suit~ble for
our purposes and resources.
·
.12.

Data.Processirig

During the· period under review, Barbados continued to process
trade statistics for the Islands of the Leewards and Windwards. It is
proposed that the processing of trade statistics for these territories will
. shortly be undertaken by the Government of St. Vincent on a Computer
(I.C.L. 1901 A model) which has.recently been installed there. It is
further proposed that Barbados will then in turn process the migration and
tourist statistics for these territories.
A Computer (I. B·.M. 1401 model) has recently been installed by the
Government of Barbados and it is proposed that the processing of statistics
currently undertaken by the Statistical Service on Conventional equipment,.
will be phased out and eventually undertaken by the newly established Data
Processing Unit.

13. .

Education Statistics

A series of education statistics is being collected by the Ministry
of Education in collaboration with the Institute of Education of the University
of the West Indies and the Statistical Service. The need for information in
·this field of statistics is great and it is expected that much will be provided
by way of the Census of Population recently conducted.
14.

Financial Statistics

Although some finance statistics have been published previously,
the publication Finance Statistics 1959-68 which was recently published by
the Statistical Service is the first attempt at presenting a comprehensive
set of data on the activities of financial institutions.
15.

Census of Agriculture

As requested by the Food and AgricultUral Organization, the
Government of Barbados proposes to participate in the World Agriculture
Census Programme by carrying out a Census in 1971.
16.

Future Plans

Owing to staff limitations the Statistical Service has obtained most
of the information collected on an ad hoc basis. It is now proposed that a
continuing series of household surveys be launched as soon as it is convenient
and practicable to do so. It is hoped that this approach will make information
available on a continuing short-term basis.
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It is also proposed that the National Income Programme ..will be
resumed as soon as the necessary staff is acquired. .
-· ~-
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1.

Statistics Organisation

The development of a statistical organisation in Botswana
only started earq in 1966 with the appointment of a Statistician
to the Kinistey of :Finance. In October 1967 Parliament passsed ·
the Statistics Act which provided for the collection and publication of statistics and resulted in the establishment of a
Central Stati:stics Office within the tinistr.r of Development
Planning. Developments during the past three yea.ra have
depended almost entire~ on professional expatriate staff
provided under international and bi-lateral technical assistance
programmes and a considerable amount of attention has been
given to training and the establishment of an organisational
structure appropriate to the country' a needs and resources.
At present the statistical services consist of a small central
office and two small uni ta, one in the Kinistry of Agrie1lture
and the other in the Uini str.Y of Education.
2.

Population Census

The first population census of this cwntey was cal-ried
out in 1904 and the most recent was the seventh, held in
1964. Plans are well advanced and preparatory work has started
for a cenSls to be held in August/September 1971 which will
be the first since the countr.r achieved its independence in
1966. Botswana is a relatively' large country in area but bas
one of the lowest population· densities of the world. Although·
a high proportion of the-poJ:Ulation is concentrated-along the
eastern border of the country it would be quite impracticable
for the whole population to be enumerated on a .81!1gle d~. It
is proposed therefore that enumerators will visit every dwelling
in the country during the census period. It is anticipated
ttat enumeration in the more densely populated area will be
cou:pleted in less than two weeks and the whole country will be
covered in at most four to six weeks. This will be the first
census of the countr.r to be carried out on a de facto basis
and will include the collection of a certain amount of economic
and social data regarded as essential for future economic
development planning.

3·

Agricultural Statistics

At the present time agriculture, partiuularly livestock
production, is by far the dominant sector of the country's
econcmy. Considerable resources have therefore been devoted

1
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·to the collection of basic data relating to this ·sector. A
pilot sample surve,y of agriculture on non-freehold farms
was' carried out in one District of the country in 1966/67
and thia was followed by a national sample survey of nonfreehold farms in 1967/(}3. For various reasons a similar
national survey was held again in 19(}3/69. In the 1969/70
season a limited sample survey was held on a national basis
to provide current agricultural statistics and it is proposed
to continue these Slrveya on an annual b&Aa. The 19(}3/69
survey is regarded as being reasonablJJ successful but it is
known that the sampling frame baaed of the 1964 population
census ·results was far from satisfactory. Particular
attention is being paid to this problem in the design of the
1971 census to ensure that it will result in an adequate
frame for tuture surveys of this nature. It is proposed
therefore that another national sample survey of agriculture
for both basic and current statistics will be held as soon
as practicable after the results of the census are available.
The results of the 19(}3/69 survey indicate that a
survey of agricultural holders is not the best method ·for
obtaining reliable national livestock figures and a separate
livestock census will be conducted in August/September of
this year.
A limited amount of information relating to freehold
farming sector for. the past two years has been obtained by
a combination of postal anCJ!.lir.r and enumeration. More detailed
information is being sought in respect of 1969/70 and it is
anticipated that this will become a regular feature at
statistical acti. vi ty.
The results of both the 1967/(}3 and 1968/69. Sirveys
have been published by the Ministry of Agriculture.

4•

Education Statistics

The need for detailed statistics of education has resulted
in considerable activity in this field. Comprehensive statistics
are now available for 1965 onwards in respect of teachers, school
facilities, and pupils, including pupils undergoing post-secondar.y
education outside the country, and educational finance. Informati
for teachers and schools ia available on an individual basis and
a start has been made on similar individual records for all pupils
The maintenance of these records and the tabulation of information
·is the responsibility of the statistics unit within the Ministry
of Education.
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Emplgyment

A cenSJs of all employers was undertaken during the earq
part of 1968 to establish the total number of persona employed
~d the total wage bill in each econozic sector.
The results
of the census have been published by the Central Statistics
Office. Arrangements have now been made tar the regular
collection ot similar information on a six monthq basis.

6.

Hoasehold Income and Expenditure and Prices

A series of detailed studies of hwsehold income and
expenditure have been undertaken since the beginning of 1968
and the project will be completed in October of this year.
These studies have been carried out over a period of tlrelve
months in six centres, three urban and three rural,and will
provide information on patterns of expenditure far different
income groups in variws parts of the ccuntry.
The regular collection of retail prices far a large
range of goods in a number of centres in the countr.v started
in June 1969 and it will shortly be possible to produce on a
regular basis retail price indices for the cwntry and particular
centres.

1·

External Trade Statistics

The absence of &113 control on the flow ot goods from
South Africa has made it extremeq difficult to prepare
reliable statistics of external trade. Various attempts
have been made to re~re known importers and exporters to
make regular returns of their imports and exports, but none
have been very satisfacto~. At present all business concerns
are required to report onl;y the value of imports and exports
and this is proving rather more satisfactory than previous
attempts which recpired more detail. Acceptable trade figures
will not, however, be available until some form of border control
is provided and it is hoped that this will taka place within
the next year.

B.

National Accounts

Sufficient data for the preparation of reliable national
accounts even on a limited basis has not been readi.]Jr available.
An attempt to produce national accounts for 1961.. to 1966 was
made by the Central Statistics Office in 1968 and the re"Cillts
were published. Further work during the past year has indicated,
however, that there are some serious errors and omissions in
these results. More data is now becoming available and a set of
accounts for 1967/68 has been prepared and will be published shortly.
These results are more reliable than the previous estimates but
must still be used with caution.
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I. Introduction
1.
The demand for statistics in Canada seems to have increased at a
growing rate since the last Conference. This reflects the fact that
contemporary Canadian society has been setting more exacting standards for
the p·9rformance of the economy and its social institutions than formerly.
The number of social and economic goals which Canadians have set for themselves have multiplied while the coordination of competing goals has become
more complex. As the goals have become more numerous and complex, many new
statistical requirements have emerged. At the same time, the computer is
having an impact on demands for more information by augmenting the capability
of users to employ data. Many of the demands stem from new or expanded
federal and provincial government departments and agencies charged with
implementing far-reaching social and economic programs but strong pressures
for new.or improved information also come from municipalities, universities,
the business community and others.
2.
The Bureau has responded to these demands by embarking. on statistics
and statistical support programs, which will take some years to complete,
designed to accelerate its capacity for meeting contemporary needs •.·These
programs have involved a substantial growth in its budget and staff. Thus,
from April 1966 to April 1970 the DES budget has grown from 17 million to
33 million dollars, excluding the Population Census. Its authorized
establishment has grown from 2,650 in April 1966 to 3,6?0 in April 1970.

3.

Aside from the acquisition of additional resources the goal of
coming closer to meeting contemporary statistical needs has involved measures
designed to render the statistical production process an1 management more
efficient. These measures are described below. In what follows the most
important statistical developments are listed.
II. Statistical Programs
Population and agriculture census plans

4.

Since the last Conference DBS has been actively advancing plans for
the forthcoming 1971 Decennial Census of Canada on a broad front. A brief
summary of the programme for developing and testing census-taking techniques,
questionnaire content and format, and census data qc~s follows:
Testing programmes and cen§US methodology

5.

.

·

..

-:..

The development of the proposed methodology for Lhe 1971 Census
received its initial impetus from the evaluation of the quali..ty of the 1961
Census and from the study of international experience of a si.mi1ar nature,
particularly in the U.S.A. With the increasecf util izat.ion or census data in
the past decade, the need for more precise statistics, rr:ore :Jet.ailed measure-ment of socio-economic characteristics, and more timely !ind flexible·
statistics it became evident that a number of met.hodoJ ogi (!al <"!hanges were
necessary. Studies indicated that the largest reduction in error ~ould be
expected if the role of the respondent was maxi1nized through self-enu.rn·=ration
and, therefore, a series of field tests were designed t.o investigate the

1
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merits of new field methods and techniques, mainly self-enumeration and mailing
f edmiques, for the 1971 Census.
6.
A field test conducted in the City of London in October 1967 was
designed primarily to test the use of self-enumeratipn methods and mailing
techniques of questionnaires. This test was followed by one designed to test
a number of alt~rnatives in the content of the population and housing questionnaires in a sample of Toronto households in May 1968. A test conducted in
selected rural areas in the fall of 1968 investigated self-enumeration
techniques in localities involving agriculture questionnaires. Finally, a
dress-rehearsal (Trial Census) was conducted in September 1969 in the cities
of Sherbrooke and St.• Catharines ~d surrounding areas, as well as rural
localities centering around Souris, Manitoba •
The 1971 Census ·will employ a system of delivery by census enumerators ("drop-of'f"} of self-enumeration questionnaires addressed to the householders for their completion and '_'mail-back" in the larger urban centres. In
smaller centres and rural areas, enumerators will similarly drop off the
questionnaires (including agriculture, where applicable) but will return to
pick up the forms rather than their being mailed back. In certain remote
areas, involving only a small percentage of the population (e.g. , vast
northern regions, coastal outports, military barracks, etc.), traditional
methods of canvasser-enumeration will be employed.

. '1.

8.
While the use of self-enumeration techniques is expected to improve
the quality of the census product, the development of plans for the use of
extensive sampling in the 1971 Census was designed to reduce costs and provide.
more timely data. ·Field tests and sampling studies which.have been undertaken
since early 1967 indicate that the final selection of 33 1/3% of sample for
all but· a relatively few basic population and housing questions, combined with
self-enumeration methods, will not adversely affect the amount of small-area
data that can be provided as compared to earlier censuses. Sampling is an
essential technique in reducing the burden o~ the respondent. Without sampling
the enlarged subject-matter content of the census would have involved undue
response burden on the public and a heavy processing load on DBS leading to
unacceptable delays in publication. Thus, plans call for two households out
of every three to complete a "short" questionnaire containing such basic
· questions as age, sex, marital status, mother tongue, and a few housing items
such as tenure, type of dwelling, number of rooms, and sanitary facilities.
Every third household will complete a "long" form containing the full range of
socio-economic items.
guestionnaire content

9.

The development of the content of the census questionnaires spanned
a period of planning and consultations lasting almost three years, culminating
in the final approval by the Cabinet in January 1970. Decisions to include or
exclude specific items in the 1971 Census were based on: (1) the importance
of a question, e.g., for the administration of government or other important
needs; (2) relative costs; (3) the ease or difficulty in obtaining reliable
data; and (4) respondent work loads and tolerance. Change3 in questions
recommended for the 1971 Population and Housing Censuses compared with the
Census of 1961 result mainly from demands for more detail within existing
subject fields such as occupation and education rather than for more s~bjects
of inquiry. The number of individual questions increased from some 60

2
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in 1961 to 90 in 1971; however, in contrast with 1961, most
collected from a sample of 1 in 3.

o~

these

~ifl

be

10.

In the 1971 Census of Agriculture, one general questionnaire is
planned to replace the four questionnaires used in 1961. Irrigation questions
and questions on forest products (on a reduced basis) form part of the general
questionnaire for 1971. New questions relate to the use of fertilizers and
sprays, and to the classification of the part-time work of farm operators by
kind of work done. Additional i terns of farm machinery and equipment are
included in the appropriate sections. On the whole, farm operators will have
approximately the same number of agricultural questions to answer in 1971 as
in the preceding decennial 1961 Census. The questionnaire on non-farm holdings
is being dropped since their importance is now negligible.
·
fonfidentiality and census data

11.

It is hoped that the Statistics Act will be revised before June 1971
to permit the release of data on individual records, provided it cannot be
related to any particular person or business. This might make it possibl~ to
publish records permitting users to process tapes containing data.relating to
individual persons from which names, addresses and other identifying information have been removed. However, aside from this modification,.relaxing of
confidentiality beyond prior census practices is not intended, notwithstanding
pressures for access to individual records.

Data access and dissemination

12.

The planning of the 1971 Census has also incorporated the development
of new methods, procedures and programmes to introduce more flexibility in
census data access by users. Emphasis is being given tq extending the ranges
and volumes of tabulations available in published print-out and machine
readable form and in particular, to the speed with which both regular publications and access to tabulations specified by users will become available.
·
Close examination is given to the preparation of working arrangements with
provincial governments and other major user groups for efficient access to
census data through more extensive and comprehensive utilization of useroriented census data automated files. The extended capabilities qf computer
technology will also be used for the benefit of the continuously increasing
number of census data users requesting a wide and diversified range of special
tabulations by means of computer storage and retrieval programmes such as
.
GRDSR (geocoding) referred to below. More user-oriented literature, catalogues
and manuals on census data will be prepared in order to ease and increase the
effective utilization of the vast potential of the 1971 Census data.
Quality control and evaluation

13.

One of the main innovations of the 1971 Census will be Lhe extensive
application of quality control designed to c9ntrol and reduce the errors
accumulated during the processing of the census data. Four areas of the census
operation will be subject to formal methods of quality control: 1) printing
of Census questionnaires; 2) enumeration (the quality contra] plan here will
primarily concentrate on ensuring that all the essential information that. is
supposed to be collected is, in fact, collected); 3) qualit~r c:ontroJ of office::
coding; 4) quality control of do-::!1Lment readers and other associated operations.
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The second and third of these plans were tested out during the 1969 Trial
Cen'sus and proved to be generally successful. The fourth plan was also tried
out·during 1969 but, due to general problems encountered with the document
reade~, it could not be adequately tested.
The application of quality control
to the 1969 Trial Census indicated that several minor modifications would be
. incprporated into future quality control plans of this kind. ·Many of these
will be includ~d in the final plans for the 1971 Census.
14• .
While quality control attempts to·control and reduce errors of
··various kinds during the census operation itself, the evaluation program is
designed to measure errors in the final output. The three largest evaluation
projects are the so-called "Reverse Record Check" project, designed to estimate
the coverage errors (number of people missed) in the 1971 Census; the "Response
Variance" study, designed to estimate the contribution to census errors of
errors of response; and the "Agriculture Quality Check" project, designed to
es~imate the coverage and content of errors of the Census of ~griculture.
It
is hoped that the analysis of the evaluation projects will not only provide
guidance to users as to the quality of data but will point the direction for
future improvements.
Education statistics
15•
Education statistics are at present undergoing a major reorganization to meet more effectively a wide variety of contemporary needs and to take
·into account the changes which are taking.place in the practices and organization of educational institutions in Canada and their effect on data collection.
·16. .
Education is a matter of provincial jurisdiction in Canada and the
ministers· of all ten provinces have requested the Bureau to .act as coordinator and developer of an integrated system of statistics, in collaboration
with provincial departments of education. The aim of the system is to bring
together the data on students, staff, facilities and finance in such a way
that interrelationships can be studied within the framework of compatible
classifications. It is expected that the resulting statistics will satisfy
the needs for educational planning, manpo~er planning and various administrative and other applications.
17.
As a result of changes in the educational system it is becoming
increasingly difficult to identify students and teachers. by grade and certain
other institutional characteristics. A major feature of the new program is,
therefore, greater concentration on characteristics of people in education
rather than those of the institution·s. In addition to annual stock statistics,
it is planned to develop statistics on the flow of students within the educational system and'those who leave it and their characteristics, particularly
those who are most likely to enter the labour force. Some significant
beginnings have been made in the creation of an up-to-date nation-wide data
bank on the number and characteristics of elementary and secondary school
teachers while a major in-depth survey of community college teaching staffs is
in an advance stage of planning~ New information on part-time educational
opportunities at all·levels of education is being developed. At the same time,
data on educational plant.and equipment {e.g., available class-room space) and
school transport~tion are being developed while financial statistics pertaining
to·educational institutions are being strengthened.
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18.
The widespread interest in leisure activities, and in the quality of
life enjoyed by Canadians has given rise to a number of new surveys in the
field of cultural activities.
19.
Feasibility studies are being carried out with a view to determining
the extent to which quantifiable data can be produced in such areas as drama
an:i handicrafts. Major revisions have been made in the survey instruments used
to measure library, museum, and art gallery activity.
Job vacancy and other labour statistics
20.
In recent years a growing emphasis on selective manpower policies
has generated an insistent demand for more and better labour market data.
Although there are still serious gaps in information on labour supply there is,
in fact, an impressive network of information on the characteristics of the
unemployed while a void on the demand s.ide has persisted. Accordingly, in 1968,
in response to data needs for policy formulation and implementation the Bureau
undertook the development of a national survey to measure job vacancies on
behalf of the Department of Manpower and Immigration.
21.
To meet urgent requirements of the Department of Manpower and
Immigration it was necessary to plunge into the development of the survey
before the nature and dimensions of the data it intended to p~oduce cpuld ba
ascertained with adequate precision. However, there was time to carry out a
pilot survey. It indicated among other things, that the "standard" units of
companies which provide employment data (i.e., establishm•=.mts) often cannot
provide job vacancy information. Consequently, a special master file had to
be created for at least the larger companies, the units of which we~e
delineated, through extensive field work, into so-called job vacancy reporting
units. A special requirement for the file maintenance system was the provision
of well organized, readable print-outs which enumerator~ ~ould rise in the field
to keep the file up-to-date.with respect to internal organization changes of
companies.
22.
Following the analysis of the reporting errors and non-response, it
was decided to design a two-phase sample consisting of a mail survey, and an
interview survey of a subsample of the mail survey. The purpose of the latter
was: (a) to correct the response error of the mail survey; (b) to provide
estimates for non-respondents; and (c) to collect additio~al information for
analysis. The tight (bi-weekly) schedule of the survey necessitated the selection of the samples for both phases of the survey by the computer as well as
the comprehensive computer processing of the returns.

23.
The pioneering nature of the survey--the fact that there has been
little "hard" analysis in the past, of either the concept or uses of .iob
vacancy statistics--generated a great deal of uncertainty :in respect. to data
use and, therefore, data input-o,~tput specifications. An extremely flexible
automatad system has, accordingly, been developed, capable of carrying out tho
necessarily complex estimating procedures for any one of a ver~ large number of
potential domains of study (geographic regio]J.s by occupaU onal classes).
24.
The survey, inclu:iing all mail and field interview phases, became
operational for the complete non-agricultural universe early i.n 1970. At the
time of writing, the data generated by the survey are being :tssessed for
technical adequacy and analytical value. It is expected that. the resulting
information will enhance mg,terially the value o.f the whole network of labour
5
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information. Meanwhile, a large-scale and flexible survey capacity has
been established in ·the enterprise sector, compsrable in size to the household
survey capacity of the DBS labour force survey.

25.
In response to the growing interest in labour costs data, the Bureau
and ~he Federal Department of Labour jointly initiated a survey of selected
employer labour costs in 1967, to meet the need for information on the composi. · tion of the total wage package and, in particular, to measure the non-wage
items.. The first three surveys covered manufacturing and mining, and now there
.is a pilot survef underway among a selected number of transportation and
communications es~ablishments. It is hoped\in the future to conduct similar
surveys in other major industry areas.
Merchandising and services
26.
With the growth ~f the relative importance of the non-goods producing
·industries high priority has been accorded to statistical development in this
sector of the economy. Thus beginning with the year 1966 a quinquennial census
of merchandising and service establishments was instituted. Previously this
census was taken only every ten years. Plans are now well advanced for the
197l·Census which will be more comprehensive in terms of industrial coverage
and items collected. Automated mail-out, check-in, follow-up, as well as
editing and correction programs are being developed which, it is expected, will
yield faster and more accurate statistical results.
27.
In the past, information on retail sales by commodity lines were
obtained as part of the decennial census. Because of increasingly rapid
changes in the commodity· mix of retail outlets it was decided to undertake
commodity surveys every five years. These surveys were planned to be taken
for non-census years beginning with the year 1968. As part of this program,
questions relating to sales by commodities (other than the details necessary
for classification purposes) were elilninated from the 1966 and 1971 census
questionnaires. The commodity survey for 1968 covered 30,000 retailers. It
now appears that even a five-year span is too lm . .g and it has therefore been
decided to carry out these surveys every second or third year, beginning with
1973.
28.
As the first step in a long run program for ilnproving current
statistics of the service trades the Bureau is developing more information on
accommodation (tourist and transient). DBS is working closely with the Office
of Tourism, Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce, as well as with provincial tourist bureaux and various national and provincial tourist and hotel
associations, in developing more comprehensive statistical ·information for
this industry. For the year 1969, the hotel survey is being expanded to cover
motels,·tourist cabins, to~ist camping grounds, hunting and fishing camps,
recreation camps and tourist homes. Not only is the coverage to be expanded
in this industry, but an exhaustive review of the data needs of users of
accommodation statistics is presently being undertaken. It is expected that
this review will indicate the need for a major change in the types of data
which have been collected and published in the past for this industry.
29.
A much Lmproved probability sample design and automated processing
system, begun in late 1968, is baing completed for a new monthly survey of
retail trades which will yield more comprehensive, detailed a11d reliable
monthly statistics on a national and regjonal basis. The new design will
employ an up-to-date list frame (from which a sample is.drawn) supplemented
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with an area sample (to pick outlets which may not appear on the~ list,
especially outlets with zero employees). Special attention was given to
securing unbiased estim~tes of births and deaths. It is expected that the
new sample will be operational in the middle of 1971.
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Price Statistics

30.

With widespread interest in containing inflationary pressures during
the last few years much emphasis has been given to expanding and improving
price statistics. The Consumer Price Index was brought into sharper focus for
current analysis through its conversion early in 1969 to a 1961 time reference
base. With the completion ~f the family expenditure survey earlier this year
it is expected that the up-dating of the weights of the Consumer Price Index
will take place in 1971. The survey results will also provide data for producing more reliable and detailed regional price indexes for trend and interregional price comparisons. Meanwhile, the coverage of retail price data has
been expanded to include more completely the components of consumer budgets in
urban areas.
31.
In the industrial price field, revised industry selling price indexes
relating to manufacturing industries in Canada were introduced early in 1970.
The primary features of these indexes include the introduction of a 1961 time
base, enlarged commodity content and weights based on 1961 industry shipments,
and the use of the 1960 standard industrial classification of industries.
Developmental work is proceeding to expand the number of manufacturing
industries for which separate price measurements are available. An extensive
program is underway to automate as much as possible the collection and processing of price statistics which it is hoped, will result in improved timeliness and efficiency, as well as in an increas-e in retrieval capability. In
the fi~ld of prices of capital goods a new publication, Price Indexes of
Electrical Utility Construction was released in mid-1967_which incluied price
indexes for construction of transmission lines, distribution systems and
switching stations. These indexes represent the first results of a much more .
comprehensive program of experimentation and development which is underway,
designed to improve price information for residential and non residential
structures, machinery and equipment. Indexes for measuring the movement of
prices of rail transportation are also being developed while a study has been
initiated to determine the conceptual and statistical basis for constructing
price indexes for distributive margins.
External and interprovincial trade statistics

32.

A major development in the field of external trade statistics has
been the introduction of sampling techniques for small value imports with a
consequent substantial staff saving. The Bureau is planning to develop a
similar sample for small value exports and is also planning to redesign its
processing system for both imports and exports as part of an extensive automation program. Special quarterly tabulations have recently been developed of
exports by U.S. Census sub-division of consignment, and it is planned to
develop similar tabulations for imports by U.S. Census sub-division. These
series are particularly valuable in stuiies of market development and penetration and of import substitution.

33.

Imports, which at present are tabulated only on the basis of country
of consign:nent, are planned to be tab'.llat.ed also by country of origin as well
as by mode of transport.

7
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More emphasis is now being given by the Bureau to the development of
commodity origin and destination statistics. For example, a pilot survey is
planned for this year to determine the feasibility of obtaining commodity
origi~ and destination data from trucking companies by sampling shipping documents known as "waybills". It is hoped to sample railway waybills in a
similar way, if the trucking survey proves successful. Water shipping already
has a·commodity origin and destination survey in operation.

35.

In order to help estimate the order of magnitude of interprovincial
trade, a general survey of manufacturers was taken for the year 1967 in which
the larger estahiishments reported a breakdown of their total value of shipments of own products by province of first destination. This provided useful
estimates of origin and destination statistics by province and is being supplemented by similar surveys for specific commodities. These data are particularly
useful to provinces .in analyses of industrial and market developments and for
purposes of regional input-output studies •
.Air transport statistics

36.

. The Aviation Statistics.Centre, established four years ago, represents a successful attempt by the DBS to provide in-house statistical services
to specialized agencies of the federal government. The Centre is located
several miles from the rest of the Bureau, in the same building as the Canadian
Transport Commission, which regulates commercial aviation in Canada through its
Air Transport Committee •. As required for regional economic studies, quasijudicial hearings allocating routes and services, and for negotiation of
bilateral agreements concerning international scheduled air services, the
Centre provides detailed analytical studies of the nature and extent of air
travel between points and along routes. For the Ministry of Transport, the
Centre collects and processes data on aircraft movements at airports across
the country and presents the data in a variety of forms. Some twenty-five
different reports are produced regularly for the several technical divisions
in the Ministry responsible for the construction and operation of airports, and
the provision of civil aviation facilities. This year, the Centre has launched
a new survey and a publication on international charter nights to fill an
important statistical gap. Another new publication makes available for the
first time in a single volume passenger origin and destination data on air
travel between the United States and Canada.
37.
For the Bureau, organized as it is for the purpose of collecting and
disseminating statistics for the general use of business, government and the
public at large, the provision of such specialized service called for considerable adjustment and innovation. It has meant planning automated processing
methods,·not simply to produce industry and activity totals for publication,
but to make provision for a flexible output capability which has to accommodate on. short notice demands for all available data pertinent to a particular
problem or specific economic area.
38.
The Centre has demonstrated that it ca~ become sufficiently familiar
with complex subject-matter detail to understand the statistical requirements
of technical experts engaged in long term planning of aviation facilities and
in regulating and developing the country's air services.

39.

The Centre has succeeded in establishing very good relations with the
aviation industry by reducing the reporting burden through improved forms design
and the use of shuttle questionnaires. Of particular significance, the
statistics have provided the carriers themselves with informative reliable and
'
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timely data for use in planning -their own operations and in meas_uring thei6 3
competitive position.

40.

Although the statistical program of the Centre is developed in close
collaboration with officials of the Ministry of Transport and the Air Transport Committee and is aimed principslly at meeting the data requirements of
these agencies, the direction, control and administration of the Centre's
activities rest with the DBS.

Financial statistics
important development since the last conference has been the
beginning of regular quarterly publication of financial flow accounts. The
first rep8rt, published last year, covered annual and quarterly historical
data from 1962 to 1967. The accounts, which consist of approximately thirty
transaction categories and thirty-five sectors and sub-sectors, represent the
culmination of the major stage of a comprehensive developmental program
initiated some ten years ago. Aside from improving annual financial statistics
of corporations and governments, this program involved the development of
quarterly surveys of assets and liabilities of financial and non-financial
corporations and selected items in the balance sheets of governments.
4J_.

An

42.

In deriving flow data from balance sheets, procedures and information had to be developed to eliminate the impact of changes in corporate
structure, accounting revaluations, the erratic nature of financing and so on.
While imp;:,rtant data gaps and imp.erfections remain, especially in the area of
municipal and personal finance, coverage is now considered to be comprehensive.

43.

The users of the Financial Flow Accounts are mainly the monetary
authorities, who use these accow1ts to measure the impact of fiscal and monetary authorities, who use these accounts to measure the impact o.f fiscal and
monetary policies. The emerging behavioural patterns of the various credit
flows and the sources and uses of savings in the different sectors of the
economy are essential in the building of econometric models intended to
explain and predict financial developments. The accounts are applied
extensively by researchers involved in the building and analysis of such models.
Due to the novelty and perhaps also the complexity of the F.F.A. widespread
use by private industry has not yet developed, although the financial community,
and primarily the chartered banks h~ve shown a growing interest in the Accounts.
Input-output statistics

44.
In 1969 the Bureau published two volumes entitled The Input-Output
Structure of the Can'ldian Economy, 1961, containing input-output tables, a
comprehensive description of methodology ani associated analytical models
which represent the culmination of extensive research effort over many years.
The tables have been compiled for 187 industries and 664 commodities. At that
level of detail many entries are confidential under the provisions of the
Statistics Act. The tables are, therefore, pu"'.J1ished at three levels of
aggregation involving 16 in::iustries m:i 40 commodities, 6~"i industries and 6S
commodities, and 110 industries and 197 conrrnodities. Arrangements are being
made to provide this information to users in machine-readable format upon
request.
The Canadian 1961 Input-Output Tables have features which are not
characteristic of conventional Input-Output Tables. In the latter, both the
intermediate inputs of industries and the outputs of in::iustries are shown in

45.
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single table, the rows of which contain the flows of the output of each
1ndustry to the industries which use this output as an intermediate input
while the columns contain the intermediate inputs of each industry. This'
table is square, i.e., has the same number of rows and columns, both of which
are classified by industry.

46.· .

In the 1961 Canadian Tables, commodities are clearly distinguished
from industries, the number of commodities being greater than the number of
industries. Separate rectangular tables are presented for outputs and inputs.
The output tabl~.shows commodities produced by industries; the input table
shows commoditieA used by industries. The'introduction of commodities as a
dimension of the system has a number of advantages, not the least of which is
realism; industries are portrayed as groupings of establishments which absorb
a number of commodity and primary inputs to produce a number of commodity
outputs. This formu;tation of the system poses explicitly a problem which is
implicit in conventional Input-Output Tables, namely, the way in which the
demand for a commodity is to be distributed among the industries which produce
.that commodity. The models based on these rectangular tables therefore require,
in addition to the traditional production function, marketing functions which
distribute comnodity demands to p~oducing industries.

47..

A comprehensive program for updating input-output tables is being
developed. This program consists of annual up:iating and defiation of inputoutput tables by means of extensively automated procedures involving large
amounts of annual data. Plans are also being made for the construction of a
new base year table for 1971. The Bureau has also collaborated with a number
of provinces in the development of provincial input-output data and analysis.
Recently, a considerable effort is being devoted to the development of a
~edium term simulation and projection model based on input-output and other
data, in collaboration with a number of other federal government departments.
Investment and construction statistics

·48.

Following insistent demands by several government departments, a
quarterly survey of capital and repair expenditures of business enterprises
has been introduced in 1968 covering final expenditures for the past quarter,
preliminary expenditures for the current quarter, and forecasts for each of
the next two quarters. In combination with the annual survey of capital
expenditure intentions the quarterly information is designed to provide an
indication of turning points in capital expenditures occurring during any
given. year. The survey will gradually expand to provide a basis for estimation by industry and-province.

49.

Estimates of housing expenditures have utilized a fixed formula based
on starts, completions, assumed construction times and average costs. Under
stable .economic conditions this method produces reasonably good annual estimates.
In order to provide improved estimates· for less than annual periods and for
sub-national areas (provincial, regional, major urban) a new method has been
developed. DataTelating to starts and completions are still utilized but, in
adqition, reports of building inspectors have been added to provide a measure
of the progress of construction. Actual costs of the units under construction
are used rather than average costs. It is expected that these innovations,
being introduced in 1970, will provide a more sensitive indicator of construction activity ani expenditures on housing.
50.
In 19h7 a long-term survAy pro gran was ini t.iated with a view to
covering the major trades in the construction industry annually. The first
10
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publication in this series, The Hechanical Contracting Industry,- vas released
in 1969 and a survey is nov being developed covering the electrical contracting
industry. It is expected that in t:ilne most of the :ilnpo:-tant trades will be
covered in this way.
51.
Heasurer::tents of stocks of fixed assets of business firms have been
available in Canada since 1967. Recently, however, tva of the main limitations
of earlier series have been dealt with. The industrial detail has been converted to the currently used industrial classification and the estimates Which
previously included only the manufacturing industry, nov inclu:ie all sectors ·
of the economy. These tva improvements will increase substantially the usefulness of capital stock estimates. An information file of punched cards and
computer tapes has been developed. It is being used as the basic source from
vbich specific data requested by users is retrieved.
52.
The perpetual inventory method, assuming a standard length of usefulness of fixed assets, is employed in the capital stock estimates. Further
i.I:J.prover:J.ents in capital stock data will depend upon empirical assessments of .
the economic life of fixed assets.
Revision of the national accounts

53.

After several years of intensive work, the national income and
expenditure accounts have been revised :from 1926 to date, on an annual basis, ·
and from 1947 on a quarterly basis. This revision vas necessitated by a new
census as veil as by other statistical information which became available. It
vas also felt necessary to incorporate certain conceptual improvements in this.
revision and to come closer to the United Nations Standard System of National
Accounts. However, the new UNSNA vas not adopted in its entirety bec~use it
vas felt desirable to maintain continuity with the previous Canadian accounts
and because some of the tables and accounts of the UNSNA were not believed to
be sui table to Canadian circumstances.
III.

Other major developments

Enlarged household survey capability

54.

The Job Vacancy Survey described above represents a nev survey
capability in the business sector of the economy. At the same time, the
capabali ty of the monthly labour force survey has been overtaxed. Thus, there
has been a long-standing need on the part of provincial and federal government _
departments for household survey information substantially beyond the present
DBS capacities. A mdest start has been made during the past tvo years vhich
is expected to culminate in a major program during the next fev years,
designed to double the DBS household survey capability. The vork on the
family expenditure and income surveys, described in separate papers will
contribute to this objective.
Timeliness
55.
Early in 1967, the Thlreau embarked on a comprehens've program·
designed to effect gains in timeliness of as many statistical series as
possible. As a start, a nunher of key economic indicators vere chosen for
ir...r::ediate attention. These included the ronthly Index of Industrial Production,
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the. buik of whose data .inputs emanate from many monthly commodity surveys as
well as the monthly· employment surveys. Marked improvements were achieved in
these series as well as in imports, exports, and retail trade.

56 •.·
.The monthly index of industrial production is now published after a
six:-week interval, a gain of 20 days with still greater gains in many of the
component series. ~ore recently a gain of 30 days has been achieved in the ·
release of the quarterly national income and expenditure accounts and the
summar.y.balance of payment statements. They are now published 45 days after
the reference P~tiod. A monthly index of real domestic product has recently
been published, follo-wing a lengthy period of research and development.
'

57.
Attention is now being focussed on improving the timeliness of
annual publications and the remainder of the Bureau' s monthly and quarterly
reports. To achieve. this objective, as well as for other reasons, plans are
being studied for developing a comprehensive scheduling and production control
fac.:l:~:;-.
Another major contributing factor to improved timeliness is expected
· to be the automation of most of the processing of all major surveys of the
Bureau.
Standard classifications systems
5S.
A noteworthy occurrence in the area of classifications since 1966 has
been the initiation, jointly with the Department of Manpower and Immigration
of a project for the development of a Canadian Classification and Dictionarr
of Occupations ( CCOO). The need for a better framework of analysis for
statistical surveys such as the Census of Population has been a long standing
one, and this has been reinforced in recent years qy urgent policy requirements
in the area of manpower planning and utilization.

59. .

. Both a standard occupational classification and a dictionary of

.occupations are being prepared as a co-ordinated system in one volume. A
1971 Census edition designed especially for coding census returns is also
planned for publication late in 1970. (The compJ.ete classification and
dictionary in all detail will be published late in 1971).

60.

The CCDO project has involved basic research into Canadian occupations consisting of job analyses leading to occupational analysis and the
preparation of definitions for the occupations identified. In addition it
comprises the development of an occupational classification suitable for
census and other statistical work in its broader groupings and for employment
placement, immigrant selection, ·vocational guidance, etc., in its detailed
categories.
61.
The field work, based upon a sample of work places representing all
industries and areas, is nearing completion. Some 30,000 job analyses have
resulted in the identification of some 12,000 occupations which have been
grouped into a system of Major, Minor, and unit groups (about 400) for
statistical coding and reporting.
62.
A standard geographic classification manual has been prepared and
published while the standard industrial and commodity classifications have
up-dated.
beeri reviewed

and

63.
In the government area the development of program budgeting and the
national accounts budget, together with the use of the financial flows as a

,..
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monitor on the cash budget of governments, has necessitated a new·look at the
method of keeping governmental accounts. It was recognized that the accounting
framework of governments at all three levels needed to be reorganized in order
to provide the detail required for both micro and macro-economic analyses.
Furthermore, the accounting frameworks as between governments should be
designed in such a way as to provide the greatest degree of comparability.
-

64.

DES officers have played an active role in the work of the Federal
Expenditure Coding Committee. A classification system of expenditures
reflecting both services provided (functions of expenditure) and economic
objects (resources utilized or consumed) was completed and implemented
effective April 1, 1969. The data derived therefrom has already contributed
significantly to the DBS macro-economic statistical series.

65.

Consultations have also been carried out with two provincial
governments concerning the development of accounts classification.systems
that will be compatible with the federal government accounts structure.

66.

Perhaps the most important work has been done with respect to
accounts classifications systems or· local governments in Canada. A series of
conferences have been held with provincial government Departments of Municipal
Affairs. As a result an information system covering all financial transactions
of local governments in Canada has been devised. It contains sufficient detail
to meet the analytical requirements inherent in Canada's national income and
expenditure accounts and the financial flows accounts. This classification
system has the unanimous approval in principle of all provincial Departments
of Municipal Affairs in Canada. The degree of acceptance and implementation
by municipal governments is expected to vary from one province to another.
Automation

67.
Until a short time ·ago the computer facilities available to DBS
imposed serious restrictions on both production and research work. The
acquisition of a new major computer li1stallation in July of 1969 has augmented
substantially DBS computer capability. The selection of this computer system
was preceded by a detailed study of the nature and size of the probable DBS
workload for several years and the development of a series of selection tests.
68.
This modern installation, together with a much enlarged complement
of computer programming and systems personnel, provide the foundation on which
DBS is developing comprehensive plans for automating its operations over the .
next few years, under the guidance of an Automation Committee composed of
senior officials. Through comprehensive automation DES hopes to contribute to
the achievement of the following objectives: flexible storage and retrieval
capabilities for extensive use of the collected data to serVe modern, often
unanticipated needs, raise substantially output per man year, improve timeliness, produce aggregate data in machine-readable form for storage in our
time series data bank, CANSIM (see below).
69.

The greatest part of DBS production _already makes use of computers.
However, as it is true in so many organizations, it took some years of
experience to appreciate fully the fact that the most effective utilization
of computers requires a fundamental restructuring of the entire statistical
operation being automated. The superimposition of the computer on existing
procedures is often very inefficient as is its application to only some of the
phases of statistical production, in isolation from the others. From the very
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o~tset,

the entire ~ey process should, whenever possible, be conceived and
designed keeping in mJnd the role of the computer and with the aim of rendering
efficient the operation as a whole, given its objectives, not just its parts.
Furtpermore, we have learnt that automation of individual surveys should be
planned in the context of other related surveys so as to facilitate their
integration and to prepare the ground for the automation of derived major
aggregates, e.g.,_the national accounts and indexes of production. In
addition to the automation of the individual projects, the automation program
of the.Bureau places great emphasis on the development of general retrieval
and other generalized programs. These are.designed to be usable as parts in
the processing of a variety of surveys. They, particularly the retrieval
programs, are also designed to be usable by subject matter personnel without
programmer intervention. Effective automation involves some basic changes in
the working environment and approaches used and, for the development of large
projects, the utiliz.ation of inter-disciplinary teams from the outset. The
most advanced automated generalized systems developed to date are briefly
. described:
(a) Geographically referenced data storage and retrieval system
70. . .
This system, which DES hopes to apply to the retrieval of the data
from the 1971 Census, as well as to other universes and surveys, is being
developed with a view to effect substantial improvements in rendering census
(and other data} available quickly on the basis of geographic areas defined
by users according to their own specifications. Underlying this system are
computer programs which will assign geographic latitude and longitude coordinates to every census record in major urban areas. The coordinates will
represent the approximate location of each household. Similar, but less
·precise,- location identifiers will be developed to attach to the census
records in the rest of the country. This system, together with some related
developments, is being designed to make it possible for any ·user to identify
· on a map any geographic area for which he wants tabulation. An important
element of the system is a generalized retrieval language, which users could
employ and which will make it possible to retr]:1ve specific data without
programmer intervention, economically and with a fast turn around time.
Confidentiality restrictions will, of course, be applied.
(b) CANSIM
71.
DES substantially increased the utility of its statistical output to
users by the construction of a time series data bank from which, at the present
time, about 17,000 major publishable and non-confidential. disaggregated economic time series indicators are available in machine-readable form. This data
bank, known as CANSIM (Canadian Socio-Economic Information Management System),
had its origin in work carried on at the Economic Council of Canada but was
further developed and made operational in the DBS. The information is stored
in direct access devices, coupled with appropriate data entry and retrieval
programs. The information thus stored can easily be linked to manipulative
utility programs and work is now in process on the direct integration of some
of these manipulative programs or some variations of them into CANSIH. Data
and appropriate programs are for sale.to users and it is the Bureau's aim to
make the data bank a self-paying proposition with respect to its current
operation.
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Extension and automation of central register of companies and
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72.
A major element in the DES automatic~ (and integration) program is
the extension and automation of its central register of companies and
establishments.
73.
A central register of "companies" and establishments reporting
annually or more frequently on DES surveys was begun in 1960 with two principal
objectives - to ensure uniform treatment of respondents reporting for more than
one statistical unit and that the same standard industrial classification code
was applied to each unit. The Central List has served these purposes and in
the process has demonstrated further potentialities particularly as a
consistent sampling frame and as a coordinating mechanism for integrating
survey coverage and procedures. Its integrating possibilities have assumed
even greater importance with advances in survey mechanization. It was therefore decided to extend the register to include all business and similar units,
whether or not covered by DES censuses, and to change its role and form so
that it can act as a central instrument to ensure survey coverage and
respondent identification to a gre~ter extent than hitherto.

74.

This major program of extension and mechanization of the central
register is expected to be completed early in 1972. At the same time the
register's record system for each unit is being extended to permit the
association of other registers of business units maintained by the other
government departments, as each associated register recognizes the basic unit
("company") • When complete, this will provide means for accumulation of data
over a wide range of administrative sources, and for the exchange and inte~
gration of data collected in different surveys of DES.
75.
The principal advantages expected from expansion and automation of
the register may be summarized as follows:
1.
The present system-of business-unit identification numbers will be
extended to enable the unique identification of each unit engaged in
economic activity throughout its lifetime. This will enable those operating
various Bureau surveys to maintain historical records of individual units
over the years in terms of unique identification numbers.
2.
A comprehensive register of business units (including those having no
employees) will provide a substitute for the present practice of developing
registers ad hoc to meet the needs of particular censuses or surveys. This
feature will be particularly advantageous in connection with current effort~
to extend DES survey coverage in trade.and s~rvice industries, construction
and parts of transportation characterized by a relatively large concentration
of small-sized firms.

3.

The expanded register in its new form will provide a comprehensive,
consistent and efficient sampling frame for general application. Sampling
frames drawn from the expanded register will be used for intercensal
surveys of industries containing a large number of relatively small units
(e.g., construction, retail trade and serviGes), and maintenance of universes consistent with coverage of the various censuses will provide
sampling frames for related current surveys.

4.

The system of identification numbers for business un"ts is designed
to provide a link between the units used for different "operational" survey
registers at least at the level of "legal entities" (generally companies).
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Thus, information collected from any source could be related to that from
another source w~th assurance of agreement on coverage. Information could
be transferred from one survey to another at the level of individual
respondents or "legal entities" thus minimizing the necessity. for duplication
in collection of data. Among other uses, this will permit the identification
and, to some extent, control of the response burden placed on the same units
·by different surveys •

. 5.

Automa\ion of the Central Register is basic to systematic automation
and integrated operation of related DBS surveys. The various aspects of
survey operation from register maintenance and mail out of questionnaires
to printing of reports must be considered when the different surveys are
being prepared fo.r computer processing.

6.

Finally, it may be noted that the plan for expansion and automation
of the Central Register makes provision for tie-in of· non-statistical
registers such as those maintained by the Unemployment Insurance Commission,
Department of National Revenue and various provincial agencies. Units on
these registers can be related· to the units on the Central Register in terms
of."legal entities"~ Thus, the Central Register is expected to become, in
effect, a focal point for the rationalization of register of business
.entities maintained throughout the federal government and in the provinces.
Management information and planning systems
76.
For some time it has become evident that DBS needed improved
information to provide a more effective basis for management analysis, planning
and control, with special reference to costs in relation to end products. An
automated weekly reporting system was, therefore, developed and introduced in
April 1970, consisting of three main parts: resource utilization, progress
reporting and timeliness of releases. Some 500 statistical projects have been
identified as the foundation of the system. Each statistical project consumes
identifiable resources and is associated with an identifiable end-product (or
benefit) and the sum of all stat~stical proj~cts represents the approximate
statistical output of the Bureau. In addition to a standard list of projects,
seven standard types of operation performed within the Bureau have also been
identified and reported on -plan/develop, coordination, collection, edit/code,
compilation, analysis and publication. When applied to individual projects,
these will permit further analysis of DBS undertakings. It is anticipated
that all modules·of the system will be operational in April 1971.
77.
Among the uses of this reporting system is to provide a factual
cost basis, broken down by "responsibility center", project and function, for
improved planning. Simultaneously with this work, a-considerable effort has
been made to develop a comprehensive system for long-range planning of
statistical inputs and outputs. The development of this latter system is,
however, taking longer than anticipated.
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2- CEYLON

Review Of Statistical Activities In Ceylon

1966- 1970
I - Population And Vital Statistics

1.

Census of Population and Housing, 1963.

In order to provide advance data on the Census as early as possible
a 10"/o sample tabulation was carried out, and a Census publication was issued
in two parts in 1967 - Part I: General Characteristics, Part II: Gainfully
Occupied Population. The final report of the Census based on complete data
was prepared in 1969.
A supplementary report on the Census of Housing (1963) was also
issued.

2.

Census of Population, 1971.

Preliminary work on the next Census of Population (Scheduled for
1971) commenced in 1969. A limited pilot census was conducted in January,
1970 with the object of testing the draft questionnaires. The Census
· questionnaires have been prepared more or less on the same lines as those
used in 1963, but provision is being made for the collection of additional
information on fertility and migration on a sample basis.

3.

Population Projections.

Population projections by age and sex up to the year 2003 A.D. was
prepared and published in the Ceylon Statistical Abstract. The low projection was based on the assumption that fertility will be reduced by 1/3 in
10 years time (commencing from 1962) and that it will decline linearly to SO%
of the 1962 figure by the year 2003 A.D. Even under this assumption, the
population will be doubled by the year 2000 A.D.

4.

Vital Statistics.

Vital statistics are compiled and published by the Registrar General' 5
Department. In order to minimise the delay in the publication of the annual
report, the Department of Census and Statistics undertook the process~ng of
the death returns by machine tabulation on a request made by the Registrar
General in 1967. This procedure has enabled the Registrar General's Office
to issue its annual reports more expeditiously.
·

.

A sample survey to assess the completeness of bir:th and ~eath ~egis
tration was carried out in 1967. The survey showed that birth registration
was 98.7 per cent complete while death registration was 94.5 per cent
·
complete.
A complete life table was prepared for the 3 year period 1962 to
1964 centred on the census year 1963. Abridged life tables up to 1967 _have
also been prepared. The expectation of life at birth for the year 1967 1s 64.8
for males and 66.9 for females. Up to 1962, the female expectation of life at
birth had always been lower than the male expectation. This pattern has
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shown a change ·since 1963 with the female expectation being higher.
II - Manpower
1.

Employment

Statistics of Employment in the Public Sector are collected annually
by the Departtnent of Census and Statistics and published in the Statistical
Abstract.
In the case of the private sector, the main source of information is
the Employees' Provident Fund. · Under the E. P. F. Act all establishments
employing three or more persons are obliged to send monthly returns in
respect of their regula,r work force to the Fund. According to current
estimates, over two-thirds of all paid employees in the private sector are
covered by this Act. A classification of such workers by districts and by
industrial category has been made by the Central Bank.
2.

Labour Force Survey

This survey which commenced in 1968, was undertaken by the
Department of Census and Statistics in order to obtain current data on the.
composition and the characteristics of the labour force. The Department of
Census and Statistics was responsible for the sampling design, the field
· operations and the processing of the data.· The questionnaire for the survey
was prepared in consultation with the Ministry of Planning and Economic
Affairs. The survey was planned so· as to provide the required information
for the island as a whole, as well as for the urban, rural and estate sectors.
I~ was conducted in two rounds each of 3 months duration.
The Administrative Districts of the island (22 in number) formed the
basic strata. Each district was further demarcated into urban, rural and
estate sectors. In designing the survey, a two-stage sampling scheme was
adopted. The first· stage units were the census blocks and the second stage
units were households. The census blocks were selected with probability
proportional to the number of households as reported at the 1963 Census of
Population. Within each selected census block a proportion of households
was selected at random for purposes of investigation. In all 13,00 households
were enumerated during the first round and an equal number during the second
round. In the first round, information was collected by Statistical Investigators of the Department of Census and Statistics by personal interview. In
the second round, field investigations were carried out by Statistical .
Investigators as well as Enumerators specially recruited for the purpose.
The reference period for this survey was the week preceding the
date of survey and the year preceding the date of survey. Field investigations
for the first and second rounds were completed in 1968/69. The data
collected during the first round of the survey were processed and the tabulations were sent to the Ministry of Planning and Economic Affairs for
analysis.

Ill - Agriculture
1.
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Paddy

The crop curveys for the estimation of paddy yields at the district
and all-island level, which were introduced in 1951, were re-designed so as
to obtain yields for D. R.O. divisions in the major paddy growing areas.
The Central Bank of Ceylon undertook a survey on the cost of production of paddy in 1967. The main objective of this survey was to get .
estimates of the cost of various inputs (both labour and material) going into
paddy production. A stratified random sample of 3,000 parcels of paddy land
was selected for the purpose of the survey. Field investigations. were
carried out by F cod Production Overseers of the Department of Agriculture.
The results of survey are published in the report "Survey on Cost
of Production of Paddy" issued by the Central Bank in 1969.
2.

Highland Crops

The services of an F .A.O. Statistician were obtained for a s.tudy
of the present system of collecting agricultural statistics. A recommendation
made in his report for the collection of basic data in respect of minor agricultural crops on a sample basis in preference to the present system whereby
Grama Sevakas (Village Headmen) provide estimates on crop area and production in respect of all villages is now being examined by the Department.

3.

Vegetable Surveys

A pilot study to determine the acreage and production of vegetables
was undertaken by the Department in 1966-67 in two major vegetable growing
areas in the island.
A stratified two-stage sampling design was adopted with villages as
the first stage units and farm-households as the second stage units. The
surveys were conducted by a series of personal visits to the selected sample
households located in each selected sample of villages, and information was
obtained from cultivators •
The results of the survey were published in two reports: "Survey ·
of Vegetable Production (Kandy and Badulla)" issued by the Department in

1968.
Another pilot survey to estimate the acreage and production of
chillies was undertaken in one district during the Maha 1968/69 season.
The acreage under chillie cultivation was obtained by a complete enumeration
of parcels over 1/16 acre and a sample enumeration of parcels less than
1/16 acre. A three-stage sample design was adopted for estimating the yield
rate. The field experiments were conducted mainly by school teachers who
were specially trained for the purpose.
The results of the survey were published by the Department in 1969
in the report "Survey of Chillie Production (Anuradhapura district)".
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4.

Coconut. Survey

Coconut is one of the major crops grown in Ceylon, But, since a
large proportion of the acreage under coconut is in small-holdings, the
collection of reliable basic statistics on the coconut industry has been a
perennial problem. The Department of Census and Statistics initiated a
programme for conducting a survey in the early sixties and in 1968 a fullscale coconut survey was launched.
·
\

\

The main objective of this survey was to estimate the palm population,
total production of coconuts, yields per palm, specific characteristics such
as age group, bearing status, etc.· and the extent to which cultural practices
were followed. Eight major coconut growing districts covering about 86 per
cent of the coconut area were covered by this. survey.
The frame for this survey was the list of estates and the extents of
small holdings of all crops obtained at the pre-listing stage of the Census of
Agriculture, 1962.
· .
·
A stratified 2-stage· sampling design was used for the estate sector
while in the case of the small holdings sector, a stratified 3-stage design
was adopted. Estates were selected with probability proportional to the
acreage under coconut as at 1962. One section of thi's estate was selected
at random for palm count.- A square block of 40 x 40 square yards was sited
inside this section of the estate for palm characteristics, and two clusters
· of 4 palms each for yield estimation. For the small holdings, survey blocks
of 500 acres of cultivated land were selected with equal probability for palm
count. Two clusters of 5 parcels were selected at random for getting palm
characteristics, and 2 clusters of 4 palms each in two different parcels for
yield estimation.
The size of the sample was determined on the basis of the standard
errors worked out in the pilot survey, and apportioned to each district in
. proportion to its coconut area subject to a minimum in each district. In all,
180 ·estates and 200 survey blocks of small holdings were selected for the
survey.
The first stage of the survey, i.e. listing of all parcels in the
selected blocks, commenced in May, 1968, and was completed by April, 1969.
The second stage of the survey consisted of the physical enumeration by age
group· and bearing status and study of agronomic, cultural and management
practices in systematic clusters of 10 in each survey block and one in each
estate. The third stage involves the collection of production data, ha~esting
and .disposal practices, etc. For this purpose, 2 clusters of 4 palms in each
selected parcel or estate are chosen for six consecutive picks. The second
and third stages of the survey were begun in October, 1969 and will be
completed by the end of the year. ·
5.

Livestock

.
In view of the limited data now available on livestock population and.
milk production, the Department proposes to conduct studies in selected
areas. The first survey of this nature will be undertaken in one of the major
milk producing areas in .June this year.

/,

6.
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Census of Agriculture

The report on the Census of Agriculture, 1962 was published in
4 Volumes: Volume I: Agricultural Land, Agricultural Operators and
Tenure; Volume II: Land Utilization; Volume Ill: Paddy Land; and
Volume IV: ~Hnor Crops, Livestock and Employment in Agriculture.
The next Census of Agriculture is scheduled to be held in 1972.
A publication setting out the scope and coverage of Census has been published.
IV - 1\i.anufacturing And 1\Hning

1.

Current Statistics

Statistical data from manufacturing establishments have been collected and compiled regularly by the 11inistry of Industries (bi-annually) and
the Central Bank of Ceylon (annually). The coverage of data collected is
confined to industrial establishments registered and approved by the 1-Hnistry
of Industries. These manufacturing units (numbering nearly 2, 700 in 1969)
account for a very large proportion of output in the manufacturing scetor.
The data collected relates to production, sales, raw materials used,
employment, etc. These basic statistics are published regularly in the pub
publication "Statistics of Industrial Production" issued by the Ministry of
Industries, and in the annual report of the Central Bank of Ceylon.
The Central Bank also conducts an annual survey of all State
Industrial Corporations. Comprehensive data on capital investment, production capacity, production, sales, profit and loss, employment, etc. are
collected and published in the annual report.
2.

Survey of Industrial Production

In view of the growing demand for statistical data in the field of
industry, a survey on industrial production was carried out in 1968 by the
Department of Census and Statistics. The principal objective was to collect
information on the pattern and structure of industrial activity in Ceylon.
The information obtained from the survey would be used in revising the
present Index of Industrial Production. The data would also be useful for
the preparation of input/ output tables and for improving national accounts
estimates.
In carrying out this survey, all industrial establishments were
categorised according to registered industries, estate industries and other
industries (small-scale). A directory of all industrial establishments classified bv revenue districts was used as a basic frame. The survey was conducted by mail inquiry, but in the case of small establishments, Statistical
Investigators were deployed to collect the information.
In the case of large establishments, the response rate was satisfactorv but difficulties were experienced in collecting the information from
small-.. s~ale units. This was largely due to the fact that a majority of these
establishments did not maintain systematic accounts to furnish detailed information called for in the questionnaire. The information collected from the
survey is now being processed and analysed.
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3.

Mining

The present coverage of mining and quarrying industries is almost
entirely confined to data collected and published by the Department of
Geological Surveys.
V - Transport And Communication
The major Transport and Telecommunication Organizations in Ceylon
come under the purview of the Central Government:: Railway (Government
Enterprise), Ceylon Transport Board (State Corporation), Port Commission
(Government Enterprise), Port Cargo Corporation (State Corporation), Air
Ceylon (State Corporation), Port and Telecommunications (Government
Enterprise), Ceylon Broadcasting Corporation (State Corporation). These
enterprises maintain systematic statistical records on their day to day operations and the basic statistical data are published in their annual reports.
It is only in the case of transport of goods by road, which is
essentially an area managed by the private sector that adequate statistical
information is not available •. Such data have, therefore, to be obtained
through special surveys • ·
VI - Trade
1.

External Trade Statistics

From 1965 to 1968, trade returns were compiled monthly and annually
by the Customs Department on the SITC (revised classification). From
January 1968, a new classification based on the Brussels Tariff Nomenclature
(BTN) was adopted in order to fix Customs tariff on a systematic basis.
Provision is being made, however, Jor including the SITC codes alongside
the BTN codes when publishing the trade returns in order to facilitate the
· analysis of trade data according to international classifications.
The request of the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations
to categorise commodities imported and exported broadly under food,
industrial supplies, capital equipment, consumer non-durables and consumer
durables to supplement the summary data supplied on the basis of the SITC
was examined, but with the adoption of the BTN for trade classification from
1969 '· it was felt that further classification according to broad economic categories would cause difficulties, and hence, it has been decided to defer this
work until the mechanization of Customs data is adopted.
'
·
In recent years, certain discrepancies have been observed in
Customs and -aalance of Payments statistics. A Committee was appointed to
inquire into this and suggest ways and means of improving the present method
of collecting and compiling import and export statistics. S orne of the recommendations of this Committee have already been implemented.
2.

Trade Indices

Price and volume indices of exports and imports are compiled by the
Department of Census and Statistics and by the Central Bank of Ceylon.
Until 1968, trade indices compiled by the Central Bank were worked with
fixed weights based on the experience of five years (1954-58) using 1958 as
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the base year. The Department of Census and Statistics published price and
volume indices with 1948 as the base year.
In recent years these have had many significant changes in the com. modity composition of imports consequent to the new import policies pursued
by the Government. There have been important shifts in the export sector
too as a result of a steady expansion in non-traditional export. The current
trade index series were gradually becoming outdated. The situation therefore, warranted a revision of the indices to a more recent base period.
In 1969 the Central Bank prepared a revised series based on the
experience of three years (1965-67) with 1967 as the base year. The original
series were spliced into the new index. The Department of Census and
Statistics has also taken similar action to revise its own series.

3.

Internal Trade Statistics

An island-wide census of distributive trades was carried out in 1967
under the provisions of the Census Ordinance. This census was undertaken
with a view to obtaining a wide range of reliable and up-to-date statistics
relating to the distributive trades. The last inquiry in this field was the
Census of Merchandising and Services, 1952.
A census of distribution, 1967, covered wholesale trade, retail
trade and other services which include hotels, restaurants, cafes, and
taverns, cinemas, laundries, barber saloons and beauty shops, portrait and
photographic studios, motor vehicles repair shops etc. etc. The items of
data sought include general establishments characteristics, employment and
wages, capital assets acquired and sold during the year, depreciation of
capital assets and interest paid, operating expenses, sales or turnover,
purchases and value of stocks.
Information was collected from nearly a hundred thousand establish-.
ments. The data is now being processed and analysed.
VII - Prices
1.

Colombo Consumers Price Index

The Colombo Consumers Price Index is the country's only official
cost of living index. Although the technical framework of the index remains
unchanged, the following refinements in pricing methods have been introduced
with a view to ensuring that the index remains a sensitive measure of current
changes in retail prices.
(a)

3 weekly test purchases are carried out for food
items in respect of market areas of Colombo city
for obtaining the "transaction prices" which are
used for computing the food index.

(b)

The pricing schedules used for price collection,
especially in the clothing and miscellaneous groups,
have been periodically revised to take account of
the new range and grades of local i terns available
to consumers; and
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(c)

2.

Current changes in the cost of personal services
such as hair dressing and laundry in the
"Miscellaneous Group" have been ascertained and
incorporated into index on the basis of bi-annual
surveys.

District Town Retail Prices

A sy;;tem of retail price collec,tion for consumer items in all major
district towns of the island (22 towns corresponding to the 22 district
Kachcheries in Ceylon), which was· begun in 1959, is being continued. An
all-island price index series covering the food group is computed quarterly
and annually on the basis of price data collected.
As in the case of the Colombo Consumers' Price Index, pricing
schedules used for regional retail price collection have been sul;>stantially
revised during the last few years to take account of current changes in the
commodity composition of both local and imported consumer items entering
the market.
VIII - Finance
1.'

Public Finance

A Special Committee of officers from the Treasury, the Ministry of
Planning and Economic Affairs and the Central Bank is at present examining
the question of presenting budgetary accounts in a revised form with a view
to facilitating their adoption for social accounts purposes. As a first step,
the revenue side of the budgetary estimates for the year 1970/71 will be
presented on the lines recommended by this Committee.
The series "Economic and Functional Classification of Government
· Receipts and Payments" has been revised and re-classified by the Central
~ank to conform, to greater extent than previously, to the recommendations
given in the United Nations Manual.
2.

Banking

·

The Central Bank has prepared a new series ·of figures for the
following transactions· .

3.

.

(a)

Sources and utilization of funds of Commercial Banks.

(b)

Commercial Bank advances for industrial purposes
according to type of product.

(c)

Savings and fixed· deposits in the Rural Banks.

(d)

Loans given by Rural Banks according to purpose.

ForeignAid

Classification of Foreign Aid according to type and country of origin
has been compiled by the Central Bank and presented in the Annual Report.
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IX - National Accounts And Input/Output Studies
l(a).

National Accounts

The Department of Census and Statistics prepared a revised series
of National Accounts for the period 1963/68. Modifications introduced aim
at removing some of the limitations in the earlier estimates by _
(a)

improving the conceptual basis of the estimates;

(b)

providing better coverage of economic activity;

(c)

securing consistency of treatment in the detailed
estimates of items on the respective product and
expenditure approaches; and

(d)

adopting more refined techniques for the compilation of constant price series.

New data obtained from recent Censuses, Surveys and other sources have
been utilised in building up the new series, but there are still a few areas
where the basic data used in preparing these estimates are week. This
relates mainly to production data in respect of minor crops, small-scale
industry, and constructional activity and capital formation data in respect of
the private sector.
1(b).

Input/Output Table

In 1968, the Ministry of Planning and Economic Affairs started work
on an input/ output table for 1965 with the objective of (a) "locating the particular areas in which National Accounts data were deficient; and (b) using the
table for purposes of projecting the performance of the economy under
alternative assumptions of investment patterns and policy variants.
The primary data for the table were obtained from the National
Accounts Division of the Department of Census and Statistics. Supplementary
data were obtained from the Economic Research Department of the Central
Bank from independent inquiries in respect of some of the more important
industrial establishments.
For the purpose of the current transactions table, the economy was
divided into 40 sectors. In the construction of the Table, the practice adopted
was to fill a row or a column depending on the type of data available. As was
expected, the data in this first table stands in need of further refinement,
and it is expected that much of the work in the future would be concentrated
in conducting inquiries into the input structure of various industries.
X - Social Statistics
1.

Education

Since 1962, a separate day has been sought as schools census day.
Apart from the basic data on schools, pupils, teachers, finance etc. other
information relating to school curricula, teachers requirements for various
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subjects, occupational ambitions of pupils, etc. are collected. At the early
stages, information in respect of only a limited number of subjects were
tabulated. Action has been taken in recent years to process and tabulate the
bulk of the data collected.
2.

Health

Hospi~al statistics relating to both in-patients and out-patients are
collected and compiled regularly by the Department of Health Services on
the basis of returns sent by all Government medical institutions.

In recent years, increasing importance has been attached to the
collection of basic statistics on family planning activities with a view to
assessing the progress of the national family _planning programme. A paper
entitled "Fertility trends in Ceylon, 1953-1968 and the National Family
Planning Programme" was prepared for publication.

3.

Local Government

A statistical digest entitled "Local Government Statistical Year
Book, 1969" containing basic statistical information in respect of all local
authorities (Municipal, Urban, Town and Village Councils) was prepared to
as a ready-reference publication to facilitate efficient planning of Local
Government administration and to be of use to students for research work on
Local Government.
XI - Special Surveys

1.

Socio-Economic Survey, 1969/70

The Department is at present engaged in conducting a socio-economic
·Survey of households in Ceylon. This survey is of the multi-subject type
and is designed to collect detailed information required for a proper assessment of the levels of living and changes in living conditions of the community,
with special emphasis on expenditure patterns.
The survey will be conducted in 4 rounds each of 3 months duration.
In each round, approximately 3, 000 households selected at random will be
surveyed. The survey has been designed so as to get separate information
for the urban, rural and estate sectors. The field ·enumeration is conducted
by trained Investigators of the Department by personal interview. Field
work on the first two rounds is now complete, and data in respect of the
first round are now being processed and analysed.
It is expected that the information collected from this survey would
prove invaluable to planners, policy makers and research workers, more so,
since the data collected from previous surveys have ceased to be of much
value in making a proper assessment .of current trends in the economic and
social well- being of the community.
2.

Survey of Rural Credit and Indebtedness

During the second half of 1969, the Central Bank designed a survey
of rural credit and indebtedness, field work on which was completed during
the last quarter.
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The main objectives of the survey were to obtain data on the incidence of debt, the sources and conditions of borrowing, the purposes of
borrowing, and methods of repayment. This information will be valuable in
assessing and formulating agricultural policies, as well as in expanding
credit and banking facilities to the rural sector.
A stratified random sample of 159 villages covering nearly 30,000
households was selected for the survey. This sample is estimated to include
about 2 per cent of all rural households. The investigation was carried out
by graduate Investigators trained and employed specifically for the survey.

3.

Private Investment Survey

In November 1967, the Central Bank undertook a survey of private
investment. It was planned more or less on the same lines as the survey
conducted by the Bank in 1964. This survey sought data on investment by
type of asset from (a)

Company establishments;

(b)

Non-Company establishments;

(c)

Urban households;

(d)

Rural households;

(e)

Fisher households.

and

Company and non-Company establishments were divided into three
strata, namely, agriculture, manufacturing and services. Except for manufacturing companies, where a complete enumeration was undertaken, a random
random sample from each of the other strata was selected for investigation.
In the case of the household sector, separate samples were drawn from urban,
rural and fishing households.
The questionnaires to the Company and Non-Company establishments
were sent by post and, where necessary, followed by personal interviews.
The urban, rural and fishing surveys were carried out by personal interviews.
The report on the survey is now under preparation and will be
released shortly.
XII - Data Processing
During the past few years the Department of Census and Statistics
has undertaken the processing of data on a number of Censuses an_d S~rv~ys
conducted by the Department and has also as$isted several other 1nst1tut1ons
and Departments in this field of work. All this work was handled by the
Unit Record Installation.
In view of the large volume of data processing work that is anticipated in the near future, especially in connection with the fo~thcoming
Censuses of Population and Agriculture, the Department has Installed on a
rental basis an I. B .M. System 360 Model 25 Computer. The programming
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and operational staff were also recruited and have undergone training.
For a few months it is hoped to do a parallel run of all jobs on the
Unit Record Installation a's well as on the Computer and thereafter process
all jobs on the System. Among the first jobs to be handled by the Computer
System, is an islandwide Socio-Economic Survey - presently being conducted
by the Depart~ent. The programming staff has also commenced work for the
Census of Pop\ilation 1971 •. The pilot census of population to be conducted
during the latter part of the year will be designed so as to enable the division
to test the programmes written. In fact the, entire key punching and tabulation
process will be gone through for the pilot census to enable the division to
test all its proced~res.
With the full commissioning· of the system, all statistical work of
other Government Departments too will be handled by the Data Processing
Division. It might be mentioned, however, that besides the Department of
Census and Statistics, several other institutions in the public sector such
as the Central Bank of Ceylon, ·the State Engineering.Corporation, the
Petroleum Corporation, and the Insurance Corporation of Ceylon have
installed Computers to facilitate the processing and computerization of data
in their own establishments.
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2- CYPRUS
Review Of Statistical ActiVities Since The Sixth Conference
·
Cyprus, a former British Colony, was declared as the independent
Republic of Cyprus in August 1960. The Republic did not participate in the
Sixth Conference of Commonwealth Statisticians. Since 1960, however, a
.number of developments have taken place in the statistical services of the
young Republic.
2. .
Bearing in mind the volume of papers and reports to be studied by
the delegates at the Conference, this report is designed merely to point to
recent developments of salient importance in the work of the Statistics and.
Research Department. A more comprehensive picture of the work .of the
Department is available in the Statistical Abstract, a special annual report.
Growing Demands of Statistics
3.
A great increase of needs of statistical information emanates from
the various Ministries and Departments but particularly by the Planning
Bureau, the Department responsible for the various Five-year Plans.
Cyprus is at present in its second Five-year Plan with a greater need of
more statistical- information for the drawing up ~fits third Five-year Plan.
4.
The private sector~ enterpreneurs and other business people come
to rely to a very great extent on the information given to them ·by the_
Department for the development either of existing industries or starti~g new
enterprises.
Statistics Law
i

5.
Prior to 1~67 statistical in,£ormation was collected in accordance
with a statistics law of very limited meaning, scope and interpretation.
6.
A new and revised law of wider powers up-dated and adjusted to
current and developed needs has been introduced since 1967. The new law
inter alia centralises all statistical services, censuses and surveys of a
statistical nature under the Department of Statistics and Research. Three
statistical units under the Ministries of Agriculture and Natural Resources,
the Ministry of Labour and Social Insurance and the Ministry of Health have
been absorbed and are functioning under the administration of the Department
of Statistics and Research. The Department out of historical evolution under
the Colonial Administration and functioning as· a section of the then Secretariat
was allocated, after Independence and the creation of the ten Ministries·, to
the Ministry of Finance.
Census of Population, Housing and Agriculture

7.
The last comprehensive Census covering Population, Housing and
Agriculture was taken late in December 1960. This Census was taken under
the Census Law No. 10 of 1946 and in accordance with Council Order No.3141
of 7th July 1960. The exploitation of the results was rather delayed due to
the limited capacity of the data processing machinery available in the .
Department. Full results of the Census were available in six volumes
published late in 1962.
8.

The three Censuses were most comprehensive. The Housing C~nsus,
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in addition to dealing with occupancy, rents and construction materials
extended Its scope to include interior ·facilities i.e. kitchen, bathroom and
hygienic equipment, lighting and heating either through kerosene or electricity. Particular questions were set on refrigerators and washing machines.

9. ·. .

The· Population Census dealt mainly with demo~raphic characteristics
i.e. date and place of birth, sex, race, religion, marital status, languages
.spoken in addition to the mother tongue, level of education, disabilities,
occupation and industry, earnings and other income as well as hours of work
during specific week before the census date.

r

10. ·
The Census of Agriculture- dealt mainly with area of holdings, culti. vation of agricultural land, fertilizers and irrigation. Specific questions
were asked on trees, perennial and temporary crops, area under crops and
related production.
National Accounts
11.
· The need was felt in 1966 that the method whereby Value Added in
some sectors of the economy-was calculated should be revised. A request
was placed at the United Nations through the appropriate channels for expert
advice. A U.N. Regional Adviser on statistics, paid a number of visits to
· CyPruS during which a number of sectors, those presenting the most serious
problems, were studied and revised ·in view of the existing situation. The
following sectors were thoroughly examined and revised:
12.

· Agriculture :

·
Prior· to the revision, the Index of Gross Output in the sector was
calculated and compared to 1962 (for which value added was also available).
Then Value Added for the current year was calculated by applying the
relationship of the tWo indices. This crude method had the serious defect
that it unduly pulled Value Added either upwards or downwards, as it took
no· account of the fact that inputs , whatever the outputs , might have changed
only slightly.
· · 13.
The. revision of the methodology mainly centered on finding a method
of estim.ating inputs and thus arriving at Value Added by direct calculation.
A number of· specific enquiries were conducted for this purpose and tables
were prepared showing input costs to farmer. Some of the inputs e.g. seeds
are estimated on the basis of area planted and standard rates per unit area,
other inputs are extracted from imports statistics, e.g. fertilizers and
weedicides; while others are collected from local feeding stuff factories.
·Still other inputs are produced by the farmers themselves and the problem
here: is closely related to the accuracy of the data on output (about which
more will be said here below). In short, Value Added is calculated directly
and in this way, variations in output do not unduly influence variations in
Value Added.

14.

Wholesale and Retail Trade:

The method applied for the calculation of Value Added in this sector
was, generally, the index method described in the case of the agricultural
sector.

15.
· In the present case use was made of another method in estimating
Value Added generated in the sector, namely the flow-of-product approach.
2
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Local agricultural, mining and manufacturing output consumed locally,
imports and exports were closely studied and the gross trade and transport
margins generated in each group of economic activity estimated. The
respective gross margins were established by selecting representative items
from each group and following them till they reached the final user, or the
ship's side, in the case of exports. By subtracting transport margins
involved (estimated through a similar procedure), one is left with gross trade
margins including material inputs. An estimate of deductible material inputs
was provided by the 1967 Census of Distribution and amounted to approximately 20% of gross trade margins. Consequently, 20% of gross trade margins
is deducted as an estimate for material inputs and Value Added derived in
the sector obtained accordingly.
16.
The revision of the methodology in connection with Manufacturing
and Construction completed a major effort which resulted in a significant
improvement of the quality of Cyprus National Accounts Statistics.
17.

Agricultural Statistics:

As mentioned earlier, use is now being made of data on the Gross
Output of the agricultural sector for the purpose of calculating Value Added.
Therefore, the need for accurate production data appeared imperative. With
the assistance of an Agricultural Statistician from the University of Cambridge
a plan was worked out for collecting agricultural statistics on a sample basis
to replace the earlier crude method of presenting total agricultural production
either as a result of increasing export figures to allow for local consumption
(e.g. potatoes, carrots, citrus) or of increasing deliveries to Government
Agencies (e.g. wheat, barley, grapes, raisins etc.) to allow for local
consumption.
18.
The new method consisted of selecting a random sample from Land
Registry maps which, in the case of Cyprus, are satisfactorily detailed; the
whole of the island is divided into 61 sheets, each sheet containing 64 plans,
each plan representing an area of 1. 5 sq. miles. Each plan is divided into
4 subplans W 1, W2, E 1, E2, each subplan consisting of actual, numbered
plots. The selection of the sample consisted of recording the plot number,
name of registered owner and a few more details in respect of plots located
at the extreme corners of subplan W2. By later examining land use to each
plot one comes up with a representative list of agricultural points, the
holders of which are the members of the sample; data on land use, production, prices, employment etc. are collected from each member of the
sample, in respect of his complete holding. A computer programme was prepared to calculate island totals, of area, production etc. taking into account
the area of each District and the area planted to each crop. It also calculates
the coefficients of variation and standard errors for each ~rop.
19.
With regard to livestock production, the Census of Animals (May,
1969) provided the frame from which a representative stratified random
sample was selected and a sample enquiry, the first of its kind, was conducted early in 1970 covering the previous year. Questions relate to stocks
at the beginning and end of the year, production, sales of livestock and livestock products. It is intended to make use of another computer programme
for producing island totals, although the results of this first survey will be
processed manually.
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20. ·

Census of Animals and ·Regis~ration of Vines, 1965:

During 1965 the above two censuses were conducted by the
Department of Statistics and Research with a view to securing detailed and
accurate data, necessary to the Government from the planning,· subsidization
and other points of view: Both censuses covered only Greek holders, owing
to the pre'\taping political conditions at the time. The data secured through
the above two censuses were valuable, especially in the case of vines, which
were the object of a specific census for the first time in the history of the
island. The results later proved of immense use to the authorities concerned
in issuing certificates of ownership to each holder and in subsidizing uprootings of some varieties, whilst encouraging the planting of other varieties.

21.

In the case .of animals, the bench-mark data provided were necessary
for comparison purposes as the earlier data available were in respect of 1960,
Apart from· this use and the preparation of tables by location and type of
.
animals for use by the Animal Husbandry Authorities in their ordinary exten:sion services, no further use was made of the results (e.g. the selection of
.a sample for further studies, as happened with the Census of Animals, 1969).

22.

Census of Orchards, 1966:.

··
Citrus growing in Cyprus had been expanding at a very fast rate
during the period 1960-1966. The need, therefore, arose for accurate
knowledge of the area planted to each variety of citrus as well as for the
regulation of the ·rate at·which the new plantations were formed, on the basis
of the availability of underground ·water, foreign markets etc. The Registration of Orchards in 1966 was intended to take care of the above requirements· and covered, again, only Greek holders. The results, besides providing details of citrus by location, age, variety, etc. , were of considerable
assistance to the authorities responsible for issuing certificates of ownership and applying the· relevant law on new orchard plantations.
·census of Distribution

23.

A complete registration of all establishments was undertaken in 1967
covering the whole island.- The information collected related to the urban
and the rural areas covered all. economic activity as well as employment and
number of people employed.

24.

Using this registration a Census of Distribution was attempted in
1968 covering Wholesale and Retail Trade with data collected related to
employment, turnover, expenses and capital formation. The Census was
undertaken on a sample basis covering all those enterprises to which five
or more :persons were engaged and 5% of those employing less than five
persons.
Census of Industrial Production

25.
A full Census of Industrial Production, the first undertaking of this
nature to be attempted in Cyprus, was taken in 1962. The results were
exploited in two stages, the first· stage covering the registration of all
establishments engaged in mining and quarrying, manufacturing, construction,
electricity, gas and water. In addition, retail trade establishments were
registered together with the registration of the industrial ones and this
mainly because in Cyprus there exists a great overlap between industrial
and retail trade activities. The data relate to the number of establishments
4
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and number of persons engaged.

26.

The second stage of the Census covers gross and net output, stocks
raw materials and the auxiliary products consumed, compensation of employe~s
and capital formation in mining and quarrying, manufacturing and electricity
gas and water.
·
'

27.

A second Census of Industrial Production was carried out in 1967
with a main purpose of determining the contribution of the industrial sector
to the economy of the country in terms of employment, gross and net output
and capital formation. It covered mining and quarrying, manufacturing; gas
and water. A second aim of the Census was the eventual construction of an
input-output table for the Cyprus economy in addition to the revision of the
weights and base of the index of industrial production calculated since the
first industrial census in 1962.
28.
The Census is carried out _on a sample basis ~ith a 1000~ coverage
of all industrial establishments employing five or more persons and a 10%
coverage of those establishments in which 1-4 persons are engaged. The
frame for the census was provided by an island-wide registration of all
establishments.
Construction Statistics

29.

The regular system of collecting statistics on Construction has been
through building permits issued by the Municipalities for the urban areas
and by the District Administration for rural areas.

30.

A pilot construction survey covering the whole island was conducted,
however, in 1966, which included besides construction pr.oper, additions to
existing constructions,· repairs and demolitions of buildings, roads, bridges,
harbours and airports.
31.
The survey included construction undertaken by the central government, autonomous government organisations, municipalities and _improvement
boards. It also contained irrigation and other projects which were partly
finance~ by government and partly by the private sector.
32.
This undertaking collected data on method of construction of buildings,
materials used, number of persons engaged as well as wages and salaries.

33.

Thus the survey, among other things., gave information on gross
output, value added and capital formation.

Cottage Industry Survey

34.
A survey covering the whole cottage industry was carried out in
1967. It was the first detailed study on the cottage activities undertaken in
the country, although some data on such activities were collected in the two
Censuses of Industrial P reduction.

35.

Cottage industry was defined to include chiefly folk art activities,
undertaken at home and the items produced were offered for sale.
.

36.

The aim of the survey was to determine the contribution of the cottage
industry to the economy of the country in terms of employment, gross and net
output and in extension the types of folk art goods produced in Cyprus.
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Moreover, Cyprus with an expanding ~ourist industry needs not only to preserve but to develop its folk art industry into a remunerative undertaking for
those persons engaged in it.
SurVey on Hotels and Lodging Houses

37.
This survey covering all Hotels and Lodging Houses was undertaken
.in 1967 to ,qbtain detailed information on employment, capacity, occupancy,
receipts, cbsts and capital formation in these undertakings. The inquiry
was carried out through a mailed questionnaire followed where. necessary, .
by personal interviews.
Indices

38.

Index of Industrial Production:

·
An index of industrial production is compiled annually since 1966
with 1962 as base year, for the period 1962-1969. The index covers mining
and quarrying, manufacturing, gas and electricity. Water and sanitary
services involving a considerable non-industrial element have been omitted.
The index is a base weighed arithmetic average of quantity relatives computed
according to the Laspeyres formula.
,

I

39.
The weights are proportional to Census Value Added. A regular
. review of.the weights is carried out every five years on the basis of the
Censuses· of Industrial Production. Thus the index was re-weighted on the
strength of the second Industrial Census of 1967.
40.

Index of Labour Productivity:

In conjunction with the compilation of the Index of Industrial Production an Index of "Labour" Produc:tivity is compiled annually for the period
. 1962-1967. The index measures changes in output per unit of labour input
and is defined to be, Index of the Industrial Production/Index of Employment.
·The Index of Employment is based on the annual average number of persons
employed adjusted for overtime work etc. · The same sample was used as in
the Index of Industrial Production for 1962-1967.
41. .
A Quarterly Index of E·arnings in Construction is compiled for every
major oc_cupation in the construction sector as from 1969.
42.
This enquiry is based on a sample covering 113 employers engaging
about 7% of the total labour force in the construction activity.

43.

The· sampling ratios were approximately:
20% of those employers engaging
1
9 persons
30% II
II
II
II
10
49
"
.100% II
II
II
11
99
"
100% II
II
II
II
100 and over

so -

44.

Wholesale Price Index:

The Department of Statistics and Research ventured in 1968 in compiling a Wholesale Price Index.

45.

The Index published on a monthly basis covers the main items pa_ssing
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through the wholesale trade. It refer:5 to the market of the capital city only.

46.

The Index is measuring the level of wholesale-prices of the main
items both imported and locally produced as they appear at the wholesale out
put. The items included in the Index are classified into four main sectors:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

Items of primary local production
Items of local industrial production for
home consumption
Items of exports
Items of imports

47.
For each item in the sector, an analytical index is compiled with
these indices grouped to form the sectorial Index. The sectorial indices
are finally grouped to form the general index.
48.
All items of the index are classified in accordance with the Standar
International Classification which is adopted in the Imports and Exports
Statistics.

49.

The following summary table shows the number of items included in
each sector:
Sector
Sector
Sector
Sector

1
89
2
98
3 102
4 277

Items
Items
Items
Items

566 Items

so.

Retail Price Iridex:

The Department of Statistics and Research initiated and carried ou1
late in 1967 and throughout 1968 a nUm.ber of Household Expenditure Surveys
with the main objective of revising the Retail Price Index. These surveys
were undertaken mainly in view of tne considerable changes that had taken
place in the consumer's consumption habits since 1957, when the Retail Pric~
Index was last revised. The four surveys of a fortnight's duration each
(covering the urban areas only) were aimed at covering the seasonal variatio
of the consumption habits of the population. This was the_ first time that
Cyprus introduced a Retail Price Index based on results of a full and scientific survey on Household Expenditure.

51.

The index is a weighted average of percentage changes in the price
of all items in the Index. All goods and services consumed by Households
and not being of the same significance, gave rise to different weights, assigt
to the various commodities of the Index, representing their relative importan
in Household Expenditures during the survey period (1967-1968). In the
Index the total weight of all items was taken as 10,000 in order to avoid deci
mals and other complications in the calculation .of the Index.

52.

For the baskets of fresh fruit and vegetables and due to the seasonality of such items, a different vegetable-fruit basket was prepared for each
month, based on data collected daily from all town wholesale markets for the
years 1966 and 1967, i.e. the weight allocated to the various kinds of fruit
and vegetables were proportional to their total value as recorded at the
wholesale markets. A point which needs clarification is that, although the
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item·s and the weights allocated to each item of the two baskets vary from month
to month the total weight of each baske·t remains constant. All commodities
included in the Retail Price Index are classified in seven groups as follows:
Group
I
II
Ill

·,fVV

VI
VII

Weight

3386

Food
Rent and Housing
Fuel and Light
Household Equipment.
Household Operations
Clothing and Footwear
Miscellaneous

1494
400
519
235
2083

1883

10000
53~
The grouping of commodities was bas~d on the international classification for. comparability purposes. Some of the main groups are subdivided
into a. number of sections and each section subdivided into a number of commodities.

· 54.

.The prices of commodities included in the Index are collected on a

· monthly basis from retail outlets in the four main towns only, with the capital
city having a double coefficient in comparison with each of the other three
towns.
External Trade and Balance of Payments

55.

·

Cyy'rus was using until 1967 the SITC code for its external trade.
As from 1/1/69 the country has adopted the statistical classification based
on SITC Revised. Side.by side with this classification the Brussels Trade
Nomenclature (BTN) is used mainly for tariff purposes. Both codes are used,
the former for purely statistical records and economic analysis, the latter
for use by the Department of Customs and Excise •

.56.

with the creation of a central bank organisation in 1964 for an
overall control of the banking transactions in the country through its supervisory capacity on all banks operating in Cyprus the balance of payments
estimates have been transferred from the Department of Statistics and
Research to the Central Bank.
Survey on Blindness

5.7.

A comprehensive survey on Blindness·, the first of its kind, was
undertaken by the Department in 1965 although some data on blindness have
been available through the censuses of Population carried out decennially
since 1881 and a preliminary survey conducted by the School for the Blind in
1962. The survey covered detailed data on the prevalence of blindness in
Cyprus. It included inter alia, information on blind persons by age, sex,
causes an4 degree of blindness, occupation and level of education. The
survey deiHt in addition, on the functions of the School for the Blind, the
legal status and the rehabilitation, as well as the organisation for the Blind
in Cyprus.
Survey on the Disabled

58.

A first comprehensive study on the disabled persons to have ever
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.·
been undertaken in Cyprus, was carried out in 1966, although some data on
infirmities have been available through censuses of population since 1881.

59.

The study covered detailed data on prevalence of various disabilities
in Cyprus. It included kind of disability, age, sex, marital status and level
of education. In addition, the survey dealt with the functi'oning of the existing
institutions for the disabled in Cyprus.
60.
Suffice to add that this data was used by the Cyprus Government,
in cooperation with the United Nations, in the establishment recently of a
Rehabilitation Centre.
Educational Statistics

61.

The Department of Statistics and Research began to compile statistics
of education in 1964. The first Survey on Educational Statistics came out in
December 1965. This report became an annual event and it was mainly
restricted to secondary and higher education as statistics on primary education were available through the Ministry of Education.
62.
The necessary data used to be collected at the beginning of the
following year referring to data for the school year 1964/1965. This was
thought to be necessary so that information could be collected referring to
failures, repeaters and drop-outs during the previous school year. In
addition, information was collected on actual enrolment by class, sex and
age. This method was employed until 1968 when a qualified statistician was
recruited who was trained on a Unesco fellowship in educational statistics.

63.

A statistical unit dealing mainly on statistics of education is now
functioning assisting the work on planning in education.

64.

The survey on education was extended to include data on all levels
and aspects of education in the country. An attempt has been made to delve
into the economics of education, with data on teachers as a sidelight.

65.

In 1969 a study was undertaken on failures, repeaters and drop-outs
in all Public Secondary Schools for the school year 1967/1968. The study
referred to subjects in which boys and girls commonly fail. Statistics on
primary and secondary education have been extended to include information
on the flow of pupils, detailed wastage, mobility of pupils not only from class
to class but also from one status of school to another.

66.
At present a study is about to be completed referring to a five year.
period on the costing of education at its various levels.
Labour Statistics

67.

As mentioned earlier this statistical unit functioning under the
of Labour and Social Insurance, has, through the Statistics Law
of 1967, been absorbed and functions at present administratively under the
Department of Statistics and Research.
~Unistry

68.

The Labour Research and Statistics Section was established in the
of Labour and Social Insurance in 1963 in order to take over and
coordinate the statistical work of the Ministry, and to carry out surveys on
matters of special interest to the Ministry.
~Unistry
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The o~jectives of the Section were, briefly, to undertake surveys
and research in order- to fill gaps in the available data, for the purpose of
making possible a comprehensive as well as detailed study of the manpower.
and labour problems of the Island, thus facilitating the Ministry in the formulation and execution of its policies and objectives, and Government in the
formulation of its overall economic and social policy. Particular attention
was given to the· question of the supply and demand for labour and the identi.fication of labour and skill shortages and surpluses.

69.

.

70.

\

\

.

· Local Manpower Surveys:

With the assistance of I.L.O. experts the section initiated at first
(1963-1965) a series of Local Manpower Surveys covering the largest towns
of Cyprus (Nicosia, Famagusta, Limass'ol and Larnaca). The object ofthese
surveys _was to obtain data on. the employment situation and trends and on
manpower requirements in 'these areas.
·
Unemployment-and Vacancy.Sta~istics:

71.

At the same time the rudimentary data on Registered Unemployment
obtained from.the LocalEmployment Exchanges was improved so as to provide
satisfactory Regional, Industrial and Occupational analysis both on those
Registered as Unemployed as. well as on Vacancies Notified to the Employment
Exchanges..
·
·
·Port Labour. St~tistics:

72.

The Port· Labour Statistics series was improved and expanded to
cover ~ll the ports of the Island. The series makes available monthly data
ori. the employment and e~rnings of Port Workers.
·
73~

Surveys of the ·catering Industry:

Two 'surveys of the Catering Industry (one in 1965 and one in 1967)
w~re undertaken in order to obtain data on employment trends and on the
_manpower and training n_eeds of this Industry.
·
.

74.

Other Surveys:

·. · .
. From time to time certain Surveys are carried out to collect information on specific problems which are of intere·st. to the Ministry - such· as
the Survey .of Wages and Conditions of Work in Non-unionized establishments
which was carried out in 1964.

75. · · Surveys of the Intentions of School-leavers and of the Output of
Technical 5 chools :
76.
Three surveys (1963-1964-1965) were carried out in order to obtain
information on:·
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

Numbers graduating from each- level of education
yearly;
How many intend to continue their studies, and
How many will enter the labour force.

77.

At the same time data .are collected annually on the occupational
specialization of those graduating from Technical 5 chools •
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-wide Manpower Survey:

6 it was decided to abandon the Local Manpower Surveys. in
land-wide Survey covering all non-agricultural establishments
•r more persons.
hirvey covers approximately 42% of non-agricultural employ~nded to give indications of the occupational structure, employ1d of the manpower and training needs of industry.
ly Reports on the Employment Situation:
junction with the Manpower Survey mentioned above·, a pro:hly mail reports covering the same establishments as those
~r Survey was initiated. The response has been very satisprogramme has been continued to date. This programme is .
:e available information on employment trends in these large
, and the data needed in order to evaluate the degree of
_
~ employer's forecasts as regards their annual labour require-

;.9.4
.·2
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FIJI

Introduction
Fo~ various reasons Fiji did not participate in the Sixth Conference
of Comnonwealth Statisticians at Ottowa. OUr last participation was in the
Fifth Conference at Hellington, Nev Zealand in November 1960. Therefore
this rev-iel.r could conceivably extend over a period of ten years. However the
Bureau of Statistics l-ras formally organized as a separate unit in the :VJ.nistry
of Finance in October 1967 vhich date also coincided with the appointment
of ti1e first full-time Government Statistician. A ne\.r period for rapid
de·.relo:r:ntent of statistical services ensued. Hany of the older s-eries were ·
redesigned and extended, plans were laid and executed for new surveys and
exercises, and many ad hoc projects vere undertaken largely to meet specitic
needs for development planning-and for other policy decisions. Therefore
althouJh this reviev supposedly covers an extended period, all important
dcvelopnents in the field of statistics took place within a relatively short
period, nore specifically after the creation of the Bureau of Statistics.

1.

Population
2.
The decennial population census was u..."1derta1::en in Se~;tember, 1966.· The
census data was processed on a computer. The company o\rr~ng the cooputer had
set up shop in Fiji to process the data as \.Jell as provide computer facilities
in Fiji and other territories of the region. The full census report 1rras ·
publisi-_ed earl~· in 1968, but many facets of population data were available to
Goverru.:ent during the latter part of 1967.

3. Following the publication of the census report, the age tables were tised
to cor.struct a series of life tables by et!mic groups,
data from the Registrar General's department. Because
stati~tics - i~c~plete registration being a principal
er.1ectar.cy rates were obtained. l~evertheless the life
?reject future population totals. These estili:ates are
pla~~ing pur~oses and also quoted officially.

using death er..d birth
of defects in these
one - rather hieh life
tables vera used to
no1-1 used for all
·

4• Because of rapic! economic and social changes in the country, the idea of
quenquir_nial census .has been mooted. If this is accepted a nel-l census \.dll be
or;nnized for 1971, when opportunity will be taken to include special questions
on occupation and industry to provide data for 1mnpm..rer pla.nnint;. In the
meo.ntbe the 1-:edical Denartment has mounted a co~-:Jrehensive plan to reach
people in all parts of Fiji with preventive medic~l counsel and far:-J.ly
plar~~nG ;uidance. Divisional, district, sub-district and area medical
staticn~ have been established and health nurses visit every household in
their areas. i~l1ile dealir.g witt health Da.tters they also count the n~~ber of
people ~~d record all births oc~urring in their areas. This info~ticn is
then trc.n~r:1i tted to the head office through divisional head quarters.
Alttough this system is just taking root, it pro~ses to fulfil two very
irnpo~tar.t statistical needs:
(a.)

it will nrovide POPul&tion est~~tes by areas, such
estimates not being available for in~er censal years
at the moBent; and

(b)

there is hope for rr.ore cor..plete birth records; the ~Le:::i..str:_, r
General• s estimates a:' total ::J.nn'U..':.l births have been i...nown to
be defective because of inco~plete re~istrationo

Ar"riculture

5.

Confornir..g to the worlc:i prograrr.me of agricultural census around the ye<J.r 1970,
Fiji held its first census of agriculture in 1968/69. The date was sligntly
advanced mn.inly to a\rail the services of an ~lAO statistical expert t-;ho was oade
available for two years, 1967 to 1969. The Fiji Census of Azricult~re wns
conducted on a sample basis. The 1966 Census of Fopulation list of heads of
households provided the fr~e for the selection of the elenentary units (heads
of households). The country t.ras divided into 35 geographical str<1tG. ~r.cJ within
each stratun1 the heads of households were further stratified into six categories
according to their occupation. Using variable saflpling fr~ction tect~~iques,
the required heads of households were selected from each strattu:1 for enu.i11eration.
Details on methodology and the actual census results are conta::.neci in a
comprehensive ~eport on the Census of Agriculture 1968 by D J L Casley.

6. Although predominantly an agricultural country, Fiji 1 s agricultural statistics
were in poor state for a long time with the sole exception of dat& on sugar cane
which is a higr~y comcercialized crop. However with the census providin~
bench mark data, a system of 12-monthly surveys have been introduced, the first
of which ended in ~1arch, 1970 and the second survey is ir. pro~ress. Twenty
permanent field enumerators are stationed in different parts of the country.
They each have 30 holders to seek inforr~ticn rrom on fare population, livestock, crops, yields and disposals, farming i~plements, che~ical rraterials
used, etc. Holders and/or areas are varied each year and it is hoped that
through these surveys, agricultural statistics will be regularized.
Overseas Trade

7.

This is one s::'ries with reliable st9tistics extending over alrr:ost ~JL:lf ::J.
Until 1954 an old trade classification was used. In 19r:'5 the United.
Kingdom Standard International Trade Classification was ado~ted. Following the
introduction of decimal currency on 13th J~~ua~ 1969 and the new tariff based on
the Brussels Tariff Nomenclature, the opportunity was taken to adort the S.I.T.C.
(Revised). The trade information is also classi~ied bv tariff ite~s. Th~re are
991 di:f'ferent tarif'f items and 1,297 separate S.I.T.C.~ (Revised) codes which :1ave
been adapted to Fiji's requirements. Import and ex::;ort ;'rices and qu.:rnta ind: ces
have also been compiled for over ten years and recently the cl~ssific'3.tion of
im~orts by broad economic categories recommendec by the U.N. h~s also been
completed.
c~ntuzy.

Production

8. Statistics on production are collected by regular returns from m.3nufacturin~
enterprises showing only quantity produced. The items covered now include susar
and sugar cane, cement, unrefined gold, coconut oil, cignrettPs and tobacco, beer,
butter, soap and paints. Figures on copra production are S'1:-plit::'d by the Copra
Board. In cases where there are less than three separate ~r0duc:"'rs of a s~nf"lE'
item, an a;>proach is made to the prod11c ers for perc iss ion to ~:ubl ish the
amalgamated production :f'ig~res and it is interesting to note t~?.t th~ Bureau has
not encountered any objections at all.
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9. The Bureau of Statistics this year completed a Census of Industries
covering three sectors only: manufacturing, mining and building. The survey
was ver,y cocprehensive and sought data on the level and trend of productive
activities, the relationship between value of output and costs, estimatio~ of
capital requirements, and valuation of capital assets. The classification of
industries was based on the new I.S.I.C. (Revised 2) adapted to Fiji's needs.
On the problem of classifying occupations, the Bureau produced a list adapted
from the latest I.L.O. recommendations. (Revised Edition, 1968).
.·
'··

10. A survey of private sector capital investment expenditure was also carried
out for 1967 and 1968 ve~ successfUlly.
Vfuolesale and Retail Trade
11. Work h~s still to be done in the collection of wholesale prices, business
turnover and statistics of inventories. However, this sector·of the econo~
is not neglected entirely since it is asked to supply information relating to
employment and private capital investment each year.
12. It is envisaged at this stage that any worlc programme relating to the
wholesale trade should not _encounter too many difficulties simply because of
the relatively small but well defined number of enterprises which are engaged
in the wholesale trade. However, with the retail trade, there exist inherent
difficulties which are common to most developing countries. The~ are
numerous small family establishments accounting for a large proportion of the
total merchandize traded in the rural areas where subsistence economic activities are also prevalent. Book-keeping, particularly in small establishments
both in the rural am urban areas, is of'ten primitive and fragmentar.1.
Consumption and Prices
13. In 1968 a comprehensive Urban Household Income and Expenditure Survey was
conducted with three primary objectives. Firstly, the Government wished to
revise the existing Retail Prices Index which was based on the 1959 pattern of
expenditure of working class households in a specific· income range. This
index, as it turned out, was used for a variety m- purposes on a rational
scale in spite of its limited coverage and lasted for a period of some nineyears (l96Q-1968). Secondly, from the economic and social point of view, it
was important that Government should know how people's spending habits had
been affected by significant internationBl monetar.y changes and local fiscal
policies. Lastly, the Bureau of Statistics required fairly detailed and
comprehensive expenditure information in order to revise and compile the
additional aggregate consumption estimates which were to be incorporated into
the national income and expenditure tables. A detailed report containing the
results of the 1968 survey has been published.
14. Past retail price indices in Fiji were of ·very specific coverage with
respect to geographical areas, income levels and population groups. Nevertheless, despite these serious limitations, it was known that because there were
no other official indicators showing price movements over the years these
indices were used for a variety of purposes for which they were clearly
inappropriate or inadequate. A completely new prices index has now been
compiled by the Bureau of Statistics with the prime intention of providing an
index Which can at the same time be. both comprehensive and specific. The new
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price index is officially known as the Consumer Prices Index which replaces the
previous official quarterly index known as the Retail Prices Index. The new
index is !.Jo::·e re~rcsr:ntn ti Vt.' of exi~ting consumption pattern'3 :i.n urban area:=\,
being based on findings of the Urban Household Expenditure Survey referred to
in the previcu~ paragraph.
15. Another prices indicator is the Food. Imports; Aver1:1ge Unit Value Index w:--.ich
is based on Fisher's Ideal formula. The base quanti t les and values (c. j .f.) arf'
the average of the first two quart.ers of 1969. This index was originall~,
compiled and c;:tlcul.::tted on a. monthly basis but SF:ricus problems aro!'le bt~cause
of' the change over to the revised S.I.T.C. system and the nature of Fi.ji'z
import trade. A quarterly index was then decided upon and the rr:ain ru:-pose of
tb is index is to provide quarterly comparisons of the r.:over:;ents of avcrC?.ge unit
prices (c.i.f.) of' relatively hornogeneoun typss of imported food ite:l.S.
Employment and Manpp•Rer

16. Annual emplC)''"IIlent figures rclc..t:.ng solely to reanual wol'kcrs in

regulc~r

r.nce
earning emplo;yment, together with wage rates, have been collected each n:id-:/eA.r
since 1960. Self eoplcycd persons, casual and seasonal workers were not included
in these annual surveys. Wage rates were the daily mean wa.ges on the bc,ses of
eight-hour day. For contract workers and other piece rc;.te workers the v.-age r.:.tes
had to be estimated or imputed from addit~onal infotmation. The 1S69 survey ..:2s
extended in scope to cover everyone in rP.gulc.r El:lplcyment and other unp<!id
family workers. ~~en the analysis of the data is co~plete, it is hopen that
some estimation.·~ of economically active population in the Cash econot'ly will bE:
obtained.

17. Manpower planning has gained importance in recent years.

PopulF-tion
censuses provide benchmarks for fixing the size of labour force. The eoplc~~cnt
surveys are geared to obtain an occupation by indust~ matrix of the labour fcrce
each JP.ar. Measures of output and productivity will be derived from the
statistical studies now undertaken constantly. On the supply side, reliable
measures of population growth provide the chenges in labour force. Records of
the educational institutions are now being collected centrally so as to form
part of our manpower statistics. It is expected that the educational and skill
levels of the labour force in each occupction and indu~t~ will be available in
the near future and will enable us to determine with some accuracy net onl~r
the quantity but also the quality of labour supply.
Transport and Communications
18. Statistics on overseas shipping have developed considerably over the last
few years. Information on ships entered and cleared by size, nationality,
count~ of origin and destination is available on a monthly basis.
Port
statistics relating to the volume of cargo handled are also avBilable. However,
no work has yet been done on the domestic inter-islnnd shirping services in
spite of their importance to Fiji. It has been estim-'lted that r::ore than qf"' of'
the value of goods involved in inter-island trade is carried b.~'" sea.

19. Statistics on overseas, regional and docestic air tr;::n:•rort services hc:.vc
also improved considerably in recent years. Aircraft arr-ivcls and depc.rture.s,
natiomlity, t:y--pe and size of aircrei't, country of ori(!i_n em~ fin.<:1 dPstinat;on
are avail~ble for every month.

20. As for land transport services, statistics relating to registration by
tj~e of vehicles is available. No work has yet been done tc determine more
detailed information relating to the movement and cost of the public trensport
system.
Tourisc

.

21. Tourism as an industry has now emerged as a significant source of income
for Fiji in recent years. The Bureau of Statistics now publishes regular
figures relating to visitor arrivals, hotel statistics and tourist- receipt
estinates. The main source of visitor statistics is the international
Embarkatio~Disanbarkation card and the airline and shipping manifests.Detailed information relating to mode of arrival of visitors, nationalities,
age, sex and length of stay are available on a monthly basis. A new E/D card,
designed principally for computer processing, is now in use and replaces the
standard international card.
22. Hotel statistics are compiled from monthly returns submitted by all hotels,
motels, guest houses and other tourist resorts. This monthly questionnair-e is
collected under the Statistics Ordinance and provides information on hotel
turnover, bed and room occupancy rates and emplo;yment in the indust:ry.

23. Estimates

of gross tourist receipts are based on monthly figures supplied

by the tre.ding banks and the Post Office. These estimates largely comprise
receipts from notes and travellers' cheques, payments to firms engaged in the
travel industry, Fiji notes sent to banks abroad (net) and other travel
.
receipts passing through the banking system. It is essential to note that to
the extent that any foreign notes and travellers 1 cheques are not passed .
through the banking system, these estimates are understated, but there is·
reason to believe that only a small amount of foreign currency does not get
cleared through the local banking system.
Finencial Statistics

24. Statistics relating to the activities of both commercial and savings banks
are well established. The operating banks provide various returns containing,
among other things, information on loans and advances made locally and on ·
overseas receipts and payments for balance of payments needs. The total money
supply is also estimated regularly from net deposit figures from banks and
other data from the Currency Board. The collection of insurance statistics
con:nenced with a pilot survey on insurance companies in Fiji in 1968. The
pilot survey rele.ted to the years 1966 to 1968. The informtion collected is
basically divided into two sections relating to non-life and life insurance ·
business. A more ambitious survey has alrea~ started this year to cover the
activities of insurance firms in 1969 and it is expected that this will become establishe-d an an annual exercise.. Nothing at the moment is lmown about
the activities of other financial institutions such as credit unions and
similar financial societies. Ste.tistics relating to the activities of' cooperative societies appear regularly in the Co-operatives Department annual
report.

·no
"
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25. Public firo.ncc statistics are readily available in official publicationc,
but unfortun1.tcly they besica.lly follow the accounting procedures showing
revenue3 and expcnC:itures. Therefore an economic and functionBl classification
of the central government accounts was undertaken and a prelimina~ report
covering the period 1965 to 1969 was recently released. The prcsen~ation
adopted js based on the U.N. recommendations and should prove a useful guide
for planning anC. development purposes v:hile providing govern:::tent sector accounts
for r.cLtional inc om~ estimates.
Balance of Payments

26. Balance of payments estimates are available from as fDr back as 19lj-6 but no
figures were officially published until early this year when estiontes for the
years 1965 to 1968 were released in a Bureau of Statistics publication.
27. One of the main problems facing the Bureau of Statistics in producing oeaningful estimates is the estimation of both inflow and outflow of fUnds in the
private sector. Fiji has no Central Bank (at the time of writing this paper)
or other central moneta~ authority exercising any form of effective control of
foreign exchange. It is generally believed that a considerable Bl:lount of
financial transactions between the subsidia~ or a branch and its overseas
parent company is not channelled through the local banking system. Such
transactions usually take the form of book transfers of inter-company accounts
or by other means. Also such foreign controlled enterprises may have their own
overseas bank balances for financing trade and outside investments. It is felt
within the Bureau of Statistics that to cover up this deficiency, a survey of
capital flow of these foreign controlled firms should be undertaken. Such a
survey, if cattied out , will naturally arouse among investors unnecessary fear
and immediate suspicion of official control. Nevertheless it could be stressed
that for a ccunt~ approaching political independence, the need to control and
conserve foreign exchange is perhaps of vital importance and is one of the
mea~~ by which repayment of foreign capital can bE guaranteed.
National Accountins
28. It can be ascertrdncd from the foregoing that for certain sectors there is
ample inforrn:?.tion for national accounts studies, but there are other sectors
where very little dat.q is available - important a~ong these being corJDerce,
transport, perscnal and professional services. For these sectors as ·•:ell as
other!:, data fror: tax returns and other sc,1rces ere ann.ly-sed and meaningful
aggregates are estimnted. Since natj onal accour..ts data art: inore-:s;_n~ly in
dennnd for rl~r..ning pu:lTloses and. for obtaining aid, these estimc:.tes are on th~
verge of beinr: re?ule.rised v:ith a first report containing cstinates for the
ycgrs 1965 to 1~68 to be relec:.sed shortly. The form.-:t used for present..-.ticn
of' drttn is thr revisf'r1 T.Tnjte~ Nation's ~:,-~te:L:'l 0f Nation.:.l Accour.ts.
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Progress Report on Statistical Development in Ghana
General Review of the Central Bureau of Statistics

During the period under r~view tJ?.ere has not,. been aiiy__radi_ cal~ ···'-changes in the organisation and structure of the Bureau.

There are,

however, a few observations which could be made abrut the more significant
problems in the fureau.

These relate to financial and staff problems. and~

steps which have been taken to resolve them •.
F.i.nancial Resources ·
As a result of the -present economic s:i tuaticn of Ghana it has:

been increasingly dif'ficul. t for "t:he" J.Ureau to obtain the necessary fm ds
to finance its statistical programmes.

In the :f"irst place, there are

in our statistical series which must be. :filled, smh as infcrmation

gaps, --

r~lating-

to income distribution and weal.th, which at ·the moment is virtually nonexistent.

Moreover, there is -the need to increase the coverage and accuracy ·

of soxoo of' our statistical data such as labour statistics, industrial
statistics {nav restricted only to -large· fi:rms), prices· etc.

But

improve=tent in the accuracy and adequacy o:f statistical information has,
its cost, and as our vote during the past rew years has been much

~ower

than what we have budgeted for, i t has been increasingly difficult to

implement our statistical programmes.
Staff
During the period under review a number of' our experienced
professional staff resi€12 d from the Bureau for employment in other
insti. tutions where conditions of service, especially salaries, were much
more attractive.

This drain of professional sta:ff' has had a very adverse

effect on the maintenance of our normal statistical activities.

As a

result, there are now some units which are being headed, not by statisticians,'
but by technical non professional staff.

!
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Re-organisation of the Central Bureau of Statistics
The problems of the BUreau became so 3er.ious that a recommendation
was sul:m tted to the Cabinet to appoint a comni ttee to study the3e problems

'

'

and in the process submit recommendations for the re-or~"lisaticn of the
Bureau.

The Re-organisation Committee was appointed early 1969 and subrui tted

its recomnendations ·to the Govern11ent :in Liay, 1969.

The recOIIltlendations of

the Bureau incJ.ude an :increase in the divisions of the Bureau :fr-om 4 to 7
together with an increase in staf":f.

The programme of• v1ork and order of"

priorities were revised with the main objective of providing statistical
information that could be used in resolving the manifold economic proble:cs

ot· the ccuntz:y.

A reviev;

of the conditions of service of st.-'lff in the

Bureau ;;as made and rec amnendations v;ere also made for their i::nprovement.
Lastly,_ it was proposed thn.t a Statistical Board or Council slnuld be
instituted comprising representatives of the oajor users of statistical
infor.nation incJu di.ng the

univ~rsi ties.

These recommendations

~re

beins

s t"'.ldie d by the Government a. t the moment and no official pronou!lcei."lent has

yet been made on the report.

STATISTICAL T&l!NING
lli.ddle Level Training
Middle Level Training course in statistics has, since 1961,
been undertaken at the Statistical Training Centre at Achimota. established
as a joint project by the Ghana Government and the United Nations.
Centre provides training courses f"or statistical
speaking West .African cou..'ltries.

per~ onnel

Thl.s

from Zngli:3h

In 1966, it nas decided that the Centre

should be merged with the University of Gbana because fl...OIJ tl~ t year the
Centre was transferred to the Ghana Governnont, rd. th ju3t
assistanceo

3.

partial

U.l·~.

This merger took place during the ac:J.de:ll.c yea:o... 1 966-67.
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The Economic Comnission for Africa, however, continued 'to assist the Centre
vrl. th the provision of a Director of studies and fellowships for foreign

trainees until the end of 1968.

During the period 1966-69, 96 candidB.tes · ·

were trained at the Centre, 50 of ·whom were from Ghana and the rest from
\lest African English speaking countries such as Nigeria, Liberia, Sierra
Leone and Gambia.
Higher Certificate Course
After the merger of the Statistical Training Centre· with the
University, proposals were made to introduce a higher certificate course
as a sequel to the middle level course.

RegUlations and syllabi ·for the

new course were formulated in consultation -dth the staff of the-University
of Ghana, the institute. of Statistics, the. Central BUreau of Statistics,
and were submitted to the University Authorities :for approval.

There

was

initially sme setbacks because of objections raised by the Department of'
l.Iathematics; but now it has been possible to have the cours·e approved at a rec~nt
I:leeting of the Faculty Board of' Social Studies and the Academic Board, and
it is noo exp~cted that the course will start in the acadelnic year starting
in October, 1970.

It is our expectation that .this course will fill a long

felt g:tp between sub-professional and professional level statistical personnel
in statistical offices in Ghana and other countries in West Africa.
Professiom 1 and analogous Courses
The Institute of Statistics of the University of Ghana has been
conducting statistical training courses at the professional level, that is,
one year post-gr-aduate diploca. course in Applie~ Statistics and a two-year
tt.Sc. degree course in statistics.

These courses are expected to improve

the demand· of professional statisticians in government departments,
business organisations, research institutions and universities in the
country and will in the end reduce their reliance on expatriate staff'o

~ra~n1

nc;

o~

Jt'lf:i""' -in i:h e Burc:m

Durinc;: the period under

re~rie·:; ~

m;mber of c;-.. ncl:.datcs from the

Centr3.l BureC"lu of Stati.:-:tic.; 'aerc g:iven pxt-graduate
o.s this train2_ng is an important pre-requisite to
stg,tistical service.

tr--~nir.g

ad·v~ncement

On the ·uholc twenty-two candid.::ttes

the courses taken by them covered such subjects

aS

-~iere

O"lersea::;

in the
trained and

Easter's degrees in

deoography, liasters and Doctorate degrees in l.iathema.tical Statistics,
Diplor:m. courses in Sampling, Data. Processine, nation..q,l accountinc; and
geographical work in censuses and surveys, Judicn.l 3t.:J.tistlcs, Vital
·Statistics and Agricultural Statistics.

Apart from the tr-.rining of

cand:i. dates :rrom the Bureau at the Statistical J:'raininc; Centre at

.t:.cr~mota,

departmental trair...ing courses are organised :Cor the different t;rades of
of'ficers in preparation :Cor departmental pro.rrw·!;ional exo.mination3.
Conclusion
Ef'forts being !!lade to train statisticians both locally, that is,
at the Statistical Training Centre and the Institute of'

3t.;-.ti~t:.cs

at Let;on

and also overseas during the period under review, h.Jve contributed
substantially to the reduction of acute shortar:;e of trained personnel in
statistical ofl'ices not only in Gh:J.na. but in other Ent;lish speaking
cou:1~r:ies

in ·,··;est Africa.

It is, ho·uever,

t~1e

feeli!l.C: tho.. t there is still

a continuing need. for statistical training at all levels
likely to be much more pronounced

\';i th incre2~ces

in

~"ld t~J.is

c~.;.Jnomic

grm·;th nnd

7he autr~o:::.~ tics both

GOvernmental· activity in various fields.

Jtntistical Training Centre and the Imtitute of

~)t.::d:istics

r..eea is

at the

are therefore

reviewing the.ir train.:..ng progra."ill!le.s in the lizht cf' past e::q)erisncs in order
to e."{pand their traini:nr; protra.>n.T.es and wake the content
Z:l'Li.ch r.1ore related to current cconoc.ic and
increase the us efu.lne::; s of c:Jnd.:. CL:1.tes ir:.
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soci~l

t~1 e:

c:·

condi t"ior~s

their troinin£
::"ii:d

thc:;:-eby

sol uti on of' currect t rro'.Jler.LS o

NATIONAL ACCOUNTS
The system of the Revised S.N.A. is useful as a canpremnsive
programme for developing a meaningfUl naticnal account system for
individual countries.

The system has been so designed that countries in

different degrees of economic development can make use of it in developing
their accounting procechres.

It is, however, obvious that the d,eveloping

countries as a whole will take sane time in order to develop the ful1 system
of accounts in the revised S.N.A•. It is the view of a number of experts in
this field that this may take about a decade.

Ibt there is every reason to

believe that some countries may take much mare than that.
Problems in National Accounts Studies
There have been a number of factors which have been militating
against the development ot a comprehensive system of' national accounts in
Ghana.

In the f'irst place, lack of camnunication between the Central Bureau

of' Statistics and the various organs of the Central Government, public
corporations and other institutions has been such that the Bureau,· f'or some
time, has not been making use of the material available in tmse bodies •

.

Moreover, the inadequacy of existing statistical data in some of' the major
public institutions, and even in the Bureau, has been a limiting f'actor,
because the availability of statistical material is a sine qua non to the
preparation of a comprehensive national accounts.

Anotmr important f'actor

is the shortage of trained senior professional staff in the National Accounts
and Econanic Research Division of' the Bureau.
During the period under review som improvement has been made in
filling in the gaps and making some improvements in relation to these
deficiencies.

The co-ordinating functions of the Central Bureau of Statistics

is nav being progressively developed, and some of the steps taken in this
direction are the establishment of statistical units in some major institutions,

10,5
and special studies of' the statistical material in the major public
in:::titutiorus in order tc advise them on,methoQ,s that shoulci. be used to

improve them.

11oreover, there has been some imprCNement in the basic

statistical data compiled in this Bureau as a. result of' systematic
investigation into the accuracy and ad&q_uacy of' existing data prepared
in the Bureau; but much work still remains to be done in tr..is :field.

As

regards the availability ot: pro:fessi onal staf'f' much ef'f'ort bas been made
in trainii:g a number of' of'ficers, a programme of' intenzi ve training of'
professionals and other grades of' of':ficers in the Bureau has been undertaken,
and the s tafT p osition of' the Na tiona.l Accounts Section in being improved..
But this does

not, by any means, imply that the staf':r position in this

3ection iB such as to cope with the programme of' work
done on national accounts.

There is still need f'or

~·1rJ.ch

remains to be

addition..~l

staf'f', but

this is being taken care of' in our training programme.
Progress in the adoption of' the Revised
As a

~sult

3.I~.A.

of' these improvements i t has been possible f'or the

Bureau to prepare esti.inates covering the accounts of' standard tables on
Priority I of' the Revised S.l.J.A. with the exception of' standard account

IIIA3, IIIA5, IIIE3, IIIB5, IIIC3, IIIC5.

Same of' these tables have,

hov1ever, been slightly modi:fied in order to t.:::.ke n.cccr...mt of' the
distinctive characteristics in the structure o£ the Ghe.na economy, and the
availa bill ty of' statistical material in generalo

l.ioreover, the f'ollcr.d.ng

tables of' lower priority have also been prepared - Tables 3, 8~ 9, 10, 13

and 16A.
3ector Studies

(i) Agr:i.eulture:

The material on agriculture proauced by the i.:ir.istry of'

Lgticulture v1as subjected to a very meticulous scrut"'in:r, and it ·r:as
d:i:::covered that i t was subject to highly significant f'luctu::tti on.s
ccuntzJ; level.

3. t

the

In view of' this, improved methodology- in the processing
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of the basic data relating to a number ot. crops. wa.s introduaed by the
.
Bureau. !his has- helped·conaiderabq in increasing the accuracy and
reliability of the agricultural proCbction estimates.

In the oase of

cost ot production, a pilot survey has been conducted in saae parts ot
the

c~try

by the Bureau and the data coUecte d has been used in the

\

preparation of the 'Etstilktes.
has bee11"

p~sible

As a ·result cl these improv•ents it

to obtain·& reascmably reliable ic1ea aba1t the

oontrlbutt.oil of ·agr.l.culture ·to· the ecoiJOIV' of Ghana.

(ii)

Porestrz and LOMI.Ds:

It waa diaccwered that theiDtormat:Loa

. provided by the· llinistry· ar ·~creatry on. this

aub~ect

that it. Clol!ia not o·ot"er saae i t•a of f"oreat produce.

was defective in..
~

Bureau

theret'ore· cCIIIj)iled the tl$Ceaaary data relating·to iheae :lteu aDd it· ia
now poaaible
to provide more reliable eatimatea of torestzy and log:l.ng.
'
..
(iii) J!·she&r:

~e ma.in def'eot in the estimate

relates to the estimation
made suggeattona -tor the

or

h-esh water r.tsh.

impr~ent

ot f'18h prodlcti.cm
~he BUl"eau baa thentore

ot these estl•tes and this has

.n01r

•de :the estimates much more reliable.

(iv) Jfin:ing and

Quarr1ias: The

basic c}rawback

o-r material

relating to. tbis

sector is that· the data did not cover the output ot diamonds ot A.trican.
c1:L ggera ·$nd the quarrying· activity. . ES tiBia tea relating to

theref'Ore prepare_d by the

Bure~·

~.

· activi tie a were

and-included in the estimates of the

lllillilig and qUa.~ying aector.

(v} kmtactur.iag:.-· !he contribUtion of tld:s sector to the groes daaestic
product· was tamd to be highly de:tective.

!he reason tor this is that

•dium scale and SJilall- aoale establishments were not ccwered in the ·
information -collected by the Bureau relating to this sector.
c~e ot

l'len in the

large- sc&J.e ID&.Du:facturi.ng establishments it was cliscOV'ered that the

estiates were defective in that such activities as the
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manufacturing and .electrical machinery, as well as motor ver.icles were not
coveredo

Estimates have been made in relation to these activities, ani

all these have now been included in the estimates relating to the
\'

manufacturing sector.

(v'i.) Electricity:

In the case of electricity it was discovered on a

close scrutiny of the f'i gures that there has been double counting.

This

drawback has now been corrected and the figures are now reasonably accurate.
(vii) i(Jholesale and Retail Trade:

The collection of inf'ormation relating

to this sector was a recent development in the Bureau.

This is due to the

highly complicated nature of this exercise in the context of' G!'..a.na.ian
conditions.

In view of this it was observed that the material collected

at the initial stages of the exercise·was highly defective andunsuitable
for estimation of' gross profit margins.

An exercise was therefore mrunted

by the National Accounts Section with the co-operation of the Distributive
Trade Section and the Income Tax Department and more reliable data have
nov been obtainedo

The estimate of' value added t•rom this sector is na.v

regarded as reliable.
(viii) Government Consumption Expenditure:

A careful scrutiny of the

figures of' the consu.mpticn expenditure of' the Government has sho.1n that
the treatnent of the fimnces of public boards and corporations was wrong.
This resulted in over-estimation of' the expenditure of these institutions.
These eiTors have now been corrected and the cost compo3ition by
:functional classification of Government consumption
no~

been prepared, is now reasonably accurate.
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expendi.ture,~·lhich

[l..as

ctto s
EXTERNAL TRADE

There has been no major changes in the canpila.tion of' the
statistics of' external trade chring the period under review. ·There are,
hew ever, a f'evr items of' interest in this f'ield, during the period, which
may be mentioned.
Revision of Imports and Exports List
The impart and e%port list of' Ghana based on the revised S~I.T.C.
came into e:f'f'ect on the 1st of January 1961.

The list has, however, been .

revised and the revision came into ef'fect on the .1st of January 1966.

This

.

.

revision was undertaken primarily to amend the list and thereby make it
possible tar Ghana to change over to the B. T.N. tor tariff' purposes.

In

other words, the revisi~ was conducted in order that the B.T.N. which was
then introduced into Ghana might corresp'?lld with the items in th8 Importt
and Er:port List.

Advantage was also taken of the revision to make

-

amendments relating to errors in the list which were di.scovered some time
af'ter the publication of' the 1961 List.
Devaluation of the New Cedi
On the 8th July. 1 967, the Ghana New Cedi was devalued by 30 per

cent and the devaluation affected the external value of the· currency and
as such the value of imports in the External Trade Statistics.

There was

a great deal of difficulty about the presentation of the. external trade
figures in the year of devaluation.

The problem was to distinguish between

the value of external trade bef'ore and after the date of the devaluati.on.
After considerable thought on the subject, the solution which was adopted
'

was that the detailed tables of' the external trade statisti.cs should be
compiled in the normal way without· di.stinguishing,in these tables, the
value of goods before
devaluation.

the devaluati.on and the value of goods after the

But root notes were provided showing the total ·goods imported

into the country before the 8th of July 19671 that is, before the devaluation
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be cane effective.

This inform tion, it was hopeG...::ould be useful to those

'aho need it for analytical purposes.
Pu"blication
There has been a great deal of delay in recent years in the
l'ublication of External Trade Statisticso

Tlus has been due to a number

of causes - delay in the subr:ti.ssion of bills frOZJ. the Customs and Excise
Depa.rtmen t, as well as continuous breakd01vn of the Electronic Co:oputer
used in processing the external trade material.

In order to reduce the

adverse effects of these delays, it was considered necessary to provide
adv<.mce information aboot External Trade, c.nd this took the form of
issuing out lronthly Newsletters of External Trade fie;ures in relation
to total imports and total exports.

This infomation is av:lllable and

issued normally one month after the month to ·;.:hich the informa ti. on relates o
:~oreover,

details relating to direction of trade are also provided about a

month after the issue of the total external trade figures.

In view of the

fact that the External Trade detailed figures are so8etines published 4 or

5 nonths in arrears, the publication of tha5 e nev1sletters

mz

been very

useful in providing advance infonna tion of external trade before publication
of the detailed tables.

DISTRIBUTIVE

T~\DE

STATISTICS

Before 1967 there was no information relating to distributive
trade statistics in

G.~ana

but in that year the Distributive Trade Section

·.·ras established, clnrged with the responsi. bill ty ci' collecting inforoation
relating to distributive trade statistics.
Directorv of Di.stributi ve Trade Establishr:J.ent
The first responsibility of the Section v.-as to CCOfile an
up-to-date Directory of Distributive Trade Establish..-:!entso
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1
time the only: available information on distributive .trade establishments

was contained in the Directory of Distributive Trade Establishments based : :·,
on the 1 962 Industrial Census.
in 1967.

This was, however, very much out of. date .. ·

An enquiry into the distributive trade in the country was therefore.
distri~tive

launched in June, 1967 and material was collected in respect of
trade establishments throughout Ghana.

The resul.t of this enquiry was

embodied in a new publica tim entitled "Directozy of Jli.stributi.v·e Tr.a.de
•

Establisbi:lents" which was published in May, 1968.
.

•

•

~

..

'·'

'"

................

'

"·-·~·

-

...

~.-

I

">-'I•.

The Di.rectcry prarided:

.

'

information relating to the name ·of establishment, the proprietor, .th~ .. ·
postal address, physical location, kind of business, employment size and
financial

year~

\

'The Directory was· arranged ·alphabetically and aclministrativel;

on regional basis.
Enquiry into Large Wholesale and Retail Trade. Establishments

'

..

The next obj3 ct was to conduct· -an enquiry into the ·large wholesa.J.e
and· retail trade establishments; and this was started at -the end of J\me, 19q7
A questionnaire was designed for the· establisbnent~ together with· instruct!. on~
for completing it.

There were a number of problems both theoretical and

orlflD!sationa.l enc amtered in this .enqui.ey.

In 'order :f?o provide reliable

and comprehensive data on sales, purchases and inventories, according to
broad comnodity groups, a special classification of comnodities was designed,
but this classification could be easily re-grouped in accordance with_ I.S.I.C.
for pul-pos'es. of internationai coinparability of statistical

aata.

Information

was obtained on the ·kind or· activity, type of operation, kind ot .business,
sales, purchases, stocks, employment, wages and salaries paid, accounts
..

receivable and fixed assets..

It was observed fran this enquiry that the use

of mailed questionnaire was not effective in the collection of data in Ghana
and this· may as well apply to· other developing countries.

As a result of

this the field staff' of the Bureau all ·over the country were. used to contact
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the respondents,

e:r~l:..i.n

the contents of the

:~'-'e.:tion:-"Ldre

to them a.nd

-:r::-..r...sinission to

collect the questionn::.ire ::.fter coopletior:. for

orr::~rJ.

hc:;.d office.

:"!. c~mprehen;Ji ve

After the collcc tion of' the date.

of the J.3.t.::.. ·:;as

hnderta~en

t:nd the results nere

f'on1 in a J)Ublica tion entitled

"Dist.cibu-:~i ve

~~ublis:wd

in

:i

an.'J.lysin
::;w::u..:<::.rised

Tr:1. c.ie .Jt.::.ti:.tics - 1st Jn.nuary,

1967 to .30th Jw1e, 1 ~~67:ro
?uture ::ork on the 3ubject
The problems of distributive t::-.:1de st.-::.tistic3 r.:tve not yet been
completely resolved because an enquiry has not yet been nade into the S1!'all
scale retailing establish.uents.

The importr..nc\3 of this group deri. Yes f'ro::a

the fact "t."1a t there is a very large number of

s~ll

retailing establisr.ments

in Ghana and there are formidable organisation und tecl111ice.l problems
i!lYolved in collectmg information relatinG to this croup.
bee!l, and are still being

~ade

in this area

~d

it is our

But studies have
e)~ectaticn th~t

in course of time, it r10.1ld be possible to conililct c..n enc21ir.r into the small
scale retailing establishments in Ghana and pu".Jlish the re:Ju.l ts.

There has been a steady irnprovew.ent in the bJ.lnnce of pa,Y::J.ents
es tirr~ tes of Gh'lna.

Although this imprav ement h.as not been as si ~}lifi c~nt

c.s that in other subjects.

Apart fror:;. Derchant.li.:e

the rest of the current i terns are derived from
In1~roverr.ents

n:.n-:::J.cnetary t:;old,

:U1tl

exchan~,e

control sources.

·in the collection of d:;,ta on excl1:1nge control tmnsaction.s

lnve therefore had a corresponding improveuent in the d.::ltti used in the
prepar:1 tion of the balance of pay.:nents on current 3-ccounto

rece1-..t :.re.:!.r3 as a rezul t of a sG.mple suryey carrie-i out i.::1to t>.·:; i.ssue and
utili3G.tion of i:.1port licences to the private
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s~ctor.

As a re.3.1lt of this

112
survey, it has been possible to obtain a more reliable estimate for
"other private long term ca.pi tal n in the estimates.

Moreover, as a

result of rescheduling exercises in 1 966 and 1968, which required
extensive docuroontation, a better coverage has been obta.ine d for ofTI.cial
long term capital transactions.

It has therefore becane possible to create

a separate External Debt Office for the collection of :inf'ormati.on relating
to external debt.
In the past, I.M.F. transactions have been of less importance
and therefore have not been separately classified in the balance of ·
payment estimates.

These transactions have in the past been included in

the official long term capital transactions.

With the increase in I.ll.F.

transactions, that is, drawings under annual stand-by arrangements, it has
now become necessary for I.:.!.F. transactions to be shown separately in the
capital account of the balance of payments estimates.

These transactions

are represented net in the estimates.

FINA!~CIAL

STATISTICS

There has been no radical changes in F.inancial Statistics of
Ghana dlring the period under review.
which may be mentioned.

But there have been some improvements

These improvements cover classification of Central

Government Revenue and Expenditure, as well as the classification of Local
Government Reven".le and Expenditure.
In 1966 a concerted. effort was made to ccmply more closely with
the recommendations of the United Nations in respect of "Economic and
Financial Classification"..

The first change which was made was a change

i.J."'l the period to which the Statistics relate.

Before 1968 the cl.assifi.cati<

has been made on fiscal year basis, but from 1968 it has and is being t1ade or
calendar year basis.

This change has been made in order to make the figures

o.ore useful for national accounting purposes.
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7/i th

reg~J.·u

to Local G-overJ.mcnt Finances, there lus been n.

sicni:fic:::.nt ir:::.prcvemcnt bec.:1use the

accow.~ts

of Local _.uthori tic.:3 h:lve

:1ot be:;n included in the Public _::..ccounts in th'3

})2-.:;t.

~'1.

decision vrn.s

'l

tb;refore taken by the Bureau that iiilffieclia.te steps should be taken to
ccn]:~ile ir..f'o~·IrE.ti

en relc.. ting to tb.e fir..a.ncbS of the

Loc3~

""'..uthori ties

in crder that it rrzy be pcsr.iblc to produce consolichtcd accounts of the
Fublic 3ec tor cm:.1pri.'->ine- Central G-overnr.1ent, the Local
the Public Boards and Cm'1,craticns.

.f~..u-'.:;hcri ties

Work on the Locn.l Authorities v;a.:;

st?.r"teci. in 1968 and_ consideratle :r-rogress r~s been :::ulde.
frctl 1 961 to 1 968 r.ave

UOYl

and

The accounts

been CODplttecJ anG. the~:e hs. ve "been classified

in 9.ccordance with the recoonendations of the 'Unitecl ITatio.£'ls • .!1. publication
e::-.1oC.ying the results cf this exercise -.,rill be issued sor:.ctime this yec-.r.

LABOUR

3TATIS~IC S

The Stati. ~tics of Labour are c oopiled to frov-.i de in.forrr.a ticn
on enplo;y""t'Bnt and earninc:s.
.::u:..ilcd

questionr.air~

The inf'orma.tion is

subn::i tted

~.o

coll.ec~ed

by ncE.ns of

"establi.sh.I::ents" for cOID]_:letion.

nevi (luestior.ulaire for the collection of inf'orma.ticn relating to labour
e..ncl earnir..gs ca.rr.e in to use in

1966.

But in 1 969 this q_uesti ormairf! was

improved furtbP.r by the adO..i tion of more sections for the collection of
80.0. tioncl inforn:a,tion.
Infc~r;:;::a.tion

is now collected on eanrl.r:cs by natior:ality together

·i:-i. th a break- clown of total earnines by occu1)a ti on.
:-.i:'il s prcvi dec en er::rlo:r"!llen t by occupation.

InfOl""ffia ti on is also now

Eoreover_, a new secti en l:c..s

b,:.-cr: addeC. en to tt.e c-uestiormaire for the pu.r·pose of prmridi.ng j_p_fom.aticn

..:lll tr.ese tJ'7es o:f
c·r;2leetcd before

th~

revi:::.ion of the questioP.naire.

infcr:.:-F~ticn

r.-erc r.ot

··t14
•
has been irnproverent in the administrative procedures for the collection of.
r.::1terlal on labour, especially by using
system of mailed questionnaire
informa. tion.

a~

the field sta.:r.r instead of' the

the main medi.un of collecting labour

The methodology of preparing the estimates is also being

improved by the introduction of marked sample - linked relative - benc:Q
mrked procedure.

This method is being introduced f'or the pucyose of'

making estiffiates for non-respondents.

Efforts are also being made to

~terial

as supplementary infor.na tion to

utilize social security fund

check the adequacy of the labour statistics.
There has been an additional medium for the collection of
information relating to unemployment during the period under review.
This exercise is being .handled by a unit of the Departn.ent of Labour.
After the February 1966 Revolution, a Government's :Jtabilization progran:I!le
rosul ted. in redundar..cy of labour and retrench::1ent cf
public services.

~ orJ.e

eraployees in the

A research and :Employr;:ent ?ron,otion Urli t ·.ms the:a:·ofore

established in the Departu:ent of Labour for the regiztrution of J=erscns
r1ho had' :Jeen retrenched as a result of the

st~bilization

exercise.

Until

1 968, it rws known as the Office of the Specis.l Cocrnissiouer for Deployrr.ent

of Labour and it

'N:lS

made obligatory for an ei:Iployer, public or private, who

l.:::ys off 10 or mor~ workers at a time, to i11form the of:fice of his inte.ntion
before the workers are laid off.

Tr..is procedure has been followed nf'ter the

Office of the Special Commissioner ··vas integrated rrith the !\:inistry of Labour
and Social :'lelfara and re-designated the Research and Eoployru.ent Promotion
UP..i.t.

The information collected by the Unit relates to all co.tegorie::; of

norkers; skilled, se:r.i-ski.lled, tu'"l.;.ldlled, and profes3icnals.

the

Cer~trQl

Burc ?.U o.f Jt:;. tiE· tic!.>.
''

As a res-:;1 t of this, the rP.spcn;.::ibiJ.i tj of' collectir:..G

A~7icul ture.

Jurc ..:.u t::. t ....'····..-_:

Dl" •h

···c'"'~J.
-~"·
~
\ ... • 0,.,.,;
.... .u.., \..~..,;t

"'~Oil
V.J.. t..J..L

.:;L1ce been

of tl. . e
.1.

res1=onsi1J~e

lr~
••~J..;,.

..-.]-·.u
o:·

tr.,.,..
of ...:\,.t.;,c··-.~.~;Cl'l~-,,r~P
-rld. t'-e Ui visi crt
I.,..
.)
......
..,.
'-''-"
(·;.
.i,~

for the collec::ion of C;J.rrent •l:t:-! c:1 a::;...""':i cultcre.

to collect inforruation on a[;riculb.:.r.:U
t~.e

prcd.uctio::~,

:~i~d

acr-e:.<;e

yic:lc bt;.t

covcre.ge v;as very lirni ted ir:.. tl:at it coYered onlJ 1 ,COO a&r-:iG u.J.. tural

holdin£3.

In view of this incmnr-l€te covera ce, the re!:;Ld ts obtair:ed f'ro.w

the pilot survey were assessed as unreliable 'lnd. not r:orthy of puulicati.on.
B'..lt the collccti on of inforn:a tion

Vi3S

established on an an..J.ual tc..sis.

1966, the nunber of holGings v;as increased to 2,000.
been the r.e€d. to provide
but en ret;ional basis

ir~

aE~ricultural

In

3ince then u·_ere has

data not only on the natJonallevel,

view of' tbe Government's policy of

adl:rinistrative and other f'w1ctions to Regional Authorities.

devcl"t.~'i.ng

As a result of

this -policy decision, and in order to obtain in.fcr:::d:i on rel:; tine to
.c:.cricul tural proeucti on on re t;i onal basis, the nun:ber of ac,ricul tural holdint;s
~·:as

increased in 1969 to 5,COO.

It is expected that ;·;itt t:bJ.s nunber of

holdings it ·;;ill be possible to .::!2.ke reasonable esli:2.1tes of G.gi'icultural

proclucticn in the v.s.rious reQ.cns of Ghana.
Tl:e ,year 1 969 ::tlso ·:~i tnessed the

Ir.. tbo course of'
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census,

i~16
the units will be selected in each district.

The selected areas in the

districts will be ·completely enumerated and it is hoped. that this will
enable agricultural data on .. the district level to be provided.

Information

wilt be collected on the holder, farm .population, number of farms, the
tenure basis, employment of labour and livestock population on each farm.
It is expected that on the whole between

6o,ooo

and 70,000 holders will .. be

interviewed in the course of. this census.

INDUSTRIAL STATISTICS
The Statistics of Industry compiled in .the Bureau relates
to mining and quan-ying, manufac'blring, electricity, gas and steam •. In
addi ti.on, in;formation is provided in relation to some non-industrial
sectors of the. economy such as agriculture, transport and conmunicati:-on,
and distrlbuti. ve trade.: The scope and coverage _of these statistics did
not undergo any radical changes during the period covered· in this review.
There were, however, some improvements which may be mentioned.

The number

of establishments, for both the annual and quarterly enquiries was
increased, and the forms used were revised to. cope with changes in the
demand for statistical inf'ormation, and to allow more detailed information
to be provided for economic analysis. · Moreover, new methods in the
es1imati on of gross output and value added were introduced in, respect of
electricity.
Revision of Directory
A major revision of the Directory ·.of En~erprises was undertaken
for the purpose of improving the. coverage ·of establishments in the
industrial enquiries.

This resul t.ed in the publica ti.on of "Directory of

Industrial Enterprises and Establishments" in September 1969.

The directory

covered a total of 1,057 establishments in mining and quarr~ng, manufacturing,
construction, electricity, gas and steam.

·117
Cl"1:ln r;es in ::Juestionna.ire
•
Imy.~rovement

in the basic questionnaire f'or the collection of

inf'crma.tion relating to industry r.as been under-going a gradual improvec.ent
over the years.

Some types of inforwation \·;hich \7ere not beint; previously

provided ·were added on to the questionnaire.

This a.dili. ticn included the

f'ollowinr.: "paid up capital of establi sh.ment" and "plar.ned investment for
follov.ing year".

Eoreover a supplementary

questio~maire

v;as attached to

the main questionnaire asking for information relating to ca.pi tal formation
during the year, capacity of establi srJIOOnts and planned invest::ent and
capacity changes in the year.

There is also an item relating to "other

non-labour costs" of the establishments.
Conclusion
It LJay

oo

mentioned that although a great deal of v1ork has been

c.one in the field of industrial statistics, much oore still re.::ains to be
done.
the

There has been a complete coverage of all large industrial

~uarterly

and annual enquiries.

ur~ts

in

But there is still much to be done as

recards the coverage of medium sized industrial ut1..i ts by means of annual
saople surveys, and an area sample survey to cover soall ur..i ts once in every

4 years.

These projects have been proposed but they have not yet been

iiilpl~::1ented

because of lack of prof'ession.a.l st:u"f and financial resources.

FOPlJ'"LA.TION STATISTICS

1960 Post-Enumeration Survey
In vievt of the length of' time taken to proce.:::s the

a~.terial

collected in the population census of 1960 the processing of' the Pest:::nuoeration Survey, held immediately af'ter the cer..sus enu:::10r.:.ti:.n, nas
held up for some time.

It ·.vas only in 1 966 after the public:: tier. of the

:::ain volu.ws of the Census Reports thtl t '.vork
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s t;:u'teC. on ti.1e :;,rcc e 2~ing

o-r the material collected in the Survey.

During the· period under review

the compilation of' the tables of the survey was coo:pleted and were edited
by using data from the main census as controls and necessary adjustments
were made.

These adjustments proved to be a

ti~e

consuming operation and

delayed considerably the final publication of the re:Allts.

The tables have

already been vari.-typed and are now in the process of being printed for
fubli cation.
Ghana Population Survey 1966
In 1966 a population survey was carried out in September.

The

min purpose of this survey was to collect demographic Cb.ta on the population

of Ghana as an inter-censal exercise, and also to test the efficiency of the
methods and procedures _which were intended to be used during the 1970
Population Census.

Initial results from the survey indicated that there had

been an under-count and as a result of this a post-enun:eration check cras
ccnducted.

The result confi:m.ed that there had been an

of the total population in the main census.

~der

enw:::erati.on

In view of' the acute chortage

of tecr..riical staff it was not possible to conduct a detailed analysis of' this
survey because of the deployment of the staff to the preparation of the

1970 Population Census.
1970 Population Census
Work on this census was started in 1967 l'li th a preliiJi.nary
preparation of the census questionnaire, instructional oanuals and otrer
training documents.

l:oreover, training of the census field personr.el was

undertaken in 1969.

The census questionnaire rm.s pre-tested in a trial

cenzus, which proved very invaluable in tt..at it provided inform:::.ti.on relati.:g
to the latent defects and other deficiencies in the desi GJ. ~d plru-n:inc of
the census operation.

As a result of' the in:for.-...ation

g~thered

in this trial

census the Tihole census questionnaire r:as revisec 3...L"'ld it -:.1as the revised
versior: that was used in the actual enumerati.cn in 1970.
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Hev: Tec'br.iques
The 1 970 Popula. ti on Census was desisned to be u.n :irnproveJ:ent on
the techniques used in 1 960 o

One of' the chances introC:.uc ed in this census

is the use of' the household as an additional unit of' enu=eration instead
o:f house as v1as done in 1 96(l.

It was f'el t that the household is a more

useful ccncept f'or analysis and research than the house.
been :found desirable to serarate the evaluation

procra~e

rioreover, i t has
o:f the census :from

the sample en.1uiry since the merger o:f the tt7o in the 19 6o Census eli d not
prcve very

satis:facto~.

EDUCATION STATISTICS
The compilation of' Statistics relating to Educaticn is a joint
e:ff'ort of' the Cer.tral Bureau of' Statistics and the

~.::inistry

o:f Education.

The =.:inis t~ of' Education normally sends out the tluestiannaire to the
educational institutions and ensures that these ure fully co.upleteC..

The

Education Statistics Unit in the Bureau is horrever respor:sible :for the
statistical processing and publication of' material.

In 1968 the Education Statistics Unit pul1lished the seccnd of'
its publications on education statistics.

This putlication covered

secondary schocls, teacher trair.ing colleges anc1 ccrr.:Lerci11l :J.nd technical
institutes.

The material in this publication is nore el.::.bor:t"te than previous

education statistics cowpiled by the ?.:inistrJ o:f BJucr.. tion.

It is o:::'.J.y in

this volume that data have been provided on students, cl.:1ssified by their
s oci o-ec anomie crur.:tcteri sti cs as well as occupa. tion of' £'.:::. ther ::-:nd Llother,
place of' birth and usual residence etc.

1Ioreover, durin£ the 19o7-6G

school-year the Bureau n1.de an attempt to collect, for tl:e first time,
cb. tc:. on educational finance.

The questionnaires are still ocin[; processed.
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JUDIC:L.U, STATISTICS.

The establishment of" a Judicial Statistics Unit is a recent
development in the Central Bureau of" Statistics.
in August 1 969.

The Unit was established,

This Unit has since its establisbl'!lent been working very
. ,.
..

closely with other agencies, such as the Prisons Services, the Department,
of" Social "Jelf"are and Comnuni ty Development, the Judicial Services and the
Ghana Police Services.

The Unit is now collecting d.a.ta on Prison's

Adci.nistration and Releases, as well as juvenile delinquents.

The data

relate to the democ;raphic and. social chara.cteristicti of" prismers and
juvenile delinquents.

In order to f"a.cili tate the collection of" the data

the material is collected through the Headquarters cf the various agencies.
This method has been adopted to ensure th:l.t a.deq_uate control is ll13intained ·
by Headquarters on the completion of the. various for:lls and also to enable

the completed f"orms to be submitted through the Headquarters in time.

~

STATISTICS

The Unit responsible for the processing of
Vi tal Statistics was established in 1966.

~terial

relating to

It may however be painted out

that the collection of" the basic data on births and deaths is the
responsibility of" the Births and Deaths Registration Division of the
Ilinistrv of" Local Ad::ninistration and the Biostatic Unit of the Ministry
""

of Health.

The lli.nistry of' Local Administration was used as the venue f"or

the collection of' mterial in view of" the f"act ti'..at the lti.nistry

ms

b~._nches

scattered all over the co\mtry and has direct control of the District
Authorities where the of"fices of the Births and ·nea.ths Registration Division
are located.
·,tnen the d..:lta are collected, they are submitted by the Division
of Births and Deaths to the Vital 3tatistics Unit of the Ce..l'ltra.l Bureau of
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Statistics for processing.

A new regi.stration :f'orra was designed by th3

Vi tal Statistics Unit in 1969 in consultation rri th the Di visic:t of tirths
and Deaths and the Biostatic Unit of the Ministry of Health.
registration forhl' came into effective use in Jaruary 1970o

This

ne~

The now

rc[;is tra tion form includes such items as at;e of mother, nm:lber of children
born alive of mother, as well as her occupation and educational baclq;rC'..l."ld.
It is envisaged that the data provided vdll be more meaningful for plar..:ting
and research purposes.
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REVIEW OF STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES SINCE THE SIXTH
CONFERENCE, INCLUDING POPULATION AND
AGRICULTURE CENSUS PLANS.
Since the last conference of Commonwealth Statisticians held in
Ott~wa in 1966, the Statistical Bureau, which is the Central office for
Statistics in Guyana was engaged in several statistical · projects; and saw.
a number of important developments in the area of itsresponsibility.
2.
Between 1968 and 1970, the Statistical Bureau carried out a
Census of Agriculture in 1968, a Consumer Expenditure Survey in 1969 ·1970, and a Population Census in 1970.
Census of Agriculture:

3.

This Census was commenced in 1968 and the field work was not
completed until 1969, because of difficulties encountered in securing .
completed returns from certain respondents. The Census was taken as part ·
of the 1970 World Programme of Censuses of Agriculture sponsored by
F. A.O. As a Census of Agriculture had not been taken in Guyana since·
in 1952, and because it was considered important for future work that the
census should yield a complete list of farm households by size of farms, the
1968 Census of Agriculture was organised and carried out as a 100% count of
farm households and holdings. These households were identified at the
first stage during which all households were listed and the farm households
selected on the basis of a predetermined definition. At the second stage all
farm households were investigated on the basis of a fairly detailed
questionnaire.
·

4.

A number of questions included in the questionnaires related to the
demographic structure of the farm households such as its size, and the age
and its sex distribution of its members. Other questions covered the
utilization and tenure of holdings, the fragmentations of farms, drainage
and irrigation facilities, acreages under various crops, production of
agricultural commodities and livestock, the population of livestock, farm
machinery and implements utilised; and the association of Agricultural
householdings with other occupational· activities.

5.

The data collected have been put on punched cards, and processing
is in progress.

Consumer Expenditure Survey:
6.
In order to provide the basic information for a revision of the
Official Consumer Price Index, the Statistical Bureau carried out a Survey
of household consumption expenditures from March.l969 to February 1970.
The main purpose of the survey was to establish an updated pattern of
family living expenditures for the wrpose of revising the weighting system
used in the calculation of the Consumer Price Indices. The Current index
continues to be based on a study done in 1956; it is however p.nticipated
that living standards and consumption patterns may have undergone substantial changes during the fourteen years since the 1956 study.

1
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7.

In addition to the foreging, the information would be used in National
Accounting for the calculation of Domestic Consumption Expenditures, and
for a number of other economic and social purposes. The questions were
therefore framed with these objectives in mind.
The information collected related to:(i)

Cash purchases, including consumption from home grown stock
of food, beverages and tobacco, fuel and lighting.

(ii)

Expenditure on Housing, durable and semi-durable goods for household use,
and household appliances and utilities.

(iii)

Purchase and consumption of clothing, footwear, head wear.

(iv)

Expenditures (cash and kind) on miscellaneous goods and
services.

8.

In addition data were collected on household receipts i.e. wages and
salaries, allowances etc.. , and income from various forms of self-employment.
An attempt was also made to secure data on Savings and other Assets, as
well as the general levels of living of households. For the latter data were
collected on the number and value of certain durable goods possessed by
households e.g. tables, chairs, stoves, motor cars, radios etc.

9.

Information was also collected on the size of households, as well as
the demographic characteristics and economic activity of the persons who
constituted the households.
10.
The sample was in two stages. At the first stage Population Census
Enumeration Districts (ED's) were chosen with selection proportionate
to size measured in terms of the population of the ED's. Then within
ED's the second stage of the sample was taken. At this stage the selection
was of households within the ED, with selection of household proportionate
to size and income group.
11.
The sample was also stratified. The country was divided into a
number of strata considered relevant to circumstances in Guyana; and the
selection of first stage sampling units, (ED's) was taken from within these
strata.
12.
The overall theoretical sampling fraction was 1 in 40 of households.
The information was collected in six rounds, each round lasting two months.
In this way expenditure data were collected for all periods of the year
and so caught any seasonal variations in consumption. In addition there
was no limitation of income groups in the selection of the households. The
field work connected with the survey was completed about five months ago.
The staff is now engaged in checking and preparing the data for punched
card data:=-processing in the Statistical Bureau.
Population Census - 1970:
13.
In collaboration with the other territories of the Commonwealth
Caribbean, Guyana took a Census of Population in April 1970. Census da\'

2
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was April 7th, the preliminary enumeration commenced on March 11th. In
order to take the_ Census more than 2,000 field workers at various levels
were recruited. The Census was completed on April 7th as was originally
proposed and all parts of the country were adequately covered. Unlike
previous ones of the type, the Census was conducted by the Statistical
Bureau, under the general Statistics Law which govern all central
statistical work in Guyana. Preliminary editing and coding of the Census
· schedules, is now in progress prior to computer processing in a Central
Data Processing centre located on the Mona Campus of the U. W. I. in
Jamaica, and set-up specifically for the purpose.
Current Agricultural Statistics:
14.
The responsibility for the collection of annual and crop-end
statistics in relation to the Agricultural Sector in Guyana has traditionally
been the function of the Ministry of Agriculture. In the past planning in
this sector has been handicapped by the absence of reliable statistics of
production, yields etc., of crops and livestock. Because· of these
circumstances and the fact that official economic policy recognises the
primary role Agriculture must play for some/ time to come in economic·
development of Guyana, increasing attention has been given to the need to
organise the collection of Agricultural Statistics on a systematic basis.
The Statistical Bureau has accordingly been given the responsibility for
organising and implementing a system for the collection of current
agricultural statistics. Planning is actively being pursued in this connexion.
15.
Our basic approach would be to determine through fielc;t observations,
and then to map the distribution of crops in defined areas, .called crop ·
reporting areas into which the Agricultural regions of the country has been
d~Vided. Data on acreage under cultivation will be combined with sample
information on yields to derive crop forecasts, and crop-end estimates of
production. Sampling will be done where appropriate. For instance the
production of coconuts on farms below a certain size will be determined
by sampling, and the production of ground vegetables will also be
_
measured on the basis of a sample of farming areas and farm households •
Where sampling is done, the sample frame would be an up-dated list
secured from the last Census of Agriculture.
16~
It is hoped that the data would be collected by part-time local
officials and farmers, working in defined geographical areas. There will
be supervision by permanent field staff of the Statistical Bureau. The
present timetable of operations require that the system should be introduced
early in 1971.

Vital Statistics and Immigration Statistics:
17.
Since the Sixth Conference the Statistical Bureau assumed
responsibility for the processing and analysis of statistics of births, deaths,
marriages and international travel.
18.
In the past Vital Statistics were compiled and published by the Office
of the Registrar General, and the Police Department prepa~ed and issued
certain limited tabulations on external migration and travel. In so far as
Vital Statistics are concerned information on births and deaths is now
submitted directly to the Statistical Bureau by the Registrars of Births
and Deaths, who normally are the responsible agencies for the recording
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of vital events in Guyana. However in their reports which are submitted
directly to the Statistical Bureau, the Registrars are required to provide
additional information over and above that provided under the Registration
requirements.

19.

These reports are submitted monthly and are checked for full
coverage with the records of the Registrar General. Thus a number of
more informative tabulations are now being made available dating back to
the year 1967. For the period from 1962 to 1966 the Bureau is also
preparing a number of extra analyses and a full set of tables based on
information taken from the records of the Registrar General. The exercise
has been quite a substantial one viewed against available resources in the
· Bureau. Consequently analyses are only now becoming available, and will
be published shortly in special reports now being compiled in the Bureau of
Statistics.
20.
Since 1968, the Police Department has been making available to the
Statistical Bureau their E/D cards. ·The information from these cards is
being processed and analysed in the Bureau. A number of interesting and
fairly detailed analyses of movements of persons from and into Guyana, are
now being compiled and will soon be issued in a special report on external
migration and international travel for Guyana.

4
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REVIEW OF STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES SINCE THE SIXTH
CONFERENCE, INCLUDING POPULATION AND
AGRICULTURE CENSUS PLANS
I - Population and Vital Statistics
Hong Kong By-Census, 1966
A two-stage sample census of population was conducted in 1966.
About 1% of the population was interviewed. The results were published·in
"Report of the By-Census, 1966" and "The Census and You, 1966".
Following this, a new set of life tables and population projections by age
and sex was prepared and the details were published in 1968 in two
separate volumes: "Population Projections, 1966 - 1981" and "Hong Kong
Life Tables, 1963 - 1978".
Census of Population and Housing, 1971
2.
Planning for the next Census· of Population to be held in March 1971
commenced in early 1968. Three Pilot Censuses have been conducted with
the object of testing the questionnaires, the field organisation and the data
processing system including data input, imputation and tabulation.
3.
Questions included in the forthcoming Population and Housing Census
are on the same lines as those adopted in 1961 and 1966 but additional
information on fertility, transport habits, physical disability, household
income and rent will also be collected. The questionnaires are in the form
of bar-format documents to be marked by pencil and fed direct into .the
computer.

4.

The 1971 Census will be processed by an ICL (International Computer
Limited) 1903A computer in the Hong Kong Government Computer Centre
with a 48K words core store central processor, 2 line-printers, 1 card
reader, 4 magnetic tape units, 3 disc drives and one document reader.

5.

The Marine Census is scheduled to be held from 23rd to 26th January,
1971 and the Land Census from 27th February to 9th March, 1971.
Vital Statistics

6.
Vital statistics are compiled and published by the Registrar General's ·
Department. Since January 1969, more detailed questions have been asked
at birth and death registration, including the age of the baby's parents,
their duration of marriage, their place· of origin and occupation, ~nd the
birth order, and for the deceased, his marital status, occupation, place of
origin and length of stay in Hong Kong. Processing is undertaken by the
Hong Kong Government Computer Centre where currently, tabulations are
produced for United Nations publications. Planning is underway for
additional tabulations to be made so that more useful information can be
available for comprehensive fertility and mortality studies.
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II - Manpower
Employment Statistics

7.

Statistics of employment are collected by the Labour Department of all
persons working in industrial undertakings registered and recorded with
the Labour 1)epartment and persons working in non-industrial establishments
in medical! and educational services, import and export business, banks,
insurance, ocean and air transport, hotels and the catering trades. The
survey is carried out at quarterly int~rvals for the former type and at
half-yearly intervals for the latter typ'e .- All data are classified by
industrial gr.oups. and published in the Labour Department Annual Reports.

·B.

It is planned to extend the coverage of employment· statistic's to include
persons at work in business services, theatres and related recreational
services, and non-registrable industrial undertakings.

9.

The present system ·of collecting employment statistic~ does not make
it compulsory for the undertakings to submit quarterly returns to the Labour
Department, but plans are being made to change the present voluntary
.
system of submission of employment statistics to the compulsory submission·
of returns to the central statistical agency.
Statistics of Wages· and Earnings
.

.

,

.

~

I

10. Statistics of wages and earnings are collected from sample surveys of
establishments carried out at h~lf-yearly intervals by the Labour Department.
Statistics of wage rates computed include weighted minimum, average and
maximum wage rates by occupation in selected industries and public utilities,
. and also index of wage changes with 1964 as the base period. These
statistics are published in the Labour Department quarterly reports. It is
planned to extend the coverage of wage statistics to include more
manufacturing industries so that occupational wage rates are available for
more industries.
Statistics of Unemployment
11. There is no regular collection of statistics on unemployment, except
information gathered from population censuses. In the population census,
unemployed persons are defined as all those who are aged 15 to 64 inclusive'
who have no work, are not of independent means and are looking for work.
Tabulations of unemployed persons by sex, age, last industry and last
occupation have been made and are contained in the 1961 and 1966 Census
Reports. Similar information will again be made available in the 1971
Population Census Reports.
·
Manpower Surveys
12. A number of ad hoc sample surveys has been carried out by the Labour
Department since October 1966 to find out the existing. employment strength
and vacancies in various branches of industrial undertakings so as to assess
the requirements for manpower and training of such manpower in these
selected industrial fields. So far, surveys have been carried out in the
plastics, textile, electronics, automobile, machine shops and metal·working
trade, electrical trade, clothing, printing and building and construction
industries. Broad subject heads covered in these surveys include, for each
occupational group, number of employees, wage ..• nge, working hours,

_,_
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vacancies in establishments, and desired educational standard of employees ..
.The results of these surveys are for the assessment of the Industrial
Committees of the Industrial Training Advisory Committee which first
initiated these surveys.
III - Industrial Production
,

Census of Manufacturing Establishments
13. Plans have been made for a census of industrial production to be taken
in 1973. As a preliminary test of the scope and organisation required for·
this new project, a pilot census of manufacturing establishments was taken
in August 1970. Following this will be a complete enumeration of
manufacturing establishments in July to· August 1971 according to a list of all
manufacturing establishments to be prepared in the course of the Population
and Housing Census in March 1971.
~

.

14. The data collected in this pilot census relate to employment, power
machinery, floor space, value of sales and work done, type of business and
ownership, etc. The pilot census was conducted by census district
supervisors but individual establishments had the option to fill in the
questionnaires themselves if they preferred. The information collected
from the survey is now being processed and analysed.
,

Textile Production Statistics

15.

Textile production statistics are compiled by the Census & Statistics
Department from quarterly returns collected from spinning and weaving mill~
registered with the Commerce & Industry Department for certification
purposes. Statistics compiled include production of cotton yarn, cotton
fabrics, woollen yarn and installation of cotton spindles, .cotton looms and
wool spindles. These statistics are supplied to the United Kingdom Textile
Council, the Commerce & Industry Department, the International Cotton
Advisory Committee, and are also published in the Monthly Digest of
Statistics.
IV- Trade
16. Trade statistics· for Hong ·Kong are collected and compiled by the
Census & Statistics Department from trade declarations lodged with the
Director of Commerce & Industry. Checking of declarations on coding of
commodity and country and punching of cards are carried out by the Census
& Statistics Department, but tabulations are prepared by the Government
Computer. Each month, two volumes of trade statistics are published, one
for imports and the other for exports and re-exports, both volumes
containing detailed tables of commodity items by countries as declared
during the month under review. A separate supplement of trade statistics,
country of commodity, is also published at the end of the year.
17. Apart from the published volumes, special analyses are made of Hong
Kong's trade with major countries and exports of major importance to Hong
Kong. These are contained in the External Trade Report issued monthly
and distributed free to large organisations dealing with trade.
18.

An intensive programme is being formulated on trade research.
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V- Transport and Communications
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19. Surveys of public passenger transport behaviour are regularly
.
carried out by the Traffic and Transport Survey Unit of the PubliC Works ,·
Department and published in their technical reports.
·
20. In order to study the transport behaviour of the population with their
personal characteristics and. socio-economic backgrounds, three questions
on Place of Study and Place of Work, Mode of Transport and Time of
Arrival at Place of Study /Work have been included in the 1971 Population
Census questionnaire. With these additional dat.,a: heavy cross-tabulations
will be made with other personal characteristics of the population.
· ...
VI- Prices

··. . i

Household Expenditure Survey
21. A Household Expenditure Survey was .conducted in the period
.
September 1963 to August 1964. with the object of collecting information
about the commodities and services purchased by the households· selected
to be studied in·the survey and of using that information to set a weighting.·
pattern and a series of base-period price levels upon which a Consumer
Price Index could be constructed. The survey covered all strata.of url;>arr·
land areas in Hong. Kong and included households whose monthly income ·'
was within the range of $100 to $3 ~ 999.
:
.
22. This survey has been continuing since July 1965 with a different sample
of 60 households being interviewed every month in order to keep in view
·whether the weighting pattern established with the data from the main survey ·
. is still valid and applicable.
·
23. In view of the fact that many changes have. taken place since 1963; ·
plans are being made to carry out another Household Expenditure Survey
of about 6,000 households possibly in 1972.
Consumer Price Index
24. The Consumer Price Index was constructed with information from the
Hou.sehold Expenditure Survey 1963/64 described in paragraph 1 and
referred to the period September 1963 to August 1964 as its base. The
Index is compiled monthly with prices of different groups of commodities .
and services collected at regular intervals, either daily (in the case of. ·
some commodities whose prices are very elastic and sensitive to changes),
weekly or monthly •.
25. It is planned to construct a new Consumer Price Index following the
completion of the Household Expenditure Survey scheduled to be held in
1972.

..

VII - Agriculture and Fisheries
Agriculture
26. The Agriculture & Fisheries Department has been compiling statistics
of arable land, and production statistics on crops and livestock and
competitive food imports. Sample surveys of livestock and poultry were
also carried out.
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27. It is intended to conduct a survey on agricultural marketing some time
after 1971.

130

Fisheries

28. The Agriculture & Fisheries Department has also been compiling
statistics of fish and fisheries products. A physical count of local fishing
fleet was conducted.
29. The Marine Census of Population to be held in January 1971 will give
information on the size, nature and engine capacity of craft in the fishing
fleet.
VIII - Social Statistics
Education
30. The Education Department collects, from all schools in Hong Kong,
statistics on enrolment, teaching staff and school accommodation.
Tabulations are processed by the Government Computer and kept in the
Education Department for internal use. Plans are being made to revise the
tabulation programme so as to produce more cross-tabulations for use by
other departments or organisations.
·
Housing
31. There is at present no up-to-date statistics relating to the number of
housing units or living quarters available in Hong Kong, except those
relating to public housing estates and government quarters. Decision has
been made to include a Housing Census in the 1971 Population Census· with
the main object of building up a list of housing. units by type covering the
whole Colony and of cross-tabulating the housing characteristics with the
characteristics of the households and persons living in them.
IX - International Migration
32. Statistics of in-coming and out-going personspreviously collected by
the Immigration Department are only the by-product of administrative control
over movements of persons across the boundaries of Hong Kong. There is
no information collected on the type of persons coming to Hong Kong either
for settlement or for employment, or information on type of local residents
migrating to other countries for the same purposes.
33. In view of the fact that such information is very useful for planning
and policy-making purposes , an attempt has been made to obtain, a~ from
1st May 1970, some additional data from persons coming to Hong Kong for
settlement or to take up employment. Particulars relating to age, sex,
nationality, date of arrival and occupation are transcribed from the arrival
cards to punched cards. These are then sorted by the sorter-counter into
five tables showing the age and sex distribution of legal immigrants by
nationality/ occupation, and the age and sex distribution of illegal immigrants
by time of arrival/ occupation. Information on education attainment has not
been included because the method of classifying and coding this question is
still being studied.
34. It is also decided that as from the third quarter of 1970, information
relating to age, sex, nationality, occupation, education atl.J.inment and type
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of visa iss.ued will be obtained of persons emigrating to other countries
~

:. from visa officers of Commonwealth and Foreign Consulates in Hong Kong

1 . ·every three months.

X- Special Surveys
Survey in Public Housing Estates in Kwun Tong District
35. This survey is being undertaken by City District Office (Kwun To!lg) in
collab6ration with the Census & Statistics Department to find out the
occupations of people resettled in public housing estates in Kwun Tong,
their means of transport to work, their housing requirements and their
family particulars. About 5, 700 households will be interviewed, which is
roughly a ~0% random sample of all households accommodated in low
cost housing and resettlement estates in Kwun Tong.
36. · Students and teachers living in Kwun Tong district have volunteered
as interviewers. At the time of writing this review, the survey is still
progressing. Data processing including editing, coding and preparation of
tabulations will be carried out by the Census & Statistics Department with
punched cards and sorter-counter.
Survey of Resettlement Estates
· 37. This survey was undertaken by the Resettlement Department also in
collaboration with the Census & Statistics Department. The object of the
survey was to find out the opinion the residents of large resettlement e'stater's
had about the premises they were living in, their feeling towards moving to
another district, the occupational types and transport habits of the
residents.
38. A 20% random sample of households in the Li Cheng Uk, Tung Tau and
Wang Tau Hom Resettlement Estates was selected, giving a total sample of
just under 6,000 households. Fifteen university undergraduates were
engaged as interviewers. The survey was completed in one month. The
results are being processed and analysed by the Census & Statistics
Department.
Suriey of Multi- Storeyed Buildings in Wan Chai District
39. This survey was initiated by the City District Officer (Wan Chai) to
find out the problems connected with the management of multi-storeyed
buildings. All buildings over 8-storeys in Wan Chai were included in the
survey carried out in July 1970. Members of ·the management staff of these
buildings were interviewed by secondary school students and were asked
questions about the building itself, the management staff and fees, water
supply, cleaning and fire prevention facilities, the personal particulars of
the caretakers, and whether the flat owners of the buildings had formed
management corporations in accordance with the Owners Incorporation
Ordinance 1970.
40. The collection of survey data was supervised by the City District
Office and a total of 213 buildings were interviewed. The planning and
design of the questionnaire and the processing of the results were undertaken
by the Census & Statistics Department.
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Survez to study Youth Problems in. Resettle:ment. Estates
. . 1_

3! ·

41. .The survey was undertaken by the Social· Service Section of The
College Student Association of Hong Kong to· find out the problems of yotiths .
living in. resettlement estates. The survey w~s carried out by the college
students iD. August 1970 iJi the Wong rat Sin,Tze Wan Shan and Ngau Tau
Kok Resettle:ment Estates. All households· li:ving in these three estates
were visited but only the eldest member of household who was within 'the age
group of 15 to 24 was selected to be interViewed. Altogether 833 persons
within the 15-24 age group were interviewed.
·

42.

The planning of the survey and the design of the questionnaire were
done by the college students themselves but t~ processing of the· reults
was undertaken by the Census 8c Statistics Department.
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INDIA

REVIEW OF STATISTICJL ACTIVITIES smCE THE
SIXTH- CONFERENCE mCLUDING POPULATION AND
AGRICULTURE CENSUS PLANS

At the Sixth· Session of the Conference of Commonwealth·
Statisticians India had presented a paper reviewing the
developments in various fields of official statistics for
the period 1961-66. The present paper gives a brief revie~
of the main developments which have taken place since then.
1•

POPULATION AND VITAL STATISTICS
Census- of population
2.
The tenth decennial Census was conducted with March 1,
1961, as the reference date. The progress regarding the
publication of the Census results as well as other essential
items of information collected at the time, of house listing
operations was reported at the last Conference.- The programme
of bringing out remaining census publications as well as a
series of monogr~phs based on the socio-economic data collected in respect of purposively selected villages was completed
during the period since 1966. Among the publications mention
may be cadc of the Vital Statistics Report, which discusses
the vital statistics data over the decade 1951-61, Subsidiary
Tables, which give information on econo~ic, social, cultural
and migration aspects of the population, the special tables
on scheduled castes and scheduled tribes giving information
on economic activity, age/marital status, educati~n, religion,
etc •• The monographs so far published relate to liJ village
surveys (400 published so far out of 580) giving an ecological
background of the villages and describing the social, cultural
and economic aspects of life in them, ( ii) Craft surveys for _
traditional crafts{about 120 published so fa1· out of 197)
covering the caste, occupational, social and economic stratifications, the persistence of traditional tools and design
for~s, the limitations of credit and markctin~ facilities,
etc., tiii) stuuies of fairs and festivals which r'resent a
geo1xaphical distribution of religious beliefs and their
influence on socinl and ecoumuic llfe, (iY) Census J~tlns,
''hich is o carto!:rnpt:ic depict ion of census clata unu ltc~ ls
with vt:rions n.s~'ects such as physical conditions, tleJ!!ot.::rnphic
slruct11re nnl! trenc:is, ecouo1dc ~rm.. th, level of sociocultural ucvelopmont, anc (v) ethuo~ruphic notes for groups
suc!1 n:- sr.hL·llnled castes/tribes, nomadic tribes etc. proY hlin!!
inforn.Bt ion on soci~!l, cultural ()n~~ ccouo:r ic 1 ife of tlH'
!!rc~ups. ty the bcgiuninr of ne~t yevr all the puhlic;.lidns
rt"'lHtinc to tl~c 1!161 census, ntu,,hcrin.:.: «•llout

hr.ve

~'ccn lJrot.~~~ht

out.
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3.
The work of developing suitable definitions and
concepts to be used and schedules to be canvassed
during the 1971 population Census was completed on the
basis of experience gained through pretests in the field.
The Census will be taken on a universal basis through
interview method employing nearly a million census-takers
to cover the population of the order of 560 million. The
actual enumeration will take place during the period 10th
to 28th February, 1971, with a revisional round from 1st
to 3rd :March, 1971, the reference date being the first of
March( sunrise).
·
4.
The following schedules will be canvassed during the
Census:
(i) House list, which is an inventory of the houses, will
provide information on the material of walls and roof, the
use to which the bouse is put, number of rooms in occupa- ·
t ion of a household, whether the house is owned/rented, etc.
'

( ii) Establishment Schedule, which will be filled in case
a house is being used as an establishment for production,
processing, servicing or conducting commercial transactions.
It would provide details such as the goods produced or
services rendered, number of workers employed, type of fuel
or power used, type of establishment i.e. public or private ,
or a cooperative, etc ••
(iii) Individual Slip, which is the fundamental Census
schedule, contains 17 questions and will provide information on demographic, social, cultural and economic
characteristics of the population. This will include two
questions on fertility for currently married women, a
Question on the last residence of the individual and a
new classification of economic activity wherein the
reference period of one week will be adopted to classify
workers and non-workers in the case of regular work in
trade, profession, service or business. In ·the case of
types of work which are seasonal such as cultivation, the
person will be classified with reference to such work
during the previous one year. Data compiled from the
Individual Slip will be the main source material for the
'Primary Census Abstract' (PCA) at the village/ward level
in the rural/urban areas. The Abstract will provide
information on the area of the village/ward, number of
bot•~Ps R nd households, literates, scheduled castes and
tribes 1 workers and non-workers -worl{ers being further
divided into broad industrial categories.
(iv) The Census Population Record(CPH), will be filled in
respect of each household from the entries made in the
Individual Slip and will provide data on sex, age, marital
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status, literacy, activity status, etc., of the population.

s.

A post enumeration check will be conducted in selected
Census blocks soon after the Census to find out the coverage
error as well as the content error in canvassing the Census
schedules. Since the Census is a large operation involving
millions of enumerators on a part time basis, it is
essential to impart careful training to them. Well organised
training programmes constitute an important aspect of ·
preparatory work for the 1971 Census.
Sampling procedures will.be adopted for the processing
of the Census data more quickly. In the case of the house
list, a 20 per cent systematic sample of the houses will be
tabulated. In the case of Individual Slips, a 10 per cent
sample in the rural areas and a 20 per cent sample in the
urban areas will be tabulated for preparing the regular
Census tables •. For advanced tabulations, one per cent of
the Individual Slips will be taken.
6.

7•
The Primary Census Abstract (PCA), prepared from the
Individual Slips, on a complete enumeration basis, will be·
compiled through manual sorting and tabulation. The general
Census tables, to be generated from a sample of 10 per cent
of Individual Slips for rural areas, will also be prenarPd
on manua 1 bas is, since the equipment required for
mechanical tabulation would be prohibitiv~.

s.

Electronic data processing system will be utilised
for the processing and compilation of the general tables
to be genernted froM a 20 per cent sample of individual
slips for the urban areas. All the Census tables to be
generated from the bouse·listing schedule and the establishment schedule will also be processed on electronic computers.
The cata will be coded and punched at the State Headquarters
and passed on to the Regional Computing Centres for being
put on electronic tapes and the tapes passed on to the
Office of the Registrar General for further processing and
tabulation. This is expected to reduce the timelag in the
publication of the Census results by about two years.
Sample censuses(with a sampling fraction of one per
cent) were conducted in 1966 and 1968 in collaboration with
the State Statistical Bureaus to provide reliable intercensal estimates of population at the State level. A stratified unistage sampling design(with village as the sampling
unit) in the rural areas and a two stage stratified design
(with town and an urban block as the sample units at the
two stages) in the urban areas was adopted. The results
have been utilis~d to obtain annual estimates of population
at the State level.
9.

3
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Vital Statistics
10.
Having regard to the need tor a sound system ot vital
statistics\ to· provide reliable estimates ot births and
deaths, the following schemes were introduced during the
period under review:
i) Sample Registration Scheme: The scheme which
was started on a pilot· basis in 1963-64 and was
extended to the whole country during the period
under review is meant to provide reliable estimates
of rates of births and deaths at the State level.
Unde~ the scheme special whole time local Regist~
have been appointed for the registration of vital
events as.and when these occur. The continuous
enumeration is supplemented by an independent
halt-yearly survey by a supervisor. The rural sample
consists of about 150 units in ev~ry major State,
each unit being a village or its segment with a
population of 2000 or more. In the urban·· areas, a
sample of 60-100 blocks, each ot size 1000 population, ia selected per State. Stratification on the
bas is of ·population size is adopted in both the
areas .•
ii) Model registration scheme tor statistics of
causes of death:
A purposive sample of 700 Prinaxy
Health Centres, each of which caters to a group of
villages with a population ot 80-100 thousand, is
taken to provide cause-of-death statistics recorded
by paramedical personnel based largely on symptoms.
These data would help the epidemiologists to
identify the cause of death and in taking suitable
remedial measures.
iii) Under-registration survex: Along with the sample
census for inter-censal estimates, an underregistration survey was initiated -in 1966 to assess
the extent of under-registration of vital events.
In a sub-sample of villages and blocks(selected tor
the sample census) the vital ·events recorded in the
COl:Jl"Se of sample census were matched with the
registration records to estimate the extent of
under-registration.
11.
In addition to the foregoing measures the machinery
tor the regular collection of vital statistics at the
State level has been strengthened and mechanical tabulation
systems·have been set up in some States in order to produce
the results more expeditiously. In order to have legal
powers to enforce compulsory registration of births and
deaths, e 'Births and Deaths Registration Act, 1969 1 has been
enacted.
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demographic data

12.
Data are also being collected on the demographic
clwractieristics of the population in the various rounds
of the National Sample Survey(NSS)-·a multi-purpose sample
survey organisation which was ~reated in 1950 to collect
statistics on sampling basis
on the socio-economic,
demographic and other charact~ristics of the population.
Data on vital events were being collected from the 19th
round(1964-65) in a distinct schedule and also in less·
detail from a smaller sample of households in the
Integrated Household Schedule in which socio-economic
data about the population are-collected. The detailed
schedule was discontinued from the 24th roun~969-70).
13.
An independent cross-checking of the Sample
Registration Scheme data bas been undertaken by the NSS
in the States of West Bengal and Tamil Nadu. The sample
villages covered by the SRS have been completely enumerated
by the NSS investigators. The results available for West
Bengal indicate deficiencies in the
enumeration of births
anc; deaths by both NSS and SUS agencies. The re·sults of
Tamil Nadu study are not yet available.
Population projections
14.
An Expert Committee on Population Projections bas
prepared estimates of population by age and sex with rural
and urban breakdowns, as well as labour force projections
for the period 1961-81. The population projection by age
and sex has been extended to the period 1981-86.
The following assumptions have been made for three
alternative sets of projections based on 'high', 'medium' and
'low' levels of fertility:
(i) Fertility:
A General Fertility Rate(G.F'.R.) of ~95
worked out for the period 1951-60 has been taken to rema1n
unchanged up to 1966 and then undergo a percentage decline
as per following schedule:
Project ion
High fertility
Medium fertility
Low fertility

Percentage decline in GFR of 195
1966-70 1971-75 1976-80 1981-85
25
15
0
5
5

10

20

25

10

15

25

25

5
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(ii) Mortality:· Starting with the expectation of life
at birth(e~) of 41.9(Males) and 40.6(Females) for 1951-60
(taken to .be centred at 1956), the same was assumed to
increase by'0.9 of a year per annum upto 1970, by 0.75 of a
year per annum during 1971-80 and by 0.4 ot a year per
annum during 1981-85.
·
(iii) Sex Ratio at birth is assumed to be 105 males per
100 'females.
(iv) Migration:
ins ign if icant •

This factor has been ignored as

A publication containing the methodology as well as
the actual projections was brought out during 1969.
LABOUR AND DIPLOntENl' STATISTICS

15.
The Directorate General ot Employment and Training
(DGET) in the Ministry of Labour and Employment continued
to conduct a detailed census of Central Government employees
each yee.r to obtain their distribution in different pay rangeg
by sex, status and tenure of service. The Employment Market
lnformation(EMI) programme covers on a statutory basis all
the public sector establishments and such non-agricultural
establishments in the private sector as employ 25 or more
workers, and provides data, at quarterly interval on
employment and vacancies and at biennial interval on the
occupational pattern of employees collected in alternate
years from the public and private sectors. Since March,
1966, establishments in the private sector employing 10 to
24 workers are also being covered on a voluntary basis.
Attempte are also being made to collect statistics of
employment, on a voluntary basis, from small establishments
in the private sector employing 5 to 9 workers. An important
development in the programme since 1966 has been the
coliection of data on educational qualifications of selected
categories of personnel in different occupations.
16.
The Jjve-registers of 423 employment exchanges in
India provi.de information on the number and characteristics
of persons seeking employment assistance. A special study
was conducted in 1968 to estimate the proportion of employed
persons on the live-registe.r·s of the employment exchanges
and to ascertain the proportion of job-seekers in rural
areas registering with employment exchanges. The results of
this survey tog~ther with the information provided by the
NSS surveys relating to the proportion of unemployed who
register with the employment exchanges will be utilised
for evolving correction factors to the live-register data
for est iruat ing the size of the urban unemployment.
6
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17.
Data on employment and unemployment were collected
as part of the labour force surveys ot the NSS. The ourre~
status approach with a short reference period and the
priority-criteria used in the labour. force surveys· for
determining the labour force-status of a person was found
more difficult in practice in rural areas where underemployment would often masquerade as unemployment than in
urban areas. The labour force surveys were discontinued
in rural areas from the 18th round of NSS(1962-63). In this
regard, intensive type-studies of rural unemployment and ·
under-employment have been undertaken by the labour Bureau
in 60 villages located in 20 regions ·of India. The results
of this. study when available would help in standardisation
of the technique for conducting labour force surveys in
rural areas.
18.
In order to gain an insight into the degree of
suitability or otherwise of the concepts and definitions
in vogue in urban surveys, a pilot study was conducted
during 1968-69 and the results are awaited. The Planning
Commission also appointed an Expert Committee in August,
1968, to go into the estimates of unemployment worked out
for the previous plans and the data and methodology used
'in arriving at them and to advise on the alternative
methods of analysis, computation and presentation which·
may be adopted for the Fourth Five Year Plan(1969-74:) in
the ten-year perspective of 1969-79. The Expert Committee
has since submitted its report which is currently under
review.
19.
Labour statistics including data on absenteeism and
labour turnover, working days, man-hours worked, earnings
etc., were continued to be collected through the Annual.
Survey of Industries. Surveys tor comprehensive study of
labour·conditions in various industries were conducted by
the Labour Bureau. Forty-six industries had been covered
till 1966. Two industries are s e·lected every year for
the study.
Occupational classification
20.
The National Classification of Occupations was
revised in 1968 and designated es NCO - 1968. The NC0-1968
broadly follows the ISC0-1966 except for. a few departures.

7
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AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS
Crop stat i!t ics
21.
Improvements continued to be made in the coverage
of land utilisation statistics and statistics of agricultural production. The present coverage of statistics of
land-use and crop area is 94 per cent of the geographical
area of the country, of which 77 per cent is covered by
complete enumeration, 5 per cent by aaaple· ·surveys and 12
per cent by conventional estimates. In some of the States
in which a land record agency exists at the village level,
in order to improve the reliability of data the jurisdiction
of the village land record official has been reduced by
augmenting the staff. Further, basic land record forms have
been revised to ensure nationwide uniformity of data. Steps
were taken to improve the quality of statistics in other
areas through the adoption of random sample survey technique
in some States, and by extending the coverage under complete
enumeration by the appointment of recording staff in other
States.
22. ·Periodical estimates during the various stages of
crop growth called crop forecasts are available for 38
·important crops(8 cereals, 4 pulses, 8 oil seeds, 4 fibre
crops and 14 other crops). Besides these forecast crops,
data regarding area and yield are also available for
plantation crops such as tea, coffee and rubber and 'other
mi~or crops'. Estimates of yield rates are·obtained
increasingly through the objective method of crop cutting
experime.nts conducted in randomly selected fields, which
number annually about a hundred thousand in the case of
food crops and 35 thousand in the case of non-food crops.

In order to provide the estimates. of area under
var~ous crops soon after the sowing season is over and
the production estimates soon after the harvesting, a scheme
for timely reporting ot crop est in1ates has been formulated.
This is being implemented in.a phased manner. It is proposed
to integrate this scheme with the land utilisation surveys
and crop cutting experiments conducted through the NSS.
Agricultural Census
23.
India will be participating in the Third Decennial
World Agricultural Census sponsored by the FAO and the data
will be collected in collaboration with the States. A Working
Group of technical experts has been appointed to examine,
( i) the items on which information should be obtained by
re-tabulating the data collected on complete enumeretion
8
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basis, (ii) the items on which enquiries on sampling basis
should be conducted, (iii) the concepts and definitions to
be adopted, preparation of schedules and instructions, and
(iv) the organisational set up required for the census
inc 1 ud ing tabulation 1 etc. An FAO training centre in
agricultural census techniques was organised at the
Institute of Agricultural Research Statistics(IARS) and
39 officers from the countries of Asia and the Far East
attended the course.
Livestock statistics
24.
The tenth quinquennial livestock Cer.uus was conducted during 1966 and provided data on the number of livestock
and poultry. (Information was also collected on agricultural
implements and machinery, and fishing crafts and tackles.)
For improving the quality of census enumeration, a scheme
of rationalised supervision was carried out in five per
cent of the rural and urban areas. In addition, a postenumeration sample survey was conducted to nrovide information on additional items like age and breed composition,
lactation period, immunisation against rinderpest, etc •• An.
independent post-enumeration sample check was also conducted
by the NSS.
25.
IARS continued to develop survey techniques for the
estimation of milk and other livestock products. It is
proposed to launch a scheme during the Fourth Five Year
Plan(1969-74) to extend the surveys for estimating the
production of major livestock and poultry products to all
the States.
Fishery statistics
26.
During the tenth livestock Census conducted in 1966,
data were also collected on fishing crafts and tackles on
a complete enumeration basis for the first time. Sampling
techniques are being applied to collect regularly data on
the catch of marine fish. It is proposed to conduct pilot
surveys to develop suitable sampling techniques for the
estimation of fish catch from inland ~ater resources.
Forestry statistics
::! 7.

A project on "Pre-investt:ieut Survey of Forest Resources",
initiated in collaboration with the FAO, is in pro~:n·~s ~ ir:c-e
19G5. rrhe main objective of the Project is to investigate
into Lhe economic availability of technically suitable raw
n:o.terial :Lor the forest industries developnent in the country.
'!'he investigations include sarJple surveys for assessing the

9
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growing stock, growth and decay, transport studies to find
out the cost of transport of raw mnterial from the forest
to alternative mill sites, market studies to find out the
raw materi\11 balance and industrial feasibility studies to
find out ecdnomics of alternative' mill sites and mill capacit~
Sample surveys make use of aerial photo-interpretation
technique and is supplemented by a low intensity of field
work. All the data processing activity has been computerised.
For this purpose pre-coded field and aerial photo-interpretation forms have been developed. Surveys have been carried out
in three areas, viz., the Central Zone comprising parts of
l:adhya Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh and Orissa, the Northern Zone
comprising part3 of Himachal Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and
Haryana and the Southern Zone comprising parts of Kercla and
Tamil Nadu. Field investigations have. been carried ont into
accessibility, logging a·nd transport .methods ana costs.
INvUSTRIAL STl:a.11 IS'r ICS

Annual Survey of Industries
28.
As reported at the last Conference, the statistics of
manufacturing industries in the organised sector are being
collected, on a statutory basis, through the Annual Survey
of Industries(ASI) since 1959. This survey covers the entire
factoJYsector (i.e. establishments employing 10 or more
persons and using power, or employing 20 or more persons
without using power) excluding the defence installations,
oil and storage depots and industrial training institutes.
bata are collected on capital, employr.:tent, wages, inputs,
products and by-products. Factories employing 50 or :core
workers and using power, or those employing 100 or more
workers without using power are completely enumerated. The
remaining ~actories are covered on a probability sernple
basis. Summary of the information on important characteristic~ of census and sample sectors·have ·been prepared for the
year 1966. lietailed results for 1965 are also·available.
Industrial classification
29.
The Industrial classification has been revised and
designated ·as National Industrial Classificat ion(NIC-1970).
The NIC-1970 incorporates, as far as possible, the major
revisions co~tnined in the ISIC-1968 with a few exceptions.
The ~IC-1970 has been so dns i~ned that each major division
(1-digit level}, clivision(2-digit level), major group
(3-digit level) .and group{4-digit level) of the ISIC-1968
could be arrived at by a suitnble combination of major
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· group(s) and/or by a combination of major group(s) and/or
group(s) of NIC-1970. To meet the national requirements
the NIC-1970 has been extended to the 4th digit for Mining
and Manufacturing divisions.
Small-scale sector
30.
As mentioned earlier, indystrial units employing 10
to 49 workers and using power, or employing 20 to 99 workers
without using power are covered on a sample bas is • The ·
sampling design which used to provide estimates in respect·
of these units upto the third digit level has been revised
since ASI-1968, so as to cover a 33% non-overlapping random
sample of the sample sector universe each year, thus
covering the entire sector in three successive years.
31.
In order to provide comprehensive data on units in
the factory sectorhaving a gross investment on plant and
machinery of ~.0.75 million or less, a programme was
initiated in 1966 to collect in a phased manner, through
ASI,·data on complete enumeration basis in respect of certain
priority industries falling in the sample sector. During
1966 and 1967 metal and metal based industries were covered
on a census basis. In 1968 industries concerning leather
and rubber products, chemicals and chemical products,
petroleum and petroleum products, transport equipment, etc.,·
were covered. It is proposed to cover other industries in
subsequent years. The tabulation plan provides for the
publication of estimates of production, consumption, and
stocks at the district, State and all India level. Electronic data processing system is being utilised tor quicker
processing and tabulation of results.
32. - I!owever, for the bulk of the small industrial units
in the non-factory sector i.e. units employing less than 10
workers and using power, or less than 20 workers without
using power, hardly any reliable statistics are available.
In order to fill up this gap, data were collected in the
23rd round{1968-69) of the NSS on capital, employment; inputs
and outputs in respect of both household and non-household
small establishments. During the Fourth Plan(1969-74) it is
proposed to have a survey to collect data in respect of all
the ur1its in the non-factory sector ·employing five or more
workers in the urban areas.
TRADE STATISTICS
External trade statistics
The scheme for streamlining of the system of collection,
compilation and publication of integrated statistics on the
issue of import licences/Government orders, payments and

33.
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actual imports of goods continued to be implemented in the
concerned organisations viz. Directorate General of
Commercial Intelligence and Statistics(DGCIS), Office of
the Chief qontroller of Imports and Exports(CCIE),·
Directorate General of Su~plies and Disposals(DGSD) and
the Reserve Bank of IndialRBI). For this purpose a mechanical tabulation unit was set up in the Office of the CCIE
in April,1967, the computational facilities in the DGSD
were expanded.and electronic data processing system was
set up in the RBI.
34.
Since April, 1965, foreign trade statistics are being
published acc~rding to the Revised Indian Trade Classification except in the case of petroleum products and substances
'prescribed' under the Atomic Energy Act. The classification
has been amplified and 5000 commodities are separately
specified •. With a view to getting over the deficiency inherent
in the data received from the Cuatoms based on the note pass
system, it is proposed to publish monthly figures of food
imports as maintained by the Ministry ot Food and Agriculture
who are the actual importers. As from April,1968, advance
estimates of exports in a month, of 18 principal commodities,
prepared on the basis of a regression model, are being compiled within a week after the close of· the month.
Road-borne trade
35.
Data on ~ovement of goods traffic by road are available
for the public road transport undertakings. Pilot studies
have been undertaken by the :Ministry of Transport and the
National Council of Applied Economic Research in the case of
private goods transport operators. A proposal is under
consideration to invoke the legal powers under the :Uotor
Vehicles Act so th~t each lorry owner is required to keep a
log-book for the registration of goods transported by him.
Distributive trade
36.
No reliable data of distributive trade are available.
Sonie States have analysed the. Sales Tax returns from registered traders to secure information on sales turnover by commodity groups a~ by types of establishments. In order to collect
the data on a uniform basis throughout the country, the survey
of distributive trade was included as one of the nine 'core
schemes' to be implemented during the Fourth Five Year Plan
(196fl-74). To facilitate a coordinated approach guide-lines
were drawn up on various aspects of the survey by the CSO and
circulated among_ the States. Work has been initiated in severe!
States.
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37.
In the 24th round (1969-70) of the NSS a survey of
non-registered trading households was conducted. Nonhousehold establishments were excluded from the survey.
A sample of the order of 8 1 400 villages and 30 1 000 households in the rural areas, and 4 1 600 blocks and 10,000
households in the urban areas was envisaged. Information
sought to be collected includes general particulars of
trade, value of fixed capital, changes in assets, rent
pa.id 1 value of purchases and sales, personnel engaged,
gross trade margin, etc. The data are under tabulation.
TRANSPORT STATISTICS

38.
In the transport sector technical and economic
studies have been organised to assist in the planning of
transport on regional basis. A detailed study of traffic
flow by different modes of transport was conducted in
·
different regions. The information from the study would be
utilised to identify the nature of transport problems of
different regions. The Directorate of Transport Research
in the Ministry of Transport completed during the period
economic investigations relating to the preparation of a
Master Plan for Bombay port, and a study of perspective
growth of traffic at major Indian ports upto 1985-86. These
studies inter-alia involved projection of the entire Indian
economy upto 1985-86 in sectoral terms and also working out
efficient location patterns of the economy in 1975-76 and
1985-86. Benefit-cost studies of a number of road and bridge
projects were conductedo
WAGE ANlJ PRICE STATIS'riCS

Wage statistics ·
39.
The data collected in the Second Occupational Wage
Survey(1963-65) covering 45 major manufacturing, mining and
plantation industries were analysed and reports were
brought out. In order to construct wage rate indices data
were collected, through. mall enquiry method, from 456
establishments in 12 selected industries. A new series of
wage rate indices for 40 selected industries has been
prepared.
Wholesale price index numbers
40.
In accordance with the recommendations of Wholesale
Prices Index Revision Committee in 1961 the index was revised
to include a large number of engineering and chemical items
than was possible in the earlier series and the b~se~y~ar
was shifted from 1952-53 to 1961-62. This series 1s oe1ng
13
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issued from July 1969 and includes 139 commodities and
774 quotations. A Working Group is making a study of the
changes which have taken place during 1S61-70. For the
construct i~n of a new index, the Working Group will
review the classification and composition of commodities
and their weighting pattern and existing arrangements for
price collection, their supervision and other ancillary
factors. It will also examine the feasibility of constructing sectoral indices.
Consumer price index numbers
41o
As from 1968-69 the Labour Bureau is bringing out a
new series of consumer price index numbers for working
classes, with 1960 as the base, for 50 industrial centres
in the country. It is proposed to undertake a fresh family
budget enquiry for working classes in 1970-71. A preliminary
survey was conducted during the year at each centre with a .
view to securing the necessary information for the adoption
of an efficient sampling design and suitable samplitlg fra.rue.
The designing work has been completed. The main survey will
be conducted at 60 industrial centres in the cotmtry and
two schedules, viz. (i) family receipts and expenditure and
(ii) house rent, ~ill be canvassed. The sample size at each
centre has been so determined as to provide estimates of
the consumer price index number for that centre 1rith a
margin of error of not more than two per cent. Two types
of sampling procedures namely (a) tenement sampling (b)
pay-roll sampling will be adopted. The choice of type of
sampling method to be adopted tor a particular centre has
been decided on the basis of a preliminary enquiry carried
out at each of the centres. The sampling design at a centre,
is basically a stratified two stage sampling with clusters
of blocks comprising compact geo~raphic segments in the
urban areas having 150 households approxilliutely in factories/
mines/plantations as the first stare units and as a working
class family or a worker in the establ ishrucnt es tl.e second
stage unit. The blocks have been arranged in a suitable
manner and a systematic sample of 12 clusters of blocks have
bee·n drawn and will be surveyed within a period of 12 months.
In the case of pay-.r·oll sampling, a systematic sample of
12 clusters. of factories/plantations/mines have beert selected with probability proportional to the number of workers in
them.
42.
The current series of consutHer price index nur1hers
for agricultural labour is available with base 1960-61. The
latest rural labour enquirr was conducted in the 18th and
19th rom1ds of NSS(1963-65). The new series of index numbers
for rural labour will be brought out shortly.
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43.
Consumer price index number for urban non-manual
employees with 1960 as base is being brought out by the
c~o. This work has been partially computerised.
44.
The Government's desire to make available to the
consumers cereals and other iJttportant items of food at
reasonable prices by introducing statutory rationing
or by distribution through fair price shops necessitated
certain adjustments in the procedure for compilation of
consumer price index numbers. In the c&se of food items·
for which statutory rationing was introduced, no cognisance
was taken of the 'black-market' transactions, if any, and
only statutory prices were considered for compilation of
the index numbers. The statutory prices were taken without
any adjustment for difference in quality on the assumption
that the consumers had no other alternative than to
purchase whatever variety was available. In a situation of
statutory rationing when the rationed commodity is quite
often not available according to the prescribed variety and
the requir~d quantity, it is quite possible that the
consumers would prefer to purchase other types of commodities, which are available and satisfy similar wants. It may
be argued that consumers' preference for such substitutes
should be adequately represented in the compilation of
consumer price index numbers. This approach is, however,
beset with practical difficulties. It is not possible to
determine the shifts in consumption pattern without undertaking proper enquiry and even if such an enquiry is
conducted, the determination of the base year prices and
adjustment of weighting diagram in order to accommodate'
the substitutes pose considerable difficulties.
45.
When statutory rationing is lifted, generally fair
price shops are set up by the Government to make available
to the consumers the concerned commodities at reasonable
prices. These fair price shops operate side by side with
the open ruarket. In such a situation, a weighted average
of the price quotations from the fair price shops and the
open market was taken for compilation of the consumer price
index numbers, the weights being proportionnl to the offtake of the concerned commou itics from the fair price shops
and the open market as estimated from half-yearly su1~eys.
In case more than one variety of the commodity were available in the fair price shops, a weighted average of the
prices of the different varieties was telren, the we if:hts
being proportional to the quantity of each variety issued
by the Government.
Compilation of indices of comp&rative costliness of
cities for·urban non-manual employees with .UellJi as th~
base was started in 1963-G4 by the CSO and indices have

46.
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been compiled for the years 1960-66. The number of
centres for which indices are available has increased
from 15 to 45 over the period. The Labour Bureau
proposes to compile such indices for working class.
employees tor· 50 centres. In the first instance
compilation of indices for siK centres with Delhi as the
base for the years 1964-68 has been.taken up.
FINANCIAL
STATISTICS
.
'

47
Some of the studies undertaken during the period by
the Reserve Bank of. India to improve balance of payments
statistics are: (i) survey of unclassified receipts with
a view to make purpose-wise analysis; (ii) survey of
foreign investments in India during the period 1965-67;
and (iii). sample.survey of.exchange control forms for declaring exports to assess the valuation differences between
the customs.and exchange control data, and to estimate
freight, insurance,rates and the time lag between the
shipment of goods and the realisation of proceeds thereof.
48o

A. committee on data improvement was appointed to ·look

into the problems of improving the quality and timeliness
of short-run data·. series as well as the problems of systematic forecasting of short-run economic trends.
I

.

NATIONAL ACCOUNrS

Revised Series of·National Product:
49.
The Central.Statistical Organisation brought out a
brochure giving in summary form the revised methodology of
estimation of national product from various sectors along
with the revised_estimates for the period 1960-61 to 1964-65.
The industrial classification adopted for measurement of
national product, is now more detailed; for instance,
separate estimates ·have been presented for (i) construction
(ii). transport other than railways, (i1i) trade, storage,
hotels and restaurants and (iv) electricity, gas and water
supply •. Apart from the improvements brought about by the use
of uptodate available information from Annual Survey of
Industries, .i\at ional Sample Surveys and other ad-hoc surveys,
efforts hav~ ~lso been made to prepare, to the extent
possible, separate estimates in respect of organised and
unorganised sectors of the economy. t,or example, in the ca.se
of transport and con~unication, detailed estimates of net/
gross product have been workeu out separately for mechanised
and non-mechanised road transport and organised and unorg~1r.i~
ed water transpo~t. In the case of construction, scparcte
estimates have been prepared for government co11struction
and private construct ion whereas in the case of wholesale
and retriil trade and hotels and restcurunts separnte
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estimates have been prepared for corporate and noncorporate sectors. Separate estimates of gross and net
product ha'\·e been presented for each sector. The
estimates at constant prices have been improved by
identifying more explicitly the nature of outputs and
inputs so as to build up comparatively firm quantum
indices to reflect yea~ to year changes in the gross/net
product for various industries. The method of estimation
has been made more 'broad-based in sectors like agriculture
and other commodity producing sectors where the estimates
are built up by aggregating the estimates at Statclevei.
In the case of construction industry, both the commodity
flow and expenditure approaches have been followed instead
of the income approach adopted in the convent io.nal series.
Estin~tes

of Capital Formation and Savings

50.
A brochure giving official estimates of capital
formation for the period 1960-61 to 1965-66 was brought
out by the CSO in November 1969. Estimates are given both
at the current and constant prices separately for the
private and public sectors. Another brochure giving
official estimates of savings for the period 1960-61 to
1965-6G was also brought out in November 1969. The estimates·
of sovings are given separately for the three major sectors
of the economy viz.,public sector, private corporate
sector and household sector, along with the detailed
methodology adopted in the preparation of these estimates.
A study conducted in the RBI viz., "Savings of government
and the domestic corporate sector, and household savings
in the form of financial assets", was revised and brought
upto 1965-66.
Comparable estimates of State Domestic Product
51.
In order to develop a uniform system of regional
accounts the CSO took up, in collaboration with the States,
the development of appropriate methodology in the first
instance for six commodity producing sectors viz.,agriculture, animal husbandry, forestry, fishing, mining and
quarrying, and large scale manufacturing. Comparable
estimates for these sectors are now being compiled in
almost all the States. To meet the requirements of
Planning Commission preliminary estimates for the noncommodity producing sectors for the period 1962-63 to
1964-65 were also prepared. The CSO has since finalised
the methodology for the estimation of income from education,
electricity, gas and water supply, government services
(State Governments/Local Bodies), and medical and health
services to be adopted by the State Governments.
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International Comparison of National Accounts
52.
India is participating in the India-USA Comparison
as a part of the U.K. Project on International Comparison
(I.C.P.) of\ National Income Aggregates and Purchasing Power
Parity. It is also proposed to take up India-Japan Comparison.
The main objective of the ICP is to explore the probletta
and methods of valuing - on a common basis - the national
accounts data of a selected group of countries. The ICP was
unoertaken to fill in one of the major gaps in international
statistics viz. lack of a meaningful inter-country set of
real proclucts and purchasing power comparisons. The ICP
proposes to develop methods of comparative valuation with
regard to product, income and expenditure aggregates of the
various participating countries, without taking recourse to
the official exchange rates, which have often been found
to be extremely inadequate to convert the country-wise estimates.
One major requirement of the work undertaken by India
will be to have her National Accounts cast into the expenditure framework of the revised SNA. This is not readily
available in India and will entail tremendous umount of
efforts on our part, specially for·certain consumption
categories. The total domestic expenditure will have to be
distributed among more than 200 expenditure categories and
then in each of the these categories a nur:lber of representative goods will be selected for the binary comparison.
Secondly our plan· is to comparP urbnt1-I11£lia directly with
USA and to link rural-India via a rural-urban comparison
within India. l'.. s existing urban price irK~ ices in India are
centre-specific, some special processing of the urban inuex
numbers available will be required to arrive at nPtional
averages for the urban prices. A comparison of iternwisc
rural and urban prices is beset with specification problems.
Certain sectors which present very special problrims are
Construction, House-rents, and Medical· anti Eclucation Servj_ces.
Special en<luirics would have to be taken up.to.fill in these
gaps in the requisite information for the IC!>.
Specific problems encouutereu in the India-USA comparison
work are being sorted out. lient ion ·l!lay be made of the d ifficult ies in ·ntatching consumer goo(!S in these two countries.
These relate to (i) items that are used as luxury gooGs
in one country but are comnionly used in the other, {ii)
difficulties in data collection of the prices of
specified varieties of corumonly consullied goods
specifications being widely different in Lifferent cou1~ries,
(iii; the nature of price data utilisco for comparison
work, etc. The selection of co~parable prooucer and
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·consumer durables in India and CSA - with completely
different industrial backgrounds - are beset with various
problems owing to diffe~ences in proouct specific~tions
nn~ in the characteristics of the products. The method of
compiling regression based index numbers is being utilised
for those comiLo<l it ies which are difficult or impossible
to price by traditional method. In the process of sorting
out t 1-:,.. ·.l,ove problems so rue working procedures have been
BJTiver: 'tl r n 'lrOliuce sat isft.ctory comparability between
Ind iE.. and US\. It ts expected that iuproved techniques would
be oc~elopeo at the end of the exploratory stage of the Ic?.
T.npnt-ouf 1n•t

tables

53.
A number of agencies such as the Indian Statistical
Institute, Gokhale Institure of Politics and Economics,
Planning Commission, have pre pared input-out put tab,les for
the Indian economy. Recently an input-output table fnr the
Indian economy for the year 1964-65 identifying 144 sectors
has been prepared.
1-ersona 1 incotte and expenditure
Collect ion of data, through the NSS, on household
receipts and disbursements, and household consu~er
expenditure was continued. The second part of th~ report
of the Onnmittee on "liistribut ion of Income and Levels of
Living", dealing with the changes in the levels of living·
was brought out.
54.

PLANNING srrAT IS'l' ICS

55.
To meet the growing demands of data for plan formulation, implementation and evaluation, the statistical machincr:
in the country has been expanGed considerably and the quality
ancl coverage of data have substunt ially in1proved. There are,
however, still gaps in the ava ilab il it y of statistics iu
varions sectors anct to fill up these an integrE.ted programme
of development of statistics during the Fourth Five Ycnr Plan
(1969-74) has been drawn up in consultation with th•'
State Governments. Nine core statistical schemes such as
State Income Estimation, district statistical hand-book and
municipal statistical year book, distributive trade, housing
statistics etc. have been formulated for implementation on
uniform lines.
Guidelines have been prepared to ensure
'
uniformity in the i.mplernentat ion of the schemes •
In order to ensure balanced regional development of
the various parts of the country, 15 regional indicators of
development heve been evolved to identify the bacl~ard
areas so thnt necessary steps could be taken for accelerated development of these rerions.
56.
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With the expansion and intensification of planning
in various directions, the need for more extensive and
reliable statistical data has been increasingly felt and
an appraisal of the availability of statistics in
different sectors of the economy appeared to be useful. A
brochure eniitled "Official Statistics - Sources of data
and major gaps" was brought out by the CSO in 1968 which
takes stock of the currently available statistical material
in the country and identifies .the major gaps in each subject
field.
·
·
57~

SOCIAL STA'l1 ISTICS

Housing statistics
58.
The scheme for collecting current housing and building statistics which envisages the setting up of statistical
cells in the Department of Public Works and Local Selt- Government· and coordinating cells in the SSBs*made headway
during the period. This has been included as a .priority
scheme for implementation in the States during the Fourth
Five Year Plan(1~69-74). Although a housing census as such
has not been undertaken in the country, the operation of
house ·numbering and listing was conducted during February-May
1970 as a preliminary to the 1971 population census and this
provided information on the type .of house, age of construction, predominant material of roof, walls and :floor, purpose
for which the house is used and whether rented or owned.
Health statistics
59.
An integrated programme for development of health
statistics during the Fourth Plan has been initiated. The
programme aims at the strengthening of the statistical set-up
at the State ·!eve 1, cr~at ion of a manpower research cell at
the Centre and . opening of a few more centres for training
in v.ital and health statistics. A scheme for the medical
certification for the cause-of-death statistics in keeping
with international standards has been initiated to stert
with in the public hospitals .in a few States. A national
seminar on health records and reports was held in 1969 and
in pursuanc.e of its recommend at ions the proformae prescribed
for the collection and compilation of health statistics were
·rationalised. Orientat ion-cum-tra i11ing courses were organised for the statistical personnel of the Central/State Health
Departments and the medical records offices.
Family planning statistics
60.
To collect family planning statistics, statistical
cells were set up during 1965-66 at the State, District
and block(Primary Health Centre) levels. To ensure uniform
*State StattstHnl Bureaus.
20
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collection of rlata a manual of family planning records
and retm·ns, rrescribing returns from the district to the
State level, was brought out irt 1969. Demographic and
evaluation cells have also been set up in some of the State
F'amily Planning Bureaus to carry out concurrent evaluation
of the family planning programme. The cells undertake
surveys on the knowledge, attitudes and practice of family
planning(KAP studies), and fertility and follow-up studies.
The Central Family Planning Institute was set up in 1965 to
proviue appropriate guidelines and to conduct and coordinate
research work done at the nine demographic and research
centres and four communication act ion research centres. A
Standard F'ert il ity manual was brought out for the guidence
of research workers.
Educational statistics

61.
In pursuance of the recoruoendations of the Fourth
National Seminar on educational statistics organised in 1D68 1
the statistical machinery at tte Centre and the States has
been strengthened. The expanded uuit at the Centre will
conduct san1pling studies in order to fill up gaps in the
availability of data. Studies regarding wastage and stagnation at the elementary level and enrolment projections,
have been undertaken. As from 1969-70 the work of compilation and processing of educational data relating to universi·
ties is being done by the University Grauts Commission.
A draft manual on 'measurement of scientific research
and development' giving definitions, concepts, class if ice.t iorJ
etc. r.as prepared by the c~o in 1969.
NAT iO}JAL

SAM~LB

SUUVEY

62.
The National Sample Survey(NSS) was set up for rueetin~
the needs for reliable and objective data in rerard to
pro(luct:ion, consumption, llistribution LJnu othnr socioeconordc characteristics ot' the population. When the field
organise.t ion came into existence in •)et. nl:£'1", 1 ~Ji>O, it hn(~
nbout 300 Investigators and a s1uall contingent of supcrvLqory
staff with a budf!;et est h1ate of F..-:.2 .5 million per annum for
field wol'k. Since then, t\SS fieltl orp.:anisntiou han ~row11
stcnuily into a closely lutit, \vcll t.rnined and exp(~riet,cf\fl
fiPlu orgnnisat ion with a strength. of about 1,900 JWJillr~rs
anc~ \:· ith a budget provi~ ion of F.,.j 1 mi~l ion pnr nnnt:rt.
G~.
NSS ha~ ltne.n collecting:, on a coutinuin~ la.is:is,
compr~~hcnsive data relz~tinp.: to the s.ocio-t>COllOi .. ir· und
demographic elwr:lcteristics of the populnL.iol! s.inct:• 1~)0\l •
.:.,urinL.!: the pP-riod unaer rPvie\V four annu~-:1 rounnst::!tst t.o
~4th) '\\ere con.plcted' and the 25th rotlJid has stnrtc~u iu
cJuly 1970. Besilles the rc~ulnr collcctiou of uat«~ on l&i.llt.
ut ilisetion, crop cuttin(': expnri1:a~nts, <ll'IHOf.T~iphlc
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particulars, economic activities of the household and
retail prices of selectsd commodities, the NSS also collected data on an ad-hoc basis on a number of items such as
farm practi~e~' knowledge·and.practice of family planning
methods, small scale manufacture in the household and nonhousehold sector, household non-registe~ed distributive
trade, and number of handicapped persons. Normally data are
collected from a sample of about 8400 villages in the rural
areas and of about 4600 blocks ·in the urban areas.
64.
Pilot studies tor improving methodology and standardisation of concepts and definitions are an integral part of
the programme of the NSS. During the period.pilot studies
were conducted, among others, on (i) building construction,
(ii) questionnaire form of enquiry on population, births and
deaths and (iii) employment and .unemployment.
..
65.
The National Sample Survey Organisation is being
reorganised by bringing its entire range of operations under
a unified control for achieving efficient programming and
better coordination among the functional divisions. The
reorganisation is expected to cut down delays in processing
and publication of the results. Provision for economic analys~
·and interpretation of the results is a special feature of
the new set up.
L'ATA PROCESSING
66.
The first general-purpose digital computer was installed
in India in 1956 at the Indian Stat i.st ical Institute, Calcutta.
Be.tween then and now, the total number of computer installations in the country has risen to about 125. Out of these,
approximately 70 per cent are used mainly for business applkations and the rest for scientific, statistical and educational
purposes. Wit-h the except ion of two, all the computers fall
in the small. and medium categories.
67.
The first significant measure to develop-computer
applications in. Government was taken in 1966 when Government
of i:nd ia acquired 10 Honeywell computers to meet its data
processing requirements • A Computer. Centre was set up in 1967
in the Depa~tment of Statistics, New .Delhi with three of these
computers and the remaining seven were deployed among other
organisations in the major cities of the country. The Computer
Centre functions as a service-bureau and helps a number of
Government organisations and Public Undertakings in their
data processing jobs. The Centre provides support in systems
design, programming and data preparation anti also accepts
responsibility f~r developing applications on a 'closed shop'
basis. The applications developed by the Centre include
construction of consumer price indices, tabulation of the·
results of National Sample Survey, tabulation of income tax
22
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and Central excise statistics, industrial statistics
(small-scale sector) and maintenance of personnel records
of Government employees. Over 50 Government organisations
are availing of the facilities of the Centre.
68.
The applications so far put on the Computer are
primarily concerned with direct conversion of existi11g
m~nual/mechanical systems of data processing to a computer
based system. The initial emphasis is to secure timely and
conprehens ive statistical i11foroat ion required by the
Government and to crea~adequate data base for more
meaningful analysis. An attempt is simultaneously being
made to develop integrated informatibn systems dealing, for
instance, with foreign trade, industrial development,
personnel management, audit and accounts operations. Under
these systems, it will be possible to coordinate the
activities of several organisations which have inter-related
programmes of data collection and use.
69.
It has been recognised from the beginning that
training of personnel in computer programmi11g, systems
design and analysis should receive the highest priority
to promote computer capabilities in the Government. Right
from its incept ion, therefore, the Centre devoted much time
and effort in organising training courses for programmers.
These courses, which form a part of the regular activities
of the Centre, extend over a period of 12-weeks ·each.
Nearly 400 programmers have received training at the Centre
in the last 3 years. A few other orgenisutions, such as the
Indian Statistical Institute, Calcutta, Indian Institute of
Technology, Kanpur, Tata Institute of Fundamental Hesearch,
Bombay, also offer training courses in computer programming.
'flta IN INti

70.
OVer the last decade considerable expansion of teaching facilities in statistics in Indian Universities has taken
place. At present 28 Universities have departments of
statistics for postgraduate teaching and research, and 36
Universities have provision for teachin~ statistics up to
the first degree level. The Indian Statistical Institute is
continuing to do pioneerinr; worl<: in research and traini11g
of statistjcians. A number of other institutes like
~emogruphic Training and Research Centre, Institute of_
A!!ricultural Hesearch Statistics, Forest I-i.esearch Inst1tute,
etc. offer specialised courses and research facilities in
the it~ respective field of interest. i·uring the perioci undt~r
review the CSO continue~ to organise regulnr training
prop:rawr:.es for Government ant! public secto1 personnel.
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71.
A separate training unit was set up in the Central
Statistical Organisation to organise training programmes
for the personnel of the Indian Statistical Service,
a cadre of professional statisticians, constituted in 1964.
The first two-year training course for direct recruits to
Grade IV, selected in a nation-wide competitive examination,
was completed. The training of the second batch of direct
recruits is in progress. A six months' training programme
for departmental promotees to Grade IV of the Service was
also organised.
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1. This note deals in summary form with some of the important activities of the Central Statistics .
Office from 1966 to date. A noticable feature has been the steady increase in the demand for more
statistics, better statistics and fresher statistics. This demand has come from those directly
concerned with economic management and physical planning, from research institutes, and from
organisations representative of business, management and labour. A Committee on Statistical
Requirements and Priorities has been set up
(a)

To examine the present national statistical system in the light of requirements for
administration, policy formulation and planning at national and regional level, for relevant
research activities and for the needs of other users, and to assess the extent to which the
system should be strengthened ~a) by improving or modifying existing statistical services and
by introduc.ing new series; (b) by improving or modifying existing methods of collection and
processing of statistics.

(b)

To advise on the order of priorities in which recommended developments should be
undertaken having regard to existing resources and any likely expans~on thereof.

Census of Population

2. · The most recent Census was taken on 17 April 1966, while the next Census wifl be taken on
18 April 1971. A government decision has recently been obtained that, in future, Population
Censuses will be at quinquennial intervals. It has. been found that bench-mark data are needed with
this frequency if annual estimates of population, emigration. labour force etc~ at national and
regional level are to be provided within acceptable levels of accuracy. In fact since 1946 a.Census
has been held every five years, but th~ scope has varied substantially. With a total population of
approximately three million persons sample censuses will not provide acceptable estimates at the
required geographical sub-divisions and all Censuses have been on a 100% basis. ·
3. Seven Volumes have been published on the 1966 Census. as follows
I
II
Ill

IV

v

VI
VII

Population by geographical areas, towns etc.
Ages and Conjugal Condition
Industries
Occupations
.} Cl asst.f.te d by geograp h'tea I areas and emp_Ioyment st a·t us
Industries and Occupations classified by ages and Conjugal Condition
Housing and households
Education

Where printing delays occurred, summaries of the results at the national level were issued in the
Quarterly Statistical Bulletin.
4. Education was covered for the first time in the 1966 Census. The approach used was to ask ~a)
the age at which full-time education had <;eased and (b) the type of full-time education received,
giving the respondent the opportunity to indicate one or more of four categories primary;
secondary; vocational or technical;· university. Information on those still receiving full-time
education was, of course, obtained from the Occupational Analysis. The information sought was as
simple as possible and did not cover the number of years in each category or the qualifications held.
It is proposed to repeat these questions without alteration in the 1971 Census.
5. In addition to including almost all the questions asked in 1966 for each person, the 1971
Census form will also cover
usual residence
usual resid~nce one year earlier
place of birth
religion
ability to speak Irish
date of rnarri~ge
. lfor married warne~
number of chtldren born ahvej
place of work
And for each household
form of tenure
rent 'for rented dwelling)
number of rooms (also asked in 1966)
sanitary facilities
number of motor cars
aggregate area and valuation of agricultural holdings
owned by normal residents
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'6. The· population ..is always taken on a "'de facto"· basis and persons are recorded in the
household in which they were on Census night. To enable the full migration pattern over the
preceding year to be derived. however. usual residence is being included.
7. The principal pre-Census field activity is concerned with determining town boundaries for
Census purposes. Where there are legal boundaries, suburbs or environs outside these, which form
part of the population centre. must be identified. In other cases boundaries have to be drawn. For
the first time in the Census work use is being made of aeriel photographs and any enumerator whose
area covers all or part of a town will be given such a photograph with the Census boundary
\ t
delineated.
Census of Distribution and Retail Sales Index
8. As in 1951 and 1956. a register of retail, wholesale and certain services establishments was
compiled by the Enumerators when distributing and collecting the 1966 Census of Population
questionnaires. After editing, this was used early in 1967 as a mailing list for the 1966 Distribution
Census. For the first time data on sales by commodity groups were sought. for establishments with
annual sales over £10,000. Apart from the direct value of this information it enabled more precise
definitions to be adopted for classification by type of business. Other information collected for the
first time related to selling space, self-service activity. membership of retailer's buying group or
wholesaler sponsored voluntary chains. hire purchase sales. advertising and transport payments and
numbers of motor vehicles owned. In the i;inalyses principal shopping centres of the main towns are
being shown.
·
· 9. The'monthly retail sales index based on a sample inquiry. was updated using the results of the
·Census. A new sample was drawn. stratified by size of turnover. description of business and
geographical region. Respondents now number 3.000 compared with 1.000 in the previous index.
The new index is compiled to base 1968. So far sub-division by commodity groups in the index has
been confined to department stores.
10. It is ·proposed to compile a register of distribution outlets in conjunction with the 1971
Census and to take a Census of Distribution in respect of that year. The content of the
questionnaire has not yet been determined.
Pop~lation

Census of Agriculture
11. A full Census of Agriculture is being taken in June 1970. This does not involve a special
..inquiry as there is an annual June enumeration which,however.in recent years has had a coverage of
approximately 60 per cent of the basic enumeration areas. of which there are about 3.000. The
main problem .arising in the extension to 100 per cent coverage is the availability of suitable
enumerators.
12. Unlike most large scale inquiries. the compilation of the results has not yet been transferred to
a computer system or to a punched-card tabulator installation. The enumerators record data for
· each agricultural holding in their enumeration district in the same book. All the particulars for one
holding are entered on one line which extends to several pages. Holdings in different size classes are
entered in different parts of the book. This permits the derivation of subtotals by size classes
without transcription.
13. For analyses dependant on individual records. (e.g. frequency distribution of holdings by
·livestock number). a stratified sample is selected and the data are transferred to a computer system.
Grossing up is by area size grm.ip.and by geographical region (county). In the most recent analysis of
this kind. carried out on the last full Agricultural Census in 1965. a set of standard man-day
co~fficients was applied to the various livestock and crop categories. These were used to express
total activity on each holding in the common unit of man-days. yielding a classification of holdings
by size of activity. In addition the man-day profile for a holding was used as a basis for determining
the· pattern of farming. yielding a classification of holdings by pattern of farming. Similar analyses
will be carried out on a sample basis in the 1970 Agricultural Census compilations.
.
Household Budget Survey and Consumer Price Index
14. In August 1969 the full report on the 1965/66 Household Budget Inquiry was published. The
Inquiry. relating to urban households. yielded information on average household composition.
number of rooms. weekly income by type and a detailed profile of expenditure. classified by
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)

Calendar quarter
Geographical location
Town size
Household tenure
Social group of head of household
Household size
Gross household income
Household composition
With a number of cross-classifications

15. Each household return covered a period of two consecutive weeks. and in most instances
participating households completed two returns with an interval of six months between them. In all
4.759 completed household returns were used in the derivation of the results. The sample was
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selected in two stages. A stratified sample of towns, with variable sampling fractions for different
town sizes, was followed by selection of households within selected towns with appropriate
sampling fractions to give each private urban household in the state an equal chance of selection.
16. About two-thirds of the households approached co-operated in the Inquiry. Differential
non-response and sampling anomalies were modified by weighting. Returns were post-stratified by
household size and social group. Taken with size of town this gave 96 cells for which the weighting
pattern was available from the 1961 Census of Population. The standard error of average household
expenditure was 1%.
17. A special analysis was made of income redistribution resulting from direct and indirect
taxation and transfer payments. The study classified households by income and by household
composition.
·
18. One of the primary reasons for carrying out the Household Budget Survey was to provide an
up-to-date weighting pattern for the Consumer Price Index which had remained .unchanged for
fifteen years. A new series of index numbers base November 1968 = 100 has been introduced using
the 1965/66 Household Budget weights, adjusted for price changes up to November 1968.
19. The list of items priced and the outlets from which price quotations are collected was also
revised in November 1968. For continuity purposes it was necessary to complete the old and new
pricing procedures during that month. The last collection of prices for the old series was completed
on 11 November 1968. A gap of fifteen days was allowed between the two pricing operations so
that the price collectors could be instructed in the new procedures: to do so before the conclusion
of the final price collection under the old system could have caused confusion with resulting lack of
comparability with previous quarters. A careful account was taken of any price changes- which
occurred in the intervening period and appropriate adjustments were made to ensure that complete
continuity was maintained.
·
Input- Output
20. Jn January 1970 the first official input-outJXIt publication appeared. It related to the year
1964. Three different levels of aggregation of productive sectors were used, 17 sectors, 33 sectors,
and 92 sectors but in the initial preparation economic activities were classified into more than 150
types. For each level the basic transactions table, the matrix of direct input coefficients and the
customary matrix inverse were given. Primary input aggregates and Final-Demand aggregates are in
concordance with the National Accounts totals - procedure which creates difficulties in achieving
complete reconciliation between the data used from many additional sources to complete the
Transactions Matrix. Similar imports have been incorporated with the output of domestic sectors
and are therefore included in the inter-industry quadrant.
21. Previous Input-Output studies were made for the years 1956 and 1960, but because of lack of
detailed information, were not considered sufficiently reliable to justify official publication
(although they were published in a scientific journal). Apart from the use of more detailed basic
information for 1964 and the adoption of more satisfactory methods of compilation, a number of
the concepts and definitions involved differ from those used on the previous occasions.
Consequently, the economic flows and derived coefficients for 1964 are not, in general, comparable
with those for 1956 and 1960.
22. It is proposed to prepare a report for the year 1969 on similar lines to the 1964 Input-Output
study. Meanwhile work is proceeding on updating the 1964 Tables using various techniques.
National Accounts
23. An analysis of expenditure by public authorities, classified by purpose categories has been
carried out within the framework of the National Accounts. Results covering the period 1963/64 to
1968/69 have been published within the past year. The main categories are genera.l services, social
and community services. economic services, and public debt, with appropriate sub-divisions. As in
the National Accounts, Central Government and Local Authorities are shown separately and in
addition a consolidated picture for all public authorities is given. A cross-classification by economic
category (e.g. wages and salaries, subsidies, etc.) forms part of the analysis.
24. A series of estimates of gross national product by sector of origin, at constant prices has been
compiled to supplement the long-standing series on constituents of expenditure on gross national
product at constant prices. Over the period 1958-1968 as a whole the results are in very close
agreement {increases of 50.4% and 49.9% respectively) but some individual years show growth rates
differing by !fz - 1lfz%.
Building and Construction
25. An experimental series based on planning permissions has been compiled commencing with
January 1968. This involves a combination of data from (a) administrative procedures which yield
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numbers, categor~s and where appropriate, floor area and (b) a special voluntary statistical inquiry
relating to value. I~ is hoped that when available for a sufficiently long time period, the series will
prove to be a reliable indicator of impending constructional activity. However, forthe present the
series is not being published.
26. Three new series connected with the private building sector have been inaugurated. A monthly
index of employment, a quarterly series on earnings and a quarterly series on work done. Difficulty
is still being experienced in getting sufficient returns in the work done series and no publication
plans are being m~de. The two other series, however, are likely to come through the experimental
period successfully.
·
1

Population Projections
27. A considerable amount of work on population projection has been carried out ~ee paper on
item 14(b)]. The computer programme is being designed with a view to regional as well as national
projections.

4
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STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES SINCE THE SIXTH CONFERENCE
I.

A.

B.

STRUCTURE AND ORGANIZATION

General
1.

The Department of Statistics in Jamaica is the Central data collecting agency of the nation. All the important statistical series are either prepared by the department, or from data collected by it.

2.

A number of Ministries maintain Statistical Units,in particular
those dealing with Health, Housing, Agriculture and Education.
The Department of Statistics works closely with these units and
usually collaborates and advises on statistical programmes in
which they are involved.

3.

Appropriate powers are provided under the Statistics Law, under
which the department operates for the institution and maintenance
of a National Statistical System, for the setting of standards in
statistical work, and for the carrying out of all censuses and
surveys relating to any aspect of the social and economic life of
Jamaica.

Staff and Staff Training
4.

The department maintains a regular staff of about 192 persons made
up as follows:
Professional Staff
Technical Staff
Executive Staff
Field Staff

21
58
26
87

(including the Director)
(including 50 full time not
on permanent establishment).

Not all of these posts were filled at all times during the four
years under rev1s1on. Like most other countries Jamaica suffered
extensively from the lack of professional statisticians and
economists, and at the time of writing seven posts out of ten in
the department at the recruitment level for professionals were not
being operated.
5.

During the review period however, two new streams of officers were
introduced.

2 - Jamaica

. (a)

(b)
\ t

Statistical Officers who were given inservice training courses in elementary ec anomies and statistical
methods.
Statistical Enumerators and Supervisors who were
spec1ally selected, trained and permanently appointed to do field work.

·In addition to .the specialised'in-service courses in elementary
Statistics and economics~ graduate degree courses in economics
with statistics as the special subje.ct tenable at the -University
of the West Indies were offered in increasing numbers, by the
Government of Jamaica.
6.

C.

Finally a number of overseas training courses were utilized for
specialised training in demography and population census procedures.

Structural Changes
7.

During the review ·period a permanent Census Division was added to
the Central Statistical Agency of Jamaica. This was an important
addition since it enabled the department to attract personnel from
outside for census work and to reduce the dependence of censuses
on its aiready limited resources of expertise and experience. ·

8.

During this period a permanent survey taking capacity was also introduced-by. the creation of a special unit organized to carry out
Household Surveys.

9.

While computer facilities have regretably not been allocated entirely to the department, access has been established to the Central
Data Processing Agency of Government, and a number of projects
notably Trade Statistics, Labour Force Statistics and the Census of
Agriculture have been put on the system.

10.

Jamaica participated in successive conferences. of Caribbean Common~
wealth Government Statisticians which are held annually in different
islands of the Caribbean. Four conferences have so far been held,
the fourth of which was hosted by Jamaica.
This fourth conference recommended to the Heads of Government
of Commonwealth Caribbean Countries that a permanent Statistics Coo~dinating and Advisory Committee (S.C.O.A.C.) be.set up for the
region, to deal with common statistical problems.
The proposal was accepted in March of this year. S.C.O.A.C.
will operate under the administrative umbrella of the Commonwealth
Caribbean Regional Secretariat, and will determine the scope and
quality of its operations, .based on the expressed statistical needs
of the co-operating Governments.
While S.C.O.A.C. will meet annually (or more frequently if
necessary) the larger Conference will now meet only every two or
three years.
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II.
A.

Cl1.~SUS

OF POPULATION

Census of Population 1960.
11.

Two volumes of reports concerning information collected in this
census were published during the review period. These ar~ :(a)

Volume II Part A - The Administrative Report.
Volume II Part A ~ Book 2 - Fertility (c)
Volume II Part D - Classifiable Labour Force and
Wage Earners.
This brings to seventeen the number of reports published.on this
census. It is unlikely that any further general reports will be
prepared although research may still be organised with the tise of
the data.
·
(b)

B.

Census of Population 1970.
12.

At the time of writing the field enumeration of this census is
still in progress. As in the case of the 1960 census the Commonwealth Caribbean Governments have agreed that the 1970 census sh~
be carried out as a regional operation.
Consequently a central committee financed by the Government~
of the Area and consisting of the Census Officers of each countY)
was set up under t}_le chainnanship of the Professor of Demography
at the University of the West Indies, to plan and advise on all
matters pertaining to the carrying out of the census programme.

13.

The committee organized the use of a common questionnaire and essentially a common set of concepts and procedures. The techniqt
of ''mark-sensing" which was used successfully in Jamaica in 1960
was adopted for the whole region. Minor differences in the questionnaire related only to the names of major and minor administr~
tive divisions and to religions. All questions were located at t
same position on the schedule.
It is hoped that this approach will ensure a high degree of comparability throughout the region, and thus save on administrativt
and processing costs.
Plans to centralise processing, tabulations and printing ha'
been completed, and Canadian Technical Assistance has generously
provided an I.B.t-f. 360 Model 30 Computer, to be located at the
University of the West Indies, t-fona, Jamaica, as the base of the
central facilities.

14.

Eight areas of information are catered for in the 1970 populatiot
census. These are :c~)

nemnaT~nhic

Charactersitics (all nersons)

· L. -
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(c)
(d)"
(e)
(f)
(g]
(h)

Jamaica

Education (all persons)
Vocational Training (persons 10 years and over)
Economic Activity (persons 10 years and over)
Fertility (female 14 years and over)
Housin~ (head of household only)
Income. from employment (persons 10 years and over)

.The tabulation plan will essentially be determined by this
structural lay-out.

JII - CENSUS OF AGRICULTURE

A.

Background
15.

In response to the F.A.O. request for.member countries to
participate ·in the World Agriculture Census Programme, Jamaica
decided to carry out a census one year prior to 1970 •
. From conferences beginning in 1965,· decisions concerning· the
scope of the census and inethod of obtaining gravely needed
data were evolved •
It was decided (a)

To confine the Census of Agriculture largely to
data on structural characteristics e.g. on land.
tenure and utilizat~on, farm population, holders
. mean of livelihood, and ntunber of years in farming~ holders purpose of farming (for sale or otherwise) and main sources of farm income, type of farm
m~agement~ farm equipment, cropping patterns, irrigation,fertilizer practices and communication patterns.

(b)

To carry out a number ofsample surveys soon after
the census based on bench mark data derived from the
census with the accent on current agricultural sta~
tistics, e.g. crop acreage, number of trees and production,.farm costs and prices, and livestock numbers.

(c)

Subsequently to launch a number of diagnostic studies
in areas like the effects of types of tenure ou land
use, farm household expenditure, and the sociological
and demographic implications of improving farming
techniques in Jamaica.

Technical Assistance was provided by the F.A.O. on a request
from the Government of Jamaica, and an expert was assigned to
assist in planning for the project and in training national personnel accordingly.
16.

The final shape of the census project was based largely on the
results of a pilot census carried out by the expert in the latter
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part of 1967. Definitions ·and concepts were derived so that
comparisons could be obtained with results of previous work.
Thus :
(a)

A farm was defined as all that area operated for
agr1cultural purposes within a parish under a
single management (the parish being the major administrative division of Jamaica).

(b)

A Second concept was however added, where the
holding embraced all land operated for agricultural purposes under a single management wherever
it was located.
Linkage by means of numeric codes, and two sets of tabulations
are planned.
Progress
17.

The census was carried out during the period 1st December
1968 and 31st August 1969. Reference date for the main
questions was 1st December 1968.
All the material was put on punch cards which have now been
read into the Central Computer System. So far several edit
runs have been carried out and corrections are being made
to the data. The first set of tabulations are expected to
be available in August of 1970, and two reports concerning
land use and land tenure are due for release within one year
from the date when the tabulations are received.

18.

In the meantime a preliminary report based on the listing
records and showing the number and acreage of farms by size
group distribution and by major geographical divisions-has
been prepared for general release in June of 1970.
IV CENSUS OF HOUSING

19.

No Census of Housing has been planned or was carried out
since 1966. However a number of questions was included in
the population census questionnaire for 1970. These relate to
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Type of dwelling unit
.Type of Tenure
Water supply
Toilet facilities
Age of dwelling unit
Material of Outer walls
Number of rooms
Lighting and .cooking ·facilities
.

L.
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20.

While ·these do not run the whole gamut of questions appropriate to a census of housing, they will provide .enough information for a·comprehensive picture of the conditions of
housing under which the population lives, and for relevant
·policy decisions to be taken.

V. . .OTHER .CENSUSES
21.

No other censuses were planned or carried out during the
. review period.
VI~

A.

B.

LABOUR ·FORCE SURVEY 1966

Description
22.

Early iri 1966, the Government of Jamaica took a decision
that a labour force survey should be carried out in that area.~
At the time, plans to set up a permanent survey organization
werebeirig organized but the government felt that a special
"crash'; project should be implemented to carry out the
survey immediately while the programme was being developed~

23.

Accordingly, the survey
planned having as its main objectiye a comprehensive study of the employment and unemployment situation of those members of the population who are 14
or 15 years of age and over.

24.

The concepts and definitions relating to the Labour Force,
Employment, and Unemployment were based on these adopted at
the Eighth and Ninth International Conference of Labour Statisticians.

was

·Results
25.

Unfortunately the results of that Survey were not as useful
as had been planned. While the area , age, and sex distribution of the population came out fairly close to what was expected, the size of the labour force and participation rates
for both male and female were all somewhat low. Further the
proportion of the labour force that was unemployed seemed so
high.that it was decided to with-hold publication of there~
suits. (Subsequent Surveys have shown that the unemployment
rate demonstrated by the 1966 Survey was well within the
realm.of credibility).

26.

The experience gained on this project was essentially one
that reinforced the original thinking of the department. This
is that labour force surveys are very difficult to plan abd
execute successfully and are best undertaken by a permanent
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organization, carefully trained, supervised and developed
over time
VII.

CONTINUOUS SOCIAL AND DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY

27.

The Jamaican continuing series of household surveys came into operation in the latter part of 1967. Previously, a
number of ad hoc surveys had been carried out with varying
degrees of success. Those surveys designed to present data
on basic structure, such as surveys of household expenditure,
have proved very valuable to government planners, other government ministries and agencies, as well as to business and
academic interests. In other surveys where the emphasis
has been on trend movements, such as surveys of the labour
force·, the results have not been as satisfactory. Variations
in sampling methods, form design, survey organization and
field enumeration techniques have raised doubts as to the
reliability of estimates derived from these surveys. Further
the less to the survey taking organization of trained, experienced field staff at the end of each ad hoc survey increases
significantly the financial cost as well as the administrative and technical burden of each new survey. -

28.

The permaneJ?,t survey taking organization has been established
within the Department of Statistics for the purpose of developing the capacity to undertake a wide range of social and
demographic surveys and to make information available on a
continuing short-term basis. This Unit, called the Continuous Social and Demographic Survey Unit (CSDS), "aims at
providing information to bridge the data gap that now exists in social and demographic statistics, and is conceived in the
concept of scarce resources". It posits the careful dev elopment of a permanent survey taking capacity. Finally, and
most important, it is flexible enough to undertake eventually
the demanding task of carrying out a wide range of enquiries,
including surveys of the labour force, housing conditions, nu~
trition , households' economic situation, education and cultural levels, fertility, natality, and other special enquiries
of a similar character. The topics enumerated above do not
of course exhaust the areas which may be investigated by the
CSDS. In addition, the sample has been designed with flexibility such as to permit more or less intensive types and
degrees of investigation as the organization develops and the
need for more specialized information emerges.

7
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B.

Sample Design
29.

' t ·The sample for the C.S.D.S. is based on a master frame de-

signed to permit selection of samples for any purpose where
a sample of dwellings, or persons associated with dwellings,
is required. The design employs a two-stage sampling plan
the first stage representing selection on a geographic basis;
the second, selection froni a list of dwellings·. . The geographic frame is comprised of enumeration districts, the household or dwelling from from a listing of all dwellings in the
selected enumeration districts. In compling the frame for
· the area sample, enumeration districts are grouped together
to comprise Sampling Regions. There are fourteen parishes
.and fifty three constituencies in Jamaica, and constituencies
are created within parishes such that the bormdaries fall
within or coincide with the boundaries of a parish.

SO.

For statistical purposes, the parish and constituency boundaries are recognized. The statistical units of division, the
·enumeration districts, are sub-divisionsof parishes and, in
general, of constituencies. Sampling regions, already referred to as comprising a number of whole enumeration districts,
are created within parishes and constituencies. Enumeration
districts vary in size. Thus, in order to control variation
in size within each sampling region, the sample of enumera-·
tion districts is selected with probability proportionate to
size, the probability of .selection being proportionate to the
number of dwellings within. · After selection of areas, the
sub-sample of dwellings is made suCh that the sample is selfweighting. The selection of enumeration districts is carried
out .independently within each sampling region. In each sample,
a ·given number of enumeration districts is selected. The
number of enumeration districts having been decided on, the
expected number of sample dwelling per selected enumeration
district is determined by the formula:d
·where

=1

d

~

1

=

R
N
X

X

N

R
X
the density, that is,the expected number of dwellings;
the overall sampling ratio;

= the total number of dwelling in the
district; and
= the number of enumeration districts

enumeration
to be

selected.in each sampling region.
The sample of dwellings is selected by applying the region
sampling ratio within the selected enumeration district by the
method of systematic sampling. The size of the first or
second stage sample is thus controlled by R and X.
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c.

Projects undertaken by the·unit
31.

Listing
In order to obtain the frame for the second stage, a sample
listing of all households in the selected enumeration districts was carried out. Information collected ~t·the listing referred to:(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

32.

Number of d~ellings;
State of occupancy of dwellings, that is, whether vacant or occupied;
Type of dwelling, that is, whether private or
non-private. If non-Private, by ins.tututional
type;
.
·
Address of dwelling;
Diagrammatic and written description of dwelling;
Name of head of household:
Number of persons in household, by sex;
Number of persons 14 years and over, by ·sex.

Field-Enumeration
Three types of surveys were undertaken during the period
under review. These were survey of the lab.our force, of
housing conditions and of worker attitudes.

Labour Force Survey
33.

The sample for the labour force survey represents a one percent sample of private dwellings selected from the sampled
enumeration districts. The final selection represents.
dwellings in three of each six listed enumeration districts
within the sampling region. The chosen sample is divided
into three sub-samples, by random selection. The period
of enumeration allocated to each sub-sample is two weeks,
the first or survey week for intensive enumeration, the
second devoted to call-backs. The labour force data generally relate to the week, and the period of reference is the
week previous to Survey Week. The results of the three subsamples are compounded to pr?vide the final estimates.

34.

Mark sensing questionnaires are used in the field and these
later read by an IBM 1232 Card Reader. The punched cards
are then passed to the Central Data Processing Unit for
tabulation on an IBM 360 Model 20 Computer. The main topics
included in the labour force survey are:
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(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Demographic Characteristics
Education and Training
.
Economic Activity, week's and year's
Occupation~! classification
Industrial classification
Employment Status
Income.

Survey·of·Housing Conditions
35.

Two surveys of housing conditions have been conducted by
the Unit. · These surveys are,in fact, partial censuses in
. that they cover all of a defined area. Thus the sample
design described above is not applied to them. In these
surveys, conventional type questionnaires are used. The
results are then coded and punched, and then tabulated on
an IBM 420 Tabulator. The· topics covered in these surveys
are:
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Demographic and social characteristics of the
head of the household.
Composition of the Household
Type of dwelling, age and tenure
Structural characteristics of dwelling
Facilities - lighting, cooking water, bathroom
facilities ·
Financing, present and potential.

Survey of Worker Attitudes ·
36.

An enquiry into attitudes of workers in selected manufacturing and service .industries to conditions of work has
been carried out by the Unit at the request of the Ministry
of Labour and National Insurance. Selected firms were
requested to supply a register of workers from which a
sample was randomly selected. ·The.Management of these
firms also supplied the home addresses of the workers, The
selected persons were interviewed at their homes or in
other places, selected by them, outside of their working
environment. The questionnaire used in this enquiry had
the following main heading.
Section A.
Section B
Section C
Section D
Section E
SectionF
Section G
Section H
Section I
Section J

Identification
Background Information
Conditions of Employment
Relationship with Fellow Workers
Job Interest
Job.Security
Productivity Interest
Skill Development
Wage Interest
Trade Union Affiliation
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Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

K
L
M
N
0
P

Q
R

Sense of Participation
_Management Atti~udes and Relations.
Self Advancement
Family Interest
Self Expression ·
Absenteeism
General Comments
Interviewer's Comments

Tabulation of the results are yet

D.

incompl~te.

Future Plans
37.

The Unit will not be undertaking any further field surveys
until late this year. · The public reaction to the 1970 Population Census has been such as to render it impolitic to
attempt another survey until the general mood which now
prevails has changed.

38.

Accordingly, the following is the list of surveys which
will be undertaken by the Unit over.the period 1970-1973.

39.

(a)

Surveys of the labour force, subject to decision
concerning the policy to be followed in respect
of publishing the results.
·

(b)

Survey of Household Expenditure

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Survey of Health Conditions
Surveys of Housing Conditions
Nutrition Surveys
In depth studies of the Unemployed
Other enquiries as may be demanded by government
or other interests.

The Unit will also be engaged in updating the sampling
frame, making use of the information obtained from the
1970 Population Census Visitation Record. Lists of private
dwelling distinguishing apartment buildings, and non-pri-·
vate dwelling will have to be compiled and updated by the
Unit. The sample design will also examined with view to
assessing its suitability, in the light of experience
gained.· The division into small sampling regions may have
to be reviewed in the context of the difficulties encountered at the tabulation stage, as well as the effect of errors
due to small samples.
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A.

· · Backgrotind

40.

The Costs and Output Surveys were conceived as a result of
a critical examination of the existing sources of data for
the purposes of calculating the est~mates of National Income
and Product~ There was need to investigate new sources of
·data and to improve on existing ones,particularly in respect of obtaining reliable figures of inputs and obtputs at
a fine level of detail. Much of the information previously
utilized was based on Income Tax Records which were either.
incomplete or were not suitable for national accounting
purposes~ ·.

41.

The last major survey of industry was carried out in 1960
and new benck marks were required for many of the statistical series that used physical volume and output value as
their ·main ingredients.
Finally.a new five year development plan was being procuded
based on a revised econometric model of the Jamaica economy.
There was therefore need for detailed information on industrial i~put and ou~put to be fed into the model.

42.

.A United Nations Operational Expert who had been secured
to review the basis and·other relevant criteria of the
Cons.tant Price estimate· ot National Income, was put in
charge of the proje.ct.

43.

A listing survey designed to· supplement eststing records
of establishments which together would then form the Sampling frame for the detailed Survey was put in the field in
. January of 1966. All towns with a population of over 8,000
persons (including the capital city of Kingston) were completely enumerated. In addition 6 other smaller towns randomly selected and 5% of the rest of the country (approximat
ly 150 census enumeration districts ) were covered. It was
expected that with the various administrative lists from
the Department of Statistics, the National Insurance' Agency,
the Industrial Development Agency, and the Registrar
General,' the listing would produce the necessary additional
firms to form a suitable frame ..

44. .

The Sectors covered were:
(a)
(b)

Large Agricultural Establishments (i.e.
farms of 100 acres and over)
Mining, Quarrying and Refining

12
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. so.

. The other survey is similar to the first in general design
and structure. In related solely to non-corporat~ establishments and was carried out"by the unit set up for the indus. trial cost and output survey project.
Tables on this Sector have recently been
being prepared for publication.

comp~eted

and are

X. . A SURVEY OF TRANSPORT-COSTS
. '

51.

Conceived as a means of.securing data to improve calculations of the net output of the transportation sector, a
survey of public and personal transport costs was carried
out.
Forms were sent to a number of establishments and persons
(mainly government servants) selected purposively. Very
little follow-up was exercised and the returns were thus
expectedly lower than was planned •.
XI.

52.

NATIONAL INCOME AND PRODUCT STATISTICS

Over the past few years Jamaica has succeeded in preparing
annually estimates of the main components of.Na~ional Income and Product for presentation to the Legislature, simultaneously with the presentation of the Budget. This arrangement greatly assists the annual review of the progress of
the total economy.
However, the lag in the preparation of the detailed final
current and constant price estimates is normally.a year;
thus in June 1970 the Department published the final estimates for 1968 and the preliminary data for 1969.

53.

Present indications are that a great deal of attention will
be paid in the immediate future.to.the following:
(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

Reviewing the estimation techniques and the
structure of presentation of accounts and tables
so as to bring out more appropriately the changing
structure of the J~aican economy.
Re-working many of the component estimates using
new benck mark and other data.
Revising deflators used in the Cons~ant Price
series.
Starting basic work on the preparation of quarterly
estimates.

15
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XII. ·TRADE ·STATISTICS
54.
\

'

Only two minor developments to have taken place in Trade
Statistics over the past few years-

XIII~

55.

(a)

A draft of a new Tariff (B.T.N.) and Statistical
(S~I.T.C. Revised) classification was prepared
and is under study. Import and export entries
are to be designed so that trade transactions
can be tabulated both on the B. T .N. basis for
tariff and fiscal policy, and on the S.I.T.C.
basis for economic analysis.

(b)

·The department has commenced a programme of gradual computerization o~ trade statistics.
Both projects have some way yet to go before full
implementation is.possible.

'INDUSTRIAL.PRODUCTION STATISTICS

the collection of quarterly data on industrial production
in selected industries (mainly those subject to excise
taxes or to close admlnfstrati ve supervision) continued
without significant change.
Development of this ar~a of statistics awaits the reaction
of the Parliament to· a-proposal for establishing a Current
Survey of Establishments.·
XlV ~ .EMPLOYMENT. STATISTICS

56.

The c.ompilation of statistics of employment, wages, and
hours worked was suspended in 1968 through lack of Staff.
Resuscitation and development of these series depend on
Government reaction to a proposal for establishing the .
Cur~ent Survey of Establishments mentioned above.
XV VITAL.STATISTICS

·57.

58.

Statistical Series relating to vital events in Jamaica have
been prepared by the Registrar General for many years. Some
data (e.• g. births, deaths, infant mortality) are available
e·arly, although final comprehensive reports are four to
give years lat·e!
·
·TheCabinet recently took a decision that this work should
be transferred to this Statistical Department. Implementation of this proposal awaits ·the working out of appropriate
transfer procedures and the provision of the necessary resources within the department.

16
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XVI
59.

MIGRATION.STATISTICS
It has not yet been possible to organize workable programme of operations in migration statistics although
this is a very important area of work. Data on external
.movers are collected from the various foreign embassies
and are reported on quarterly.
No details in demographic and occupational characteristics of migrant are available.

60.

Jamaica operates and Aliens' Work Permit Law, and while
the number of applicants are usually known, no further details are collected.

61.

No work on the measurement of current internal migration
has been attempted.
XVII. FINANCIAL STATISTICS

62.

The department continued to maintain its series of-financial statistics during the reviewed period. In addition to
a detailed reporting on the operation of the monetary authority and the bank:1ng system, a signfficant amoWlt of information is published quarterly on:
~
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
63.

.f

Future expansion is indicated along the lines of linking
this data with flow-of-funds studies that are currently
being developed.
XVIII

64.

Post Office Banking
Insurance Companies (Life and General)
Building Societies
Credit Unions
Hire Purchase Credit
Agricultural Credit
Government Revenue and Expenditure
Inter~st Rates and Credit
Money Supply

BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION STATISTICS

Since 1966, two reports have been completed and published
covering the period 1961 through 1968 on building end construction in selected areas.
·
The data are collected from the Local Government Agencies
and the Ministry of Housing and relate to both government
and private building activity in areas for which regulatory
provisions are exercised under building and zoning laws.
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These are limited essentially to urban and special development. areas •.
The information relates particularly to the number and
area (in square feet) of new buildings, classified by type
unit cost of different types of building, materials used,
etc.
The series is· a new one and_has found ready acceptance both
in the Government and Private Sectors.
XIX~

65.

ADMINISTRATIVE STATISTICS

Over the past eighteen months some effort has been made to
establish closer contacts with those government ministries
departments and local government agencies which have demon·strated an interest in providing for the publishing of
statistical data which can easily· be derived from their
normal administr~tive procedures.
The activity is part of an exercise to begin the preparation of a comprehensive Yearbook of Jamaica which will in~lude a great deal more information than is recently published especially on Local Government activities.
XX.

CONSUMER PRICE INDICES

66.

In August of 1968 a new series of monthly Consumer Price
Indices were released ~o the public for the first time. The
series were based on prices in effect in January of 1967
and-replaced the old Retail Price Indices which were based
on the prices of December 1955.

67.

·weights for the new indices were derived from household
budjet surveys carried out between 1963 and 1965. However,
signs of strain and change are already appe~ing in the indices and another household budget survey which was originally scheduled to begin in summer o~ this year is planned
for 1971.
XXI •·.INDICES OF EXTERNAL TRADE.

68.

In June 1969, a new series of indices of external trade was
released. The base year was updated to 1965 compared to the
old series for which the base year was 1964.
Separate indices are for the first time calculated for the
main commodity groups based on the classification of commo.dities as set out in the S.I.T.C. (Unrevised), and weighted
according to proportion of value in 1965.
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XXII.
69.

.. RESEARCH

The Jamaican Department of Statistics does not now have a
section devoted to specialised research. However during
the review period, some demographic research was carried
out by an expert. provided tmder the ·U.. N. Technical Assistance Scheme for one year during 1967.
··
Three reports were prepared by the experts:
(a)
(b)
(c)

"Fertility in Jamaica" (published)
"Intern·al Migration in Jamaica"(published)
"The Population of Jamaica 1844-1964"(being
edited for publication)
Plans are under way however to expand.this area of work
as reorganization proceeds.
XXIII
70.

OTHER.WORK

During the past four years various attempts have been made
to formalise the operational procedures of some. aspects
of statistical work in the department. ·
In addition to the manuals prepared for ·the C.S.D.S.
programme (numbering 12 so far), the Agricultural Census
Manuals, and the P.opulation Census Manuals, books of instruction have been prepared for stati~tical clerks in the Trade
Statistics Unit, for the collection and calculation of the
Consumer Price Indices, and to a lesser extent for National Income calculations.
This has greatly ehhanced the capacity of junior staff and
field staff alike through teaching seminars, and more importantly has given to them a greater sense of appreciation
of the work they do.

7t

New classifications of industry and occupation have been prepared for use in the Jamaican Statistical Office.
Both are based on the latest international systems, (I.L.O.;
I. s. I. c.,) although a serious attempt has been made to reorientiate the classifications to Jamaican requirements.
These two coding schemes have been used in the recent
Labour Force.and Housing Surveys, but are now being reviewed.
It is hoped to secure Cabinet directive in t~e near future
for other Ministries and departments to use these codes and
no other as a matter of course.
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FUTIJRE PLANS

XXIV.
72.1

It is expected during the next four years to stabilise and
eXpand the Census Division since cycles of censuses are
planned as follows:
·
(a)
(b)
(c)

73.

Business (Industry and Commerce) in Years
ending in "3"
Agriculture in years ending in "7"
Population· and Housing in· Years ending in "0"

New divisions that have to be developed will be an "Information and Public Relations" Division and a Planning and
Development Division.
The former will deal with all requests for information,
press releases, preparation of all reports, the development
of the Yearbook and public relations, while the latter will
deal with forward planning for programmes and projects,
training and laison with the Central Planning Agency.

74.

·The Statistical Office will attempt to establish a Central
Register of all business establishments, with the emphasis
on use for the Current Business Survey which it is hoped
will be established in the near future.

75.

·All of these future d~velopments depend on the extent to
which the Statistical Office convinces the Parliament that
adequate resources are necessary to develop and implement
them. A great deal also depends on t.he degree to which the
.organizational structure can be revised and streamlined
· (See Appendices I - III) •
This is perhaps the most important goal for the next four
years.
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REVIEW OF STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES SINCE THE
SIXTH CONFERENCE

. --,

18.4

Structure and Organization

1.
As far as structure and organization are concerned
there have been two significant changes during the last few
years. The first of these relates to field data collection
activity. Until 1966 agricultural survey work was centered
in a sub-office maintained about a hundred miles from the
capital. In that year, however, the role and functions of
this office were transferred to headquarters and a beginning
was made to set up a new data collection service. As a ·result,
there is now a statistical office in every provincial head-.
quarters responsible for all data collection activities in
the province. The responsibilities of the provincial offices
do not however extend beyond data collection and the surveys
are devised, controlled and processed centrally at head-.
quarters.

1

2.
Another organizational change was the setting up
of a data processing unit with its own manager. He is responsible for all advice and executive functions relating t.o
data processing. The latter include control of a key punch
installation, liaison with the Computer Division of the
Government {which serves all Government Ministries) and supervision of computer programmers. It has become apparent that
because of the heavy load on the government computer and
because a good many statistical exercises do not really require a computer a small conventional data processing section
would make an important contribution to efficiency in the·
data processing field. This would supplement the computer
facilities available.
·
·
Staff and Training
3.
Although almost all of the professional establishment
is full, the recruitment position for profession~ staff remains difficult and some non-nationals continue to be required.
However, domestic training faci~ies for professional staff
have now been established in conjunction with the University
of Nairobi. A notable development affecting professional
statisticians was the setting up in 1968 of a scheme of
service for economists, "economists" being defined to include
statisticians, demographers, market research specialists .
and economists. Under this scheme specific terms of s~rvice
for those affected are laid down. Compared with those of
other similar personnel in Government, these are somewhat
better and there is the additional advantage that all members
of the scheme are eligible for appointment to all economic/
statistical posts in the civil service.

- 1. -
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4.
Training facilities are also available for middle
and lo~er level statistical staff at a training centre
operated by the United Nations and located in Tanzania.
Statistical Development

s.

The last few years have been a period of rapid
growth in statistical work and expansion as well as consolidation continues. Development of work has been guided, in
the main, by requirements of data for planning purposes,
improvement of product accounts, the need to secure greater
knowledge of the peasant sector and the importance of developing a more comprehensive picture of employment.
6.
Before considering specifically the major fields
of activity in which development has taken place, mention
should be made of the register of firms which has been built
up. Of course, a register was maintained for a long time.
However, it was a cumbersome card index and had become out of
date. It was therefore decided in 1967 to re-examine it
thoroughly for up-dating, expansion and improvement and also
to computerize it. Following completion of this major undertaking, a functioning computerized register of all enterprises
in the modern sector (i.e., including small scale rural activities) is now available and includes, for each establishment,
name and address, location, economic activity, legal status
and employment. -Efforts are being made to link this computer
filo with the computer records of the National Social Security
Fund. Currently, the file has about 25 1 000 names and addresses
It is hoped to publish the register.
(i)

National Accounts

A paper prepared under item 10 (a) o£ the agenda
shows in some detail the work undertaken in this
field and reference can be made to that paper.
(ii)

Input/Output Analysis

Work has been initiated on an input/output table
of the economy for 1967. The exercise grew out o£
a large amount o:f work which had already been completed on end-uses of imports. It is expected
that an input/output table will be available next
year. Apart from its other uses, it will also
serve as a check on the consistency of existing
production accounts. In fact, the need £or sone
amendments to these is already apparent £ror.1 work
done on the input/output exercise.
An exercise on domestic use of production
has just been initiated.

-
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(iii)

Household Budget Survey

Until last year, there was a gap of several years
since any significant work was undertaken in this
field. A new round of survey was therefore
initiated, first to cover the main towns and, subsequently, the rural areas. Enumeration in the
main to~~s has been completed and the first phase
of work in the rural areas is proceeding. Apart
from enabling the cost of living data to be revised and new consumer demand projections made,
the surveys are also intended to contribute to
the fUrther development o£ national accounts in
the consumption and income distribution fields.
In addition to detailed income and expenditure
•
accounts, the information gathered includes data
on demographic £actors, the availability o£
various services and housing as well.
(iv)

Financial Statistics

Economic and financial analysis of Central Government accounts had been undertaken for many years
but no such work was done on Local Authority
accounts. This gap has nolv been closed and it is
intended in future to undertake this analysis
.regularly for Local Authorities as well.
{v)

Agricultural Statistics

Although agricultural work absorbes the bu1k of
statistical funds, it remains perhaps the weakest
area of statistical efforts because the requirements of even rudimentary coverage are enormous.
However, significant advances have been made during
the last three or four years. A basic ·agricultural
statistics sample survey now extends to all arable
areas and is an annual exercise. This level of
frequency has created problems on the processing
side and a backlog o£ data has built up. Added to
the results of the established annual census of
large scale farms, the data obtained in the sample
survey should enable a fairly complete annual
picture of agriculture to be built up.
An interesting innovation for Kenya was the
start two years ago of aerial surveys of livestock
in the arid areas. By the end of the year, all
but a small part of the pastoral areas in ~he
country will have been surveyed in this manner.
A serious gap in agricultural statistics is
the field measurement of crop production - the·
survey mentioned above does not include estimation
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o£ production. As £ar as marketed crops are
concerned fairly good data are available from the
statutory marketing bodies which handle most crops.
aut very little is known about subsistence consumption of the major food crops. Information
from the consumption end will be obtained from the
Rural Household Budget ~urveys. But it is felt
that estimation from the production end is also
desirable, at least £ox the basic food crops.
But because of lack of the manpower and financial
resources required to do such work systematically,
it has not so far been possible to initiate crop
production surveys.
Apart from the collection of basic agricul• tu·ral statistics, farm economic surveys are also
a part of the responsibilities of the Statistics
Division. For several years the bulk of the resources for work were concentrated in a study of
land settlement schemes. Since 1967, effort has
been switched to a more general whole farm sample
survey with emphasis on production details of
particular enterprises.
A bi-annual census of sugar farms was initiated
two years ago. This arose out o£ the need to make
reliable projections of sugarcane deliveries up to
two years ahead to the sugar factories which include
a large element of public investment.
The data collection work for agricultural
statistics constitutes the major responsibility
of the data collection unit mentioned above. However, the extension of agricultural surveys and
other new responsibilities has placed considerable
strain on the supervisory and transport resources
of this unit.
(vi)

Population

A population census of Kenya was undertaken in
August last year. It is intended to publish the
first volume of basic data before the end of the
year. Further analysis of census data vdll continue to occupy for so:t:1e time the resources
ayailable for demographic work. However,· it is
hoped, if resources can be found, to initiate a
more continuous programme of demographic work which
will incorporate 3ample surveys o£ fertility and
other demographic characteristics, checks on vital
registr.,tion as well as on family planning.
(viii).

Distribution and Services

l\1ajor surveys to cover each of th~se sectors were
undertaken in 1966. More lfnited ones were repeated in 196~ (for the reference year 1968).
Some rudimentary information was also obtained by
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sample survey for 1967 and 1969 of rural distribution and services enterprises (as part of a
survey the major objective of which was the
gathering of employment data).
New aspects of survey work in the distribution sector have been suggested by the requirements of further development of national accounts,
particularly of margins on capital goods.
(viii)

Industrial Production

A census of industrial production of all firms
employing five or more persons was carried out
for 1967. The previous census had been done in
1963. Since.then, between intercensal years,
annual surveys of the larger firms have become
a regular exercise. These larger firms account
for about eighty per cent of all industrial production. A directory of manufacturers is being
prepared on the basis of information gathered in
industrial survey$.
A completely revised quantity index of manufacturing production has just been completed.
(ix)

Tourism

This sector is one of the fastest growing in the
Kenya economy and is now a major source of foreign
exchange. Over the last few years1 a growing amount
of statistical resources has been invested in
tourism. Hotel occupancy statistics are obtained
monthly. Alterations have been made and more are
proposed to the collection of migration data with
a view to improving information on tourism. A
sample survey of tourists has been in operation for
about three years at the major airport of the country. This has recently undergone a complete review and it is also hoped to extend it to some of
the border points with neigbouring countries.
More general information on tourism is also obtained from the surveys such as those on transport,
services, ·etc.
(x)

Transport

Three somewhat limited and ad hoc road transport
surveys have been undertaken in the last three
years, mainly with a view to obtaining information
for national accounts purposes. However, it is
felt that more serious studies of the transport·
sector are required. As a beginning, a complete
computer master file of all vehicles registered
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in the country is now reaching the final stages.
Once this has been completed, additional information will be added to it on vehicles licensed
for freight and passenger transport. This will
enable production of data to show all licensed
capacity for freight an~passengers on each route.
(xi)

Employment

An annual survey of employment in the "modern
sector" has been undertaken for many years.
However, in order to complete the employment
picture for the country as a whole, it has been
necessary to undertake surveys outside the modern
sector. For peasant agriculture, employment data
have been obtained as part 9f the basic agricultural statistics survey. For rural and non-agricultural activities additional sample surveys
have been carried out. As a result, there is now
available a fairly complete picture of the employment situation in the country. However, further
work is necessary to refine it and to determine
the significance of such £actors as seasonality,
multiple occupations, etc.
(xii)

Manpower·

The ·statistics Division has had no direct responsibilities in this field in the past. However,
it has now been asked to undertake the next manpower survey - two earlier ones were carried out
directly by the planners. This will be a major
exercise which will require additional resources
of professional and other manpower.
(xiii)

Social Statistics

This is another area in which significant gaps
are apparent. The only regular series is on
education. This is now quite comprehensive and data
are derived from an annual census o£ all educational
institutions.
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2- LESOTHO
STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES SINCE THE SIXTH CONFERENCE
Population and Vital Statistics

1.
Machine processing of the 1966 population census was concluded in
the latter half of 1967 ~ The first volume of the report, comprising Parts I
and II - methodology and tables respectively -. was published in 1969. In
1968 Mr. J. G. C. Blacker of E. C. A. was requested to advise on various ·
aspects of the analysis of the census and plans for future demographic studies.
On the strength of this advice a demographic survey was conducted at the
close of another survey conducted in the rural areas. More will be said on
these under "surveys". The statistician in charge of demography left for a.
study course in London in 1968 and. work in this area has necessarily been
slowed down. There is as yet no legal instrument compelling Basotho to
register births and deaths. It is hoped that this will soon be introduced .. In
the last conference it was stated that attempt~ were· being made to have such
an act passed. At the tim~ of writing this report there has as yet been no
success.
Agriculture
2.
Preparations for the 1970 round of the agricultural census started
in 1967. Plans for the exercise were drawn up· in early 1968 and were
approved by Cabinet. The Bureau of Statistics was responsible for the
technical aspects of the exercise and the Ministry of Agriculture provided
most of the field staff from their Extension Agents .. Because of the scarcity
of resources the census is conducted on a: sample basis. · · ·

3.

Since agricultural operations· are carried out by individual households· on fragmented holdings, and there are no large farms or. ~oritiguous
holdings, it was decided to take· a farming household as the unit of enumeration.
In April 1968 the first pilot study was conducted in one district, covering the
summer crops. From August 1968 to July 1969 the second pilot stu<:iy was
conducted over three (3) districts, covering the whole crop calendar. This
second pilot study included the district covered by the first. Thus~ for
summer crops., this district has been covered for three successive seasons,
including the actual census. It is hoped that in the absence of current yield,
production and crop acreage data, information for this district. will be usef\11
in indicating trends and pattern'S. It will also indicate how practicable it is
for Extension Agents to combine their routine work with objective measurements of these variables on a current basis. The main census started in
August 1969 and is scheduled to end in July 1970. On the ba~is of the two
pilot surveys final questionnaires were· drafted by mid 1969 and training of
field staff started end of July.
·

4..

Whilst it is recognised that agriculture -will for a long time to come ·
remain the mainstay of Lesotho's economy, collection of current agricu~tural
statistics has been neglected. It is proposed to use the results of the census
as bench-mark data and thereafter to collect as much current data on agriculture as possible. The only information collected at the moment is on marketing of crops, livestock and livestock products. Even in this area information not always available or, if available, inaccurate.

10. ·
Farming households constituted the. second. stage units, the necessary
frame being constructed in selected EAs at the beginning of each of·the three .
surveys (two pilots and main census), and random selection of these households made without replacement. All fields of selected households were mea- .
sured for estimation of areas, while crop-cutting experiments for yield estimates were undertaken on a sample of five .fields of each crop from a totality
of fields put to a given crop at the rate of one crop-cutting plot of 33' x 33'
per field. Eight households were selected per E. A. per sel:ectiori.
Consumption and Expenditure Survey

11.
The design and preparations for this survey were reported in the
last conference in detail. The purpose of this paper, therefore, is. only to
fill in the gaps.
·
12.
The survey covered the entire country, excluding the capital and its
periphery. The country was arbitrarily divided into three areas which were
independently covered over a period of about two years, one year in each
area. Financial constrai"r1:ts did not permit simultaneous canvassing. The
selected first stage units (E .As) were completely enumerat~d for households,
. recording information on individual members such as name, sex, age &nd. ·
source of income. For each household information was recorded on sales of '
crops, livestock and livestock products in the past year. This information
was used for stratifying households by income groups. Three incoii].e strata
were thus constructed. Non-farming holl:seholds were left out of the sample_.
Cost:and communications determined the.' number of primary units to
be covered in each of the three areas. A constant overall sampling fraction
was maintained for determining the number of second stage ~nits within each
area. After the stage 1 enumeration of E .A. 's· sales values for each stratum
were totalled up and summed over the ar~a. Allocation of households to
strata was made proportional to the contrih~1tion of individual strata to the
overall recorded income from sales for the area. The strata sampling
fractions were then calculated and applied to individual ErA.' s to determine
the number· of households to be selected from. thbse available for selection in
each stratum within each E. A. In all 1, 827 households were included in the
sample.

13.

14.,
For the sake of completeness the list of items covereq \>Y the
s\!rvey is here included. Information was. recorded four tim~e;ach
.
month on receipts and payments·for selected households. ReceiP.ts consisted
of (a) farm income and (b) non-farm income. Farm income ___c_bvered sales of
crops, livestock and livestock product.s, domestic consumption of own produce,
seed replanted and labour payment in kind. Payments cove~d items like (a)
enterprise operating costs, (b) domestic expenditure, (c) domestic consumption
of own pr·oduce, (d) capital outlay and (e) other payments.
Demographic Survey

15.

In the first paragraph of this paper a reference was made to the demographic survey that was conducted at the close of the consumption and expenditure survey in each of the three areas mentioned in paragraph 12. The
purpose of this survey was to determine the necessary demographic parameters for population estimates and analysis. Information was collected of
all households in the selected E. A.'s on number of births and deaths over the
past twelve months; number of children ever born of all females aged 12+;
number born alive and how many of these were still alive; date of last birth.

3
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. Selection ·procedures for the E .A's have been described under Consumption
and Expenditure S~ey.
.
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2- MALAWI
Activities of the National Statistical Office from 1967

1.

Structural modifications

In early 1967 the office structure was reorganised along the lines
of three subject groups - economic statistics, agricultural statistics, and .
demographic statistics and special surveys - and three common services. · .·
groups - data processing, field and geography, and general administratio·n ~
The economic statistics section is responsible for foreign trade,
balance of payments, national accounts, prices, labour and industrial
statistics. Agricultural statistics covers agricultural survey work. The
demo ra hie and s ecial surve s section deals with field survey work other '
t an in agricu ture e.g. ouseho expenditure, retail trade, and population
change surveys) and with all sampling problems. The common services
section field and geography handles mapping for survey work and is .
responsible for organising and controlling all non-technical aspects of ..
field surveys. The data processin1 centre provides processing services '
for all 3 subject groups as well as or other Government. Depar~ments.
2.

Numbers of staff by main categories
The 1970 ~pproved establishment for the office is as follows·:-

Statistical

14

Professional
Sub-professional
Supervisory staff
Clerical, and enumeration

14
55 (Includes 22 temporary

fiel~

.

enumerators)
Data Processing
1

Professionals
Programming ans system
Operations and card punch

4
26

21

General Service

135

TOTAL

3.

Demographic and Social Statistics

A Population Census was undertaken in August of 1966 and final
.
results published in June of 1969. This covered sex, age, race, languages,
education, and type of income.
A survey for the four major u.rban areas in Malawi was ~onducted
in March- June 1967. This covered housing, income, and occupation. At
the same time a questionnaire on radio listening habits was also completed.
Results have been published.

1

A population change survey planned to run about three years was
launched in February of 1970. This will measure births, deaths and
migrations in a sample of 7,400 households in Rural and Urban areas.
4.

Labour Statistics

At the beginning of 1967 a quarterly employment enquiry was
initiated. For 1967 questionnaires were mailed only to private firms employing 20 persons or more. Data were collected on numbers employed. From
the beginning of 1968 the coverage was expanded to include government
agencies and data on earnings were also_ collected.
For 1969 a "shuttle form" has been introduced. Data for all 4
quarters will be collected on the same form which will be "shuttled" between
respondents and the NSO. This is expected to reduce reporting error, and
to 'Simplify editing and reviewing procedures. Additional questions have
been added on man-days, and on total sales in the quarter. This latter item
has been added as a cheap means of collecting quarterly sales data for the
various industry groups.
"':
Results of the enquiry are published in special quarterly editions
of the "Monthly Bulletin of Key Economic Indicators", with more detailed
tables p~blished in a special "Reported Employment and Earnings, Quarterly
Report".

5.

Household Budget and Consumption Surveys

A Consumer Expenditure Survey was conducted between January
1968 andJanuary 1969 on a sample basis and covered all Malawi except the
rural sector although information was collected for a sample of the agricultural estates. Each enumeration area contained segments of ten households and a sample of these. segments was taken. The sampling fraction was
.l in 60 for Blantyre, 1 in 10 for Zomba and Lilongwe, the small urban areas
and the estates and ·1 in 5 for Mzuzu.
The survey was carried out on an interview basis and the interviewers were required to revisit households if the credits and debits
differed by more than 10%. The quality of interviewing was generally good
and the response was excellent. Information was collected on household
make-up, housing, income and occupation and in great detail on expenditure
plus loans, savings, etc •. Food and fuel expenditure was collected for one
week while for all other items the respondents were asked to recal their
expenditure over the last year. An exception was made for households whose
income exceeded £.500 where a recal period of one month seemed more
sen.sible.
All information was coded, punched and processed by UNIVAC 1004.
Tabulations were done by quarter both to observe seasonal variation and to
make checking easier; most of the data will be tabulated by receipts group.
Results for the first quarter are now available and it is hoped to bring out
a report. with all basic data by the end of 1969 with a supplementary report
containing elasticities etc. to follow.
6.

National Accounts

In mid-1967 basic national accounts tables were prepared for the
years 1964 and 1965. These were, however, regarded as provisional pending
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the establishment of reliable series relating to employment and earnings
industrial and estate production, the output of the traditional rural sectdr
and consumer expenditure. By the end of 1969 sufficient data were available
for the preparation of reliable tables for the industrial origin of G. D.p.
for the years 1964-1968 inclusive.
Since 1969 efforts have been concentrated on revising subsistence
sector estimates using results of a national food consumption survey,
.improving the techniques for commodity-flow estimates of gross fixed
capital formation, and preparing estimate·s of consumer expenditures.
During 1967 responsibility for economic and functional analyses
of the government accounts was turned over to the Ministry of Finance.

7.

Balance of Payment Statistics

The present series was established by an I .M. F. advisor to the
Reserve Bank of Malawi. As from the beginning of 1967 responsibility for
the Balance of Payments statistics has resided with theN .S .0. Reports
have been published for 1964-1969 inclusive.

8.

Price Statistics

Two consumer price indices , one for the low income group, and
another for the high income group are calculated for the town of Blantyre
and Limbe. The former is monthly and the latter quarterly and was resumed.
in early 1967 from an earlier series constructed by the Central Statistical
Office, Salisbury. Both the indices may be revised later this year ·when
data from the Consumer expenditure Survey becomes available.
In the latter part of 1968, work started on the construction of a
wholesale price index for government purchases. The foreign trade export
indices (quanta and unit values) were revised in early 1968 and import
indices were started for the first time. For both series 1967 was taken as
the base year.

9.

Industrial Statistics

The Annual Survey of Economic Activities Report 1967 was
published in May 1969. For the first time the report included information on
estate agriculture, mining and quarrying, construction, distribution and
transport as well as manufacturing and utilities. This wider coverage was ·
maintained for the 1968 Survey, mailed out in July 1969, and the final
results of the survey were published in March 1970.
The survey covers all private firms with 20 or more persons
engaged, statutory bodies and government manufacturing enterprises. It
deals with output, purchases of goods and services, f~xed assets, stocks,
employment, earnings and, in 1968, short term monet,ary assets.
There was a 94% response to the survey in 1968 and it is proposed
to maintain the questionnaire in much the same form as at present.
The Quarterly Building Enquiry is now well established and response
has been excellent. The survey collects information on the value and type
of work done and the quantities of main materials used. The questionnaire
is sent to all the building firms covered by the Quarterly ~mployment Enquiry.
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10.

Agricultural Statistics

Early in 1967, it was decided that a National Sample Survey of
Agriculture should be taken to obtain information on acreage of land under
principal crops and yield data for maize and groundnuts in the traditional
agricultural sector of Malawi. Previous surveys had obtained information
on acreage and other information for small selected rural areas, but there
had been no comprehensive systematic survey relating to the whole country
and data on r\eld had not been included in the selected area surveys •
'

A plan for the survey was presented to the British Government as
a development project to be financed mainly from the U.K. Development
Loan. It was originally proposed _that the National Sample Survey be
undertaken for the 1967-68 crop year, but because of the substantial amount
of preparatory work required and the size of the full-scale survey, it was
decided that·a pilot survey should be taken for the 1967-68 crop year with
the full scale survey to cover the 1968-69 crop year. This approach would
allow testing ·of procedures before the full-scale survey and also provide
some summary data for two co~secutiv~ crop years.
The pilot survey was completed successfully and besides providing
the required data on acreages and yield, provided information on sample
...design, questionnaire design, field procedures and response error. The
·necessary changes were introduced for the large-scale survey which at
the time of writing, is underway. The report for this survey is expected to
come out early July, 1970.

11.

Trade Statistics

·
A simJ>le computer (UNIVAC 1004) was installed at the N. S .0. in
December 1966. The use of this machine has resulted in considerable
improvement in both the quality of the trade statistics and in the release
data for monthly tabulations. By the end of 1968 the monthly trade statistics
were available for release about 8 weeks after the month to which they
referred. Previously the delay was 3-5 months.
The publication date of the Annual Trade Statement has also been
improved. Photo-offset reproduction of machine sheets is now used for
this publication, whereas previously the annual tables had to be typed.

12.

1966.

Data Processing
A 1004 UNIVAC processor was installed at

t~e

N .S .0. in December

Systems and programming work for the 1966 Population Census was
completed by July 1967. Punching continued through March 1968 and
processing w.as.completed in September 1968. Foreign trade statistics
were fully computerised by June 1967. Data processing support was
furnished for various N SO surveys including Radio Malawi Listenership
Survey, Manpower Survey, Housing and Income Survey, Consumer Expenditure Survey, and various Agricultural Surveys.
Data proc~ssing work formerly done by the Accountant General
was taken over by the NSO computer installation in February 1967. This
included the Government payroll and monthly expenditure accounts. Other
work done for government agencies includes standardised test- scoring and
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selection system for primary school leavers, annual income tax listings
and an employment service scheme organised by the Ministry of Labour.'
13.

Survey of Retail Trade

The survey covers shops with less than 20 employees in the 4 main
urban areas. All the shops with over £.1000 sales/month have been included
in the survey; while of the shops with under £.1000 sales/month a sample
has been taken of 1 shop in 5.
The survey is now well established and results of sales, employment, earnings are available, though not yet published, for all 4 quarters
of 1969.
14.

Departing Visitors Report

This was initiated mid-1969. Cards are distributed by Immigration
Officers to departing visitors at various exit points. The first report came
out in November of 1969. Since January 1970 there has been a monthly
report.
15.

Miscellaneous

As can be seen from the above, Statistical Activities have had
high priority in Malawi since independence in 1964. There has been
considerable assistance from the U.K. and the U.S .A. Loans from the
U.K. financed a large part of the Population Census and the National
Agricultural Survey, and a large part of the professional staff of the office
have been U. K • officers recruited by 0. D. M. U.S. A. I. D. has provided
data processing and other equipment and advisory personnel, and has
detailed professional officers to the N.S.O. U.S.A.I.D. has also provided
training for about 20 Malawian Statistical personnel.
U.K. officers will continue to constitute a significant part of
N. S .0. professional staff until a .sufficient number of qualified Malawians
are available. U.S. A. I. D. is providing technical assistance in data
processing only after June 1970. U.N. has provided an OPEX officer with
experience in economic statistics.
16.

Publications
The following publications have been released since the beginning ·

of 1969.
a)

Monthly Bulletin of Key Economic Indicators.
The Bulletin contains monthly figures on trade,
electricity, agriculture, transport, construction,
money and banking. In addition a quarterly supplement contains more detailed trade statistics as well
as trade and price indexes, construction and vehicle
statistics and occasional items of interest stemming
from the work in the N • S • 0.

b)

Balance of Payments Report:

1968

c)

National Accounts Report 1964-1968 (with provisional 1969 data

~99
d)

Anm:ial Trade Statement 1968

e)

Quarterly Report on Employment and Earnings

-

Quarterly data on employment and earnings for
Government and larger enterprises.
f)

Annual Survey of Economis Activities 1967 and.1968
Embodying the results obtained from the Annual
Economic Survey of larger establishments.

g)

Population Census 1966 Final Report
The final tabulations of 1966 Census. Containing
detailed information on the structure of Malawi's
population term of age, education, region and
economic status.

h)

.Rural Radio Listenership Survey, 1968
Details of the radio listening habits of the rural
population from a survey undertaken for the Malawi
Broadcasting Corporation.
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Review of StatistiCal Activities-smce !he 6th Conference,. ~p.cluding
Population and Agriculture Census
Plans
.
. .
>

......
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INTRODUCTION
The past four to five years witnessed significant progress in the
level of statistical activity ~n Malaysia. A number of new sUrveys as well.
as improvecents and extensions to existing collections were effected. With
a view to developing statistical series on a Pan-Malaysian basis, several
new lines of statistical activity were initiated in the ~t Malaysian
States -of Sabah a.'ld Sarawak.
·
·
·
The Department began to play a leading role in the developm~nt
planning cachinery of the Government in not only providing a vastly.': eicpanded
range of statistical data but also by being actively associating;.it~elf with
the various governmental committees determining targets and forinUla_ting
alternative strategies for use in the five-year plans. The Chief' ~:ta-~isti
cian and head of the national statistical organizatic:>n is_ a member. _o(; the
National Development Planning Committee, the highest economic policy_-making
body in Government. In cognizance of the vital role, the Department '9f.
Statistics has ~o play in the planning process in the country and in view ·
of the urgent need for building up the Department's ca~bilities in··generating the requisite information, the Government made a bid for United
Nations Special Fund assistance in the field of statistics. This project ·
bas since been approved by the U.N. and is being implemented. The-data.processing facilities of the Department were modernised_with the inst~lla•
tion of an electronic computer, an ICL 19o4A model. The foregoing develoPments are elaborated in subsequent sections of this review.
_•,"\.

A.

POPULATION
(i)

1970 PoEulation and Housing Census Malaysia
Preparatory work in connection with the Population_ and
Housing Census began in early 1968. The services of an· adviser,
Colombo Plan (Australia) were made available in 1968 for an
initial period_ of 2· years. This has no\7 been extended for'another
year. Subsequently, more Australian Colombo Plan aid on evalua~in€
~d purchasing a computer and in helping set up a QualitJ Qontrol
System for the Census was made available.
The decision has now been taken to have the above.Census
in August 1970, Census Date being 25th August. It will be· :a,
Malaysian wide Census with a common Census Date.
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2 stage enUmeration system will be used.
forms are to be canvassed viz}

A total of 5

Form 1 or The House-Listing Book
Form 2 or The Housing Census Form
.
Form 3 or The Agricultural Census Form
Form 4 or The Household Record Form
Form 5 or The Persons Form
.Form 3 attempts to collect some data on the agricultural
activities to build up a frame for the Agricultural Census
scheduled for 1971• Small variations in Form 3 and Form 5
have been made for East Malaysia. A separate set of Forms 3 and
5 will be used for East Malaysia. Forms 1, 2 and 3 will be
canvassed in the first stage, that.is, about 1 week before Census
Date. · Canvassing of Forms 4 and 5 1 the second stage, will start
.on Census Day and continue for about 14 days. The House-Listing
Book will be used in the second stage as well. The District
administrative machinery will be used to canvass these forms.
For both the Population and Housing enquires the U.N •.
recommendations have been modified to include a number of topics
. which are of special interest to Malaysia. Given the multilanguage situation self-enumeration is not possible. Hence
enumerators will be specially recruited and trained for the
canvassing of the forms. All items on the schedules will be
canvassed on a 100% basis.
With the exception of Form I and the East Malaysia version
of Form 3 all the forms are designed for input to an optical
scanner. An optical reader, on line to the computer, will
directly read the data off the forms on to magnetic tape. The
bulk of the answers are preceded. A mark is made against tho
appiicable answer. Offi~e coding and marking will be done on
age, previous place of residence, occupation, industry, educational· qualifications and family status. It is planned to
complete the transfer of all data on to magnetic tape within a
year from Census Date. Form I is non-optical. Being a listing
· book it only provides field count summaries and serves as a
control for the other forms. The East Malaysian version of
Form 3 is non-optical as it is to be priority processed on
conventional punch card equipment. This, as mentioned earlier
is for Agricultural Census purposes.

2
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Tabulation will be in 3 phases: filed count summaries,
basic tabulations, composite tabulations. Field count summaries
will be made available \rlthin weeks after Census Date. Basic
tabulations will be made available over the year that data is
being transferred on to magnetic tape. · Work on Composite
tabulations will start after all data is on magnetic tape.
A Post Enumeration Survey is planned for West Malaysia
only. This survey will check the quality of the enumeration
block boundaries and the dwellings and persons coverage. Some
persons characteristics may be checked. The dwellings coverage
check will use a 1% sample and the persons coverage check a
}'2 %sample.
To facilitate field work Malaysia has been divided into
approximately 23,000 enumeration blocks. Each enumeration block
averages 80-100 households. Allowances have been made for
accessibility and·terrain, the guiding principle being an identificable area of work which an enumerator can completely canvass
in 14 days. Each enumerator will be provided vdth a map of his·
block and a description of the boundaries. Enumeration block
maps by Census Districts and by Administrative Districts will
eventually be made available to users.
For each of the State capitals of West Malaysia urban
connurbation maps will be made available. A combination of
population density and land use criteria is being used to
identify these connurba tiona. Work on this. aspect will continue
during the inter censal period.
Preparatory work has started in organising an annual
population survey to be conducted in the inter censal period.
This will be along the same lines as the Current Population
Series Surveys in the United States.
(ii)

Halayan Family Survey 1966-1967

1966 to July 1967.
This project was sponsored by the Ford Foundation. An adviser
A Family Survey was conducted from July

and 2 research assistants were made available from the University
of Hichigan for the duration of the survey.
The purpose of the survey was to measure the knowledge,
altitudes and practice of family planning in West Malaysia. The
primary user of the data would be the National Family Planning
Board.
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Altogether 7-,697

ho~ehold

interviews, r:nd 5,457
~ntensivc ferti~ity surv~y interviews were conducted.
The
processing and writing of the report was done at the University
of Nichigan. The survey data.are available on magnetic t::1pe in
the Department of Statistics.
(iii)

Vital Statistics
The birth and death certificate continue to be the source
qocument for all vital statistics published by the Statistics
Department.
A srall point to note was that in 1966 births and deaths
were classified by both place of residence as well as by place

of occurrence.
(iv)

Previously, only place of

o~currence

was shown.

Tourist Statistics
Disembarkation Cards are sent to this department by the
Immigration Department• These cards are coded and punched for
processing.. Tabulations are published in "Tourist Statistics,
West Malaysia". The coverage is limited in that it only covers
arrivals by.air and sea into West Malaysia •

. B.

AGRICULTURE
(:i) · Agriculture Census 1971

· In accordance with the programme of the Food and Agricul-

tural Organisation of the United Nations, this Department
proposes to carry out the next Agriculture Census in 1971. The
· Census will be carried out with the collaboration of the Ministry
of Agriculture and Co-operatives and the Rubber Research Institute.
I

Some data on agricultural· households will be collected in
the 1970. Population Census which is scheduled for August-, 1970. ·
The data would be very useful in assisting in the building up of
a frame and to make certain decisions in the sample design.
Besides, basic data on livestock and poultry will also be collected
· by the Population Census. It will therefore not be necessary to
go into the field again to collect livestock and poultry statistics
for non-agricultural households unless the results from the
Population Census prove that livestock and poultry are of major
importance in non-agricultural households. This will save
considerable expenditure and resources without losing much
information.

-
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A Policy Committee and a Users' Committee for the Census
will be established in the near future.
The Census would be on a nation-wide basis. Two regioua.l
Census Offices rill be set up in East Malaysia, one in Sabah and
one in Sarawak. The Census will cover approxi•tely 900 1 000
agricultural holdings.
Agricultural holdings will be divided into four sectars:(1} ...U.lholdings; (2) estates; tS) government farms and (4) gr:-oup
settlement scheme farms. The last three will be enumerated through
a questionnaire sent by post with field follow-up for non-response
cases. · Field enu.m~ro. tion of smallholdings vill be carried out by
field ~ncies of the Rubber Research Institute and the Department
ot Agriculture, supplemented by the Department's field resources.
The Census will cover most of the items in FA0 1 a abort "list.

Some items in the expanded list applicable to Malaysian conditions
will also be covered. In addition, some items not found in the
·
1
FA0 s recommended list but peculiar to Malaysia will be include~.
The following main subjects are proposed in the scope of the CeDS~~(a)

Land utilisation;

(b)

crops1

(c)

Livestock and poultry;

(d)

employment in agriculture;

(e)

farm population;

(f)

agricultural power and machinery and
general transport facilities;

(g)

irrigation ad drainage; .

(h)

fertilisers and soil dressings;

(i)

fishery products;

(j)

association of agricultural holdings
with other industries.

For rural areas, it is proposed to have a sample census for
holdings below 15 acres in size and a complete enumeration for
those above 15 acres. The stratification and sample design of
those holdings to be sampled would be determined after results

5
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from the Population Census have been obtained. By having a sample
of the smaller holdings, more resources will be available to
concentfate on the bigger holdings. A listing of households in
rUral areas will be undertaken before enumeration.
In the case of urban areas, 'the list of households obtained
from the Population Census will be used. A separate listing will
not be done as the benefits derived would nqt be commensurate with
the resources expended as densely built are~~ ~0 not have many
agricultural households. The stratification ~ sample design of
those households to be sampled would also b~. :,det~~ed after
atudyirig .the results of the Population Census~t
Data processing will be undertaken -~y th'e ~partment's
electronic computer. The input media:, would l:Te-<:,punclN.cards.
Current Asricultural Statistics
(ii)

National Crop Survey
~

.' .. -The main objective of the National Crop ·s-~vey. has been to
. build a sample survey system so as to give fairlY. 'i-e).iable annual
estimates on area unde:r;.-:principal crops-for eacn,s:tate. The survey
is specially oriented· to;."give
estimates for ''sinailhol.Qiilgs".
The
.
.·
survey also envisaged, in· the course of time, to be integrated with
the Crop Cutting Survey, which is designed for the estimation of
yield rates of padi, and the proposed Coconut Survey.

.

The idea of carrying out_ a survey to obtain ~eliabie
estimates of acreages of principal crops annually in West Malaysia
for the "sma.llholdings" was mooted by the Ministry of~·Agriculture
immediately after the results of the 1960 Agriculture C~nsus were
available. This project was awaiting the servic~p~~ibf an !J.N.
Sampling Expert who joined the Department in Ma.t:~hts,.19/€4 and
submitted a paper in July, 1964 underlining the aeta,U.s .on how
the project might -be carried out. This paper \1aS a.le~~t of t~e
preliminD.ry work done by the Department of Statist;c·~··in··.co~ulta
tion with the Hinistry of Agriculture as tmll as the .$urvey. •
Department and it indicated the possibilities of adopting.t~
sample survey approach for building up annual estimates for;=·~he
"smallholdings" sector by utilizing the services of the Sta~a·
Agriculture Departments and Rubber Research Institute for £itild
·operations.
..,')

.

Exploratory field studies were carried out in 1965 and
they brought out numerous problems regarding location of selected
lots, area measurement, recording of parcel areas, etc. This
experience provided useful background for the design of the
schedules and writing of instructions for the pilot survey.

6
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Four ore~s were selected for the pilot survey ·which was
carried out during the Agricultural.Year, 1966/67. The pilot survey
brought out the following conclusions:(a).

, ..
'

~

. ..
•,.
'

I,

,· •

.··
f • ;

.·The Pilot Study undoubtedly established the
feasibility of carrying out the full fledged
survey by utilizing the services of the existing
agencies of Department of Agriculture and the
Rubber Research Institute by dividing the entire
w.ork into a number of independent interpenetrating
network of sub-samples. The Department of .
Statistics was able to train a corps of field
.workers who could be utilized not only for
assisting the departmental agencies such as
Agriculture and Rubber Research Institute for
carrying out the work assigned to them, but
also for undertaking independent field work
for some of the States.

(b)
.

The sample design adopted has been found to be
satisfactory.· However, the need for certain
modifications, both of an operational nature as
well as in terms of design, were recognised.

(c)· In most of the important padi growing States
it was found that it would be possible to
integrate the design and to some extent the
operations for the conduct of the Crop Cutting
Survey on Padi with t~t of the National Crop
Survey.
(d)

Finally, the Pilot Study has also helped in
stundnrdizing field procedures such as the
optimum size of the field survey team, .the
standard equipme·nt required, the average· time
involved in completing the work and other
related matters •

. The first full-fledged survey was conducted in 1967/68.
For this survey, two separat~ sample designs were-adopted, one for
permanent titles and one for temporary titles.
Five separate schedules were to be canvassed for the
Schedule 1.0 -

Listing and· selection of lots

Schedule 2.0

Identification Particulars of Selected Lots

survey:~
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Schedule 3.0

Area

P~cels

'

\
Schedule
4.0 -

Schedule 5.0

-

Tree Count for Crop
in the Selected Lot - First Visit

Me~surement ~d

Ar~a ·Measurement and Tr~e Count for Crop
Parcels in the Selected Let - Second Visit
En~~cr~tion

of

U~cco~~ted

Lots of 100 acres

and above
Field work began in

L~te

1967

~nd w~s

completed by August,

1968.
The dtl.ta collected wer~ edited, coded and trn.nsferred on to
punch-cards for electronic d~t~ processing. About 4~fo of the finnl
tabul~tions have so f~ been finalised.
For the 1969/70 Survey, it was decided t~t only one subsample would be canvassed by the Department of Statistics. The
sample design and selection procedure of lots for permanent titles
remained the same and the AAUs and lots were selected from the same
"frame". Sample III (for temporary titles) rrould not be canvassed •.
(iii)

Padi CroE Cutting Survey
. . In 1964, the Ministry of Agriculture ?Jld the Department of
Statistics decided to adopt a standardised procedure of obtaining
padi yields on a scientific basis.
A pilot surYey was undertaken during the Agricultural Year,
1964/65. Prior to this, the State Agricultural Departments were
responsible for providing data on yield rates in their ovm States.
The mctbod of collection and the procedure of obtaining yield rates
varied from State to State.
Since the pilot survey, the Padi Crop Cutting Survey has beeD
conducted on an annual basis. The Survey is confined to wet padi
under main season. At present, about 40 padi growing districts {eact
district with a planted acreage of 5!000 and above) in all the eleveD
states of West lb.laysia are ·covered. In addition, n.bout 5 minor padi
growing districts have been incorporated with the larger padi grovring
districts to give combined district estimates. About 9~~ of the
total area under main season wet padi is covered in the Survey.
During the 1969 off-season, crop cutting tests on double crop padi
areas vmre conducted in three States for the first time.
The Department of Statistics is responsible for the planning
of the survey, s~mplc design, upd~ting of the sampling frame,
selection of units, prepar:-ttion of schedule-s .:md instructions,
trninin~ of fivld agencies, randomiz0d field supervision, d~tn
processinG and presentation of results.

8
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The State Agricultural Departments are responsible for the
field work. The field agency consists·of Junior Agricultural
Assistants, most of whom are permanent staff and have undergone
training in agriculture. At the district level, the Aericultural
Assistant supervises the work of the Junior Agricultural Assistants.
Initially, the object of the Survey was to obtain State
estimates of padi yield with a fair degree of precision. With an
improved sample frame and sample design, it was found possible to
give district estimtes of important padi growing districts'within
4-5% standard error. For the important padi growing States, the
estimaticn of yield rates was within 1-4% standard error •
. The Padi Crop Cutting Survey was extended to the two States
of East Malaysia in 1966/67.
(iv)

Rubber Statistics
There has been no change in the method of collecting rubber
statistics during the last five years.· Estate rubber statistics
have been collected on a full coverage basis, both monthly and
annually. During the last five years additional questions have been
included to provide data by district, planted· acreage by type of·
planting material and on production cost. Smallholding output is
indirected estimated through a survey of all licensed rubber dealers.
j

(v)

Oil Palm, Tea· and Coconut Estates
The first comprehensive census on Oil Palm, Tea and ·Coconut
Estates was conducted in 1964 for the reference year 1963. Since
then annual censuses are undertaken in this field. Prior to 1969
only basic information on production and acreage of oil palm estates
vtere collected. Since 1969, data on production of palm oil and
kernels by different varieties and acreage by planting material are
collected. As regards to coconut and tea estates, only production
statistics and data on acreage are collected.· Employment and wage
data are also collected.

INDUSTRIAL STATISTICS
(i)

Manufacturing
Monthly and annual surveys and a census once in every five
years are carried out to collect manufacturing statistics. During
the last five years about 17 selected induStries consisting of
about 1,000 establishments were covered monthly to provide indicative informa.tion on the more important manufacturing industries.
There was complete coverage within the selected industries. In
1970, however, the coverage of the monthly surveys were changed to

• ·'
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include a wider range of industries (about 70) by using an employment cut-o{f size. With the growing need in the country for
_statistics on the manufacturing sector as a result of the Government's drive towards industrialisation, it was found necessary to
make this change in 1970. New questions on employment by racial
breakdown and sales were included in the questionnaires in 1970.
In the annual surveys of manufacturing industries about
75 selected industries containing about 4,000 establishments are
covered. These 75 industries have been estimated to account for
about.85% of the total output of the manufacturing sector. A
census of manufacturing industries was undertaken in 1969 for the
reference year, 1968. · About 200 industries consisting of about
10,000 establishments were covered. Results of the census are
expected to be published in the middle of 1970. New questions on
stock of capital, other business expenses and overtime were added
in the census questionnaire.
The above refer only to West Malaysia. For East Ma1a1sia
annual surveys for Sabah and Sarawak h.'lve been un ertaken since 19664
(ii)

Construction
The first statistical enquiry on construction industries
was undertaken for 1963 and since then annual surveys have been
undertaken. The frame for the construction survey is.compiled from
the records of the following administrative bodies:
. (a)

Public Works Department;

(b)

Drainage and Irrigation Department;

(c)

Registrar of Businesses;

(d)

Registrar of Companies;

(e)

National Electricity Board;

(f)

Developers and Enterprises.

The following were omitted from the

Survey:~

Small itinerant contractors who do work directly for
project owners.and who are not registered with any
body. However, the contribution of this category
of contractors is insignificant.

.

I
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Own-account construction;
Own-account construction in West Malaysia is
assumed to be very small.
Construction activity undertaken by Public Works
Department and Drainage and Irrigation Department
using their own labour force is excluded. Response
from these bodies were very slo~ or non-existent.
Prior to the 1966 Survey there was a complete coverage of
all establishments in the frame and every effort was made to obtain
reliable statistics from each and every one of the establishments.
A size "cut-off" was introduced in the 1966 survey. This meant
t~t- only the returns submitted by contractors and sub-contractors
whose total value of work done for 1966 exceeded $10,000 would be
edited and the figures tabulated. The resources released as a
result of the size "cut-off" were employed in improving the qualitr
of the data.
From results obtained from-the annual surveys it was found
establishments reporting $100 1 000 or over of total value of
work done during a year accounted for about 85% of the total value
of work done in the construction sector. Therefore, as from 1968,
it.was decided to allot more editing and field work time to those
establishments reporting value of work done of over $100,000 per
annum. Since 1966, information requested on the questionnaires'has
, bocn increased annually. More detailed information on tna.terials
uied, purchases and sales of fixed assets and employment, by raqial
breakdovm were included in the questionnaires.
t~t

The amount of information collected from the construction
surveys has been found to be insufficient to meet the demands of
the .Government and private sector; for example~ information is not
available in respect of different types of buildings, e.g. schools,
·shop-houses, hotels, etc. erected during a year, or over a number
of years. To overcome this shortcoming, this Department proposes
in 1971 to undertake a Building Survey which will be cond-q.cted
through the help of the Board of Architects. All architects will
be covered in this survey and will be required to submit information
on the number of buildings completed by types and the commencement
and completion values of such projects.
(iii)

Mining
An annual census of mining industries is undertaken in

respect of all mining activities, e.g. tin mining, _iron mining,
gold mining, etc. There has been no change in the coverage during
the last five years. However, as in other surveys, the number of
questions included in the questionnaires have increased.
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Distributive Trades
' t
Prior to 1966, almost complete absence of data on distribution posed a great handicap to the Government policy-makers and
businessmen. In order to remove such a .handicap, a Census of
Distributive Trades for the reference year, 1966 ~~s carried out in
late 1967. The census was conducted in two parts - a completely
enumerated sector and a sampled sector. Six metropolitan towns and
forty-two other towns with a population of 101 000 or more were
completely enumerated. Urbo-rural areas (those with a smaller
population-but having urban characteristics) and rural areas were
covered on an area sample basis; i.e. certain localities were
·
selected randomly and all businesses situated within the selected
localities· were listed nnd enumerated. From data for the selected
localities, est.imates were calculated for the urbo-rural and rural
sectors as a whole. Regional and national statistics were therefore
made up of a completely enumerated element and a sampled element •

. D.

D.tP!DYMENT AND tJmiD»U>YMENT SURVEY

The first .nation-wide survey on :Employment and Unemployment wa.e
carried out in 2 rounds in April and September 1 1962. It was a ·household
sample survey covering all residents betw~en the.ages 15-70 in the
Federation of Malaya (now West Malaysia). Both institutional and noninstitutional households of the civilian populat~on only were covered.
Subsequent surveys were carried out in.l964, 1965 and 1966 in the
5 Metropolitan towns only since it was found that the rate of unemployment
was highest in these towns.
E.

SAMPLE SURVEY OF HOUSEHOLDS
I

In 1967/68 the Malaysia Socio-Economic Sample Survey of HouseholdS
which is a multi-subject household sample survey was launched. The
Employment and Unemployment Survey was incorporated in this new surve7•,

A nationai household sampling frame was. first constructed for the purpose
·of evolving a new sampling design for the MSSH. · ·A stratified multi-stage .
sampling design· was used covering a sample of ,301 000 households. A S7stem
of inter-penetrating (network) of sub-samples was used; the first -sub- ·
sample was supervised by the Department of Statistics and the second subsample· by the respective State Commissioners of Labour. The surve7 cas
carried out in 3 sub-rounds of 4 months each (June 196? - May 1968).
The. MSSH covered only non-institutional civilian households.
15-65 were requested to give
particulars about employment and unemployment. Being a multi-subject
survey, the ·~~H had 3 different schedules; the first schedule refered
to demographic particulars, the second schedule on employment.and
unemployment and the third schedule on household amenities and
conveniences.
FUrthe~more, only those between the ages
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The MSSH has been established as a continuing survey of recurrent
rounds where the type of data collected is reviewed from round to round.
As such, for the fourth ,rounds i_.e.· July - December 1963, the schedule
on household amenities and conveniences was dropped._ The 5th, 6th and
7th rounds were from the period_January- December 1969.
At the time of writing, the 8th round January - June 19?0 is in
progress ..
F.

MANPOWER SURVEY 1965

The above survey was conducted in February 1965.and was confined
only to West Malaysia. It was essentially an establishment survey on
a sample basis covering both the private and the public sectors. A
total of 8,304 establishments, schools and Government Departments were
covered in the sample and the response rate was 92%.. The survey was
carried out by the Department of Statistics in collaboration \t.lth the
Ministries of Labour and Education. It \vas designed to provide data
on available manpower in terms of industry - occupation matrix, technica~·
skills, extent of shortage of trained personnel in key occupations,
extent of employment of expatriates and foreign technicians, and
employers' foreseeable manpo~er requirements that could be expected
within the next 2 years for the public and private sectors and also at
the end of the First Malaysian Plan for the public sector. Plans exist
for repeating this in the next few years.
G.

PRICE STATISTICS
The Retail Price Index is an indicator used to measure the
changing cost, over time, of a fixed basket of goods and services. The
Index is computed using Laspeyres' formula as a weighted arithmetic
average with a fixed base. The base period is 1959.
The weights and selected items were derived from a Household
Budget Survey conducted during 1957/58. A sample of 2,760 Malay,
Chinese and Indian households throughout West Malaysia were interviewed.
The Index is confined to all non-European families whose total monthly
income is M$300 or less.
Data on prices are collected monthly by officers of the Labour
Dep~trnent in 49 urban and rural centres from approximately 1,780
·
retail outlets.

H.

The Index is also computed monthly.

TRADE STATISTICS
Three important events dominated the development of trade
statistics over the last five years~ They are:(a)

The formation of Malaysia.in 1963;
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{b)

The change-over from mechanical to
electronic data processing;

' t

(c), The change-over to the'Brussels Tariff
Nomenclature.
The formation of Halaysia in 1963 led to a demand for statistics
on a regional basis (i.e. \iest Malaysia, Sabah and Sarawak) as well as
for Malaysia as a whole. Therefore, after 1963, the trade statistics
underwent a period of consolidation to cater for this demand.

In 1967,

the Statistics Department changed over from mechanical
to electronic data processing. The use of electronic data processing
made possible further development of trade statistics to cater for the
demand for trade statistics on a Halaysian basis. The first trade
publication for Malaysia entitled, ''Malaysia, Annual Statistics of
External Trade i967" was made available in 1968. In 1969 the pamphlet
series entitled, "Halaysia, Preliminary Figures of External Trade" was
introduced on a quarterly basis.
In 1968 ,. the Department changed over to the Brussels Tariff
Nomenclature System of classification for tariff purposes. This changeover was greatly facilitated by the use of the computer. However, to
ensure continuity and comparability, the trade statistics continue to
be published according to the Revised S.I.T,.c.
In 1969; the Department initiated the computation of a set of
import and export quantum and unit value indices for West l1alaysia,Sabah and Sarawak. This is an ambitious project which may require some
time to bring it fruition.
I.

NATIONAL ACCOUNrS

The major developments in the field of national accounts since
the last conference is characterized by (a) the revision of the series
for West Malaysia, (b) the derivation of constant price measures and
·(c) the commencement of a systematic and sustained approach to the
measurement of national income and product for East Malaysia.
In West Nalaysia, refinements in methodology have been effected
in the light of the availability of better and an expanded range of
statistical data. For instance, the Census of Distributive Trade 1966
has provided invaluable information on trade margins to be utilised in
the construction of a new input-output table for 1967 as well as in the
measurement of the relevant components of the national accounts. The
results of this Census make a singular contribution to the improvement
in quality of the estimates when, it is considered that hitherto the
measurement of the contribution of the ~holesale and retail sector was
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based on markups calculated from a variety of sources e.g. import
prices, produce and prices, and retail prices whilst in some instances
we had to rely on 'informed guessess' rendered by people connected
with the different industries and in many instances using an arbitrary
carkup. Further as an integrated approach to the derivation of the
real accounts and the construction of input-output tables, conceptional'
refinements were also incorporated as for example in the differentiation between competitive and complementary imports.
Another area of national accounting in which extensions were ·
made was the compilation of 'real' product, both, by expenditure
·c~tcgories as well as by branches of economic activity.
The former
was computed at market prices whilst the latter evaluated at factor
cost. This exercise proved to be one o~ invaluable experience in that
it brought to the fore several problems from the standpoint of tryi~
to obtain an alignment between the measures of 'real' product derived
from two alternative approaches. One thing that became patently clear·
was that the estimation technique had to be undertaken at a considerable
degree of detail and that short cut methods were simply inappropriate.
The two methods yielded in rates of growth of 6.3 and 6.1 per cent over
a selected time period although the deviations in the year to year
ch~ngcs were observed to be slightly higher.
This discrepancy in the·
two series occurred despite our attempts at carrying out the calculations
in considerable detail and was primarily due to the influence of .
indirect taxes which in the Malaysian setting account for about 2o% of
G.D.P. As regards the influence of indirect taxes on the· outcome it
should be noted that G.D.P. figures in constant prices could be expected
to be identical only if both value added and final expenditures were·
calculated at current.market prices and then.appropriately deflated by
~rket prices or else, were both calculated at current factor cost and
appropriately deflated by prices from which.all indirect taxes had
first been removed. (A formidable undertaking).
VJork was also initi~ted on ~ systematic and continuous basis in
the estimation of gross national product series for the East Malaysian
states of Sarawak and Sabah with a view to establishing an integrated
system of national accounts for the whole of Malaysia. A slightly
siopler approach had to be adopted given the current stage of statistical
development in East Malaysia. The possibility of applying the methodology u.."lderlying the compilation in West Malaysia on an overall Malaysian
basis seems likely only in a fe~ years' time just as the fuller and
articulated system of social accounts.
J.

BALANCE OF PAYI-iENTS STATISTICS

To develop and to improve the Malaysia Balance of Payments
Estimates, several surveys were launched during the last five years
to provide the necessary data for the various accounts in the Balance
of Payments.

15
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(a)

\

'

(b)

(c)

K.

The Financial Survey was launched with the object
of obtaining information of private capital inflow
and outflow and investment income payments and
receipts. The survey also seek to obtain information for the National .Accounts Estimates.
The Ticket System seeks to identify ~ foreigner resident transactions which takes pla~e through the
.banking system. However, the usefulness of this
· survey was limited by the fact that transactions
in Singapore dollars, which form a substantial
portion of total transactions, could not be identified and allotted to each type of transaction.
Another limitation is that the information obtained
from the Ticket System is incomplete in the sense
that we do not know the size of_the whole pie but
. we know only a small part of it.
Survey of· film rentals, insurance companies, shipping,
airline compenies and nominee compar~es. These surveys
aimed at getting information for the other transporta•
tion account,. and other services account of the balance
of payments.

DATA PROCESSING
The Data Processing Division-of the Department of Statistics
was first created in 1952 with the installation of Power Samas Equipment ·for the specific purpose of processing Trade and Demographic
data collected through Customs and Resigtrar General respectively.
The initial s~rength of the staff was 1 supervisor and 20 operators.
With the e~ansion of workload and the added commitment to
produce the Electoral for th~ Malaysian Election, the Department in
1961 found that the existing equipment were inadequate to cope with
·the new demands and decided to acquire new pieces of equipments which
were both flexible and suitable for the jobs at hand.. During this
_brief period from 1961-63, several machines of Hollerith type were
installed. The total staff grew from 21 to.66.·

..

From 1963-67, the Data Processing Division was again loaded
with new tasks as a result of new statistical series being developed
by the. Department of Statistics in addition to new requests for data
processing· facilities from various Departments of Government.. It
was obvious that Hollerith machines (except for data preparation
equipment) of the types acquired prior to 1967 were unsuitable for
the growing needs of the Department and that more flexible and
powerful equipment need to be purchased to satisfy the requirements
of users. It was then dac:lded that the Department should purchase an
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ICL 1902 computer ~ith its complement of peripherals. Since this was.
the first time that electronic data processing was introduced into
Government, recruitment of staff at all levels at the early stages was
difficult. The Department survived through the teething problems and
is gradually building up its own corp of system analysts and
programmers to service the new installation. The initial strength of
the Division was 1 Computer Manager, 2 system analysts and 4 programmers,
4 console operators, 7 supervisors and 92 machine operators. This was
subsequently increased to a larger number in 1969 with the acquisition ·
of new equipment. The new computer equipment was adequately suited to
the expansion needs of the Department within the resources allowed, but
was totally inadequate for the processing requirements of Populat1on .
Census and the ·Agricultural Census which were scheduled to be held in
1970 and 1971 respectively. It was therefore found necessary to further
expand the existing configuration to one that is able to meet the load
of the two censuses plus the normal routine increases of the Department
for several years to come. The Department decided on a ICL 19o4A
Computer with new facilities of random access in 1969. The staffing
position was also considerably increased to provide a good balance
between Saff and equipment. The total strength of Division at time of'
writing was 146, including i Computer Manager, 7 System Analysts, 16
programmers, 12 supervisors, 8 console operators and 92 machine operators.
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Involvement in Planning
In recent years the Department has begun to be actively
associated with the Government's efforts at planning for the economic
and social development of the· country. This involvement has just not
meant the provision of statistical data on a broad front but also the
participation in the work on economic projections and forecasting
·
thereby making an effective all round contribution to the decisionmaking process at the official level. As mentioned earlier the Chief
Statistician is a full-time member of the National Development.Planning
Committee, composed of the heads of the important Ministries and agencies
concerned with development planning.
Since the inception of the First Malaysia Plan there has_been
almost daily contact between the Department and planning officials over
a wide range of statistical and economic questions. A considerable
volume of the Department's work is now taken up vdth the requirements of
the planning bodies. The Department provides continuous statistical support not
support not only to the various planning bodies, but also to major
related agencies as the Central Bank, Treasury and Ministries of Labour,
Agric.ulture and Commerce and Industry. The Department is also relied
upon to provide essential factual information for the periodic visits
of the IMF and World Bank teams. Apart from r~presentation in the N~PC,
the Department, as the government's central statistical agency, is
represented in the Tax Committee, the National Family Planning Board,
the Tariff Policy Advisory and Negotiating Co.mmittee, etc. and has
advisory responsibilities to various Ministries.

17
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Special Fund Project
The Department of Statistics has during the last few years
relied on some form of technical assistance from outside the country.
·The reasons fol-lthe Department's reliance on foreign advisers have
been twofold: (1) the acute shortage of trained statistical personnel
in Malaysia and (2) the pressure on the De~rtment for rapid expansion
of its services. These reasons will continue to hold true in the
foreseable future. The presence of statistical advisers has helped
to give form and momentum to statistical organization, but at the
same time, the~~ nature of most of this assistance has led to a
somewhat uneven de~elopment of statistics. The number of foreign
advisers attach~d to the Department at any one time has also varied
widely.(and unpredictably). The growing and insistent demands of
the various_pl~nning bodies and·in particular of the Economic Planning
Unit on the Department, coupled with the shortage of high-level
-experienced staff in those areas of statistics requiring rapid expansion
and improvement, was posing a crisis .for the Department. It was
becoming increasingly clear th~t stop-gap arrangements under which
technical aSsistance was provided were wholly inadequate to cope with
the situation. Accordingly, the Government realising that only a
co-ordinated programme of technical assistance with assured continuity
can reduce the gap between the Government's statistical needs for
planning and the Department 1 s capacity to fill these· needs, submitted
an application for a U.N. Special Fund Project in the field of
statistics. This project which has now been approved and have begun to
be operative envisages expert assistance over a four-year period in
~uch specialized fieldS as national accounts, financial statistics,
agriculture statistics, demographic and social statistics, labour
statistics, price statistic.s, statistical sampling, data processing,
industrial and distribution statistics. The project costing about a
million dollars (U.S.) envisages the provision of 31-man years of
assistance in a~ditio_n to fellowships.
The Department also has close relations with and is an
' increasingly important supplier of essential data to most of the
special bodies and authorities that have been established for
furthering specific plan objectives. These bodies include the
Federal Industrial Development Authority (FIDA), charged with
responsibility for promoting industrial development; the Tariff
Advisory Board, which .considers requests for tariff protection and
is charged with creating a common customs area between East and West
Malaysia·; the Majlis Amanah Raayat (MARA), which has very broad
responsibilities for the·economic advancement of the indigenuous
population; the Malayan Industrial Development Finance Company (MIDF),
a public limited company which finances indu5trial ventures, conducts
feasibility studies, and the like, and the Federal Agricultural
Marketing Authority (Fk~), concerned with marketing schemes.
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Statistical Activities Since The Sixth Conference
Introduction
This report gives only a broad outline of the main developme~ts which
have taken place in the statistical field in Mauritius since the 6th Conference
of Commonwealth Statisticians. Normal routine developments will not be
included in the summary.
Administration
2.
The last 4 years have been in Mauritius years of austerity during
which, on account of financial difficulties, Government enforced strict
economy measures to compress public expenditure to the utmost. For a
fairly long period it was even difficult to get authorization to fill staff
. vacancies created in the Public Service by retirement, resignation or
promotion.

3.

Now that conditions are back to normal, the Central Statistical
Office is experiencing difficulties to fill vacant posts by qualified Statisticians

4.

At the time of writing this report three of the four senior posts are
not ·being occupied by substantive officers. Hence the office has worked with
a greatly depleted staff during these last few years which have been a period .
of fight for survival instead of expansion of activities.

5.

This report will consequently be very brief, as there is not much to
be reported in the way of development.
Organizational Changes
6.
An organizational change of particular interest, departing from the
usual practice of centralization, has been the creation of a statistical section
inside two ministries: Agriculture and Education. It is thought that both
Ministries will thus derive more benefit from the physical proximity of the
sections dealing with their statistics, whilst the statistical staff will still
retain the advantage of looking for guidance, supervision and promotion in
the Central Statistical Office.

7.

The Central Statistical Office which was under the Prime Minister's
Office has been transferred to the Ministry of Economic Planning and
Development on the creation of this ministry in late 1969.

8.

The Central Statistical Office is thus in the same ministry as the
Economic Planning Unit with which it works in close collaboration.

1
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Population

9.
The next population census is to be taken in June 1972 and planning
is scheduled to start in July next.
10.
It is hoped that a full-time demographer will _soon be appointed on
the staff of the Central Statistical Office to help with the planning of the
census.
11.
The census will be followed by various demographic studies and by
the computation of life tables.
Agriculture
12.
The Nuffield Foundation sponsored a Survey of Cowkeepers which
was taken in 1966/67. The Central Statistical Office provided technical
advice in the field of sampling, and organised the field work of this study
which provides information on the economic and social conditions under which
milk is produced in the country.
l

13.
Mauritius has agreed to participate in the 1970 round of the World
Agricultural Census, and the census was to be carried out in 1970. Howeverl
as no funds are available for this purpose, it has been decided to postpone
the operations to 1973, when use could be made of information gathered in
the 1972 Population Census to reduce costs.
Labour
14.
Since 1966 the Central Statistical Office carries out a bi-annual
survey of employment and earnings in large establishments. For the purpose
of this survey large establishments are defined as:
(i)
(ii)

Sugar cane plantations where 25 acres or
more are harvested;
Tea plantations of 5 arpents or more;

(iii)

All "flue-cured" tobacco establishments,
irrespective of acreage;

(iv)

Non-agricultural establishments employing at
least 10 persons;

(v)

All Central and Local Government departments.

15.

The main purpose of these surveys is to provide a continuous series
of comparable data to show seasonal.changes in employment in the various
sectors of the economy.
16.
When financial and human resources will permit, the scope of the
survey will be broadened to include all establishments irrespective of si.ze,
but data for small concerns will be obtained on a sample basis.

2
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17.
In 1967 a survey of apprentices in industrial ·establishments was
carried out. For this purpose all establishments likely to employ apprentices
were contacted by the Central Statistical Office. The survey established that
·apprenticeship was in no way organized in Mauritius, and that no proper .
training scheme in industry, no uniformity of payment and no code of rights
and obligations existed for apprentices.
18.
The survey results led to the passing of the Apprentice Act in 1968
which regulated apprenticeship in certain trades, and to the establishment of
a central apprenticeship committee to deal with all matters concerning ·
apprentices. It also helped to establish priorities for the Industrial Trade
Training Centre which started to run courses in late 1967.
Production
19.
The second Census of Industrial Production was taken in 1968-69
and covered the production during 1967-68, of all establishments,
irrespective of size, engaged in mining and quarrying, manufacturing or
repairs and electricity production and distribution (major groups 11 to -51
of ISIC).
20.
The census was a combined postal and field enquiry. Firms employing 10 or more persons were contacted by post, whereas an interviewer
called on smaller establishments. The response rate was 93% for the postal
survey and 100% for the field survey. The results were published in January
1970.
.
.
21
In future all large establishments (i.e. those employing 10 or more
persons) will be surveyed annually and all small establishments every 3 years.·
Trade
22.
Up to the end of 1969 the Trade Statistics of Mauritius were compiled
and published in Standard International Trade Classification (SITC) and ·
consisted of 713 items. However, to meet more adequately international
requirements as well as the requirements of the trading and industrial
community of the country, the Brussels Trade Nomenclature has been
adopted as from the 1st January, 197C).
23.
The Central Statistical Office will henceforward prepare two sets
of trade figures, one according to the Brussels Trade Nomenclature and the
other according to SITC-=revised.
24.
The compilation and publication under _SITC -revised has been
extended to cover 1310 items.
International Organization
25.
Since it achieved independence in 1968, Mauritius has obtained
membership of the following international organizations: The United Nations
Organization and its specialized agencies- I.L.O., F .A.O., W.H.O., and

3
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U .N.E.S.C.O.- the lntern~_tional Monetary Fund, the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development and its agencies, the Organization for
Mrican Unity and -the Organization Commune Africaine et Malgache.
26.
This office is being called upon to reply to numerous and extensive
questionnaires from these organizations dealing with a wide range .of topics.
Data Processing
27.
The work load on the Punched Card Data Processing machines or' the
Central Statistical Office has increased ·so much that it has been necessary to
envisage the installation of a Computer.
28.
By t~e end of 1970, a small IC L computer of the 1900 family will be
installed to cater for the needs of all government services. The Central
Statistical Office will however lose in autonomy as it will have to share the
equipment with other departments.
Future Developments
Major plans for the immediate future
29.
In view of the growing importance of national accounts as· a basic
tool for economic planning and policy making, special attention will be given
to refining the methods employed and improving the coverage. A complete
_revision of national accounts and capital formation estimates is envisaged,
using the new S. N. A. if feasible. This will necessitate the. carrying out of
various enquiries and ad hoc sample surveys, inter alia, to determine
wholesale and retail trade margins, building costs, etc.

30.

A Census of Distribution is to be taken as soon as financial and
human resources are available.
31.
A Family Budget Enquiry is to be undertaken principally to obtain
data for revising the consumer price indices •

.

32. _
A Survey of Industrial Production covering establishments employing 10 or more employees will be carried out annually, and an exhaustive
su:rvey. of all establishments every 3 years.

33.

The scope and coverage in many fields will be improved, e.g.
Labour statistics

Employment and wages

Education

Study of costs per pupil in
secondary schools
Analysis of examination results in
primary schools
Study of 'drop outs' to determine
causes
Statistics of yield of various crops

Agriculture

4
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STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES SINCE THE

SIXTH CONFERENcE

Contents
Statistical Organisation
National Development Statistics
Central Register of Enterprises
Inter-Industry Studies
Electronic Data Processing
New Statutory Responsibilities of the
Government Statistician
Planning of 19?1 Census of Population
and Dwellings
External Trade Statistics
Summary of Other Selected Statistical Surveys
New Zealand Statistical Organisation

1.

In the latter half of 1969 New Zealand's statistical
needs were intensively investigated by a Technical Committee.
on Statistics reporting to the National Development Council
(N.D.C.). For much or 19?0 planning and negotiation has been
taking place to establish the necessary increase or resources .
and the nature or the statistical reorganisation required to ,
meet the recommendations or the Technical Committee as accepted
by the National Development Council and the Government.
·
2.
A programme or expansion or statistical services has been
agreed upon, as has a scheme for the reorganisation, enlar·gement, and upgrading or the Department or Statistics. Moreover a review or the division or statistical work between the
national statistical organ1sation (the Department of Statist1cs)
and other Government departments has been commenced. This wil~
result in the ass~ilation by the Department or Statistics or
.
such or the activities in question as are considered to be better
centrally administered. The State Services Commission with the
Government Statistician has now in hand measures for the appoint~ent and training or the additional starr.

3.

For the benefit or the conference it is felt that the continuing current activity or this reorganisation should be
emphasised in this paper.
1
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National Development Statistics and the Technical Committee
on Statistics
',

"'

4.
The 1969 National Development Conference concluded that
if indicative planning were to be done in a rational way, a
comprehensive framework of official economic statistics would
be required. The Targets Committee of the Conference had
stated "Only when the current and projected future performance
and structyre of the economy is quantified, can the formulation of growth targets and the setting of optimum policies to
achieve the targets be carried out effectively".

5.

In like vein, the Monetary and Economic Council had
earlier stated "Unless we have an accurate picture of the
structure and working of the economy we cannot know whicA
measures for the promotion of growth with stability are
really appropriate in the New Zealand setting, nor can we
critically· assess the effects of past measures as a basis
for subsequent policy decisions".
6.
Central statistical ~ffices in many countries have
increasingly been placed under heavy pressure to produce an
ever-widening range of material basic to development planning.

?.
The difficulties which faced the Targets Committee of
the National Development Conference were among the reasons
leading to the appointment of the Technical Committee on
Statistics, whi'ch set out in its report the statistical
requirements of the developing New Zealand economy.

a.

The main conclusions of the Com:ittee, as set out in
its report published on 5 november 1969, were:

9.

Major extensions to New Zealand's official statistical
services are necessary to meet national development planning
needs. These extensions are parts of an integral whole which
will fully repay the commitment of the substantial resources
required.
10.
A modernised arid extended system of national accounts
and inter-industry studies is the key to the-statistical
requirements of indicative planning.

1.1.

A quarterly summary of national accounts is necessary
as a tool for short-term economic management.

12.
Periodic surveys of household incomes, expenditures,
and savings will provide valuable information for national
accounting and social purposes.

13.

A variety of new or extended statistical services_

is recommended: a statistical information centre using
computer reso~ces; the development of liaison arrangements
between the Department of Statistics, National Development
Sector Councils; and users and providers of statistics;
and further development of statistical projections by the
.Department of Statistics.
2
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~here is a need for improved regional statistics.
The
coverage and usefulness of regional statistics will be increased by the introduction of the fine-mesh block system
·which is recommended.
· ·

14.

15.

The implementation of its recommendations is seen by
the Committee as taking place in two stages,the first before
and the second after the end of 1971.

16.
The State. Services Commission, the Government
Statistician and the other departments concerned should .~:
investigate the scope for the further centralisation, ,better
co-ordination, and more economical conduct of statistical·
work.
.,
-

.~

;

17.

.

t

..

I

,

...

Statistics presen~ly collecte~ s~ould, in colia~:ora~.
t1on w1th users and suppl1ers, be per1od1cally .reviewedcnd,
where indicated, discontinued or adapted.
· .:-'}.

18.
The Committee's recommendations made in October 1969
were promptly accepted in principle by the National Development Council and in turn by the Government. -Intensive consequential investigating and planning work has since been
proceeding at departmental·and Government levels.

In effect the report of the Committee is a compre~
hensive review of the whole field of New Zealand Official
Statistics. The keystone of the Technical Committee's work
was the proposal that a revised and more detailed system of
New Zealand national accounts be introduced in the near
future, based on the United Nations System.of National
Accounts 1968, to serve as a framework within·which, as
far as possible, all economic statistics would be integrated.
19.

20.
The Committee's report contained several other major
proposals. The Department of Statistics was recommended
to try to overcome the.problems in regional, social, and
economic studies resulting from a multitude of regional
definitions, by introducing a common location-referencing
system, and a standard classification of larger areas to
meet the needs of most users.
Household surveys of family expenditure and other ·
social, demographic, and economic data were another important
topic considered and in view of the value of the statistics
provided by such surveys for national accounting purposes
and other purposes, the Committee concluded that a household
budget survey should be undertaken by the Department of
Statistics with high priority.
21.

3
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22.
The Committee also recommended the establishment of a
computerised statistical information centre; development of
demographic and economic projections to serve indicative
planning needs, and supported the principal of a standard
statistical reference year but felt that more study was
needed of the administrative problems that would arise i f
such a standard was adopted.

23.

Besides these major propos~ls, the Technical Committee
gave.consideration to the detailed statistical needs of particular N.D.C. development councils and also the changes
·
in other-fields such as population and financial statistics.
Close attention.was paid to the need for better liaison
between statistical agencies and the users and producers of
statistics, and the need to reduce as far as possible the
burden on respondents.to statistical surveys.
New System of National Accounts

24.
The S.N.A. (System of National Accounts) 1968 has been
examined in detail with a view to its suitability for adoption
in New Zealand. It is a consistent system which provides
most of the s~atistics necessary for economic planning. The
·general framework of S.N.A. 1968 is adequate for New Zealand
. needs, but there are some parts of the system where it will
be necessary to make changes in concepts, definitions, and
classifications to suit particular New Zealand circumstances.
These include the classification of industries to meet N.D.C.
and general statis.tical requirements. The amount of change ·
necessary is small and it will not disturb the internal logic
. of the system.

25.

No.10.

The S.N.A. will be discussed more fully under Item

Central Register of Enterprises
26.
Completely new demands are currently being made for
. information covering a wide spectrum of economic data of
business firms, capable of aggregation and disaggregation.

27.

. Historically many statistical series have developed

independently due to their nature and the purposes for which
they were designed. In general, there is an absence of
unifying concepts as between various series. Therefore, in
too many cases these series cannot be satisfactori-ly aggregated to yield meaningful economic data.
28.
Today the intra and inter-firm relationships can be
most complex. Consequently, the availability of economic
data on a consistent basis differs greatly as between
4
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individual firms and groups of firms. ·until· now each survey
branch of the department has prepared its own index of
establishments to be surveyed and these do not precisely
.mesh with other indexes where firms have complex· organisations.
29.
All countries have essentially similar problems in
this regard and these are being overcome to a large extent by
a similar approach. This involves the construction of a
single index of enterprises which records the hierarchic
relationships between units at one level of organisation
and units at other levels. These statistical units can be
systematically defined and recorded so that they are treated
consistently in all economic censuses and surveys. Such
consistency of treatment will extend not only to the delineation or the jurisdictional limits of the units but also to
their various quite numerous characteristics.

30.

With such an index it is possible to carry out surveys
so that any firm engaging in a number of separate activities
will report on each individual activity in such a way that.
all its parts will sum up without omissions or duplications.
This will also enable firms to· check the figures against
their own records.
·

31.

The register, at present being.prepared, will contain,
when fully developed, an up-to-date list or all enterprises .
and their establishments, incorporated in a centralised address
system covering the whole of New Zealand and capable of providing the name, address, form of proprietorship, establishm.ents 1
and local units classified by industr.y and location. This
listing will become a single source of coverage replacing the ·
individual survey lists which are at present kept separately
and updated by various unco-ordinated means. Additionally
non-farming enterprises will be included with farming enterprises considered for inclusion at a later date.

32.
. The establishment of the register should also materially
assist sampling procedures by authoritatively providing survey
fields from which respondents may be selected.
·
·
Inter-Industry Studies

33.

There is a requirement by the new National Development
Council to produce aggregations of both 1959-60 and 1965-66
transactions at a level of 21 industry groups with. as far
as possible, the same specifications and.methodology
in each year. This will be done on the .basis of the methodology and definitions used for the 1959-60 workings. In
addition the full tables of 110-120 industries for 1965-66.
will be prepared with concepts and definitions aligned to those·
laid down in the U.N. System of National Accounts 1968. Some
improvements in methodology will also be incorporated as the
result of experience gained in the previous inter-industry study.

5
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34.
The choice of a year for the next study has not yet
been made but it is intended that it shall be the first of a
three yearly series in which the input-output tables are
reconciled with New Zealand's revised national accounts
following the principles and definitions set out in the United
Nations System of National, Accounts 1968. This series will
start when the staffing situation for this type of work allows.
A series with this order or frequency is a requirement for
·analyses and projections to be made as a part of the indicativ~
planning by New Zealand's National Development Council.
Electronic Data Processing

35.

Early in 1970 the Government decided to establish a
Government Computer Centre to ensure the best planned and
most economical extension of Government electronic data
processing servic·es. Already several Government departments,
. including the Department of Statistics, had been operating
their own computer installations for var.ying periods. ·some
wer.e pressing to expand their E.D.P. work and to obtain more
modern, more powerful, and more expensive equipment to enable
this. They were being joined by a number of other Government
departments seeking for the first time to embark upon more
or less considerable E.D.P. programmes.
.

;

-

36.

The decision to establish the Government Computer_
Centre - the d~-to-day administration of which is to become
a responsibility of a division of the Internal Affairs Department - is expected to ensure the orderly extension of the
Government's E.D.P. work and at the same time both the most
efficient use of scarce E.D.P. staff and the best and most
economical use of costly E.D.P. plant and equipment •

. 37.

A Computer Centre·Co-ordinating Committee has been
set up with the fUll powers to plan, regulate, and oversee
the work or the centre. This Committee, of which the Governmer.,_
Statistician is a member, has already taken a number of significant decisions affecting .the rate and pattern of expansion of
facilities, as well as the d~-to-day use of machine capacities.

38.

Computer methods of checking the accuracy of unaggreg.ated detail prior to processing statistics from surveys,
formerly all done clerically, are still being developed and
may eventually lead to the elimination of most routine clerical
checking at this stage of survey processing. The use of computer methods for handling the addressing of statistical
questionnaires, recording of survey response, the preparation
of copy for publication, and the centralized storage of
unaggregated and aggregated statistics in an organised form
to permit vastly easier location and accessing of statistics
for users, are among the extensions that have been proposed
and are in the process of implementation or development. This
trend towards aut.omation of the routine aspects of departmenta~
operations, besides giving rise to greater efficiency, also
assists in overcoming staffing shortages.
6
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39.
The additional statistics made possible by the development of new computer systems over the last four years include ·
the complex 110-sector input-output study of the New Zealand
economy undertaken by the department. Once the basic analysis
of the pattern of inter-related sector inputs and outputs had
been determined by economic investigating staff, computer
sections, using special methods developed for the purpose,
were able to carry out the equivalent of tens of man-years
of computational work within weeks needed to produce the
derived data which quantify the structural relationships
existing in our economy.
New Statutory Responsibilities of the Government Statistician
40.
During the past year three additional statutory responsibilities were entrusted to the Government Statistician. The
first of these was under the Superannuation Amendment Act 1969.
Under this Act the Government Statistician is required· to
certify increases in the level of prices, as measured ·by the
Consumers' Price Index. Superannuation payments from the ·
Government Superannuation Fund are altered in accordance·
with these certified changes.
41.
The second additional responsibility results from the
State Services Remuneration and Conditions of Employment_.
Act 1969. Here, the Government Statistician reports on movements in average ordinary time earnings in the private-sector,
as shown by the Department of Labour's half-yearly survey,
making adjustments for the effect of changing proportions
of part-time workers and females in the labour force. The
percentage movements shown are then applied to State Service
wages and salaries.
42.
Thirdly and also pursuant to the State Services
Remuneration and Conditions of Employment Act there is to be
established as a division of the Department of Statistics a
Pay Research Unit which_will have the responsibility for
developing comparisons of job contents and emoluments obtaining in industry and with the State Services. Planning work
on this initiative is already under way.
Planning of 1971 Census of Population and Dwellings
43.
Planning and development work for the 1971 census has
been intensive during the year. Planning work for this
already done includes:
(a)

Additional to the non-administrative-areas, statistical divisions are to be created from the 19?1
census; there are seven of these divisions, the
basic criterion being a population of at least
75,000 in a central nucleus and its environs.
7
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(b)

Developments of standard census location small-area
groups (about 900 area units are envisaged) for
which statistical data will become available progressively as 19?1 census processing takes place.
Re-design o.r the personal and dwelling schedules.
To facilitate reading and completion by respondents
the size of both schedules has been increased for
19?1 and the effects on printing, processing, etc.
have been studied. Following on a study of National
. Development Conference and other user requirements,
proposed new questions cover internal migration,
fertility of married females, place of employment,
mode of transport to work, and ownership of motor ·
cars and pleasure boats.

.
t

(d)

Revised st·andard New Zealand industry and occupation
codes shortly to be issued are being adapted for :
census use. .
i

(e)

A feasibility study and investigation into incorporating basic geographic reference location (census
district, sub-district, and mesh block) into basic
E.D.P. inp~t media.

(f)

An analysis of results from the pilot survey into

mark sensing processing methods, leading to a rejection of this method of processing for 19?1 census.

External· Trade Statistics
44..
Up to 30 June 1967 New Zealand operated, for import
statistics, .a combined Customs Tariff ·and Statistical Classification. At its inception (1/7/62) this document covered
4,160 items at seven digit level based on the Standard International Trade Classification (S.I.T.C.).
·
·
45.
As from 1 July 1967 the Customs Department brought in
a completely new Customs Tariff for purely customs purposes
based on the Brussels Tariff Nomen-clature (B.T.N.). 'When
launched this new classification covered 4,242 items at six
digit level. Thus all customs import entries were classified
in this six digit code ~nd it became necessary for this department to operate a dual-purpose system - basic documents in·
six digit B.T.N. language and a published output in seven digit
S.I.T.C. for economic purposes and to maintain comparability
both over time and internationally.

46.
With the 1962-67 combined tariff and statistical
document-becoming obsolete this department had to set up a
link between the new B.T.N. type tariff and future published
statistics in S.I.T.C. This was done by establishing a
8
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completely new Statistical Classification of Imports covering
initially 3,8?9 items in a seven digit S.I.T.C. listing. .
This involved quite an amount of intricate work linking both
classifications and maintaining a "one for one" relationship.
47.
There is a continuing necessity to keep abreast of
subsequent Customs Tariff changes to preserve this relationship and to see that amendments are able to be incorporated·
under the existing E.D.P. arrangements, by adequate maintenance of machine keys and other supporting documents, and
the statistics finally published by the Department of .
Statistics.
48.
Some idea of the effect and the volume of both clerical
and machine work involved in operating in two languages (B.T.N.
input/S.I.T.C. output) can be gained from the following E.D.P. ·
summary card outputs at Country Summary level:
1966-67 ("Old" Tariff last of S.I.T.C. solelyY333,679 summary cards.
1967-68 ("New" Tariff on B.T.N. basis plus conversion·
or B.T.N. to S.I.T.C.) - 534,634 summary cards.
(It should be noted that this increased card handling occUrred
at a time when total imports dropped sharply from $752m. in
1966-67 t_o $623m. in 1967-68).
.
Summary of Other Selected Statistical Surveys
Household Electricity Consumption
49.
The department is conducting a nation-wide survey of
patterns or household electricity consumption in collaboration
with the New Zealand Electricity Department and the Electrical
Supply Authorities Association.
·The survey will help authorities ·assess the pattern of
demand and what future investment needs will have to be met.
There is a lack of knowledge of the factors lying
behind trends in electricity consumption. Although information
is available on non-household consumers, little is available
on household consumption.
Projection of Housing Requirements
50o
A new set of housing projections has been completed
covering the period 1970-1980 (March years). As well as
projecting future housing requirements, losses through
9
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demolition, conversion, and fire are also projected, thus
leading to projections of new dwelling requirements. The
projections have been based primarily on demographic factors,
allowance being made for ·the differing housing requirements .
of the various age and marital status groups in the future
population. Alternative assumptions regarding housing standards have\qeen incorporated. The first assumption was that
housing standards will remain at the level obtained in 1968
while the alternative assumption was that housing standards
· (as measured by occupany rates) will continue to improve at
the rate experiencea over the period 1961-68. The data on
housing standards were obtained from the 1966 census of
·dwellings and adjusted to allow for experience up to 31 Decembei
1968.
.
Housirig projections provide an essential framework
for the planning of future building activity in the field
of private dwellings. The usefulness of the projections
for forecasting purposes depends on how closely the assumptions
used actually match future experience.
Private Superannuation Funds
51.'. ... "~ · -The first survey of these funds in New Zealand was

completed,for the year ended 31 March 1968, and the results
were published as a supplement to the August 1969 Monthly _
Abstract of Statistics. The results of the survey showed
that where·as·, in the past, only the very largest enterprises .
in the banking, insurance, and industrial fields had schemes
for their employees, a large number of smaller concerns
were operating schemes and practically all types of industries
in addition to trading and financial institutions were represented. It does appear that considerable development of
private superannuation schemes can be expected and it is the
intention of the department to institute a further and more
wide ·survey of these funds in the near future.
Non-.Bank Deposit Accenting Intermediaries

52.
The major statistical development over recent years in
the Reserve Bank has been the effort to.extend the range of
i~formation collected from financial institutions, in particular
the non-bank deposit accepting·intermediaries. The move was
stimulated some time ago by a recognition of the growing
absolute and relative importance of institutions outside the
normal banking sphere and the need for Government to be better
informed on the overall structure of the financial system.
Hence the Bank has added to its statistics on trading and
savings banks detailed collections from official money market
dealers, insurance companies and, more recently·, finance
companies, stock and station agents and building societies.

10
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Revised Nominal Weekly Wage Rates Index.(Adult Males)

53.
A new nominal weekly wage rates index for adult males
was introduced in 1968 with 31 December 1965 as base. Former
indexes were in the main measures or changes in minimum rates
for manual occupations but the new index covers wage and
salary rates for all adult male employees in the labour force
whose minimum or mandatory rates of pay are determined by some
statutory authority. Major sub-indexes are calculated for
(mainly) minimum ~ates fixed by or within the jurisdiction ·
of the Court of Arbitration and for (mainly) mandatory rates
determined by other statutory authorities. Further analyses
give indexes for both industry and occupation groups. ·
Previously some 220 odd individual rates were used
in the calculation or the index. Now some 600 individual
rates are covered. The selection or these is no longer made
by reference to a fixed list but must be determined by an
examination in detail of all Awards and Agreements.
·
Additional Data from 1966 Census

54.

The use or electronic data processing on the 1966
census data meant that not only were results available earlier
than at previous censuses, but that a great many additional
cross-classirications of the census data were possible. ~ew
tables were included in almost all the census volumes, and the
Households and Dwellings volume was published in two parts to
allow for the inclusion or a mass of data of considerable
sociological interest on the composition of New Zealand
households and families. This data was derived by programming
the computer to produce a household card by analysing the data
on each dwelling card and its associated personal cards. As
a result, statistics on types of householdsJ·ramily occupancy,
and characteristics or the head and spouse \.SUch as age, sex,
marital status, income, etc.) became available for the first
time. Information on institutions and group living quarters
such as hotels, motels,· hospitals, old people's homes, etc.
was similarly compiled.

55.

A question on education was included on the census
schedule in 1966 for the first time since 1921, and this
enabled statistics to be compiled on the level of schooling
and educational qualifications of the total population aged
15 years and above. Cross-classifications with industries,
occupations, incomes, ages, and so on were also processed.
Census of Distribution
56.
The five-yearly Census of Distribution was taken in
1968 and the full results published earlier this year. This
latest census was the fourth of its kind in New Zealand.
11
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Three main cat.egories of domestic trade were surveyed retail trade; wholesale trade; and services. The census
showed the level of purchases, stocks, and sales by broad·
categories; the geographical distribution or establishments,
and other information useful in evaluating developments in
domestic 'trade. Among its other uses,information from the
census provided a base for the regular quarterly surveys
of retail and wholesale trade. - .
Air Freight of Exports and Imports

57.

Special six-monthly tabulations or air exports and
imports are now being produced to measure the growth in
value of goods transported by air. Summarised statistics
showing groupings of commodities and countries of origin/
destination are published as a supplement to the Monthly
Abstract of Statistics.
Urban House Property Price Index

58.
As an indicator of changes over time in"the level
of prices paid for urban house properties, an index of
urban house property prices is published at six-monthly
· intervals. This index was developed during the last revision
of the Consumers' Price Index.
59.

The index is so designed that variations from period
to period in the characteristics of the house properties
transferred ~ age_, size, standard or construction, site, etc. have no influence on the index, that is, the index measures
solely the price element in the changing level of urban houseproperty values.
·
·
Quarterly Balance or Payments
·60.
Commencing with September quarter 1967, a summary of
the current account of the balance of payments has been
published on a three-monthly basis. The figures are provisional -and are subject to revision when the annual accounts
are prepared.
·

12

2- NIGERIA
Review Of Statistical Activities Since The Sixth Conference ,
· Introduction
Since the last conference of Commonwealth Statisticians in
September 1966, Nigeria has been in the grips of a crisis culminating in a
civil war, the details of which are already probably well known to participants at the present conference. But suffice it to say that its effects were
all-permeating and that the Federal Office of Statistics has had its adequate
share.
2.
These effects were two-fold. Firstly, owing to ·movem~ilt of.
persons from the rest of Nigeria to the former Eastern Region (now the
three Eastern States) Qf tlie Federal Office of Statistics lost several_ of its
staff particularly in the middle and lower cadres. Secondly, the "three
Eastern States" have been ·unavoidably excluded from all our major surveys
like the National Income Survey, the Rural Economic Survey, Urban
Consumer Survey and Industrial Survey and the Capital Formation Survey.
All our surveys therefore since 1967 have been "partial". This becomes
significant when one realises that the three Eastern States constitute 8% of
Nigeria's land area, 25% of its population and account for between 17% and
20% of its Gross Domestic Product. The war has now fortunately come to
an end. \Vith the return to normal prewar conditions coupled with the
problems of rehabilitation and reconstruction of the economy, greater
demands are being made on the Federal Office of Statistics for statistics
relating to various facets of the national economy.

3.
Our review over the past four years is in three parts. The first
part deals with the recent changes in the organisational structure of the
Federal Office of Statistics, the second gives an account of the further
progress ·made in our regular areas of statistical activity while the third
part describes new fields ofactivities contemplated/planned or currently
being undertaken.
·

I

Reorganisation of the office
.

-

.

.

4.
In order to be able to cope with its expanding activities, the Federal
Office of Statistics has further modified its structure. Basically the office
is now divided into three divisions viz
(a)

An Economic Statistics Division comprising National Accounts,
Capital Formation, Public and Business Financial Statistics,
Industrial Survey, External Trade and Balance of- Payments
and Research and Development.

(b)

Surveys and Demographic Division comprising Population,
Vital Statistics, Labour Statistics., Agricultural Surveys,
Urban ~nd Rural Consumption Surveys.

(c)

A common Services Division comprising Data Processing,
Publications, Staff Training, Field Surveys, Administration.

5.

Two branches are worthy of special mention. The Research and
Development exists to effect improvements in methodology and concepts with
particular reference to the Rural Economic Survey and the National Accounts.
Within two years of its establishment the Statistical Standards has done
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considerable work on the Rural Economic Survey where it has been looking
into ways of reducing sampling errors , and improving data. on acreage and
yields of principal farm crops. The office attaches great importance to
estimates of agriculture as this constitutes over t of the Gross Domestic
Product of Nigeria.

6.

The Field Survey Organisation Unit has grown out of the need to
separate the' l1eld survey staff in the field from the analysis staff. This will
considerably improve the quality of our surveys as the training of staff; the
design of survey forms and the actual conduct of the surveys both rural and
urban have now been centralised. This leaves the analysis staff free from
any administratiye schedules.

7.
Fallowing the division of the country ·into twelve states in March
1967, the office has further expanded. Consequently there are now twelve
state offices as against the fo:ur prior to 1967. :
·
·
The· Regular Surveys
National Income Survey: In 1968 the Federal Office of Statistics published
"The Gross Domestic Product of Nigeria· 1958/59 - 1966/67". The notes
accompanying the estimates describe the latest methods used for the various
items and sectors.
·
The Rural Economic Survey: The annual survey has continued as usual.
As mentioned earlier,. the survey over the past three years has excluded the
three Eastern Stes owing_ to the civil diS.turbanceS;. Th~ latest year for
which estimates are ava1.lable is 1967/68 but the results of the 1968/69
. survey will be ready shortly.
Household Surve~s: Cost of living 'indices for lower income groups (i.e.
incomes below £5 0) have been issued regularly for the large urban centres
like Lagos, Kaduna, Ibadan, and Benin. There is also a cost of living
index for the middle income group for Lagos •
·

8.

· Currently a rent enquiry is being undertaken in Lagos, Ibadan,
Port Harcourt and Calabar the result of which· will be used to revise the
accommodation component of the urban consumer price indices of the towns
concerned. The weights.used at present were obtained from enquiries
conducted over a decade ago. There is little doubt that conditions have
significantly changed since then.
·
Industrial Survey: The results of the yearly survey of the manufacturing
sector covering establishments employing 10 or more persons for 1967 are
available in draft. These will be published before the conference meets in
November.

9.

The response rate continues to be encouraging, although there was
a drop from 96% in 1966 to 93% in 1967.

Future Developments: Late last year the Federal Office of Statistics
prepared "A Programme of Censuses and Surveys 1970-75" which sets out
in great detail its future statistical activities over the next five years. The
document has been formally submitted to the government for approval.
10~
In this connection mention should be made of the National Advisory
Committee on Statistics set up early in 1970. It consists of personnel from
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the Federal Ministry of Economic Development, the Universities, Chamber
of Commerce, the Central Bank with the Federal Chief Statistician as its
chairman. It is to advise the Federal Office of Statistics on ways of
improving the Statistical System in the country. It has already held two
meetings the earlier one of which discussed the "programme" mentioned
above.
11.
are

The most important censuses and surveys included in. the_programme
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

The
The
The
The
The

Demarcation of Enumeration Areas 1970-71
Population Census 1973
Census of Agriculture 1974
Distribution Survey 1970 ·
Labour Force Survey 1974

The Demarcation of Enumeration Areas: This ·is an operation which· is a
necessary prelude to all other surveys and censuses. It is proposed to
·demarcate. the entl.re country into enumeration areas or blocks each
containing about 500 persons.
·
12.
The operation will consist of three stages - mapping, the listing of
localities and the actual demarcation. Preparatory work is already well in ·
hand and the demarcation is expected to be completed in early-1971.
Population Census 1973: ·A population Census is being planned for 1973.
The demarcation exercise already referred to will be useful for the various
demographic surveys connected with the census.
Census of Agriculture 1974: A census of agriculture is being plaimed for
1974 as part of the world programme.
The Distribution Survey: The survey on distrib:ution is to cover both
·
large scale and small establishments. The large scale establishments will
be covered by a census while the small will be covered by a sample. The
U.N. expert to organise the survey arrived in February and the survey
is· expected to commence in July.
The Labour Force Survey: Two types of surveys are proposed - a quarterly
survey and a more infrequent one every five years. It is to provide data
.
on composition of Labour Force, the volume of employment.and the _geqgrapliic,
industrial and occupational distribution of employment and unemployment.
The quarterly surVey is to be based on a sample and limited to the urban
sector where the problem of unemployment is really serious.
13.
It is expected that by the time the next conference meets most of
these surveys will have been completed.

3

2-TANZANIA
Review of Statistical Activities since the Sixth Conference,
including Population and Agriculture Census Plans
Mter the 6th Conference of Commonwealth Statisticians, Tanzania's
Bureau of Statistics has been divided into nine sections whose responsibilities are as follows:1.
Population Statistics Section: At the moment, this section-is
mainly engaged in the analysis of the 1967 Population Census. Already
three preliminary reports have been published, namely "Preliminary
Results of the 1967 Population Census" giving a sex distribution of the
population both at regional and district levels. "Population Changes:
1948-1969" giving a historical presentation of the population changes
during the last two decades, "Provisional Estimates of Fertility, Mortality
and Population Growth Rates" •. It is envisaged to produce five volumes
out of the census data, namely Volume I - "Population Distribution by
Enumeration Areas", Volume II - "Urban Statistics from the 1967
Population Census", Volume III - "Demographic Factors," Volume IV "Economic Factors" and Volume V - "The Methodology of the 1967 Population Census." Of these, Volume I is out, Volume V is being printed and
Volume II is ready for printing. Information for Volume III is now being
run through the computer.
2.
Household Budget Survey Section: A nationwide and yearlong
survey on incomes, expenditures and savings of households was launched in
December 1968 and the field work was closed around the end of the first
quarter this year. The purpose of the survey has been to provide data
for (a) measurement of levels and standards of living of people in Tanzania
Mainland (b) to enable a direct derivation of private consumption expenditure (which is up till now being obtained as a residual calculation) for
national accounts (c) to provide a basis for the construction of national
cost of living indices (d) to provide data for demand elasticity studies.
The tabulation plan for the survey has been completed and circulated to
interested users for comments. Coding work is in progress.

3.

Industrial Statistics Section: This is responsible for carrying
out annual surveys on industries and analysing monthly returns of
industrial production from a few selected major industries. The annual
surveys cover establishments employing at least 10 persons engaged in
manufacturing, mining, production and generation of electricity. It is
intended to expand the scope of these surveys to include the construction
sector as well within the Second Five Year Plan period (July, 1969-June,
1974). Also an index of industrial production and mining will be attempted.
An expert has already been recruited from India to undertake these
functions.
4.
Agricultural Statistics Section: With regard to current
agricultural statistics this section deals with the analysis of data on crop
husbandry including prices paid to growers, animal husbandry, forestry
and fisheries from the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Co-operatives.
It also deals with periodical sample surveys on crop yields and acreages
such as one conducted on the cotton growing regions round Lake Victoria
in 1966. However, the Bureau is now committed to conducting a national
agricultural census in the period: October, 1971-September, 1972. It is
hoped that the census will provide benchmark data essential for planning
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and following up the development of the agricultural sector. Preparatory
work has already started with the aid of an F AO Statistician and a pilot
survey is expected to be launched in some five regions shortly.
5.
National Accounts Section: This deals with compilation and
analysis of statistics on national income, trade and public finance. A
U.N. Expert in this field has already produced three reports, namely
"Revised National Accounts of Tanzania Mainland for the period 19661968", "Accounts of Central Government Authorities for the period:
1965/66 - 1967 /68" and "Accounts of Parastatals: 1966 - 1967" o Trade
statistics have also been analyzed by end-use up to 1968. Accounts of
Parastatals for 1968 have just been completed and a provisional national
income series for 1969 is also available. Work is now in progress to
analyse the accounts of Local Government Authorities and parastatals
for 1969.
6.
Labour and Price Statistics Section: As the title implies, this
section deals with annual surveys on employment and earnings and analysis
of price data for certain selected consumer goods. Three cost of living
indices are being compiled, namely "Dar es Salaam Wage Earners Price
Index" calculated bi-monthly, "Dar es Salaam Middle Grade Civil Servants
Cost of Living Index" calculated quarterly and "Dar es Salaam High Income
Cost of Living Index" calculated twice a year. In mid-1968 work on price
collection in respect of selected commodities in regional capitals was
initiated. It is hoped that, when the results of the Household Budget
Survey become available, this information will form a basis for the construction of a national consumer index.
7.
Migration and Tourism Statistics Section: This is dealing with
the analysis of migration data contained in migration cards from the
Immigration Department and reports on the statistics thereof quarterly.
Monthly analyses of visits to National Parks and hotels are undertaken
including compilation of data on aviation statistics collected from local
airports.
8.
Data Processing Section: This is responsible for punching,
coding and writing programmes for analysing data emanating from largescale statistical investigations. At the moment, it is occupied with
writing programmes for analysing the remaining material in respect of the
1967 Population Census. Work on programming for the Household Budget
Survey data will be undertaken shortly.
9.
Statistical Information and Documentation Section: This operates
as a data bank for the Bureau of Statistics. It is responsible for the
maintenance of library and distribution of available statistical reports.
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REVIEW OF STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES
.:--..

.
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Ro.P).!l:a~i.Q.!!..J3P-~_Y_!t~ §_18:tist_i_9_~
1.
The department publiShes a statistical report Which provides
detailed 3Ilal.yses under the four main headinP,s of (i) population, (ii) births,
(iii) deaths, (iv) marri~es and divorces.
The source of data for births are the confidential statistical returns sent in ,

by the District R-=!"'istrars to the c.s.o. each month. ThP. source of data for
deaths are the le~al certificates furniShed by medical officers; duplicate
copies of such certificates are sent to the c.s.o. FiPUres for marriages are
also obtained from the Registrar General while those for divorces are obtained
:trom the Registrar of the Supreme Courts of Port of Spain and San Fernando.

(a) Po~a;t_i_o.ll.l!~~ipates
Annual intercensal population estimates and projections by
age groups and region have been prepared and published •.
The sources of data are Vi tal Statistics based on returns
from the District Registrars, 1960 Census and estimates of
internal migration derived from the Continuous Sample
Survey of Population.

(b) ¥1?..~ent of Persons
Estimates of Internal Migration in the intercensal period
have been prepared from information collec~ed by means of
the Continuous Sample Survey of Population. Estimates for
the years 1966-1968 were published for restricted use~
(c) .~tern~tional Mi~ation~d PassenBerMovements
Monthly Travel Reports are published each month P-ivi~
simple cross classifications of categor,y of passengers by
Sex, Countr,y of. Nonnal Residence, Countr,y of !mbarkation
and Countr,y of Dia-Zmbarka.tion. The sources of data are
E/D cards obtained from the Immigration Depa.rtment.

Annual Travel Statistics are published each year and Rive
much more detailed analyses than those appearing in the
mon~v reports. These Travel Statistics provide useful
information on Tourism and are used in the compilation of
&lance of Payments estimates.

(d) Mappo~...!:
The Continuous Sample Survey of Population supplies information every six months on the ~bour Force by age, educational attainment, occupation, industry etc. ThroUPil the
survey, the Central Statistical Office was able to publish
a special Manpower Study of the fifteen plus population on
"Hipbest Level of Skill Attained and Special Training".
·Crude Projections of Manpower requirements for the pe~od
1969-1973 was prepared by the department in collaboration
with the Ministry of Pl.anni.ng using data collected from
the survey.

1

The Central Statistical Office is actively collaborating
with the staff of the recently formed Manpower Un1t at the
Ministry .of Planning in both the collection and preparation
of data for a national manpower plan.
_Agric,ul tural -~'t!aii.s_t_i..Q§
2.
, ,After the first results of the 196'3 Agricultural Census were prepared a new pro~amme of intercensal agricul.tural statistics was ·planned.

3.
A com}:)rehensive reView of the necessary statistics was prepared
under the guidance of a Canadian Technical Adviser, Mr. H.R. Manery (Department of AgricUlture, Ottawa). The main features of his report were I·
(a) To establiSh all the needs for agricultural statistics
according to economic pl~ proposals.
(b) To propose a pro~amme of surveys to be built up over
·about five years.
(c) To begin the programme with the most ur~.;ent and practical
aspect i.e. commodity surveys espec1a11y in the field of
Livestock.
··
·
4.
In practice the shortage of suitably traine'd professional staff and
Qf funds generally has meant that the proRraxnce has only been partially
implemented.·

5.
The structure of Farming in Trinidad and Tob3P:o is such that general
surveys are necessarily costly and complex. The ra.np:e of the size of holdinRs
is vast and virtually every "Fann11 'has several enterprises or crops, plus the
. problems that the ~ority
farmers do not keep sufficient records to supply
data. With a few of the newer commodities, however, the establiShments are
more-specialised and the size distribution enables effective economies to be
made by sampling- once the frame is established. Thus we have been able to·
start a series of monthly commodity surveys to estimate the production and
sales of broilers, _eggs and milk.

of

6.
Another significant development in· the field is that, not onl.v has
the 1970 Population Census made provision for recording a frame of all "Famers'
.but that the development of the . Central MarketinP; Agency under the Mini&tr.v of ·
Agriculture has started a complete registration of Farmers. These two sources
will permit more efficient sampling for a whole range of surveys of agricultural production and other features of agriculture.

7.
Basic series on production and exports of major crops and products
are collected reP;:Ul.arly and published in our Quarterly Economic Report and
Annual Digest of Statistics. Appropriate series on forestry and fiShing are
published, using data collected by the Ministry of Agricul. ture.

a..

Preliminary work has ·been done to assist the a,gricul.tural. department
to obtain costa and farm Inal'laRement type data, which is also ·required for ·our
national accounts work. That department also provides some price data to supplement the retail price series colle~ted by the Central. Statistical Office.
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9.
Tne department maintains a quarterly series of domestic production of
a ntU:lber of major commodities such as Petroleum (Mined and Refined), Fertilizers,
SW!':ar, Citrus, Cement, Ci~;arettes, Alcoholic &verages, Matches, and Edible
OUs and Fats. A pilot survey is currently in the field with the intention
of extend~ the coverage of domestic production to includ.e a rmmber of the
newer commodities now being produced locally suCh as footwear, assembled
household appliances, radios, T. Vs, motor-cars etc.
10.
In addition to the auarterly series of domestic production, the
department has published a number of bulletins and a graphical supplement
containitlR the results of the 1966 Continuous Sample Survey of Establishments
(c.s.s.E.). The bulletins provided detailed information on cost structures,
capital formation, average earnings, and hours of work for· the .following
sectors of' Manufacturing - Petroleum, Food, Drink and Tobacco, Wearing
Apparel and Textiles, and Other Maxmfacturil:lg. Simiiar data for 1967 and
·
1968 are also available but not yet formally published.
Constructicm.....BAC!~~]!;;l

11.
The Quarterly Economic Report provides data on lhilding plans
.
approved and electric energy production. Cost structures of the Construction
industry is published in the c.s.s.E. lW.l.etin.
Trgnspolj; -~<l~c_a.i:tQ.~
12.
Cost structures of local industries are available from the Contir.Juous Semple Survey of Establishments. Information on Passenger movements,
Registrations and Licensing of Mltor Vehicles, Telephone installations, Toll
calls, Cargo handled, etc. are published quarterly. A Monthly and .Armual
Travel Report supply detailed analyses on all passenger movements by Air and
Sea. The latter two reports have been very useful for data on Tourism and
Balance of Payments estimates.
Int~~

Trade

13.
The major data available have been obtained from the Contimtous
Sample Survey of EstabliShments. This survey provides basic information on
cost structures and receipts from sales.
·
14.
A Retail Salef! Index_has been prepared from 1968. This index is
beine released for restricted circulation in View of the interim nature of
the series.
~xternal

Trade
15.
Trinidad and Tobago continues to use the basic s.r.T.C. classification as adapted locally in a Combined Trade Classification for Customs and
Statistical purposes. It has been possible to prepare the monthly as well as
the Annual. reports in greater detail with the use of a computer so that
detailed and timely reports are available.
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15.
Since external
trade foms a substantial part of our cotmtr:r' s
econoQic activi~! the trade statistics are of ~~e greatest importance in anv
economic analysis. It is noticeable that nanv private busir..ess orr:anizations
also depend on this data for at least a first appraisal of mar~-rets, especially
vmere other data are less readily avail~hle.

11.
Consideration is bein7 ~iven to chan~in~ t.r.e classification system
at least to the U.N. s.I.T.c. Revised - vmich would then allow for convertibility to the alternative world systen of the B.T.!T. Discussions are proceediw with p:overnment statisticians in our ree:ion (the Conmorn·1eal th Caribbean) so as to provide for greater comparability of data in the areao This
is a part of the efforts towards economic intearation for the countries in
the Conn:lonweal th Caribbean.
w~~es
and Prices-___
._., ..... --·-------·-.
18.
An index of' Mi.~ !~e_s ( 1956 base) for :canual workers on

11 ti.r:le

rates" is prepared twice yearly, May and 1;ovember of each year. A Pilot
Survey has been completed with a view to reconstructing this index.

19.
There is elso an ]_n.d_~~ of Retail. Rz:~c-~1!-1t9_~Q_-~a.§.~) publis.~ed on a
monthly basis. It is intended to reconstruct this index after the establishment of a proposed Continuous Budgetary Survey.
lrati_C?.~_+nc.o_n~e•.@C!_fu;l.!l}lc_e_

ot:, .P~~_I!t.~

20.
Provisional data on National Income for the years 1963-1968 have
been made. A comprehensive presentation of the Accounts and Supporting
Tables are still to be completed. ·Balance of Pa,nnents Statistics for the
years 1956-1965, and preliminary data up to 1967 have been published. In
collaboration with the Ministry of Planning, pro~ ections of the Hatio~
Income to 1973 were made.
21.
The entire system of national Income and fulance of Pqyrnents ~.re
currently beinp revised 1n the light of t.~e u.n. Revised S.N.A. and with a
view of making the system of economic statistics internally consistent and
relevant to the peculiarities of the economy.
Fi~cial_~tati:_~ti.£~

The first Financial Statistics report ( 1966) \"laS published in April
1967. This report was followed by the second in !Tovenber 1969. T'ne next issue
in the series is due to be publial-led in Aupust 1970. 'rhe report is desir'ned to
proVide information concerninp the financial operations of the Central Gov~rn
ment and other public organizations, as well as cor:::1ercial banks and other
private and public financial institutions and intermediaries. 7he coverare and
scope of the series is at present under review wi t..'1 a vie1r to providir; a :core
complete picture of the operations of the fin~ncial s~rstc.1 to inter.Tatin~
Financial Statistics in the systen of' l'Tational Accormts with spscis.l refere;;.ce
to the Capital Finance Accounts.
22.

4
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Soc~¥ Sta~i_s_~i;c_~

23.
Statistics on Justice and Crime, and Health have been maintained
and published in the Anrn1al Statistical Digest.
F.ousinP:
- - - - - - - :;...J

24.
The department published a report of' twelve tables on· the Condition
of Housint~ in 1966. This report was used by the . department to proVide crude·
estimates of HousinP needs and projections.
Statistics
-Education
- ·------·--

25 •
Modest developtlents have taken place in the rallRe of' Education
Statistics publiShed to provide additional infoT.mation on teChnical and
higher Education as well as more detailed anal:vses of pupils b:v fom and
subjects and teachers by rruali~ication.
?Jel:_rt St!.~..ul

Coll!ll!l.$1s Sele Survez of PoJ2Ula'tl.C?.!!
26.
The Continuous Sample Survey of Popul.ation has been pro~ssiru:
satirtractorily and is the major source of information. with respect to intercensal information on Manpower supply, HousinR, Interno..1 J.ligration and Income.
Co_l!~in!.qu_~_.§.et!l.P.le ~.Y ~=L"E~~bliShments

27.
One of the major achievements since the last c·o~erence in 1966 was
the launchinE' of the Continuous Sample Survey of fusiness Establishments in
1967. ~e economic data collected in the 1967 survey were L~ respect of 1966.
The survey mich was in the first instance devoted to firms e!lployiti"! ten and
over employees is now expected to embrace the "under ten". The sampli.llp
scheme at the "over ten" level is.divided into-two staPes- a cen-~s o~ firns.
responsible for 70% of total employment in a given economic sector 3Ild a
sa:nple of the remaini!l!" ~. The survey is now in its fourth :'-rear and to
date response has been very encouraP.ina-.
28.
The Continuous Sample Survey of Blsiness Establishments replaced
the fomer syste:n of "ad hoc" fusiness Surveys to collect data for purposes of
Uational. Income and &.lance of Payments estimates. Over the last few years~ a
pennanent unit in the Central Statistical Office has been set up under the
supervision of a statistician to process and evaluate data collected by this
survey. Enriched by experiences gained from the last three surveys, the
orP:anization of the survey is being reviewed so as to extend and improve the
r~e of economic statistics now beinR collected takinR into account the needs
of the economy and the Revised U.N. S.N.A. To--illustrate, it is hoped that
data fro:c the survey could be used to proVide· data for Input/Output l.!atrices
and an extensive raru;e of Financial Statis+.ics. The rea-ister of firms in the
survey has recently been updated usine the listine records of the CeS.S.P.
( Continaous Sample Survey of Population) and other available records. The
listing records of the 1970 Census will furt.~er be used to proVide a complete
sanpl~ frame.

5
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29.

~he

1970 Population Cer...sus of ·Trinidad and TobSLo~o Ylas te..."'=en in
April 1970, as part of the Caribbean Cor:nnorr.7ealth Census Prograr::ne in v1hich
the following countries participated I J a.'"Jaica, Ca,vrr..an Islands, Barbados,
Guyana, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Grenada, Doninica, J.Tontserrat, British Honduras, St. Ki tte-nevis, Turks and Cacos, Eri tish Virgin Islands. ~is regional approach to the 1970 Census in the CorJOormeal th Caribbean neant t..'-lat
t.'-le ma:1 or concepts and definitions for the Census were the sa:1e throUsnhoat
the area and the method of approach to census ta.king was the san~, in that
the direct interview method was employed as compared with the nail approach
in the more developed countries. The unifonni ty in approach Tia3 E:~cured
throUf',h the establishment of a Census Co-ordinatino; Ccr:=rl. ttee CC=;lrisinG the
Census Officers of the participatin?. countries nith the Profeezor in D~~
graphy of the U. \1. I. in Jamaica as Chairman. (Each me::Jber-ccuntry contributes to the expenses involved in the operation of t.'-lis Conni ttae.)

30.

The Committee was responsible for finalis~ a unifo~ census quentionnaire and an en~erator 1 s training manual in concepts and methods ~~d
enumeration procedures for use in all member-countries. Census day throuf'"hout
the area was 7th April 1970; and all the countries (except J a..~ica) started
preliminary enumeration approximately 3 weeks before, with a final coUk~t on
Census da.v. Jamaica, carried out its detailed e:nuJ:leration after its Cenzus
day count of 7th April.

31.

The country is divided for ordinary a~nistrative purpos~s into
12 major administrative areas. Of·thess twelve areas, 3 are municipalities,
includin~ the capital city of Port of Spain.
These t~elve na~or divisions
are further sub-divided into \7ards (or Parishes) al.so for acbinistrative p~.lr
poses; the nwnber of such sub-divisions is 36. For Census purposes each of
these sub-divisions and major areas (which r1ere not previousl~r sub-divided)
were further sub-divided into Enumeration Districts of a size conver~ent for
an enumerator to ern.unerate within the time al.loted. ·:::'nere "riere npproxin3.tely
1,500 such E.D's in the 1960 Census. These v1ere maintained for t.~e 1970 Cenzus
but with sub-divisions where necessary to represent a re8S0!13.ble nor~o2d for
an e:J.umerator. In addition, ne1N districts v1ere esT-ablished in new develop:.J.ent
areas. The number of sub-divisions and ne\'1 districts could represent &"1
increase in the total number of Districts of approxi..":lE.ltel;v 300 over the 19,~0
fiRUres nakinp: a totcl of about 1,000 E.D' s for the 1970 Cens_;_s.
Enumeration
- ··-- -- ........ ·-·-Procedure
....... ___ ,.._--32.
In Trinidad and Tobago, nearl,Y 2,000 enu:::erators "'ere e=.plo::ed to ~o
from house to house and intervie~ ti1e head of houzc~old ~d obtain data for P~l
me."TT.bers of the household. These e:rl1..'Clerators "nere supervised by a te,r;;:J of
approximately 300 Supervisors; on the avern.o-e 2. supP.rvisor '.':as in charp-e of
approxin?tely 6 en~~erators.
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33.
An enumerator was responsible for an enumeration district of
approxina.tel:v 100 to 150 households in a rural area and about 150 to 2)0
households in an urban area. As indicated earlier the enumerator visited
every household in his area durinP,' the 3-4 weeks prior ~o Census Dav and
made a final visit on Census Dav to check whether there was a:ny chan~e in
the composition of the household. The boundaries of the enumeration districts (E.D 1 s) of the previous Census ( 1960) were maintained but in areas
where the population had grovm to the extent that the workload of an emmerator was increased considerably, the area was sub-divided to· provide
workloads for more than one enumerator. In addition, new E.D 1 s
established in areas which were previously uninhabited at the time- of the 1960
Census. The boundaries of E.D 1 s ~f the 1960 Census were maintained particularly to ensure eagy compara.bUity with the 1970 Census results.

were.

L~~

34.
The maps used for the enumeration were sketch maps o~ the E.D.
preViously drarm by permanent field staff of the c.s.o. and~ up to
date for the 1970 Census. A map for an E.D. would indicate the boundaries
of the E.D. and indications of the roads, streets, traces etc. and buUdi.nr:s
in the E.D., as well as the start and stop point of ~e enumerator's assign- •
ment and the route he should follow.
,.. dm:i._~s.t.z:atiQE

35.

The expansion in needs of users of statistics bas not been
adequetely met mainly as a result of deficiencies in staff at the professional
and sub-professional level. The statistics in the table below indi~ate that
the staff position remained Virtually unchanged between 1966 and 1970. There
was some improvement bee;inning in 1968 with an increase in the rmmber of
statisticians by two, followed by"the creation of three additional posts in
1970. Supplementary posts at the sub-professional. level have not been
increased.
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1

1
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1

1
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1

2

1
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36.
Training Courses for Statistical Officers r.ere or~ani=~d in 1967 and
1968 respectively. The courses were attended by Statistical Officers ~ron other
countries in the re!7,ion as part of Trinidad and Tobaeo 1 s contribution to interre~ional co-operation. Cuch training courses have been &~ ~~ual featUre since
1963, but no cours3 was held in 1969. A cours~ is beinry plann~d for the
S'tlrnler Uonths of 1970, with assistance from the O.A.S.
37.
As a considerable amount of the r.ork of the c.s.o. cUlr~nates in the
Reports publiShed, Appendix I provides a list of the current reports indicatine the date of the latest report iszued.
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Appendix 1
CENTRAL STATISTICAL OF1ICE

PUBLICATIONS
MONTHLY PUBLICATIONS
Uonthly

Overse~~..!!:~E!

Sets out provisional data on monthly overseas trade. PubliShed since
1951. From 1965 onwards the report gives a comprehensive analysis, item by
1 tem, of an expanded list based on the United Nations Standard International
Trade Classification. Also provides a ~ary of items by DiVisionS and Sections and contains a direction of trade table classified according to the ma.j or
Economic Tradinf; groups. Only principal sources of :imports and destination of
exports for each item are, however, provided.
·
*March (February data) 1970 •.
Month£! _!;:avel
Provides preliminary monthly data on passenger novement by cate~ory of
passenooer and country of embarkation or disembarkation and country of normal.
residence. Current series published since April 1965. Old series published
since October 1955 and tenninated with the J anua.ry 1963 issue.
*February 1970.
QUARTERLY l'UBLIC.ATIOtrS
~B:I:te.z:lY.. Ac..Q!!Q..Il!i.C

Report
Contains up-to-date information on Overseas Trade, Prices, Agriculture
and Fi~, Industrial Production, Employment, Transport and Communication,
Finance Bna :Panking, Population a.nd Vi tal Statistics, Tobago Trade. First
issued 2nd Quarter 1950.
*October-J)ecember 1969.
ANNUAL PUBLICATIONS
A~~-Over~s T~~~

Gives a detailed analysis of imports and exports by item a."ld country.
First issued 1951. From 1963 this report came in two parts. Part B combines a
review with SUt"'llllaXY tables. Part A gives a detailed analysis of the year's
trade by country of ori~destination.

*Part A- 1968, Part B- 1967.

*Latest Issue.
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A~..~t_q!_istical:, J!i.ee.~t

A comprehensive anrmal desif:!1ed to include the most important tables
and Summaries from all. other specialised reports and al.so to contain several
tables not appearing in the other reports of' this Office. Contains dR.ta on
Labour and &plOYJ!lent, Justice and Crime, Social. Conditions, Transport and
Conmnmication, Industrial Production, Ar.riculture, ~Uning and Rdining,
National Income and Expenditure, Overseas Trade, Prices and Bankin;;. ·
First issued in 1952 showing data from 1935 to 1951.
*1968.
~g~~tio~_aJld Vit~..§_t..!!ttm£~-

.
Presents the population and vital statistics of the country- births,
deaths, marria.P-:es. Provides; in aadition, a historical appendix of vital
statistics from the year 1882. First issued 1953.
*1967 •
. · ~.Z!.~~rna tio~-~-ra'!_e):_Ae..P..~rt ·

Contains ·detailed data on international travel, tourist expenditure,
transportation, shippi.IlP, movements and cargo. First published 1955.
*1966/67.
~qu.c._a.t_;_oA ·_D_i_g_es.t

Contains data on Primary, Intermediate and Secondary Schools; main
hi{")llights area schools conducted by denominational boards; geor:raphical
distribution of' schools; enrolment by sex, ar:e and class and teacher qualifications. First published 1958 showing figures for 1950-1956.
*1967/68.
National Income 'of TriJ;i.dad eJld

Tob~.

The report contains the National Accounts. . The tables cover such
subjects as the Domestic Product Account, National Income, Capital Account,
Government Account and External Transactions. First published 1954 show:i.nP.
figures for 1951-1954.
.
*1952-1962.
Bal,ance of Payments
A systematic ·record of all e6onomic transactions between residents of
Trinidad and Tobago and the rest of the world. First published 1959 with data
for 1951-1959.
*1967P.

_

Financial
Statistics
----....--...,_...
... --·
Report designed to provide a summary of the financial operations of
Central. and other Goven:mtent organisations, as well as commercial banks and
other private and public institutions. · First publiShed 1966.
*1967/68 • .
*Latest Issue.
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PERIODICAL SERIES

Report__OB_the

_9oz;_tjrn!_O_l.t_~...§.~le ~ey

of' Po:eulation

These reports #live a description of' the labour force in Trinidad P.nd
Tobar:o since 1963. It is published in the Series of' Labour Force - Size and
Structure; and Income.
·

J:3_Qour For,ce
Two series - L.F 1-1 tables showi~ employed and unemployed
classified by Age, Industry, Occupation and Type of Worker,
and L.F 2-1 which includes similar tables by Ad:nini strative
Area, Educational Attainment etc.

(a)

~.F 1-7 No.14 (June 1 68 data)

L.F 2-3 No.13 (June !68 data)

(b)

Incone
.......
.
~ables

ahowiw. paid employees by· Sex, Type of Er:tployer and
Income Group etc.
!fousin,e
Preli.r.linary report of' a Housin~ Census taken. in 1957, showi!lh the condition of housinR, overcrowdine; in houses etc.
In._g_e_x__o_f_ .~a£.~ fute.~--- (Statistical Studies and Papers No. 4).
Report shows the Index of \Va,.t;;e Rates, also the movement of the Index
for "All Industries" and for indiVidual industcy groups. Issued ~ay 1957.

In_d._e:_x of ~y_eyaz~~arriint!S ~

(Statistical Studies and Papers Uo. 6).

Report discusses the methods used in computing the Index of Average
Earnings. Issued June 1959.
Index of Retail Prices- (Statistical. Studies and Papers No. 7).
1960.

The report introduces the New Index o'f Retail Prices. Published in
The first report mich was published in 1952 is now out of' print.

Land Utilization_......_.
- A~icul~1----------Production
-Analysis of the results of two agricultural enquiries conducted by the
Central Statistical Office. Published in 1956 and 1957 •
Out of Print.
§.t_:r:u£."t!!.~_§pd

Outpyt of' l}l~~tz:y
Results of a Survey of Industrial. Establishments carried out in 1953 of
establishi:lents en~BAed in ojning, ~in.g, manui'acturin~, buil.din(P etc.
Out of Print.
*Latest Issue.
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Indu~t.rz 19~7

Results· of a Survey of Industrial Establishments carried out 1n 1957.
This rep_ort is a follow-up ·of the above report. It is published in two parts
·-Vol. I and Vol. ii.
·
·
\

'

.

Vol• I - Tables. .
Vol.II. - AllB.l.ytical Report.

Out of Print.

Distributive Trades and Other Services - Survey of Distribution
Transport B:lld Other Services
.

.

.

· Report of a SUrvey of Establishments ·engaged in distributive trades
and other services in 1957. Published in two volumes.
Vol. I - Tables.
.
Vol.n - Analytical Report.·
Stirvey of

· Out of Print.

New EuUdines ;_.(Statistical. Studies and .Papers No.

3)

.

· · Report of a
1948-1952.

Survei of the Rice

Surve~

of New lW.ldillgs in Tri:n:f.dad and Tobago for
Out of Print.

Industq ..;. (Statistical Studies and Papers No. 2)

Results from Survey· carried out in 1951 into the Rice Industry of
the .count17 • ·
Out of Print.
!!_oneer M§AUfS;c~rs -·(Statistical Studies and Papers No. 8)
Report of survey to find out the amount end source of capital invested in marnlfacturillg establishments set up 'ir1th assistaDCe granted under
the Aid to· Pioneer Industey. Report covers the period 1958-1959.
· ·
Out of Print.

.

.

· The Size and Structure of ·the Labour Force
· Report incorporates a full discussion of the countr,y 1 s labour force
and .Provides a number of statistical tables for further study. Published in
1955 and. 1956.
·
Out of Print.
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Centz:a;L_S_t_~tif!tic~ .Q!:t:l:~e_]les~~- P~r..~

Series o:f articles of qua1ified public servants and special advisers
+.o Govel"l"Cent in relation to the country 1 s economic and social proble:ns.
Nmnber 1 contains two papers prepared by nembers of the Central.
Statistical Office, one on employment, and the other on the economic structure of the country.
eut of Print.
NUI:lber 2 contains three papers, one on the labour force 1946-196.4;
the other two were written by non-civil servants - a method of deriVin~ postcensP~ estil:lates of West Indian popul.ations ~d a note on intel\-~dust~
rel~tions in the econa:rr of' T:rin:idad and Toba.~ 1962.
lTUMher 3 contains three p~pers, one on estim'ites of internal· m:i.eration and of current population distribution in Trinidad and Tobaeo. The
seco~d is on the state of cr:tme in Trinidad and Tobago. The l'lst papt:'"" is
on variances and correlations of three characteris-tics observed in rcJlmds
2 and 3 of tJ1e Continuous Sample Survey of Population by H. Fairfield Smitn.
Number 4 consists, for the most part of a collection of a_~icles on
the popul!ition of Trinidad and Tobaaoo, which .have been preViousl.v pub1ished .
in various journals. It included as well, two ~rticles, also preViously ·
puhlished, d~B.lin~ more ,o-enerally wi. th the world population situation, and
one article not formerly publiShed, which describes the population situation
in Trinidad and Tobaro on the basis of the most recent ~vailable data.
l~u.ilber

5 contains four papers one on exports, enplo:vment and wao-es;
problei:ls of measur~ balance of pa_yments transactions in the area; and the
prospects of constructin~ useful capital and financial acc.ounts in the area.
Life tables for ~rinidad and Toba~ 1900-1903 and 1945-1947.
Number 6 contains six papers, emplOYI:lent in the .Eritish Virtdn Islands;
current labour force statistics, labour force for the society in transition
tradition versus 1'\mction in labour force statistics; a note on educational
development; and 1965-80 student, labour force and old ar.e pensioner estimates.

Survey of EstabliShments, Bulletin No. 1

-

Survey of Establishments, Blll.etin l'To. 2

-

-

5

Construction, Transport
Services establishments 1966
Petroleum and Asphalt,
Wholesale & Retail establiShments 1966

Survey of EstabliShments, Bulletin No. 3

Survey of EstabliShments

lt!amtfacturinP. industries 1966
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.
1960 .POPOL.ATIOU CENSUS OF TRmiDAD AND TOBAGO

!J?.luine_I_Y-art ~

·

.

Gives a description of the entire census, of the approaches and con'
.
cepts adopted and of the methods used 'in tabulating the data.
Vo!,~~ -~--~'!lpplem~q~

_Report _shows the lbundaries of Enumeration Districts.
Volume I - Maps
Sh~s

the maps of each Enumeration District in !rrinidad and Tob~o.

________
____Part
._...__
Volume.,._,II
A
· Detailed tables on household and family, age and race, religion,
migration, · education,
marital status, fert111 ty and union status.
.
.
Volume II Part

:a

. Detailed tables on the Labour Force.
Volume III Part

~

·

Gives a detailed cross-classification of population by type of household, type of. institution, internal migration, and foreien born population by
place of birth, period of movement, educational attainment, ethnic origin.
Volume In Part B
·Gives a detailed cross-classification of marital status by age, educational attainment;. union status of women by age, educational attai.Dment, .
main activity, marital status.
Volume III

~t -~ ·

·

. ~etailed cross-classification of popUlation by age group, ethnic
C?rigin, educational attaimnent, union status, marital status.
Wume III Part E
Detailed cross-classification of household and fam1l.y by' age and head
of household, education of head, marital status of head, occupation of head,
household composition, fBmily composition.
· Volume rn Part G
Detailed cros&-elassification of labour force and working population
by induStry, occupation, type of worker, educational attainment, place of
birth.
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AGRICULTURAL CENSUS 1963
!o~~~-~-I Part .A

Report of the Census of Agriculture tak-en in 1963. This report consists of the basic tables on the Holder and· his Holdinp:, ~owing the number
and acreap,e of holdings according to various characteristics. Explanator,y
notes on the Census DesiP.n and concepts and notes to the tables are contained
in this vol1..1Meo
Vol~

I I P~t B

This report contains tables on land utilization by county, holding ·
size, tenure, status, agricultural size and management.
Yolume I.! Part__Q
Production and sales of crops 10 acres and over by county,.
production size and tenure.

hold~

A Rraphic presentation of the social and economic problems·and
opportunities facing Trinidad and Tobago today.

size,
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,9PJNTRAJ!~S.;;;.;TA~T;;.;:IS;.;;..T;;.;ICAL

OFFICE

~~~- _}l_epo.r_ts

{!v.~j.._l.aQ~~ .Q.!! _llegue.s__t_.l
1. In~e;:tlal Jttiktation 1963-61
A study of interna1 migration in Trinidad and Tobago from the
Continuous Sample Survey of Population data.
·
March 1969.
Con4.!._tio.!LQ{.,!!.~-q,sJ~

2.

by

_j._!1Jri¢dad

~ To~?gQ_

_19._66 and

_!o 1900

An analysis of the 1966 Housillg Survey (c.s.s.P. H0.1) conducted·
showing condition of housing and estimated housing needs with

c•.s.o.,

projections to 1980.~bo~9-~~~

3.

.~jecti~~

May _,1969.

Oc~u..B_ation by Iq~r.y

1,960

C~t_~

A 9Pecial study providing a cross-classification of Occupation
and Industry of the Labour Force as collected in the 1960 Census.

August 1969.

4.

Agricul.~al...9.!~f!

1963,, No.6

Stnmnary of· Resul.ts, prel:2m1nar.v results for Holdings 1 acre and
QVer eXcluding Government; provides estimates of crop acreages, livestock, production and cultivation practices, not yet available in final
form.
September 1969.

5. Manpower Report on

Speq_:;,a.l.~raining

and Skills Attained

A special analysis of data. from the Continuous Sample Survey of
Population (Labour Force) as at March 1967 s..l}owing the level of skills

.

and tra~ of the Labour Force against their occupation, work status
·and experience. ·
·
Aur;ust 1959.

6. "~aJ:.n DIJ3.in" ·199.~-::1_9.~~
~
A special study of emigration of trained professional and skilled
workers, sponsored ny the United Nations Institute of TraintnP, and
Research in 1969.
·
January 1970.
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Item 2- United Kingdom
REVIEW OF STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES STNCE THE SIXTH CONFERENCE
INCLUDING POPULATION AND AGRICULTURE CENSUS PLANS
· ,.

.·

INTRODUCTION
1.
· In the United Kingdom (UK) there is a decentralised system of
statistical activities and the most far-reaching changes which have taken·
place since the Sixth Conference of Commonwealth Statisticians have been
in the re-organisat;_on of this system to achieve a greater degree of
co-ordination and central management. The Estimates Committee*, which
reviewed the Government Statistical Service in 1966, argued for a greater
degree of centralisation and it asked the Treasury to "review the position . ·
of the Central Statistical Office (C SO) in the Government machine with the
object of enhancing the co-ordinating role of the CSO". This review was
underta.Ken and the CSO was asked to prepare detailed proposals about . ·
changing the role of the CSO to make it the centre of the Government ·
Statistical Service with appropriately increased responsibilities. This
paper explains the rationale of the proposals that were made and the stage
reached in their implementation. The paper also gives a summary of major ·
statistical activities since 1966 with an emphasis on changes and improvements,
and looks at plans for the future with particular reference to the population
and agriculture censuses •
·
CENTRAL CO-ORDINATION AND MANAGEMENT OF STATISTICAL·
ACTIVITIES
2.
In this section the reasons for seeking greater co-ordination and
central management are outlined, then the advantages of a decentralised
system, such as exists in the United Kingdom, are given. This is followed
by an assessment of the benefits of a completely centralised system and the
hopes we have for the success of the compromise we have chosen for the
United Kingdom to try and combine the advantages of centralised and
·
decentralised systems i.e. with statistical sections in each department and a
strong co-ordinating central office.

3.

The needs for stronger co-ordination and central management are
fairly obvious. There is the need to avoid duplication in data-collection,
and to ensure that definitions and classifications are, wherever possib~e,
uniform. There is the importance of ensuring that enquiries to firms and
individuals are put out in a carefully phased and streamlined manner, so as
to minimise the trouble for respondents. · Above all, there is the need to
look at the government's statistical activities, and its priorities, as a
coherent programme. The statistical services must serve the needs of
government as a whole, not only of individual departments; and the more
a government proceeds in terms of overall planning a~d management, both
*A committee of the House of Commons composed of members drawn from all
political parties, but excluding any members holding office in the Governmei)t.
which reviews selected parts of the estimates of expenditure submitted to
Parliament each year.
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·.
social and. economic,. the more important it is that the information system
underpinning _its .policie~ should be planned as a ':Vhole •.. This_-..means·:~ ·. : ...
·,.-continuous process of assessing the adequacy of current ·st'at~st~c.9 vinodels,
explanatory thedries . to changing policy ne·eds ; of reviewing the balance of
effo~t over the whole statistical field; of studying the· changing needs for
statistics, inside and outside government, in relation to national, regional
and sub-regional 4ata; and of ass.essing whether, in the short and the long
term, the st~tistical machine is geared to these need~ • This applies to all .
the stage~ q{ .t:P.e ~tatistical. process ... collection, analysis,· interpretation
:
and di~semination •. Moreove~, the incr.ease in the volume, detail ar~d'sp.eed
of.statistics sought by government, and the outside world:; ·coupled with:the · ·
continuing sho.rtage. of staff_ and other r£"c;ources, makes ·this -general oversight every day :rp.ore important._
!

4~·.

~n ~he U~ited.King~m we have a decentrali~ed system with a·· ·.statis.tical division in each government department and this has a number' of
ad:vantages. Firstly, that such statistical information is collected a~ a · · · ·
by-product of administrative processes' which. lie in departments rather .
than at the. G. entre. Secondly, that inqividual departments have close links· .
with the suppliers ~f information' and: that this would be less well achieved ~.
by a central o.rganisation; and, thirdly, that a centralised. system !removes ',
statisticia~s from contact with.policy levels in the departments' which has· .
h~d effects .on policies; on the_ statistical work and·.on the-interest of · . > : ·
·statisticians •. Senior statisticic;tns learn: from· contact with their colleagues
, and Ministers how policy is forming and what statistical advice is ·required·~
This. results in better statistical analysis and briefing. A Central Office
would unp.ermin_e thes~ advantages, and detract from the statl,l? '- influen~e
and utility of departm.ental statisticians.
'
v

.

5.

We could move from this situation of decentralisation to a single
statistical organisation· which would have considerable advantages. · A single
office offers the best hope of keeping ·up with the increase in demand for
statistics from all parts of government and it offers the best way of
·
taking-an unbi_ased view of prioriti~s·.·· It is. the'surest way of achieving
co-ordinati~n of data collection, preventing duplication and poor phasing of·
enquiries, of -<lev eloping ai;td keeping to uniform standards, definitions,
·
classifications;· all of which is particularly important where related items _.
of information are sought from the same units.,. eg firms.. ·A single organis- ·
ation is best able to handle the massive problems of computer services, of
data storage .and access .which face modern statistics·, the more so- as the
emphasis on micro-analysis, and on relating different items of information, ·
grows·•. · Statistical systems are moving increasingly towards regular data-· ·
collecting. processes (eg current population surveys, mini-censuses etc)·
which al;'e. "multi-user", and these are best handled by a central organisation. Many org~nisational services (eg_research sections and computing
pools) ar~ _general to all statistical activities, and a single organisation
makes for•greater efficiency; and more economical use of scarce skilled· ·
resources • A "-neutral" central office has a better chance of s ecuririg the- ·full trust of individuals and firms provi'ding· data than does a policy· depart.:.·
ment.

6: ···:,

::.The balance of advantage thus ~eemed to lie ·with a single .. ·
organisation. . Starting ·from our hig4ly decentralised system it was an
enormous and 'daunting task to endeavour to c'reat~ a single stati!)tical
office; the Swedes had attempted this task and it had taken them six years
to achieve. However, this was not the main reason for not embarking on

2
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the transformation; we hoped that we might be able to get the best of both.
worlds. 'To do this we decided to build up at and under the CSO an·
....
organisation with powers to achie:ve the essential aims of central managemen
already outlined above, whilst maintaining in the individual departments the.
statistical divisions with their invaluable policy links.
·
.. .
·.. :.

7.

A number of ways have been developed to give substantially more·._· ·.
central CSQ control. Firstly, four CSO units have been set up to ta)te .. ·.
responsibility for key aspects of the. Statistical· Service, W()rking in close
association with other government departments. ·The Computer arid Data .
Systems Unit (CDSU) has the general responsibility, in· conjunction wi~h. :
our Civil Service Department, for planr.ing computer developments for ..
government statistics and in particular to ensure that the computers used, ...
are compatible. One of the Unit's major tasks has been to· advise·. on the
·:
computer configuration for the new Business Statistics Office, :which will . ,
be explained later in the paper, and to provide programming ·and analytical: .
assistance. The Unit is also concerned with providing CSO statisticians. :
with ready access to computer facilities and with satisfying a growing
demand from within and outside government for a data bank of macro- .·
economic series.
The Survey Control Unit was established to mainta~n a critical, .watcp:
on all official demands for statistical information. Sponsors of .n.ew-. . . ...
enquiries are asked to inform the Unit of their plans, and existing enqu~ries
are being carefully examined. In this way it is hoped to avoid unnecessary
duplication between enquiries ; to improve the phasip.g of. enquiries from t~e
point of view of both users and suppliers of information;. to merge enquirie~
where appropriate and to assess the scale of enquiries 1 and the subject .... matter covered by them, in relation to policy and user needs and to .the·· ..
burdens imposed on suppliers of information. The Unit is inliially dealing
with enquiries to industry. It has no powers other than persuasion,, though
more formal powers may need to be instituted if this fails.
·

8.

9.
A Statistical Standards and Classifications Unit is working on
producing the maximum possible uniformity in definitions, concepts and,
classifications used in official statistics •. There can never be complete.
uniformity because departmental needs will dictate some variations , but
regular oversight is necessary to keep these to a minimum. The Unit's.
main job will be with classification systems; it will do the basic groundwork of constructing these systems; ensure that they fit in as far as
.
possible with the recommendations of the international agencies; and deal
with enquiries about their use, from outside as well as inside government;. ·
The Unit was concerned with the final stages of the revision of the Standard
Industrial Classificationand is now assisting in the development, for the . · .
first time in the United Kingdom, of a standard classification of occupations.
10. The Statistical Programme Development Unit was the last of the new· .
Units to be established, although it is the one with the most far-reaching · ·
responsibilities. In close association with the statistical divisions of
government departments the Unit is attempting to achieve a more integrated.
approach to the development of the government's statistical programme and
the priorities within it. As a first step towards this the Unit has made an.
assessment of the current statistical work of departments and plans ,for
the next five years in terms of money, manpower and computers. ·.
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11 •. :·'::.' ;These foizr:Units are concerned with co-ordinating a number of
statisticatfunc"tions and· the: second development deals with a different kind
of:.:centralisatioii ,-that is, of- collection, storage and access of ·statistical
da1a1 :·::Two. new·· -agencies. have been· set up for this purpose, the Business·
Statistics· Office to deal With lndust:rtal:statistics and· the Office of Population
Censuses and Surveys to deal with statistics of individuals, families and
households. The CSO·has an importan_t .. role in the management of these two ·
offices:~.~ · .. ~ . · ··
··' ·
:, · · ·:
.
;

!:· ,:~ .... : ~··

.: . . ~.' . . . .. ) .

.,

. \ .·

··.

12. _. .-.:·The Business Statistics· Office has been ·evolved out of the Board
of Trade· Census .Office and is re·~ponsible for· the collection of all main data
on industrial stn.tisrcs t for the maintenance of\a·common register of
establishments and·· firms~ and:.for developing a data bank to store statistics
and provide acces·s to. them., :The day.;.to-day administration of the office ..
.is in;the hands of ·the Board of Trade·.. and.thus the important policy links are
secured. However·,. as part of-the-increased central management of statistics ;'·the.policy of:the Office and: the priorities within its work are decided
by an Inl:erdepartm·ental ·Management Committee urtder the Chairmanship of
1
the Director of the CSO. · '
·•
· ,·:
·
.·:
·
·
·

13.

The Office· of Population Censuses and Surveys has been formed by
. combining th~· General Register Office, ·responsible for censuses of
population, 'for register of births ;··deaths and' marriages, and for medical and
popU.Ic!t.tioti' statistics ; .. with the· Government Social SurV-ey f -responsible for
co~~hicti~g most s·ociai surveys O!l behalf of. other government departments.
. Th~r cso· will have ·a great influence in estimating priorities and allocating
. resbUrC'es for· ·censuses ·and surveys of -the population which are fundamental
sources' of·dc~.ta for' "economic. and' social planning and need to be integJ.~ated .
· with ~th.er·statisticai operations. Since _censuses· and sur~reys ·are
., .
es.sentially complementary ways of obtaining information about households
arid·ind.ividuals· th-ere will be considerable administrative and technical·
advantages in having the two methods more closely integrated.

14.
A third are.<f where co·-ordination has been introduced is in research
and a small· Research· and Speciaf Studies Division has· been established in the
CSO ~- · li-t:leals· \trith research·"tasks flowing from central policy issues and
with techn~cal problems affecting the work of many departments. So far
the Division has been particularly concerned with)nethods of seasonal
adjustment; and niore details of this and other work of that Division are
given ~n the United Kingdom paper for item 4 on the agenda~
.

'

'.·

15 • ·.... · ·"The fourth \vay·in which the· CSO exercises its strengthened
central managemeht·rble iS through the recruitment' and deployment of
members ·of the ·Statistician Class. :. ·
··
A NEW SYSTEM OF INDUSTRIAL STATISTICS

16. · · · The- first essential step in improVing the collection and analysis of
industrial- statistics·was to create a common register of business -establishments' and other re-pOrting and ·ac·counting units such as companies' business
units, and ·enterprises. This was the initial task undertaken by the
Business Statistics Office and it will be used for all industrial statistics
and will"enable results· from different enquiries to be related and to form
an integrated system of·information,; The register will basica11y be a list
carried on magnetic tape of the names and addresses of business units,
· coded by size, location, industry and by company of ownership and so on.
The register will have an important use in preventing duplication in the
4
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collection of information which is sometimes unavoidable when enquiries are.
not directed to commonly agreed and defined industrial fields •
·
. · ·

17.
Most enquiries to industry will in future be undertaken by the
Business Statistics Office using the Common Register and a major scheme.
for which they are responsible is the new system of industrial statistics
based on current reporting of industrial output. This reporting will
generally be on a quarterly basis though some monthly enquiries will also
be made for industries which wish to maintain the benefit of monthly reporting or where the Government needs monthly indicators. These enquiries . ·
will be supplemented by annual and less frequent enquiries on other infor~
ation previous1y co1 lected in censuses of production. A major feature of
this scheme whh:h is currently being implemented is the quarterly enquiries
primarily about sales by value of the products of each industry. Sales were
chosen rather than production because s9-les data is usually more readily
available, and in value terms in order to achieve comprehensive coverage
of activity. Some figures in physical terms will be collected where
appropr1ate, and in industries which are· interested in production or ·"total
make" figures the traditional enquiries on these topics will be retained and.
integrated into the new framework. Extensive consultations are being held
with suppliers and users in industry, in particular to decide on the level ·
of detail of th~ list of products for which information is to be collected.
These negotiations have been conducted by the appropriate sponsoring
Department largely with the trade associations representing the industry. ·
Where there is an Economic Development Committee for the industry, this ·
.
is also brought into the discussions, to which individual firms often contribute,·
especially on matters like the definitions .and suitability of product b~adl.ngs.
The re-organisation programme is a very substantial one and the new
enquiries are being introduced gradually .over a period of r:.:::mths. and years.
SOCIAL STATISTICS

18.

Social statistics, which have in the past had somewhat less emphasis
placed on them than economic statistics, have recently come into the forefront of statistical activity. Both nationally and internationally there has
been an increasing demand for social policy to be monitored and a consequent
increase in demand for facts. In the United Kingdom a number of steps have
been and are being taken to satisfy this need.
·

19.
In order to make all currently available data on social conditions
easily available to policy mp.kers, politicians, and journalists a new
·
publication "Social Trends" has been prepared. This draws together 9-ata
on a large number of social conditions into one publication which is lavishly
illustrated with charts.
·
20.
This is only a first step and a further phase is to find out more
about the inter-relationships between the social characteristics of individuals,
families and households. In order to do this a new continuous multi;..purpose
household survey has been instituted this year and is conducted by the
Office of Population Censuses and Surveys • The questionnaire is
concerned in part with households and in part with individuals and covers a
wide range of topics such as past and current employment, housing,
education, health, demographic information and mobility. The survey will
basically be analysed quarterly, though some topics may be analysed less
frequently and others may only be included in the questionnaire at intervals
or on an ad hoc bas is •
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21.

The most ambitious step in this programme of work on social
statistics is one on which we have only just started and is concerned with
the construction of a system of social and demographic statistics. This
system _like the system of national accounts will b~ comprehensive. and interlinkeq and based on common classifications and definitions. The system ·
will cover all the social aspects of life: demographic factors such as
population size, age and sex structure, births , deaths and migration, also
social structure, social mobility and composition of the labour .force;
and social conditions; its economic components (income, wealth and
consumption), and health, education, housing, social care, .law and order,
leiSllre and environment. Work on this new system will draw attention to
gaps in social.statistics an.d the need for improvements. "It will obviously
involve the collection of further statistics and must be viewed as a longterm project, gradually completing and refining various sections. of it as
has been done over the years with the system of national accounts.
Specific improvements

22. ·
Apart from these general, overall improvements in and plans for
social statistics a number of changes have been made in specific areas such
as health, ~duc.ation and crime, and also a number of innovations have been
made in the techniques being used for the 1971 Census of Population. · One
particular~y important technical. change has been in the system of students
statistics in further and higher education. This is being changed so that · ·
students ~an be studied as they move through the educational system. In
.the past coifeges and institutions have provided aggregated data on the
' number of students classified by subject of course~ age and. so on. Now an
"individualised datai' system will be held on a centrally maintained magnetic
tape and will yield data on flows. of students from one educational 'state' to
another. To introduce this new system a 1 to 30 sample of students in
'full-time' further education was surveyed in November 1967 and this has
been extended year by year. A scheme of individualised data for university
staff and students is to be introduced and university applications are being use1
as a starting point for records of undergraduates.' Ii is hoped that in due
course these records can be linked to employment undertaken on leaving the
educational system.

1971 Census of Population
23.
In the Census of Population to be conducted next year, all questions
are to be asked of the whole population. Selection of a 10 per cent sample
for the processing of data on "expensive-to-code" topics will be carried out
in the office; but tabulations on "easy-to-code'' topics will be produced on
. a 100 per cent basis, and the full enumeration will make it possible to
produce 100 per cent analysis relating to certain sections of the population
of those data which are to be processed only on a 10 per cent basis for the
population as a whole.
24.·
A number of new questions are to be asked. These are concerned
with such topics as immigration, job-mobility, family-spacing and schoolleaving certificates •
.
.

25.
Two major pre-tests and some smaller tests have been carried out.
The main t~sts have revealed the need for (among other things) greater
supervision of the "field force", simplification of definitions which enumera·.._
tors were expected to apply and a reduction in the range C?f questions which
6

.
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.were being_ tried out. They have also helped to demonstrate that certain
questions would be unsuitable for the census or more suitable for voluntary
sample surveys and have led to the improvement or abandonment of certain
enumeration procedures •
·
26.
As a result of tests carried out in the .marking of documents for
direct input to the computer, it is planned that enumerators shall mark
certain item.$ of information on to those documents from the completed
census forms to make it possible to produce early tabulations on these
subjects. There is also to be a set of 1 per cent "advance sample" tables on·
all topics; this sample is to be selected within a few weeks of census day so
that it can also be used for a voluntary L'llow-up survey on incomes.
· ·
27.
To make it possible to produce tabulations for areas which cannot
be identified in terms of enumeration district boundaries , and to meet the
need for statistics relating to units of areas which are of uniform size and
which will not be subject to change over time, systems of map-referencing .
to co-ordinate~ on the national grid were tried out in the pre-tests, starting· .
with a small scale test in 1967. As a result of the tests, it is proposed that ·
all addresses in areas for which maps are avail~ble on the.25" or 50'' ·
·
scale, should be referenced to 100 metre squares on national grid. ln
addition, in a few selected areas of concentrated population; addresses will
also be referenced to unique co-ordinates (1 metre).
OTHER IMPROVEMENTS IN DATA COLLECTION
28.
So far this paper has laid a good deal of emphasis on improvements
in data collection and there are further improvements, one in tending the ..
Family Expenditure Survey and the other in introducing· an earnings survey
which should be mentioned, as well as changes in conducting th.e agricultural
census.
29.
The F arnily Expenditure Survey has been a basic source of data on
household income and expenditure for fourteen years. In January 1967 the
sample was doubled from five to ten thousand and was redesigned by the
Government Social Survey in order to produce more tabulations relating to
regions and to quarterly analysis than was possible in the past. The new
design has helped to reduce sampling errors and other improvements in. the
questionnaire and analyses have led to new and more useful data becoming
available.
30.
In September 1967 a new type of earnings enquiry was piloted. The
full-scale survey, covering a random sample of 100,000 employees, was
launched in September 1968. The sample covered full-time and part-time
employees in all industries, occupations , areas and age groups and details
of the earnings in a particular pay period and other information relating to
the individuals were sought from their employers. The survey has yielded.
many new types of analyses of earnings , for example, the make-up of total .
pay and terms of basic pay, overtime and bonuses etc; reasons for loss of .
pay or low pay; distribution of hou1;ly earnings and the general relationship ·
between earnings and hours worked. The second full-scale survey was
undertaken in April this year and will now be conducted annually.
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Agriculture census plans

31. · · The introduction of automatic data processing at the end of the
nineteen-fifties has paved the way for a new concept of agricultural activity
defined \A. terms of type and- size of enterprise, and using standard labour
requirements as the common measure of cropping and stocking. This had
made possible a number of developments. relating to the structure of the
industry
and
the scope and coverage of the agricultural census.
.
.
.•

32.
The use of electronic equipment to process the ~esults of the c.ensus
has made av:ailable a mass of data in addition to the basic products of the
cens·us - numbers 0f livestock, workers, machines etc and acres of crops which has giveT~ a new series of statistics on the structure "f farming based
on a 'type o~ farming' classification. · In the past it has only been possible
to r·ela,te changes in the distribution of crops and livestock to· farms of
different. acreage size.
.
·with the adoption of standard labour requirements as the ~easure ·
of agricultural· activity the cropping and stocking value of the holding
· measured in standard man-days has become the criterion for inclusion in
the census and it has been possible to "exclude 50,000 holdings from the
census.: . However. steps are ~eing taken to include holdings of one acre .or.
les·s which have a significant volume of agricultural output because some forrr
of intensive farming is being used.

.33. .

34.

. . The new ·classification by 'tyPe of farming'_ has made it possible to

sarnpl~

holding by type - dairying' livestock' pigs and poultry' horticulture
and mixed -·and the size of farm measured in standard man-days. 1 his has
again, combined with the reduction in size of the March, September and
·.December sample censuses (June being a"full census) reduced the burden of
form-filling on the occupiers at the lower end of the size scale but has
inevitably led, with the increasing demand for statistics, to more frequent
returns fr<;>m those a~ the top.

35.

Side by side with these efforts to rationalise the coverage of the
census and reduce form-filling go measures designed to fill gaps in present
statistical knowledge or to collect data on subjects assuming increasing
prominence in the light of modern developments. These fall into four
categories, horticulture, total area of holding,· tenure and the agricultural
labour force.
I

· CONCLUSION

36. .

.This paper has dealt with a small number of major improvements
and changes in government statistics in the United Kingdom. It must be
remembered however that the scope of statistical work in departments is
extremely diverse and small but significant improvements in the scope,
timing and accuracy of statistics havebeen made in many areas whilst the
load of day to day work has continued. The papers contributed by the
United Kingdom for other items of the agenda will illuminate some of these
other areas o
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"REVIEW OF STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES SINCE THE S~IXTH CONFERENCE;
INGLUDING POPULATION AND AGRICU;LTURE CENSUS PLANS",.

~

1.
·. Since this is the first time that Zambia is represented· at tke
Conference of Commonwealth Statistics it is aecessar,r to give brieflr
the histor,r of statistical organisation of.Zambia.

z.

The co-operation is-statistical aatters.betveen Rliodeaia, thea
Southern Rhodesia, and Zambia, then Northern Rhodesia, started as far
back ·as 1940. At that time and at the request of ~bia the then •
Southern· Rhodesian Goverm~ent undertook
European.famil;r expenditure
surve;r and coapiled a monthly cost of li~ing index.

a

3·

As far back as 1911 a census of Non-Africans vas carried out
through the administrative channels. The Southern Rhodesian Department
of Statistics later extended its work for Zambia to include censuses
of Non-Africans, census of manufacturing, demographic sample surve;r
of Africans which vas carried out in 1950, pilot studies of African
Agriculture, annual external trade statistics, national income and
balance of pqaents which were statted in 1948, tamil;r expenditure
and saYings studies for urban· Africans and annual· census bf Non~
African Agriculture.
- ·

4.
During the Federatien otRhodesia and N;rasalud the statistical
services were still carried ·oat in Salisbur;r formerl;r Southern Rhodesi·a
capital. It was wholly centralised although statistical·unit was
·
maintained in Zambia. During the Federation the scope of statistical
activities was increased to include such data as sales of agricultural
produce, mineral ~uction, electricit;r produc.tion and data on traffic·
banking and government~inance. Some data was collected directl;r
through the appropriate Ministries and institutions and others b;r ~:
mailed questionnaires.

5•

Some of thecain recurrent statistical publications issued b;r
the··Central Statistical Office, Salisbur;r were as follows:·.
Monthl;r Digest of Statistics
Quarterl;r Bulletin of Financial Statistics
Quarterl7 External Trade Statistics
Annual External Trade Statistics .
The Census of Production of the Federation
Migration Report
Balance of PSJ'ments
National Accounts
CompaJ17 Accounts
Changes ~n the level of Activit;r in the Construction Industr;r
The Input·- Output Accounts for European Agriculture

6~

Most of the above publications contained not onl;r information
for the Federation as a whole but also data for individual member
countries. There were also other publications of specialised nature
which were issued for each countr,y.G~

7.
After the breakup of the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland
_,.
in 1963 a statistical office was established in Zambia at the end of
the year by a professional officer who was transferred from the previous
Federal Office. Almost at the same time the Zambian Government appointed
a team of experts under Professor Seers to advise the Government on
economic and other .related matters which included among other things
the setting up of the Zambia Statistical Office. The team's recommend1
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ations appeared under Appendix J "The Statistical Needs" of its
report~.
Almost the recommended priori ties for statistical programmes
have be~n implemented with some variations depending on the country's
requirements, staff position and statistical advances. The statistical
activities carried out b1 the Federal Government were continued and
in addition new inquiries w~re carrie·d out.

8.
In 1965· 'another team of experts from the United Nations was
appointed to advise the Government on _statistical programmes. The
team.made recommen~ations which formed the guidelines of action for
the statistical office. The team recommended that the statistical
service -be organised as centralised statistical system in order to .
i)
ii)

o~tain

.

a co-ordinated statistical programme

ensure consisten~1 throughout the whole SJ&tem of
national statistics

iii)· to alleviate the acute shorUge of professional and
non professional staff
· · iv)

v)

enable making right decisions on the priorities to
be ·given to different types of statistics to meet
.the country's national planning requirements .
utilize to the fullest field services and other
general service facilities.

Statistical Legislation

9.

The Central Statistical Office operates under the Census and
Statistics Act 1955 which describes the functions and responsibilities
of the Central Statistical Office. There is a provision in the Act
which stipulates that no statistics shall be collected "until
regulations have been made specifying ·the particulars and information
to be furnished." Consequently there are a number of statistical
regulations for specific statistical inquiries. Those which are not
covered by the regulations are collected on voluntary basis.
Restrictions on disclosures of statistical information collected are
also included in the Act. An officer joining the Office has to sign
the Oath of Secrecy in accordance with the Act.
Organisation
10.
· The Department is headed by a Director. Below the Director is
the Assistant Director and under him are the Senior Statisticians. Each
Senior Statistician supervises a number of statisticians who in tur~
organise the work of a number of non-professional officers.

STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES
Census of Population

11.

Censuses of population for Non-Africans used to_be carried out
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eveey five years from 1911 until 1961. No attempt was made with regard
to .the African population. It was not until 1950 when a sample surve7
of Africans was carried out and in 1963 a complete count of the African
population only was taken. The census had some shortcomings. After the
establishment of the Central Statistical Office for Zambia it vas found
necessary that a census of population would have to be taken in the
near future. In preparation for the second National Development plan,
the Zambia Government decided to take a census of population in 1969.
A census committee was approved b7 the Cabinet in December 1967 to
organise the administrative and technical. operations of the census.
The head of the Central Statistical Department v~s the Secretar.r of
the Committee. A working committee was formed to decide on the type·
of questions to be canvassed - ~his was in accordance with the advice
given by an expert from the Uni~ed Nations who came.to advise the
Government on the taking of the census.

12.
A pilot census was taken in July of 1968 and on the basis of
the results of this~lot census, a final questionnaire was drawn. The
pilot census forms, were used in careying out tests in London in the
use of an optical reader. It was decided that the best-method of
getting the census data processed within a short time was h7 use of
the optical reader. Further details of the optical reader will be
explained under data processing. The country was divided into supervisor's areas roughl7 from 2 1 000 to 3,000 persona. These areas were
mapped on the basis of the 1968 polling districts demarkation~.- The
supervisor's areas were further subdivided into four to eight enumerations
areas and each enumerator was to count approximately five·hundred persons.
Despite instructions regarding the mapping of the enumeration areas the
report'S from the supervisors were so unreliable that the idea of getting
maps for enumeration areas was dropped. A comprehensive training was
held for eighty senior supervisors·, one thousand six hundred supervisors
and eight thousand enumerators. The census was carried out from the
22nd August to the 30th August, 1969. This was a much better achievment
as compared to the 1963 census which took approximately two months to
complete. It is hoped that the next census will take one day.
13.
Two types of questionnaires were canvassed a shorter one contained only basic questions and a longer one which contained questions
on economic characteristics, fertility, deaths and housing. ·All
questions in the shorter one were contained in the longer schedule.
The longer one was canvassed in a~l the urban areas and rural counties
ana fourteen to fifteen ·per cent of the rural areas and the shorter one
in the remaining ·rural areas.
14.
For administrative purposes en officer at the level of Assistant
Secretary- was seconded by the Establishments Division to the Centr.al
Statistics Office for a period of approximately nine months. Despite
considerable difficulties of various types which had to be overcome the
entire census operation went quite satisfactoril7 and the census was
completed successfully.
15.
A flow chart based on the project reporting system had been prepared in order to be able to control the various stages of the census
operation. Monthly progress on these were made available to the Central
Statistical Office by the Data Centre using the computer. These reports
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were extremely helpful for the completion of the Census.
16~

Preliminary results of the population by district and provinces
were issued in October 1969. The coding of the census information vas
started' ~n October and it continued ·throughout the rest of the year.
It vas expected that it would be over by April 1970 and that the various
, tabluations would be available by the middle of 1970. The first report
was issued at the end of June 1970 as· planned. The population of Zambia
was found to be 4056,995 as against 3,490,540 in 1963; this indicates a ,
rate of natural growth of 2.5 per year.
17.
The crude bitth rate was found to be 42 per 1,000 population and
the crude death rate was 17 per 1,000. An estimated infant mortality
of 16%, .a life expectance of 47 years. Among the developing countries
Zambia ranks high in this regard. The male family ratio varies from
one district to the other. The number of men per thousand women was
960. Children aged 0-14 form 45.8% of the total population. Average
siaes of households vas·4.6, there were 43,390 Europeans and 10,789
Asians in the country. Further analysis of the census results is
still being carried out and the rates mentioned above may be liable to
alteration.
·
18. Information on Economic Characteristics, housing conditions and
various other demographic characteristic$ are contained in the first
report..
Migration Statistics
19.
Migration statistics have been collected over the years. Annual
publications are issued at th~ end of each year ·and most of the data
is published in the Monthly- Digest. With regard to internal migration
an attempt vas made during the census ~nd it was found that about 26%
of the population were in a diff~rent place twelve months prior to the
census. Further details are still being worked out.
Agricultural Census
20.
No comprehensive Agricultural Census had been taken before in
Zambia. Data on agriculture used to be collected through the Annual
Census of Agriculture and .l:'astoral Production of the Commercial Farmers
every year and a report was issued. Those farmers who sold to the
Grain Marketing Board up to the value of K12,000 were all covered.
Those below K12,000 were included on a saaple basis. The Census used
t~ be conducted through sen~ing questionnaires.
21.
Following a recommendation of the United Nations F.A.O. to
carry out a world.wide census of 1970 and in order to meet the country's
planning requirements, the Government appointed an Agricultural Census
Committee in 1967. Plans for the operation of the census were worked
out with the help of the F.A.O. Advisers. It vas decided to carry out
the census on a sample basis. Fortunately the population census of
1969 provided a very good frame. The office in conjunction with the
Ministry of Rural Development, Agricultural Development started the
census in October 1970; A number of enumeration areas were selected
and a staff.of 700 vas organised. The census is to be carried out in
four phases, the first phase is aimed at obtaining Agricultural Inventory
the second measuring fields, the third harvesting and the fourth
obtaining data on sales and retentions. The first phase is now in full
swing ahd it is hoped the last phqse will be completed at the end of
September 1971.

4

Other Agricultural Statistics
22.
Statistics on k'isheries from· various lakes and rivers are collected
and a report is issued annually. A number of Agricultural Surve7s were
carried out from 1965 to 1969. These formed· a ver.r good preparator.r vork
for the census for Agriculture.
Nation!\1 Accounts - Input and Output l·fatrix
23.
The office has been compiling data on National Accounts using
the old s7stem of National Accounts. An attempt is being made to adopt
the new s7stem. The first input - output matrix for Zambia vas produced
in 1961, the second in 1964 and since this ve have had 7ear11 input output matrix.
Industrial Production Statistics
24.
The department conducts an annual survey of industrial production
for mining, manufacturing and construction sectors. All companies
employing more than ten people are covered on a complete basis. Those
below ten are taken on a sample basis. A lot of the data collected
through the industrial production census is used in the compilation of
the input-output matrix.

25.
An index of industrial production vith base 7ear 1961 is produced
monthly. Systems and programmes work for the computerisation of a.nev
index of industrial ~roduction has been completed.
·
26. An established register vas set up in 196? and the register is nov
satisfactorily computerised and is being maintained continuously.
Along with the census of population data vas collected relating to
establishments in all parts of the country. It is expected that this
data will enable the department to get a more complete picture of all
the establishments particularly those in the rural areas. This data
is still to be analysed.
Labour Statistics

2?.

Data on the number of emplo7ees, annual wages and salaries are
collected from every company, institution or organisation. The figures
are published quarterly. A comprehensive publication showing the ·
trend in employment and their earnings in various sectors is issued
annually. The processing for 1969 data was based on the nev internation
standards of Industrial Classification. It became ~ecessar,r, for comparable purposes to revise the previous figures up to 1966.
Consumer Price Index
28.
There are two types of index numbers issued, one for the high
income group and the other for the lower income group. The index numbers
for the higher income group have base period Januar.r 1962. The
Department,from information collected from various households during
the budget surveys intends to devise a new set of index numbers. The
data is collected from the main ten tewns. The consumer price index
numbers for the lower income group has been revised in the light of the
information collected during the 1966/1968 series of household budget
surveys with base year 1969. Apart from the ten towns, information is
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also collected is some few rural centres tor the compilation of·the
index. . A combined consumer price indez numbers will be devised when
the high~r group price index numbers are completed. A survey was .
carried out to provide information for the construction ot index numbers
of wholes~le prices and these were issu~d with base year 1966. They
are produced in two forms, by.industri,U activity and by end use. The
department produces other various types of index numbers.
Financial Statistics tor Public ~orporations
29.
Information is collected apnually from various public corpo~ations
showing their various economic transactions, and publi~ations are issued
annually •.
Government Accounts .

30.

· An economic and functional analysis of Government Accounts is

produced annually. The data includes accounts of both the Central.
Government and Local Authorities.·

.

External Trade

31.

· Information on external trade is collected directly _from Customs
documents and-reports on shipments. From January 1970 a new customs

tariff classification based on the Brussels Nomenclature·was introduced.
Theclassification is considered better than theold one for it is possible
to get one to one correspondence between the B~T.N. and the s~atistical
classification.
Budget Surveys

32.
A series of househoid budget surveys were undertaken from 1966 to
1968 in three cities, four towns, and two rural centres. In the cities
samples wer~ taken every month for each city for a period of twelve
months and each household selected was. visited by the enumerator every
day for thrity days. In the other towns and the rural centres the
surveys took between three to six months. Analysis of the data collected
is still being carried out. Preliminary basis tabul~tions were produced
in 1969.
Data Processing

33·

· Until August 1969 most of the statistical data was p~ocessed by
the use _of an I.C.L. computer .which wasinstalled in the Ministry of
Finance. .In August however, an I.B.M. machine was hired for the Planning
Office and the Central Statistical Office. Now most of the data is
processed by this machine although one or two types of statistics are
still being carried out by the I.C.L. The new computer installed in
the Data Centre eased the situation regarding the processing of data
relating to the proportion of various enquiries.
34.

An optical character reader was installed. This device reads
figures wtitten according to certain specifications. The department
uses the optical reader to .put data on tape and avoids completely key
punching. ·It reads characters very fast. The machine was used in
processing the census data and the character rejection was less than 1%.
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The use or the optical reader enabled this department to complete the
census on schedule. The machine proved a great success.
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3 - CARIBBEAN
~1anpower Statistics with Particular Reference
~1anpower Fore casting and Manpower Targets.

Development of

to

1.
The employment problem in the Commonwealth Caribbean, with the
exception of the Bahamas, and more recently the very small British Virgin
Islands, has been seen by analysts as one of massive unemployment of
unskilled labour. For this reason, policy makers and planners have been
particularly concerned with seeking to provide more jobs through development, public works and the like. Interest has therefore been particularly
for statistics of the labour force type, indicating the level of unemployment
and the. characteristics of the unemployed.
2.
A number of surveys have been carried out in the past decade to
obtain measures of unemployment, defined somewhat more broadly (though not
uniformly) than the usual concept of persons without jobs who are seeking
work, since it is realised that a significant number of persons who want
work would not be seeking work regularly because of the .chronic unemployment situation. These surveys have indicated unemployment rates of
·
15-20% of the labour force in most of the larger countries.

3.

It has been found, however, that efforts so far have had little if any
effect on unemployment. There are a number of reasons for this, among them
being that there is also considerable under-employment in terms of low;..
income jobs, so that when new industries begin to operate, or Government
public works schemes are extended, there is a large scale shift from lowincome employment to these new jobs with little effect on total unemployment.
Another is that in Government 'relief work' schemes, employment is provided for unskilled labourers in road construction and the like, while the hard
core of the unemployed are young persons 15-24 years old, with good
elementary education or with incomplete secondary education, who are unwilling to accept jobs of this type. This in part also explains the phenomenon
of a scarcity of agricultural workers, and the need even to import workers
to cut sugar cane in some countries with a very large unemployment and
under-employment problem.

4.

But the Commonwealth Caribbean is at the same time suffering from a
scarcity of professional personnel in many fields (e.g. medicine, engineer~ ..
ing, teaching, nursing), as well as workers with adequate training and skill
for occupations in the building industry, in the assembling and repair of
motor vehicles and related occupations, and even in some 'clerical' occupations such as stenography and occupations in the tourist industry (waiters,
chefs, hotel managerial staff and so· on). This has been aggravated by the
"brain drain" to the developed countries.

5.

Many of the countries of the region, either singly or in collaboration with each other, have therefore been paying increasing a~ention to the
provision of training facilities to increase the supply and quahty ?f ~ese
workers in short supply, and it is in this context that some attent1on 1s now
being given to manpower forecasting, manpower targets and related problems
of the optimum utilization of the human resources of the region.

6.

So far ad hoc surveys have been carried out in most of the larger
countries of th~ region. These have sought, for the most part, to obtain
information from establishments about existing vacancies, and the qualifica1
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tions required to fill these vacancies, the probable reason why vacancies in
various occupations have remained unfilled for a longer period (say 3 months
or more), the additional staff, by occupation, which establishments believe
they would require during the next one, five or ten years, the existence and
need for opportunities for vocational training and so forth. 1

7.
In addition, increasing use is being made of labour-force type data
obtained '(rom Censuses of Population and sample surveys of households, both
to forecast manpower supply, and, through analyses of the existing and
potential industry-~ccupation structure,. to forecast the demand ·for manpower according to level of education, professional and vocational training
and occupation. 2.

8.

But despite the growing interest and concern, both the manpower
statistics and the manpower analysis in the region have, with few exceptions
as regards the collection of labour-force type statistics, been ad hoc and .
crude by comparison with what is being done in many other regions , and in
view of the magnitude and·potential explosiveness of the employment problem
in the region.

9.
Very recently, however, the Government of Trinidad and Tobago has
.obtained the services of a demographer-manpower analyst of considerable
experience, on a technical assistance scheme, to organize a manpower
. analysis unit in the Government, and to train a team of young civil servants
to carry out a continuing programme of manpower analysis for advising the
planners and policy makers. There has been a Manpower Unit in the
Ministry of Labour in Jamaica ·since 1960 but its studies and reports have not
been published.
·
10.
Another important step has been the decision of the lnstitu!e of
Social and Economic Research of the University of the West Indies to hold a
· Human Resources Seminar at the University's ca~pus in Jamaica in August
of this year. The purpose of this seminar is to provide an opportunity for
top:.. level Government officials; social scientists and others who have been
involved in serious work in the fields of economic, education and related
planning and who have therefore been involved with the problems of human
resourc~s in the region, to discuss the problems which they have been
facing both as regards finding solutions to the problems on the one hand, and
obtaining suitable statistics and meaningful analyses on the other. A
number of eminent persons in the field from outside of the region have also
·been invited. The hope has been that the Seminar would give some directions
to future work in the region in the development of manpower statistics ,
manpower forecasting, manpower targets and other aspects of the optimum
utilization of the region's human resources, and that this in turn would
provide the basis for a series of Manpower Workshops, aimed at training
government officials and social scientists who would be involved in the
various aspects of this work.
ll.
By the time the Seventh Conference of Commonwealth Statisticians
is held, the above seminar would have taken place and it may be possible
to make some brief statement on the outcome of the Seminar.
1.

See list of studies and reports attached as Appendix.

2.

See list of studies and reports attached as Appendix.
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APPENDIX
List of Studies and Reports on Human Resources
in the Commonwealth Caribbean.

1.

2.

3.

Man ower Assessment Re ort British Honduras· Reports for 1964
to
•
a our epartment in co a oration wit Mr. Osmond W. ·
Francis, I.L.O. Manpower Expert for the more comprehensive and
first report of 1964).
·
.

4.

"Human Resources and Manpower Planning", Chapter IX in Third
Five-Year Plan 1969-73 of the Government of Trinidad & Tobago.

s.

Re_ports on the Labour Force, 1963 onwards, and on Income for

·

1965 of Trinidad and Tobago, based on the Continuous Sample Survey
of Population, Publications 1-14, and continuing.

6.

A set of Manpower Survefill for the Windward and Leeward islands by
Alice W. Shurcliff and Jo
F. W ellemeyer, published by the
University of the West Indies - Institute of Social and Economic
Research (Eastern Caribbean) - in 1967-68 in the series Economic
Development in the Eastern Caribbean Islands.
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.3- CANADA
DEVELOPMENT OF MANPOWER STATISTICS WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE
TO MANPOWER FORECASTING AND MANPOWER TARGETS

1.
As a background to the examination of the development of manpower '
statistics in the Canadian context, it is necessary to review briefly the economic circumstances of recent years since statistical developments are ·strongly
influenced by policy needs, which in turn are based on the state of the economy.
2.
During the past decade the Canadian labour force has experienced an ·
annual growth rate of about 2.5 per cent, rising from about 6.~ million in
1960 to 8.2 million in 1969. This compares with an annual growth rate of
about 2 per cent in the previous decade.
3.
Underlying the overall growth of labour force over the pas't decade
are substantial variations in the experience of different sectors of the economy. Employment in agriculture declined from almost 700,000 in 1960 to just ·
over 500,000 in 1969. Conversely, employment in manufacturing rose from about
1.4 million to over 1.8 million in the same period. As a further indication
of the growing maturity of the Canadian economy, employment in the service
sector, including government service, increased from about 1.5 million in 1960
to almost 2.4 million in 1969.
4.
At the beginning of the 1960's, the rate of employment was at the
lowest level since World War II. This situation gradual~y improved, as shown
in Table 1 below, but the goal of an employment rate of 97 per cent as suggested by the first report of the Economic Council of Canada(l) was never
·
achived and in only two years, 1965 and 1966, did the rate rise above 96 per
cent. Unemployment rates, adjusted to conform in.definition and coverage,
have consistently been higher than those of most industrialized nations including the United Kingdom, though they differ but little from the American.
TABLE I
Annual Average Employment Rates, Canada, 1960-1969 inclusive
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

1960 - 93.0
1961 - 92.9
1962
94.1
1963 - 94.5
1964
95.3

-

96.1
96.4
95.9
95.2
95.3

Within Canada, the upward movement of employment was felt in all parts of the
country, yet unemployment rates have remained above the national average in
certain region and for certain classes of workers (youth, older men, unskilled
etc.). At the same time, as employment expanded there emerged serious problems of occupational and locality shortages.
5.
The major policy response dates from 1966 with the establishment of
the Department of Manpower and Immigration, which marks a full commitment to
(1) Economic Council of Canada, First Annual Review, Dec. 1964, p. 38
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selective manpower policies as necessary complements to main policy levers
operating on the demand side. The approach is not wholly new, the federal
government having undertaken to assist the matching of workers and jobs through
the National Employment Service as long ago as 1941. But it is much more comprehensive. In addition to offering an employment exchange, the new department
embodies the key'doncept of promoting the mobility of labour- occupationally,
industrially, geographically - to conform with changing labour market requirements •. A co-ordinated program is offered, emb~acing counselling and placement
services; training, retraining and educational upgrading; and financial
assistance to workers. moving from one place to. another.
6.
The total cost of federal programs affecting labour supply and the
·operation of.the labour market is close to 10 per cent of total budget expenditures.

1.
The brief experience with selective manpower policies serves to indicate both their importance and.their limitations. On the one hand, with a
·downturn in employment growth but continued rapid growth in labour force size,
it seems likely·that.high rates of youth unemployment would have been even
higher in the. absence of training and counselling directed to skills and trades
in high demand. At. the same time, the slackening in total employment growth
is not amenable to action. on the supply side; such policies also seem to be
relatively ineffective in combatting the tendency for rising unemployment to
concentrate in regions where unemployment and underemployment traditionally
exceed the national average.
8.
.
Regional income disparities in Canada reflect very different patterns
in manpower. utilization· -·differences which have persisted over many years.
Illustration may be drawn from a recent study(2) which, having established a
measure of "potential employment", calculated that over the last decade the
Atlantic provinces lost 4 to 8 per cent of this potential through unemployment
and a ·corisl.stent 12 per cent through non-participation in the labour ~orce.
9.
Federal programs aimed at increasing employment in lagging regions
predate the new manpower services by several years and have been given added
emphasis with the still more recent establishment of the Department of Regional Economic Expansion. The proposed program is strongly oriented to the development of secondary industry, using locational assistance and investment in
supporting services - transportation, education, etc. - as the major means. A
very close co-ordination with the manpower services is expected. In areas
where· industry is to be fostered, developmental programs are likely to provide
for training of the local labour ·force; elsewhere, lacking the necessary potential for industry growth, adjustment may be sought through assistance for
relocation of workers.·
New Data Developments
10.
The statistical requirements of full-employment policies ar~ largely
met by regular and frequent information-on changes in population, labour force
employment and unemployment. The Monthly Labour Force Survey of households
which supplies these indicators has long been an important source of policyoriented manpower statistics in Canada. But selective manpower policies require much more detailed knowledge both of workers and of the labour market,
(2) DBS, Special Labour Force Studies, No. 8, Underutilization of Manpower in
Canada.
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hence their adoption has required extensive efforts to improve and extend the
statistical system.
11.
The most serious deficiency was encountered on the demand side, there
being a wide range of data on labour supply. In addition to leading indicators, the MOnthly Labour Force Survey supplies a number of labour force characteristics, useful in the analysis of trends; there is also a system of
establishment surveys which adds importantly to the industrial detail available for employment data, as well as supplying hours of work and earnings. But
the urgent need confronting on-going programs was for specifics on labour
demand: to guide the placement services, to determine the occupations for
which the unemployed and the new entrants should be trained, for formulating
an immigration policy appropriate to the ~eeds of the economy.
12.
From the operational standpoint, the most urgent need was for detailed and specific measures of job vacancies. Existing measures (orders
placed by employers with the public employment service) were plainly insufficient because many employers did not use the facilities, particularly for locating skilled workers. Thus, administrative statistics were not represen- ·
tative of either the total of unfilled demand or the occupational mix. To
fill this gap, a comprehensive, national survey of occupational job vacancies
was initia~ed; this survey has just recently reached the operational stage.
13.
Among the first attempts in any country to collect information on
vacancies in any systematic way, the development process extends back to
the first step of defining a vacancy. Prior developments in supply measures
were taken as a broad guide to establishing a demand definition; thus, the
vacancy must be available for filling at the present time, and the employer
must be actively seeking workers to fill the vacancy. To ensure reflection of·
impact on the labour market, only those vacancies are counted for which the
employer is seeking workers outside the firm. For precision in measurement,
vacancies must be in existence for
specific period - a full day.

a

14.
Conceptually similar to job vacancy measures being developed in the
United States, the Canadian survey provides much IOOre complete coverage of the
economy (all indu_stries except agriculture) and uses more intensive techniques
of collection. In addition to the initial mail survey the Canadian program al~
so makes provision for an interview phase covering a substantial proportion of
the surveyed universe each month. The interview is primarily intended to reveal, through indirect questioning, the-accuracy of the information obtained
in the mail survey and to provide a basis for adjustment for non-response.
15.
The survey will provide vacancy data by occupation and industry,
with considerable occupational detail at the national level and, on a more
aggregative basis, for regions and the more important labour market areas.
16.
The growing importance of occupational data also launched a major
reexamination of the several classification systems used in Canada with the
intent of developing a standard system which could meet the needs of all
users. This has been a very large undertaking, requiring the analysis of many
thousands of jobs, specifying such attributes as materials worked ~ith, tools
used, education and training required and physical demands of the JOb. The
end product - The Canadian Classification and Dictionary of Occupations - is
now virtually complete and because it was developed by the principal sponsors
of other classifications (Census, Manpower Services and the Immigration service) working in collaboration, there are good reasons to believe that the
objective of supplying· a single system has been met.
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Manpower Forecasting Models
17.
As reported in another paper(3), the feasibility of building a mediumterm simulation model which would include a manpower requirements feature
is being intensively studied with D.B.S., the Economic Council and the Department of Manpowet\and Immigration sharing in this work. The latter's policy
interests are evident; in. particular, the planning of training programs and of
immigration policy would be greatly strength~ned by the ability to forecast the
manpower requirements of the economy. The Economic Council, which has responsibility for producing analysis of economic trends and assessing policy alternatives, also has a·vital interest in the project. The decision is being
taken to proceed with the first stage of the.model. Primary reliance will
be placed'on the co-ordination of projects already in existence that are
directly related to the model building activity.
18.
As conceived at present, the manpower requirements would emerge as
a function of the levels.of industrial activity, The models would accommodate
a variety of levels,· reflecting the effect of policies in terms of manpower
requirements. In the first stage model, the estimates of manpower requirements
will probably not be used to modify or refine other components but at a later
time the formal reconciliation of demand and supply could be attempted.
19.
The intention is to provide, eventually, cross-classification by
occupation as well as.by industry; whether educational qualifications could
also be acco~dated is more doubtful though certainly this additional dimension is desired. Data limitations will be fairly severe. Of necessity, primary reliance for labour force information will be placed on the 1961 Census,
with some help from current data series for updating. The possibilities offered by all current survey data will be thoroughly explored.
Capabilities under Exploration
20.
Employment by occupation: Although operations of the Manpower services will be greatly assisted by job vacancy statistics, the latter's development adds greatly to the pressure for current statistics on total occupational demand (employed plus vacancies). ·It is this total, not merely the fraction which shows up as vacancies, that must underlie program planning, and it
is only with good data on employment by occupation that there will be a universe for the calculation of job vacancy rates. Without the rates, various
problems in interpreting the vacancy data could arise.
21.
At the present time the decennial census is the only comprehensive
and detailed source of information on the occupations of the.Canadian labour
force(4) and, with rapid change in technology, product demand and other factors
which alter occupational strticture, the ten year interval is simply too long.
The question of developing current data series is now under active exploration.
It is hoped that either singly or in combination certain administrative data
and extended utilization of the Job Vacancy Survey machinery to cover a sample
of establishments could yield the desired capability but the investigations
are still at a preliminary stage.

(3} See 4 - Canada.
(4) The monthly Labour Force Survey supplies only ten occupation groups, hence
is of very limited usefulness in this respect.
I.
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22.
Added regional dimension: The second serious gap in Canadian manpower statistics is at the local and regional level. The Monthly Labour Force
Survey, which is an approximately 1% sample, reports only at the provincial
level and with smaller provinces combined.(5) For sub-provincial information,
between censuses, th~ principal source has been the monthly survey collecting
employment hours and earnings data from all establishmen~s (more than 40,000)
with twenty or more employees. While this yields employment counts for most
of the larger urban centres, the omission of employment in the small firm
sector imposes some limits on usefulness. The absence of data for counties
and census divisions (the main sub-provincial areal system employed by the
Census) has also been a problem. However, the utility of establi.shment statistics will be greatly enhanced in the near future as the result of the· decision
to code all data, including data from small firm surveys, to the county unit.
23.
Local area information on unemployment is regrettably weak. While
rough measures are obtainable from the records of unplaced applicants registered at Canada Manpower Centres, since participation is voluntary the statistics reflect only those who choose to avail themselves of the service. Records
of persons drawing unemployment insurance benefits are limited by part~al coverage of the scheme. Considerable interest, therefore, attaches to an experimental investigation launched by the Econometric Research Staff in DBS to
determine the feasibility of estimating unemployment by the application of
multiple regression methods to data from the Labour Force Survey and the Department of Manpower. The former is so designed that sample estimates of
unemployment can be tabulated for some 60 sub-provincial regions, although the
estimates are judged unusable due to sampling variability and have not been
produced in the past. The new plan involves using the Labour Force Survey data
for all areas combined, in conjunction with the data on registrants at Canada
Manpower Centres, to derive a regression equation which will provide a better
estimate for a given area than the original sample figure.
24.
Initial results appeared prom1s1ng. However, difficulties were subsequently encountered in connection with inconsistencies in the reporting practices of regional offices and certain variables required by the equations
ceased to be collected. These difficulties have not as yet been entirely removed. Until su~h time as the statistical reporting can be stabilized, further
work on the estimates is in abeyance.
25.
For some years the 1961 Census has been inadequate as a source of
diagnostic information to assist the operations of the Manpower services and
also as a basis for designating areas to which special federal programs would
apply. Now, under the new Departinent of Regional Economic Expans_ion, comprehensive economic planning is to be an integral part of the designation program,
hence a new urgency attends the development of local area statistics, including
labour force.
26.
The regional statistics program established within D.B.S. took an
important step forward in developing the capability to supply annual estimates
of population for some 300 counties and census divisions. The method.rests on
the application of "symptomatic" data series - administrative data which are
available annually and which bear some close relationship to total population
or a specific age group. By extension of the same or similar nethodology,
breakdowns by age and sex will be available in the near future. However, the
(5) Provinces may obtain figures for individual provinces and for the larger

Metropolitan areas on a confidential basis, but the data are subject to
sampling variability.
5
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estimation of labour force for small areas appears more problematical due to
the margin of error in the population estimates (particularly in smaller
counties) and to the absence of data which could reflect a change in participation rates.
27.
The weakness of the data base which affects most small area estimates
stems from the small size and limited functions of most administrative units
within provinces. Statistics, in other words, are typically generated as a
by-product of programs. A further difficulty arises with the areal system
established for the manpower program, with administrative boundaries dra~vn to
define or approximate local labour market areas. It is on this locality basis
that administrative statistics are generated and for which additional labour
force information would be most useful to the Department of Manpower and
Immigration. On the other hand, data collected by D.B.S. which might be utilized in producing small area estimates has been coded for counties and census
divisions (the Job Vacancy Survey is the one notable exception). While a new
start can be made within the 1971 Census which will supply labour force information both for Canada Manpower Centre areas and for the county system, methods
for converting current data series will still be needed after the Census. It
is hoped that a system of geo-coding now being developed will supply the solution.

6
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DEVELOPMENT OF 1v1ANPOWER STATISTICS WITH PARTICULAR
REFERENCE TO

~1ANPOWER

FORECASTING AND MANPOWER TARGETS

1.
The first specialised study of the labour force in Guyana was
carried out in 1956 in collaboration with the ILO. This study was based on
a sample of the population and was designed to measure the size and other
demographic and occupational characteristics of the labour force, with
particular reference to the level of employment, unemployment, and
underemployment. The results of the studies were published in a report
entitled - "A Report on the Employment, Unemployment and Underemployment
in British Guiana", which was issued jointly by the ILO and the Government
of Guyana (then British Guiana).
2.
A second specialised study, again based on a sample of the
Population, was conducted in respect of the labour force in 1965. This
latter study was however designed to yield information not only in respect
of the numbers that were unemployed, underemployed, and employed, but
also with respect to the level of qualification, occupational training and skill,
possessed by persons who were in the labour force. In addition the study
provided data in respect of the unsatisfied demand for labour, that is •·
vacancies in productive enterprises, and pointed to areas in which training
was likely to be critical in view of the existing supply of skill, and potential
demand for them.

3.

The Censuses of Population taken in 1946, 1960 and recentlyin 1970,
provided further opportunities for measuring important elements of the
manpower situation in Guyana. There is therefore basic information on the
labour force - its employment status, and levels of training and of qualification - on the basis of which it is possible to make forecasts of the supply of
manpower.

4.

In Guyana, future work in manpower would be the joint responsibility
of the Bureau of Statistics and the Manpower Research Unit of the Ministry _
of Labour. Unlike some territories in the Caribbean Guyana does not have a.
Continuous Sample Survey of Population on the basis of which it could make
current estimates of, and observe changes in, the occupational characteristics
of the labour force. It is proposed however to design and c,onduct on an
Annaul basis a survey which would yield various manpower statistics
·
relevant to the needs of economic and educational planning in Guyanan. A
measure of size and information on the demographic characteristics of the
labour force, together with the provision of data on the· educational levels
and occupational training attained by persons within the labour force would
constitute important objectives of the Survey. Attempts would also 1:>e made
to measure the incidence and nature of unemployment from time to time, with
attention being given to the underemployment problem which in Guyana poses
special problems because so much of the work force is engaged in agricultural
employment both paid and own-account.

S.

This survey would at least provide measures of the changing _
supply of manpower. The Ministry of Labour which has recently carr1_ed out
an establishment survey to measure the changing l~vels of employment 1n
various occupations and industries would on the basis of present thinking
increase the frequency of its survey in order to capture data not only on the
level of employment by occupation, but also on the number and duration of

1
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Vacancies. For instance, long term vacancies, that is vacancies existing
for more than six months, may be a good indication of shortages in the
particular occupation. This employment data would therefore form a
valuable indicator of the impact of development on employment, and
unemployment.

6.

'\The information referred to in the foregoing paragraphs represents
the kind of manpower statistics that is necessary to make available to the
economic planners. They represent ,essential pieces of manpower information if reasonable assessments are to be made of the performance of the
economy in so
far as the provision of
.
. jobs is concerned.

7.

There is however another important aspect of manpower statistics
which requires attention. This refers to the forecasting of available human
resources as well as the demand for, and therefore the capacity of the
economy over a time, effectively to employ and utilise its human resources.
Most development plans in developing countries have stated either
implicitly; or explicitly the reduction of unemployment as a major objective of
development planning.

8.

In the Guyana case a Ten Year Perspective Development Plan_
is in course of preparation. The major objective of the plan is the achievement of full employment in about fifteen years. The requirements of the
plan have entailed work on two fronts so far as manpower statisti.cs are
·concerned:(i) · the assessment of the unemployment problems based on the

most recent information;
(ii)
(iii)

·

a projection of the labour force over the next ten years
.

(1970-1980)~

an estimation of the demand for manpower (or skills) over
the same period.•

Work on (i) is in progress, and involves an analysis of the 1970 Population
Census data relating to the Economic Activity of a Sample of persons
enumerated. in the Census. At the end of this stage of the exercise it is
expected that usable information will be derived with respect to the nature
of the human resource·s in Guyana, in terms of the age, sex, education,
training, occupation, ·\vorker status, and the geographic location of persons
between the ages of fourteen and sixty-four, who are both in and outside
of the labour force. It is also expected that adequate information would be
secured on the labour force status of the economically active, that is
whether, and the extent to which, the labour force is· employed, underemployed and unemployed. This information together with comparable data
in the 1946 and the 1960 Censuses should provide the basic framework
for planning considerations, as well as the base material for the stage (ii)
of the exercise; that is, the projection of some of the manpower aggregates,
over the next ten years. In this second stage of the analysis projections
would be made by the application of a growth cu~ve equation to the available
labour force data derived from the 1946, 1960 and the 1970 Population
Censuses.

9.

It is recognised that any aggregate derived in this way, tacitly
assumes that development in the period over which the projection extends

2

would follow the path of development in the period between 1946 and 1960 and
from 1960 to 1970. There will be under lying imperfections in such an
assumption, but it is probable that the projections would give the minimum
manpower supply position. However population growth, migration and any
change in the participation rates of persons in the population, particularly of
w_pmen, would tend to change the path of actu.~l growth curve.•
10.
Even where a workable projection of the manpower supply is.
.
produced, there still would remain the even more complex task of projecting :
the demand for skills in various occupations. The intention is to start with
an inventory of skills in the existing work force. Sin~e work in this area
has recently been done by the Ministry of Labour; business establishments
would be canvassed for their development plans over say the next three to ·
five years. It is possible that some of these firms would have actually
worked out the manpower requirements of their projected expansion. In that:
case the business enterprisprise would probably be able to make :reasonable i
assessments of their manpower requirements. The same would pt-obably
:
apply to the Central Government which would need to work out or: determine
the demands· for human resources that would be created by the projects it
wishes to include in the Plan. The combined manpower requirements of the
Public and the Private Sectors would constitute an estimate of the effective
demand for certain skills - manual, technical and professional.
1

11.
However certain serious difficulties would arfse in this approach.
In the first instance some may not be willing to make, while others may not
be capable of making an assessment of their manpower requirements much
more than two years ahead. To ask for longer' periods may well invite ·
imprecise and therefore valueless information. Secondly even the. Public
Sector would be hard put at the time of formulating a Plan to assess in
detail its requirements in terms of all forms of manpower.
12.
It is possible however that in terms of certain professions - e.g.
Doctors, Nurses, School Teacher(- rough ratio·s to total population could
be worked out, on the basis of which requirements could be assessed over timE
based on projections of the total population.
·
13.
Another aspect of manpower statistics that would be of interest for
compilation and study relates to the inflow and outflow of skilled or trained
personnel.· This phenomenon in many countries, usually the developing
countries, is commonly referred to as the brain-drain. It is therefore
extremely useful that an accurate count is kept of residents who emigrate
permanently, and that these are analysed with respect to their ages, sex,
occupational training received and educational standard attained. These
represent wastages in the training effort of educational and vocational
training institutions. Similar analyses also need to be done with respect
to arrivals of permanent immigrants, as these add to the labour force and
may compete with and even displace nationals for scarce jobs.

3
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INDIA

DEVELOPMENT OF MANPOWER STATISTICS

\VITH PART ICUIAR REFEREN::E TO MANPOWER
FORECASTING AND MANPOWER TARGETS
INI'RODUCT ION

In India studies on forecasting of manpower ~nd manpower
targets relate to certain categories of technical personnel
such as scientists, engineers, teachers 1 doctors, nurses and
, other para-medical personnel. In this paper the .main sourceD
of canpower statistics and the techniques adopted in estimating the demand and supply of manpower in the selected categories are discussed briefly.
·
1.

MANPOWER STATISTICS
The decennial census
The 1961 census conducted by the Registrar General of
India provided the following distribution of the urban and
rural population at the State and district levels:

2.

( i)

Industrial Classification{by divisions,
major and minor groups) of workers
separately for each sex;

( ii)

occupational distribution of the workers
according to sex and broad industry
divisions;

(iii)
(iv)

educational levels of the workers by sex and
indus~ry divisions;
occupational divisions of persons at work
other than cultivation, -classified by sex,
broad age-groups and educational levels in
urban areas only;

(v)

persons unemployed aged 15 and above by- sex;
broad age-groups and educational levels in
urban areas ;
··

(vi)

persons unemployed aged 15 and above by sex
and educational levels in rural areas.

The occupational distribution is available at the three digit
level for all those engaged in non-farm work. Another significant contribution of the 1961 census to the development of
canpower statistics was the special census of scientific·andtechnical personnel conducted with the help of the Council of
1
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Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) along with the
census operations.
National Sample Survey
3.
The National Sample Survey(NSS) in the various rounds
furnishes, apart from the estimates of employment and
unemployment,
information on (1) the distribution of
labour force by educational levels, (ii) the distribution
of gainfully employed persons by industry and occupation
separately,. (iii) distribution of the unemployed by sex
and broad age-groups, (iv) a two way ~istribution of the
.unemployed in urban India by type of work sought and broad
.leve 1 of training or education and {v) an industryo~cupational distribution of lVOrkers at one digit level.
Employment Market Information
4.
T_he Employment Market Information programme(EMI) was
started by the-Directorate General of Employment and Training
(DGET) in 1959 for the collection of comprehensive employment
data· on a continuing basis from all public sector establishments and from non-agricultural establishments in the private
. sector employing 25 or more workers under the Employment
_Exchange(Compulsory Notification of Vacancies} Act, 1959. The
data are being collected from public and private sectors
·respectively in alternate years. Information is collected from
·establishments on employment, vacancy, shortages and
occupational distribution through statutory returns. Since
April, 1966, smaller non-agricultural establishments in the
private. sector employing 10 to 24 workers are also being
covered on a voluntary basis. In addition, the LGET have been
conducting biennially a survey of non-agricultural establishments in the private sector employing five to nine workers on
a voluntary basis. However, the frame on which this information is based is considered incomplete.- The EMI data have
· limitations owing to non-coverage of employment in agriculture (except plantations) and of self-employed persons and
inadeQuate coverage of establishments in the private sector
and of employment in construction. In terms of the total
labour :force in the country, the EMI returns represent not
more than ten per cent. However, the organised sector covered
under the programme accounts for a fairly high percentage of
high level manpower except doctors about half of whom are
self-employed.
5.
On the basis of data supplied by the establishments in
regard to the occupational patterns of employees working in
them, the DGET prepares reports on the occupational pattern
of workers in the private and public sectors in alternate
years. From 1965 occupational data which was previously
presented at the three-digit level has been extended to the
2
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five-digit level. The reports also provide industryoccupation matrices for establishments in the public and
private sectors separately, the industry codes being at
the three-di~it level and occupational codes at the
two-uig1t level. The UGET has recently published an
occupation-educational level matrix after' obtaining on_a
voluntary basis additional data for 1966 on educational
levels for certain selected categories of employees in the
public sector establishments such as professional and
technical, administrative anQ ~nagerial, craftsm~n and
production process workers. \1} In the. private sector
similar information was collected for all skilled occupatio~
categories on a sample basis fo~ the·· year 1967 and arrangements have also been made for presenting such matrices
·
according to the size of establishments.
·
Employment exchange registers
6.
The UGET maintains a list of job seekers at the various
employment exchanges numbering 423 currently. In spite of
the limitations of live register statistics owing to various
factors like voluntary nature of registration, pural registration by the same applicant at different places. and for
different jobs, registration by employed persons tor better
jobs, etc., the live register data are the only source of
information that provide statistics of job seekers by
occupational categories at the district level. An educational
as well as occupational distribution of candidates on the
live register is brought out by VGET as on 30th June and 31st.
December each year.
National Register for scientific and technical personnel
7.
For obtaining information on the utilisation of trained
manpower the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research
(CSIR) started a National Register in 1948 for persons holding
at least a degree in science or medicine or a diploma· in
engineering and technology, particulars of each individual
being collected voluntarily and kept in the form of a filledin-card. In 1957 an 'Indian Abroad' section was started in
the National Register for maintaining particulars of pe~sons
trained abroad. Despite all efforts it has not been possible
to secure information for all persons eligible for registration. Other limitations of the CSIR data are (i) the information contained in the cards does not relate to any particular
reference year and (ii) the data pertain to all those who·
choose to register themselves irrespective of their being
or not being in the labour force. Despite the limitations,·
the information contained in the register is being usefully
analysed for studying the ~arious c~aracte~istics of these
technical personnel.~2) Th1s analys1s prov1des a number of
useful cross tabulations such as (i) average salary of ·
3
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personnel possessing different levels of education and
engaged in different types of activities in the public
and privat~ ~ectors, (ii) activity preferred by personnel
having different educational levels, (iii) distribution of
personnel in different sectors acc_ording to length of
experience and (iv) distribution of personnel according to
the countrr of training.
·
Statistics of teaching personnel

s.

The Ministry of Education and Youth Services· compiles
and publishes comprehen·sive statistics on school as well as
higher education. Statistics of sanctioned strength, annual
.. intake and outturn of engineering colleges and polytechnics
are available annually. The University Grants Commission(UGC)
also brings out annually educational statistics relating to
different faculties including data on teachers. Education
Ministry covers teachers in all educational institutions
which. are officially recognised while the UGC confines itself
C?nly .to teachers in universities and affiliated colleges.
The Ministry of Education also collects data on the educatioml
qualifications of teachers at the school level which enables
it to provide a break-up of teachers trained and untrained
according to broad levels of education.
Registers of medical personnel
9.
The Medical Council of India(MCI) with its regional
councils in the States maintains a register of allopathic
medical personnel with a degree or licentiate diploma. This
suffers from limitations on account of omissions, duplications,· outdated entries, etc. The register also does not
provide information on occupation, industry and sector of
employment(public or private) of the medical personnel.
10.
The Dental.Council of India·maintains manpower data
regarding dental colleges and dentists.·Similarly, the
·Pharmacy Council of India maintains registration data on
pharmacists. These data suffer from the same defects as
noted·ror medical personnel. The Indian Nursing Council
maintains a register for (a) nurses, (b) midwives, (c)
health visitors and (d) auxiliary nurse-midwives who have
completed the prescribed course of education and training.
The recent recommendation of the Indian Nursing Council
that the registrants should renew their registration after
every five years is expected to make the data more uptodate.
MANPOWEU lo'OUECASTI?\G ANl.J MANPOWER TAR(;£'1'~

11.
The first attempt to forecast the technical manpower
requirements was made by the Scientific ~mnpower Committee
(1949) which, for the sake of convenience, classified all
national activity requiring scientific and technical manpower
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under two principal groups viz., (i) Industries and (11)
Government and Government sponsored departments(including
agriculture, transport, medical and public health, etc.)
The Committee estimated the requirements.of the scientific
and technical personnel on the basis of 'production to
·
personnel' ratio in the various industries. Where the use
of this ratio was not possible, the estimates were attempted
on the basis of other factors such as (1) possible size.ot
the industry,(ii) technical operations involved, and (iii)
conditions obtaining in similar industry in other countries.
The estimates were provided f9r)a period of five years in
over 20 principal industries.\3
·
Demand for engineering personnel
12.
The estimates of engineering personnel z-equired in'the
principal fields of material development such as building
and road construction, railways, industrial development in
the public and private sectors, mining, irrigation and power,
etc. prepared by the Engineering Personnel Committee. set .up
by the Planning Commission in 1955, were 'mostly based on the
'Cost to Personnel' ratio. Where the 'Cost to Personnel'
ratio was not applic~ble the estimate was based on 'Production
to Personnel' ratio.\4)
·
13.
The estimates of engineers in the manufacturing sector
provided by the Perspective Planning Division(PPD) of the
Planning Commission for the Second Plan (1956-61) were ·based
on the assumption that the demand for the engineering
personnel would, on the average, increase in direct proportion
to the increase in industrial output. The estimated number
of engineers in different industries in 1954 was assumed to
indicate the minimum number of engineers required at the
beginning of the Second Plan period. On the basis of the
anticipated rate of development for each industry during the
Second Five Year Plan rough indices of physical production
in respect of each of the nine major groups of industries
taking 1955-56 level of production as 100,were worked out.
The percentage increase in production in each major industry
group multiplied by the number of engineers employed in the .
base year provided an estimate of the additional engineers
required. On the basis of the relative proportion of different
types of engineers in the ~~e year estimates were also made
of different specialities.\5}
14.
The Working Group on Technical Education and Vocational
Training (1960) provided estimates of requirements of engineering personnel for the periods 1961-66 (Third Plan) and 1966-71,
on the bas is of ( i) increase in the national income and ( i-1)
additional employment potential. The investment outlay corresponding to an expected increase in national income during
1961-66 was allocated among important industries and the
corresponding targets of production in these industries were
estimated. On the basis of assumed output-engineer ratios in
5
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different industries, additional requirements of engineers
were estimated. A ratio 1:2 was assumed for the allocation
of total engineering personnel between graduate engineers
and diploma holders. In the second approach, it was assumed
that a net investment of Rs .100,000 million in the 'rhird Plan
would generate additional non-agricultural employment for 10.1
million persons, and that additional requirement for engineering personnel would form about 1 per cent of the additional
total employment. rl1 he estimates for the next five year period
(1966-71) were prepared directly on the assumption that an
average annual investment of Rs .20,000 million per year would
entail a demand for about 24,000 engineers annually. Estimates
for this period were also worke~ out on the basis of additional employment potential approach.
15.
An alternative approach was also adopted by relating
total employment of engineerin$ personnel to total employment
in the non-agricultural sector{as distinct from additional
employment considered in the earlier approach). It was found
that -the percentage o:r engineers to total non-agricultural
eaployment bas risen froa 0.12 in 1950-51 to 0.16 in 1955-56,
to 0.24 in 1960-61 and to 0.41 in 1965-66. On the assumption
that this ratio would be about 0.55 in 1970-71, the total
number of engineers required at the end of the year 1970-71
was estimated. In addition to this global estimate, segmental
approach was also adopted by working out the requirements for
engineers for each Ministry/industry on the basis of targets)
of production/capacity envisaged in the Third Plan period.~6
16.
The foregoing methods of forecasting technical manpower
were based on the global approach, i.e., they lump together
all the se.ctors of the economy without making any dist*nction
between them. Further these studies,excepting the one by the
Working Group on Technical Education anti Vocational Training,
have related engineering manpower requirements to estimates
of JD8.inly one :factor, viz., output or investment, rather than
considering the three factors viz., output, investment and
work-force. The Institute of Applied Manpower Researoh(~)
made an exploratory study to examine the practicability of
sectorwise approach based on the three factors viz., output,
investment,,~d work-force to provide three independent .
estimates.\ J A comparison of the rPsults obtained from
sectoral as well as global approach·
brought to light the
relative strength and weakness of the two approaches, indicating the need for checking the findings of the one with the
help of the other. Conceptually, the superiority of the
sectoral approach over the global one is unQuestionable, since
the various sectors of the economy have widely different
characteristics as far as engineering manpower employment
and related factors are concerned. Not only do important
ratios like output-engineer, investment-engineer and engineerworkforce, differ significantly from sector to sector, but
the rates of growth of various sectors over time are also
quite different. However, the statistical problems in the
6
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sectoral approach are more difficult than those
encom1tered i11 the global approach, mainly be cu. use the
global data of engineering manpower employment are
available for a larger number of years than sectorwise figures.
In regard to
factors on which engineering manpower requirements could be based, it was considered that instead of using
any one factor for all the sectors, the most suitable factor
for the different sectors could be identified and used. For
example, an estimate for demand of engineering teachers ~ould
best be made on the basis of projected enrolment of students
and pupil-teacher ratios in engineering educational institu-.
tions. Similarly while investment may be the most suitable
bas is for 'construct ion', the engineering manpower needs of
maintenance should be related t·o the total capital stock built
up over time.
17.
The IAMR has also attempted a long-term :forecasting
of demand for engineers adopting global approach. The global
approach w:as adopted because sectorwise data for Fifth Plan
were not available. The study was based on certain assumptions
in regard to the growth of the economy in the Fourth Plan
(1969-74) and the Fifth Plan(1974-79) periods. Two approaches
were adopted. In the first approach, linear rsgression of
employment of engineers on total national income was fitted
and on the basis of certain assumption in regard to growth
of national income estimate of demand for engineering personnel
was obtained. Two more alternative regression estimates were
also worked out using national income from non-agricultural
sector and income from
engineering-intensive sectors as
independent variables. in the second approach linear
regression of engineering employment on investment was fitted.
On this bas is and on the assumption of certain rate of,
increase in investment in tbe future, demand estimates were
worked out for engineers.t8J
18.
When engineering manpower is classified by an
occupational concept, it covers all those who perform
engineering functions irrespective of their educational
qualification. Hence, the term 'engineering; personnel' covers
not only graduate and diploma holders in engineering and
technology but also the 'engineering practicals' who d~ not
possess any of the above qualifications but perform functions
appropriate to the profession, generally complementary to that
of the engineering graduates and diploma holders. A Planning
Commission study(1955) identified this category for the first
time and estimated that they constitute slightly less than a
quarter of the graduates and diploma holders. Another survey
by IAMR(1964-65) showed that the relative strength of
'practicals' slightly increased since the Planning Commis.sion
study. The estimates of demand of the engineering personnel
would include the 'engineering practicals' as well.

7
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Supply of engineers
19.

I '

The first attempt to estimate the supply of technical
pAr~~nnel was made by the PP.D of the Planning Commission when
it made, during the Second Plan period(1956-61), a number of
stock and distribution studies in :re(lpect of different ·
categories of-technical personnel.\91 The WIR estimated the
prospective growth of th~ supply of engineers during the Third
Plan period(1961-66).(10J The stock of engineers for the period
1955-68 was estimated based on the number of pupils·who
passed out successfully in each year from the various institutions, the number for the base year 19_55 having been estimated
-separately. The estimates of future· outturn were worked out on
certain assumptions regar~ing the number of admissions in the
various institutions and ~he· numbers who a~e expected to pass
out successfully after completing the course, due regard being
paid to the wastage due to ·failures and discontinuation of
studies., etc. The lAMR also estimated the growth of engineering man,power supply for the Fourth(1969-74) and Fifth(1974-79)
Plan periods on.the basis of educational programmes'and instit~
tions already available assuming the ·future admissions to be
maintained at the level of 'ctual admissions made in 1968-69
and certain pass percentages for the· degree and diploma
courses. The losses due to retirement, deaths, mig:ration, etc.
~ere assumed at 2 per cent of the stock each year. \8} ·
Demand for doctors and nurses
20.
The e'stima.te_s of demand for doctors and other supporting ·
para-medical personnel for ~he first three plans have generally
been based on.global doctor-population ratios considered feasible on the basis of availability of resources, stock of doctors,
etc. The IAMR has attempted the estimates of demand for doctors
tor the Fourth(1969-74) and Fifth(1974-79) Plan periods by·
component method; The components are (i) employees in the pu~c
sector·exclusive of medical teachers and· doctors employed in
family planning work (ii) medical teachers (iii) employees
working on family planning programmes (iv) self-employed
doctors·e_ngaged in priyat~· practice and (v) doctors ecployed
by the private seotor.\11} The demand for doctors in the
public seotor(other than those employed in family planning
programmes and medical teachers) was estimated by the use of
a regression equation relating the number of doctors to
revenue expenditure(after adjusting tor price changes) on
health programme for the period 1956-68 and assuming the
.
levels of Government· revenue expenditure for the future years.
The demand for doctor-teachers was based on certain assumptions
on teacher-pupil ratio and the trends of admissions in medical
colleges during 1968-78. The demand for doctors for the family
planning programme has been work~d out on the basis of
organisational structure and staffing pattern for the
various administrative and service units .for the family
8.
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planning work at the State, District and Block level • The.
demand for doctors in the private sector consisting of two
components,namelf (i) self-employed doctors doing private
practice and (ii) doctor employees of private employers has
.
been estimated by two approaches. The first approach is ' based
upon the income elasticity of the expenditure on medical
services used in conjunction with per capita income of household (medical service user approach) and the second approach
relates to demand for doctors in the private sector to the
national income. The results of both the approaches were found
to be approximately of the same order. Having thus estimated
the total of the two components of demand for doctors in the
private sector, separate estimat.es in respect ofthe two
components were ohtained .on the assumption that doctor
employees of private employers constituted about 10 per cent
of the total doctors in the private sector.
·
21.
The wm. adopted the component approach for est inat ing
the demand fof n~ses for Fourth(1969-74) and Fifth(1974-79)
Plan periods. 12} The components are (a) care of beds, (b)
teaching, (c) administration and (d) ·family planning. The_·
demand for nurses in respect of 'care of beds' was estimated
on the bas is of specified nurs·e-bed ratio. The method followed
to assess the demand for nurses for family planning programme
was more or less similar to the one adopted for projecting
demand for doctors for the same programme. The demand for
nurses for administrative purposes has been estimated on the
basis of certain norms for medical administration.The method
for estimating the
demand for nurse-teachers was more or
less similar to the one adopted for doctor-teachers.
Supply of doctors and nurses
22.
Estimates of the stock of medical personnel in India
are not available from any one single source and there are
many sources each of which gives a partial picture of the
available medical manpower. The DU.il! brought together all the
available information on the number and distribution of
medical personnel and then arrived at an estimate)of the
stock of doctors, nurses and dentiste.{13, 14, 15
Demand for teachers
23.
The estimation of demand for teachers for the years
1976 and 1986 made jointly by the· Indian Statistical Instit:ute
(lSI), Perspective Planning liivision(PPli) of the Planni~g
Co~ission and the London School of Economic(LSE) is ma~nly
based on assumed pattern of teachers' qualifications,.the
pupil-teacher ratios, targets of enrolments etc. cons~dered
feasible at different levels of education, the gradual
substitution of untrained by traine<.i teachers being an
ancillary aim to improve the quality of education. As re~ards
9
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pattern ot ~eachers' qualifications, it was assumed that no
non-matriculates w·ere recruited after 1961 and that by natural
wastage, the stock of non-JUGtriculate teachers would be reduced by 3 per cent a year from 1961. The distribution of these
estimated teachers by educational qualifications was worked
out on the basis of certain assumptions in respect of percentage of graduate teachers in primary schools, middle schools,
high and higher secondary schools, universities and colleges.U~
The Educati~n Division of the Planning Commission in consultation with the Ministry of Education estimated the requirements
of teachers for the different plan periods on the assumption
of certain pupil-teacher ratios for different stages of educ~n
_i~cluding the university educati-on, due allowance having been
aade for replacement requirements. The targets o-r additional
enrolment of pupils for· different stages of education were
set-out on varied considerations taking into account the future
expected age-sex distribution o-r population.
Supply of teachers
24-.
The estimated demand for teachers ( ISI/PPD/LSE) for the
years 1976 and 1986 would provide the additional requirements
for the ·periods 1961-76 and 1976-86. The total outt urn required
was ~btained by adding replacement requirements to allow tor
wastage, etc. A wastage rate of 2 .5 per cent a year was assumed
for trained and untrained teachers with matriculation or
higher qualification~. The total wastage for the two periods was
estimated on the ass~ption that stocks of graduate and undergraduate teachers would grow at compound rate ot growth between
1961 and 1976 and between 1976 and 1986. Having thus obtained
the tot~l outturn of schooi teachers required for the two
periods, the.annual outturn o"! teachers required was estimat~d )
on the assumption of a phased programme for the two periods.\ 1 6
The Education Division of the Planning Commission in consultation with the Ministry of Education estimated the supply of
teachers on the basis of enrolments in teacher training institutions at various levels of education due allowance having been
pai4 to the.wastage due to "failures, discontinuation of sturlies,etc.
·
Manpower and

Ed~cational

Development

25.
The Indian Statistical Institute, the PPD of the Planning
Commission and the Lond~n School of Economics in a joint study
estimated the-requirements of workers at each educationallevel
by two appr-oaches - one for services(other than trade and
transport) and the other tor the other sectors of the economy.
For estimating employment in all sectors except 'other services'
(i.e. excluding trade and transport) it was assumed that the
demand for educated aanpower(matriculates and above) would
increase at the same rate as net output in each sector of the
economy. The targets ot economic growth for the economy as a
10.
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whole and for each sector of it were those proposed by the
PPD of the Planning Commission for -the different sectors. The
demand for educated manpower in public administration and
defence was worked out on the basis of likely growth of
non-developmental expenditure adjusted for likely increase in
produc_tivity. Tbe demand :for doctors and nurses in the medical
services sector was worked out ·on the basis of certain ratios
of these categories of technical personnel to population.
26. . The total stock of educated personnel from which the
required number of workers could be drawn was worked out on
the assumption that the proportion of workers to the total
stock of educated persons would be the same in future as it
wa_s in 1961, for men and women separately.· Having· thus estimated
the requirements of the stock of educated personnel, the future
growth of enrolments implied by the manpower needs both in the
general education as well as education of{specialists was
estimated on the basis of certain trends. 16}
Manpower requirements by industry and occupational groups
27.
Directorate General of Employment and Training{DGET) also
attempted manpower projections according to main occupational
and industr+~l groups for a period of ten yea~s(1968~69 to
1978-79).\ J These projections were based on certain assumptiom
regarding the growth of national income, employment and labour
productivity. The :future occupational pattern of employment
within each sector was obtained on the basis of the industryoccupation matrices of non-agricultural employment constructed
on the basis of 1961 census working force data and the indus~ry
occupation pattern of wage-paid employment for 1962-63 and
1964-65 based on the EMI data.
Concluding remarks
28.
From the above survey, it will be seen that the methods
of estimating demand and supply of manpower are still in the
early stages of d eve lopme nt. Uore sophisticated methodo lory for
estimating demand could not be followed due to inadequacy of
necessary data in respect of the changes in the industryoccupational matrices and the occupation-educational leve~
matrices with the development of industry and production. The
changes in the pattern and distributi9n of these matrices due
to technical developments are yet to be studied in some depth.
Informtion on levels of productivity and their impact on the
occupational pattern in different industries needs careful
investigation. Even the various ratios such as investmentmanpower, cost-manpower, output-manpower etc. require to be
studied i11
greater detail before they could be applied.
for the purposes-of manpower forecasting. Majority of the
manpower requirements were worked out at the macro-level. These
estimates need· to be cross-checked with more detailed microlevel estimates of specific sectors/industries/projects. Only
on the basis of the above mentioned background knowle~ge, it
11
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would be possible to adopt more sophisticated methods of
manpower fo~ecasting. As regards manpower supply only a few
studies on the underlying methodology have been carried out.
The dif:ticulties· were partly conceptual in the sense that on the
one hand, all persons holding a diploma or degree were included
in supply estimates irrespectiye of their labour force status
and on the other hand., a fairly high percentage of skilled
personnel like 'engineering practicals',who perform functions
appropriate to engineering profession, despite their not
hav.i.rig undergone any institutional training, were generally
excluded from supply est.imates. Inadequate information on rates
ot mortality, retirement and· migration.' introduced errors in
supply estimates. Further, mobil~ty aspect had to be practically
·ignored due to lack of information, although it deserves very
careful attention tor purposes of maintaining manpower supply
and demand at regionallindustry levels. ·
.
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DEVELOPMENT OF 1'lANPOWErt STATISTICS NITH PA...:.tTICULAR
REFERENCE TO LU.AHPC~VER FOrtZC.ASTING AND MANPC~.~R T.AH.GETS

1.
The National Development Conference marked New.Zealand's
entry into the field of indicative planning, an important
element of which is the planning of manpower resources. As a
result, since the last Commonwealth Statisticians' Conference,
this country has commenced the collection and compilation of
data for manpower planning purposes.
2.
Initially, the exercise was necessarily tied to the
National Development Conference, and was concerned with forecasting manpower targets for each of the two planning periods .
ending 1972/73 and 1978/79.
Because of the structure of the:
National Development Conference, manpower forecasts were
calculated for 11 major sectors as follows:
Farming (including Farm Contracting)
Agricultural Processing
Forestry and Related Industries
Distribution
Fishing and Fish Processing
Building and Construction
Manufacturing
Hotels, Restaurants, etc.
Transport
Electricity, Coal Gas, and Oil
Other Industries ~including Armed Forces)

3.

As a basis for the forecasts, estimated manpower
figures wer·e compiled for each of the above sectors for the
period April 1958 to April 1968 inclusive.
The basic information was drawn mainly from Estimated Labour Force Statistics
prepared by the Labour Department.
Where necessary, this was
supplemented by figures from the Industrial Production Statistics collected by Statistics Department.
fhe resulting series
has just been revised to bring it into line with the International Standard Industrial Classification.
4.
The forecasts of manpower requirements, in the time
laid down, necessitated the development of a number of ad hoc
surveys and special studies of productivity in selected firms.
These were tied in with the aforementioned Industrial Production
Statistics, Input-Output Studies, and other information collected
by the Department of Statistics.

5.

On the supply side, the procedure was to obtain
estimates of the supply of labour by individual age groups for
the following ten years.
It was assumed that participation
rates would remain at their then current levels, and that there
would be a net immigration gain of 5,000 per annum.
The initial
supply figure arrived at was, in effect, a control figure for
demand.
1
1
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On the demand side, production targets were obtained,
and productivity trends were worked out based on informat-ion
received from each sector, and in the light of expected future
technological changes.
From the fqregoing, manpower requirementa were calculated.
7.
·As the National Development Council is an exercise in
indicative planning, the production targets will be revised
· from time to time, in the light of altered economic conditions.
Any alteration in production targets will, or course, necessitate an alteration in labour forecasts.
6.

a.·

In addition to manpower forecasts ror each sector,
forecasts were_ also calculated for twelve occupational groupings,
viz.:
Higher Professional - qualified at University or
Medical or Dental School, etc.
·
Other Professional - those generally regarded as
professionally qualified, but for whom a
·University course is not necessary.
.
and Trainers - those not included in
professional categories, and including all
teachers except those who described themselves
according to the sub~ect they tausht, e.s •
. Ppysic.is~, ~tc. . ... . ,.
,. . · .. ·, , . . . .
Technicians - all those regarded as ~echnicians
by the Technicians OertifiJation Authority,
and including medical and dental technicians,
computer programmers, etc,
~eachers

1 ..

•

Tradesmen·- those who have undertaken an apprenticeship train.ing.
·
·
Operatives - those who haye been trained on the job 1
both akilled and semi-skilled,
.
Management - all types or manaserial starr including
administration officers, foremen and supervisora.
Clerke and T7l)iata.
Sales-Workers,
Own Account Workers and Working Proprictora.
Othera - including fishermen, farm labourera,
labourera not working with machines, etc.
Not classified by occupation, and Armed Forces,

2

.

~

..
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9.

All occupations contained in the New ~ealand census
were classified in accordance with the twelve groups.
The
classification was then applied to the labour force as at 1968.
In the light of expected technological changes, an estimate was
made of the likely skill mix in the future.
10.
Eventually, it is intended to provide estimates of
labour force requirements by occupations in the professional,
technician and tradesman groups.
In fact, this work has
commenced, with theestimation of the supply of certain tradesmen in the Building and Construction industry for the period
ending 1973.
11.
The development of Manpower Statistics in New Zealand
is still very much in the embryo-stage.
#e hope that by the
time of the next Commonwealth Statisticians Conference,. we will
have a solid statistical foundation on which to base our manpower forecasts.

3
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Manpower Planning And Forecasting In Nigeria
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Manpower Forecasting:
In manpower forecasting two prerequisite conditions should be
satisfied. First, manpower statistics should be well developed and second,
manpower planning should be integrated with economic planning. Once these
conditions are satisfied, groping for assumptions in fixing manpower targets
will become unnecessary. Unfortunately many developing co11:ntries have no
reliable manpower statistics and this fact makes manpower forecasting
hazardous.
2.
A brief review of Nigeria's experience in this field will throw some
light on the problem that developing countries face in attempting to make
manpower forecasts. In 1960, Professor Harbison of Princes ton University
attempted to set the targets of high-level manpower requirements for Nigeria
up to 1970, for the Senior and Intermediate categories. The only statistics
available at this time w..ere the F .ederal ·Mi:Q.·i;~.try ot Lap~ur' s · S.'!l:rvey of
Employment and Earnings. The data collected from this survey were not .
comprehensive and were otherwise somewhat unreliable~
3.
However, Professor Harbison took 1958 figures as base and then
proceeded to estimate employment figures for 1960. From his .discussions
and interviews with economic planners and other officials of both public
and private sectors of the economy, he arrived at some expected growth
rates for each sector. With these growth rates he estimated net increase
in employment for the decade 1960-1970. He then estimated replacement
needs and arrived at the targets for 1960..; 1970. In 1961, the results of the
Ministry of Labour's Employment and· Earnings Survey, showed that
·
Professor Harbison's targets had been exceeded in the intermediate level
as shown by the following table which underlines the danger of forecasting
without adequate and reliable data.
·
Emplo~ent

and Earnings
urvey Figures

Senior Level

••

Intermediate Level .

••

Professor
Harbison's Figures

1958

1961

1970 '
Target

••

11,670

22,342

28,875

••

8,731

so, 139

37,275

4.
The Manpower Secretariat decided in 1963 to review Professor
Harbison's targets. Implementing this decision it conducted a survey of
High- Level Manpower among establishments employing 10 or more persons
both in the public and private sectors of the e~.onomy. The Secretariat
set out the following procedures for forecasting manpower needs of the
country:(a)

Estimate of employment level for the forecast year;

(b)

Determination of employment pattern;

(c)

Determination of proportions of employees in the high-level
and skilled jobs and

1

·aoo.
(d)

Break-down of these proportions by type of occupations.

5.

Each of these steps involved several assumptions since relevant
statistics were not available. Some of the assumptions were as follows:(a)

1952-53 census was projected by assuming 2% growth rate
per year;

(~)

Constant labour force participation rate and full employment
in the current year were assumed;

(c)

That the proportion of active population engaged in production
was 68% in 1968 (1952-53 census put this proportion
at 77 .5%).

(d)

Proportion in commerce was assumed to be 15% (1952-53
census put this at 12.3%) etc.

With these dubious assumptions, the targets worked out appeared
too high. Consequently, the Manp·ower Board called an international semina
to discuss the country's manpower planning and forecasting and asked that
the targets .made be reviewed. The seminar reviewed these targets and
noted the gaps and deficiencies in the statistical data employed. It then
recommended the following steps to correct the forecasts :(a)

. (b)

(c)

Fll;ture manpower needs to be based primarily on expected
rate of growth of employment sector by sector and
checked against future heeds supplied by employers •
The :annual rate of growth of technicians or intermediate
category be taken a~ 3A%, senior category as 2A%,
where A is annual % rate of growth of gross national
product.
·.
· Recommended separate allowances for wastages at 3%
per annum on existing employment and for replacement
of expatriates.

6.

On the above recommendations of the seminar, the Manpower
Secretariat recalculated its targets based on the high-level manpower surve)
of 1963. Although these new targets were in fact no more than guidelines
they nevertheless provided a good base for the development of manpower
statistics for planning and forecasting.

7.

From these early att~mpts, the Manpower Secretariat has since
redoubled its endeavours to collect relevant statistics in order to improve
the quality of its forecasts in the future. It has also accepted the principle
of integrating economic and manpower planning and accordingly is currently
striving to get the planning authorities to accept the idea.

8.
The Manpower Secretariat has concentrated on the development
of manpower statistics in the following areas:(i)

Statistics of Employment in its detailed break-down by
industry and occupation.

(ii)

Register of high-level manpower in selected occupations,

2
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9.

(iii)

The Statistics of Labour Requirement - Apart from knowing ·
the existing employment of the establishments by occupation,
and vacancies, employers also answer questions on future
programmes for expansion, modernization and manpower
implications ;
·

(iv)

Sectoral or type studies to locate and appreciate the
particular needs of key industries in th~ country.

From the supply side, the following areas are being covered:(i)

Data on Education and Training schemes, in"dustriie·s ..arid
formal institutions are periodically collected and also
statistics in respect of Nigerian students studying
overseas.

(ii)

The first Labour Force Survey was launched in 1965 to give
a picture of total manpower by age, sex, education and
training, industry, occupation etc. , and it is envisaged
that this survey will be carried out periodically.

10.
There are some areas not yet tackled and which are very important
for manpower planning and forecasting. A good example is the Statistics
of Wages , Income and Salary, which is an important instrument in the
decision of labour to move towards various occupational categories. Also
there is need to increase the frequency of the enquiries of establishment
surveys which is at present, on an annual basis; if it is. to be really useful
in manpower projections, it should be on quarterly or monthly basis.

11.

The problems facing the Manpower Secretariat are manifold and
are attributable to the following factors:·
(i)

Lack of trend (due presumably to paucity of available data)
in collected data which could be used for extrapolation.

(ii)

The reluctance of employers to give information promptly
and correctly is also a serious set- back in statistical
collection.

(iii)

Lack of records in indigenous establishments and suspicion
of the use of the results of statistical enquiries.

12.
For these various problems facing statistical agencies in the
country, a quick solution is not easy to find. Although establishments can
be forced under the Statistical Act of 1957 to supply information, opinion
is divided as to the advisability of such a cou~se. Hence the approach of
the Manpower Board Secretariat has hitherto. been to persuade employers
to co-operate and supply the necessary information.
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Development of manpower statistics with particular reference
to manpower forecasting and manpower targets
1.
Tanzania is committed to implementing a Fifteen-Year Plan taken
at intervals of five years beginning from 1st June, 1964. The country has
just started on the Second Five Year Plan (1st July, 1969 - 30th June,
1974). One of the targets of these five-year plans is to achieve by 1980
self -sufficiency in skilled manpower except highly specialized skills o
With this point in view, availability of up-to-date and reliable ·statistics
on manpower has become very important partly to assess the progress of
the plan and partly to facilitate periodical forecasts to 1980 o
2.
As the staff of the Bureau of Statistics has not yet expanded
sufficiently, manpower statistics are still handled by the Manpower
Division of the Ministry of Economic Mfairs and Development Planning.
This Division has already undertaken two surveys in this respect-one at
the beginning of the First Five-Year Plan in 1964 and the~other in 1969
just at the eve of the current development plan. Both surveys have been
carried out by personal visits to certain randomnly selected firms.
3.
The information sought relates to the following items: total
employment, number of citizens, number of :non-citizens, number of
existing vacancies 1 number of output of formal in-plant training schemes
and number of net increase in posts during the plan period. Apart from
these quinquennial surveys, tables for the "Annual Economic Surv~ys"
include one on localisation of senior and middle grade civil service.
The source for this is the Central Establishment Division of the President's
Office, a department which deals with the administratio~ of the Civil
Service.
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The Development of Manpower Statistics with Particular
Reference to Manpower :Forecasting and Manpower Targets
Development of manpower statistics in the United Kingdom

'1.
The development of manpower statistics in the UK began with the
Censuses of Population. From the year 1841 onwards the censuses have
provided analyses of the "occupied population". The more recent censuse.s
have provided analyses of the economically active population not only by
occupation but also by industry, by area of work, by area of residence, by
age and by marital status. Full censuses are held every 10 years, the last
having been in 1961. There was also· a sample census, covering 10 per cent
of households, in 1966.
2.
A second source of information about the employment of manpower
came into existence with the National Insurance Act of 1911, which introduced
a compulsory scheme of insurance against unemployment. From 1923 onwards
the scheme provided statistics about most employees in the working population
a~d the coverage became complete in 1948 when it became compulsory for
every employee to be insured against the risk of industrial injury.

3.

The procedure for p~ying contributions to the national insurance
scheme involves the use of documents known as national insurance cards.
Counts of these cards provide quarterly estimates of the total number of
employees in the working population. This information is supplemented by
statistics showing the numbers who are registered as unemployed, and also
the number of unfilled vacancies which have been notified by employers of
labour.
·

4.

The differences between the statistics of employment obtained from
the national insurance scheme, and those obtained from the Censuses of
Population, are described in the UK paper on the item "The need for
independent cross-checks of statistics from different sources".

5.

By .combining statistics of employees derived from the national
insurance scheme, with estimates of the numbers of employers and self·
employed persons derived from the Censuses of Population and with information
about changes since the last census based on samples' estimates are obtained
of the quarterly changes in the total stock of manpower in the working population. This is complemented by very· detailed annual analyses of employment
by industry and by area based on the counts of national insurance cards; and
annual estimates of changes in the age composition of the working population.

6.

The manpower statistics described above.. relate 1,:0 the whole of the
economy. These are supplemented by further statistics for particular sectors,
of which the most notable are as follows:(a)

Qualified scientists, engineers and technologists.

(b)

Numbers of students in higher education and numbers of
employees with higher educational qualifications.
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Estimates of numbers of employees in particular
occupations in the manufacturing industries, and in
certain other industries for which information is
collected by Industrial Training Boards.

The statistics for these sectors are described in more detail in the following
paragraphs.
Scientific .Manpower

7.
- Data about qualified scientists~ engineers and technologists have
been collected at three-yearly ip.tervals. since 1956~ Information is ·
obtained from a sample of industrial establishments and more comprehensive
information from other sectors such as education; combined with information
from the Censuses of Population. The surveys show the utilisation of qualified
scientists, engineers and technologists (and recently also technicians) in
industry, commerce and public Departments. They show information about
the functions ·on which these persons are employed, distinguishing between
"research and development" and "other work", and plans are in hand to extend
this functional analysis to distinguish between general management, commerce,
production, research and development and common services.
8.

The employers included in the surveys are also asked questions on
vacancies, and they are asked to forecast their likely demands for these types
of qualified manpower for three years ahead. Experience of these forecasts
since 1956 has shown that the employers' forecasts of their future demand
have consistently ·exceeded the numbers who, three years later, are found to
have been employed.

9.

Studies of the flows of qualified scientists and engineers are made
by the Ministry of Technology. This work involves an assessment of the
increases in stock due to the acquisition of new qualifications, gains from
immigration and losses from death and emigration.

· fo.

Information about professional engineers and scientists has been
augmented by sample surveys of members of professional institutions. In this
way information has been obtained about remuneration and the variation of
earnings with age in different industries in the private and public sectors,
·and in different functions (research and development, production, etc.).
Industrial Statistics
11.
. Estimates of the stock of manpower employed in selected occupations
in the manufacturing industries has been collected since 1963 by sample
surveys of establishments. The occupations concerned include skilled and
semi- skill~d manual occupations, as well as those in the administrative,
technical and clerical group.
12.
Work is at present in progress on compiling a list of those
occupations which are of sufficient importance for various purposes, including
manpower planning, to justify the collection of statistics on a national scale.
Statistics on Higher Education and the Stock of Qualified Manpower
13.
In the 1961 Census of Population information about qualifications was
sought only in respect of persons with degrees or equivalent awards in science,
technology and engineering. The 1966 Sample Census provided the first
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comprehensive account of the stock of highly qualified manpower in .·
Great Britain. The 1971 Census will also cover certain qualifications at a
slightly lower level.
14..
Statistics on the flows into and out of the stock of qualified manpower
are less complete. A good deal of information is now available about those
emerging from the educational system, but little is known of the numbers
obtaining qualifications through professional institutions outside science,
technology and engineering. However, it is hoped to obtain regular returns
from the professional institutions which in practice award substantial numbers
of qualifications at degree level. As yet no information is available about the
mortality of qualified persons and only the most tentative estimates of overseas
migration can be obtained for qualified manpower. Obviously in this situation
projections of the stock of qualified manpower over the next 10-15 years have
to be presented with some reservations.
··
15.
Little is known also about the industrial and occupational mobility of
qualified per_sons, but the 1971 Census· of Population will include a question
on occupation one year ago, as well as current occupation. This will show
the number of people who have changed their occupation during the year. A
proposal is also being considered for a follow-up to a sample of qualified
persons to collect data on earnings and employment over the last five or ten
years.
Manpower Forecasting
16.
Forecasts of the supply of labour, i.e. the future size of the working
population including both employees (whether employed or unemployed) and
self-employed persons - are made by the Department of Employment and
Productivity, based on forecasts of the total population in each age group and
forecasts of the numbers of persons who will be in full-time education and
therefore not available for employment.
17.
Corresponding forecasts of the total demand for labour, to match with
'these forecasts of supply, were made in the National Plan (1965) based on
forecast rates of growth of output and productivity in individual industries.
The 1965 forecasts showed an impending shortage of manpower, but in the
event the growth targets in the national plan were not achieved and the
threatened shortage did not develop. More recent forecasts assume that output will grow more or less in line with productive potential, which implies
that the total numbers in employment will change more or less in line with the
supply of labour·.
Manpower Forecasts for Particular Occupations
18.
Forecasts of the likely future number of doctors, dentists, nurses.
and othe r medical personnel are ma,de by the Department of Health and Social
Security. These forecasts are generally of future -requirements but they are
conditioned by likely available financial resources and take some account of
likely supplies in the case of doctors, dentists and nurses.
19.
Forecasts of the future demand for scientists, engineers and
technologists are obtained from employers in sample surveys, as described
in para. 8 above. These are studied by the Ministry of _Tec.~olo_gy :w~o are
developing forecasting models for 14 engineering and sci~ntific ~ISCiphnes.
It is hoped to carry out studies in collaboration with the Industries concerned
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into the effect on salary bills of the growth of employment in various "mixes"
(i.e. according to function, age and employment status) and variation in
remuneration and-salary bills.
20.
As regards the industrial sector, in 1963 the Ministry of Labour
(now the Department of Employment and Productivity) set up a Manpower
Research Unit with the general aim of helping industry training boards with
the t_ec~ic;<\1 a~pects _of theiX: work~ , The MRU has undertaken manp?we_r
studies In particular Industries or In spheres of employment of special Interest.
These studies have generally presented occupational demand forecasts for 5
or more years ahead or were undertaken to investigate the possibility of making longer-term manpower forecasts. Industry studies have been carried out
in the fields of. electronics, metal production, construction, food retailing
and most recently in printing and publishing. Cross industry studies have
been made of trends in occupations associated with computers and of the
growth in clerical employment in offices. The MRU also studies the technical
problems of manpower forecasting at the national and sectoral level.

21.
Work on forecasting for particular occupations is also being carried
out by some of the Industrial Training Boards.
Demand for Higher Education
22.
Forecasts of the numbers of school leavers who will obtain the qualifications to obtain places in higher education are made by the Department of
Education and Science. The first forecasts were based on the assumptions
(i) that the trend in the proportion of each age and sex who were still at school
was linear and (ii) that constant proportions of those who stay on to any given
age will qualify for the various forms of higher education. In fact both the
staying on trend has grown at a faster rate and the proportions qualifying
have increased •
. Computable model of the educational system

23.

A computable model of the educational system is being developed
jointly by the Department of Education and Science and the Unit for Economic
and Statistical Studies on Higher Education at the London School of Economics.
As developed so far the model concentrates on making projections of numbers
of students and teachers in each sector and level of education in each future
'
ye~r, analysed by such factors as age, sex and qualification. It is intended
later to introduce other aspects such as building and finance. The basic form
of the model is an inflow-outflow matrix in which the row and column headings
correspond to different educational and related activities. The row and
column totals of, this matrix are the numbers of pupils or teachers in each
activity in two successive years, and the remaining cells the number of persons
who moved from one activity to another during the ·year. These numbers are
converted to coefficients representing the proportion moving from one activity
to another. By observing changes in these coefficients over a series of years
it is hoped to predict their future values and hence to estimate likely numbers
in each branch of education. But as the outcomes in previous years result
from the interraction of unknown supply and demand functions, it could be
misleading to use them as indicators of how students would behave in the
absence of any supply constraints. This difficulty has led to fairly detailed
theoretical considerations of the impact of supply constraints.
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24.
A second phase of the work began in 1968. This aims at constructing
a more empirical sub-model of the part of the educational system normally
catering for pupils between the ages of 15 and 19. In this model secondary
' education is viewed as a series of decisions which result in progressive closing of options by more and more students until they leave the educational
system or undertake a course in higher education. Each of these decisions
and each of the outcomes is postulated to be influenced by a number of
exogenous factors and certain feedback relationships in the model. Most
important among the latter at present are the availability of specialist qualified
teachers and the success rate of university applicants with various
·
qualifications.
Rates of returns to education
25.
A follow-up survey to the 1966 Census of Population was directed
towards estimating the rates of return to expenditure on higher education.
Some 15,000 of those who recorded higher educational qualifications were
sent a postal enquiry inviting them to provide information about their incomes
from employment in the financial year 1966/67. The same questions were
addressed also to 5,000 persons without higher educational qualifications who.
were working on occupations which involved substantial proportions of the
highly qualified.
The demand for and supply of teachers
26.
The need for teachers is forecast on the basis of the likely growth
in the school population, and the policy objective of reducing class sizes.
This need was compared with future supply of active teachers likely to result
from a recommended expansion of the numbers of places in uni:veristies and
training colleges.
Company manpower planning
27.
Company manpower planning has only emerged into prominence in the
last decade. In the UK at least it is still only practised by a small number of
generally large firms. But the theoretical problems have attracted a growing
interest in university and other research bodies. A new independent unit,
the Institute of Manpower Studies, has been set up to assist firms with the
technical problems of company manpower planning.
28.
On a larger scale, the Civil Service Department is extending its
complete records, covering 500,000 government employees, to provide mo.re
information for manpower planning and personnel management. Research IS
in hand on problems of classification arid the development of forecasting
models.
Conclusion

.'

29.
There has been a very considerable development in manpower
statistics in recent years. In the field of manpower forecasting, further ·
progress will be dependent partly on the collection of additional statistic~,
partly on the passage of time until a longer run of statistics becomes. available,
and partly on the solution of problems on the methodology of fore~asting. I~
some occupations it is possible to identify clearly the factors which determine
the demand - for example, the 'demand for school teachers is related to the
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number of children in schools. But there are many occupations in which the
situation is much more complicated, and where there may be inter-actions
between supply and demand, and substitutions between different groups and
skills, which make simple methods of forecasting inapplicable. Our knowledge
of the workings of the labour market is still imperfect. Other problems are
the identification of the occupations for which forecasting will pay for its
cost, and the development of an occupational classification in which the key
occupations. are defined· sufficiently precisely to produce· accurate statistics,
but also sufficiently simply for practical use in large-scale data collection.
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O:J STATISTICAL OFFICES

IntroC.uction
~he to1)ic of the analytical and research content o.f the l>r06'Ta.I!l!Jes
' G~C3.1 01..r;> ~ 1ce could .,,)e ap}:)rO~cnea.
, " :..n t."";JO u~..:';ys. 0·~e lla:J ·lTOU1~1.... be to
OI,. . u. s t a·ns
concentr:..:.te 011 the analytical and research content of tl::e out-)ut of the office.
The other TJould 1-:c to concentrate on the analytica.l and research content of
the -;;roces:Jes of the o:'fice.
0

.I

•

0

no

.J...

2.
The analytical c..nd research outnut is .the :~ind of statistical
infor;Jation uhicb. is produced using. analytical techniques ( e, g. certain
nc..tional accounts series, price indexes, econc;-.1e.tric forecasts, etc., w·hicll
are cstiDated by o~dr-€ use of the laimm relationshir>s betueen av:.::.ilable data
series and the series to be estinated) as opposed to the direct data collection·
out:pu t of censuses c.ncl surveys a..""ld administrative by-product. collections.
Clearly some kinds of statistical offjces are geared to produce oore of this
type of statistic~!.! outuut
thm1. others. So:rieti.:nes this de;xmds
on. hm; their
....
role is seen in rel2tion to other cove~~ent ru1d ~rivate aGe~cies.

3.

The anal;;rtica.l and research processes c.:m be distirieuished from
the basic statistical :prot"luction )recess of a statistical office as. the kind
of efforts 1-1hich are directed at evaluatine vlhat is being done. ·Thus a
statistical office night be ex-.:_)ected to be constantly evalua.tir..g:
( n.)

(b)
(c)

the relev~1ce of its statistical procr~~~es,
the technical quality of its statistics and its
statistical operatim.1S, and
arrangements for comr:mnicating and disseminating
stc;.tistica.l infornation.

Here ~ain different kinds of sta.Juistic:.1.l office uill cle)loy their· CJ.r:·:.lytical
and research resources different~y accordins to the inporta.nce they plc..ce on
eB.ch of these aspects of their rerforma.nce a.."'1.c! accordh1G to hm·: they sec their
role in the national infor:7!ation systen. In considerinG the generu ::_Jhilosopby
2..!ld practice of Australia.' s official statistical service, this pa.}?er follmm
the latter ap:;;-,ro2vch 1fhile. coDJ:.tenting in passi:nc on the relative im:portance of
walytic3.lly-::;roduced output in its pro.:.:,--:ramr!les. I!1 doing so, it concentretes
on nn.tters of general attitude and aplJro::.. ch ~ncl on the influences in Austr2..lia.
uhich have condi"'liioned the.-r:I. It does so self-critically, uith a vieu to
provokine discusnion in a sirr:.ilar vein. A G~~at dcnl could be s:rld o.bout
"'J3.l'ticular lines of research 1-1hich are undert~en continuously in recrpect of
both established and neu data collection fields and dat3 "l_Jrocessin& syste:.1s.
Acco~plisbQents and plans are catalogued in the ~ustr~Jiru1 ~a~er for ~zenda
Iten 2 ro1d in other docun1ents before the Conference.
3!\re.lu:'..tinz t,_,e "Jclevc-mce of

Statistic~?J

?rogrDr...r·Ies

-~.
Tr..is involves evcluc>.tinG' the uses ·beine; .made o:: st::..tistics, the
needs of users, and the s1•ecific::vtions for statistic:·~ pro~:1.~3..'7li"':lcs to 1::ect
th~ 3 o requireneuts.
It also i~volvcs est~blis~ine st~tistical st~1iards for
on=-M"D''In n-:arl -1-.: !:1-iYL:•_ ~ !:'l'ln thP. nP.·f"-i ni "!;ion~ 2J.j_d clnssifications of the
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data items to be collected and the statiotical units for which the data are to
be·collecte~r

5.
It should be noted that in !mstralia there are no fon~al national
or regional planning goals or prograr.~es comparable to those of m~~ other
Commonwealth countries. There is, therefore, not the same kind of dena!d for
analytical extensions of the national accounting system, such as input-output
studies, to form the framework of national policies. G~vernwent planning in
Australia tends to be .concentrated in Federal and State Government Departments
and especially in Canberra. The statistical system is correspondincilY hi~1ly
centralised in. the Bureau. \lhile a centralised statistical system has r::la..."1Y
advantages, there are, of course, sor.1e disadvantages which need to be understood and overcome as far as. possible by appropriate measures.
6.

·communication vdth users has been restricted by the tradition that
factual description and interpretative analysis should be kept separate - that
the function of a statistical service is to supply information (statistical
analyses and statements) from which users .mey draw inferences. rhus the
Bureau has substantially avoided becoming involved in the interpretation of
statistics beyond m~asures taken internally to ensure that its series will
stand public examination. For these. reasons, while the Bureau has been able
to exercise control over standards of statistical ~uality, it has not been as
well placed to observe the uses made of the statistics it produces and to
respond readily to· the needs of users in particular subject Llatter areas as,
perhaps, some countries with more decentralised systems have been uhe=e
government departments are both producers and users.

7• .
Although the Bureau is organisationally part of the :Depart::1ent of
the Treasury, the process of assessing and deciding on statistical priorities
has been mainly the prerogative of the Bureau. Channels of consultation ~ith
users include several relatively informal advisory cor:TIJittees like the t...,o
census-user advisory·co~~~ttees which were established in recent years, sane
interde·partmental statistical committees (e.g. on ta"Cation, medical, 2.nd
overseas trade statistics), and periodic consultations 1iith representative nongove~ent bodies, notably on their requirements for c.orr:.."Jodi ty data.
But by
and large, the Bureau has relied heavily on its mm judgment us to reC]_uire:nents.
ESsentially the Bureau has depended on the ability of professional statistici~ill
at Central Office and their counterparts in State Offices to maintain info~al
contact with users and to be expert in their mm field.
8.
The difficulty is to ensure that the systecr will adapt quickly to
changing national requirements for statistical informatio~ ~~d that prioriti~s
in the provision of statistics are allocated in an optiwum wajr• In the
comparative absence of articulate and representative advice frou orJanis2d
bodies of users, it is natural for analyses and research effo~t to focus en
the evident shortcomings of existing programmes at the e:-::pensc of :progr;:;;,i~1es
yet to be established. Certainly so1:1e major developments of existing fields,
particularly the ·current prob-ra.mr1e to conduct integrated cen.3l.A.38.G of
manufacturing, mining, retailing and v;holesaling, vib.i.le potentially of tsTC::..t
value to a wide range of users, have required a concentrated analj-t~ca.l c:.i:d
research effort that has left little time to exar:rine the possible clai:·t.3 o~·
new fields. The Bureau 1 s evaluation of user needs has ccner3.lly be:m
2
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soundly based on considerable experience but it has been a judgment which it
has had to make with little organised external advice.

9·

There seems to be a need for a better environment for consultation
before users will make the contribution to the design of the statisticSl
production system that it is felt they could and should make. One w~ to
promote a greater understanding of the possible uses to which official
statistics could be put would be to include more anaJ.ytical matter in the
Bureau's publications and to encourage more staff contributions to academic
journals. Unfortunately, only a limited number of statisticians conversant
with technical aspects of the Bureau 1 s work are employed by users, which . · ·
limits communication at a professional level. There is a tendency for users
to regard the Bureau 1 s statistics as given rather than to explore the
.
possibility that the Bureau might. undertake new or extended collections, and.
this has inhibited co-operative effort between these users and the Bureau. to· . · ·
initiate and develop statistical programmes. A good deal of spade work woUld\
be necessa.rJ before interest and support could be evoked· on the scale
necessar,y for co-operative efforts like the New Haven census pre~test and
small-area-data research study in the United States.
·
10.
The Bureau has not made a great deal of use of ·outside consultants.
and contractors. Howe-rer, a particularly successful partnership of this· type
with the Australian National University established new principles for the . ·
definition of urban boundaries, based on extensive field studies. ·And there
are a number of examples of inter-agency co-operation, one of which is the , .
development of a national income forecasting model in co-operation with the .
Department of the Treasury and the Reserve Bank of Australia. Attendance byBureau officers at professional conferences in Australia _and overseas- has - . ·
been encouraged,_ particularly over the last decade, but other avenues of
dialogue appear to be necessary. Although experienced statisticians move~
into university faculties or into policy areas in other departments, the
necessary feedback .in the way of better informed discuSsion of statistical
services is not always as great as might be hoped. . Measui:es which -would be
beneficial might include obtaining a return f!ow of officers with experience
in using the Bureau 1 s statistics, and short term exchanges of officers
between the Bureau and other departments. A useful device already developed
is the establishment of s~atistical units in other major policy departments,
headed by Bureau officers temporarily on second.ment.
I

11~
"Even with good communications between users of statistics and the
Bureau, it seems unlikely that the relevance of statistical programmes can be
adequately evaluated simply by comparing the supply against the expressed
·
demand. It is the Bureau's experience that most users. find it -difficult to
look beyond the needs of the moment and their comments tend to be made against
the background of restricted interests and of experience limited to existing
statistics. Better communication would tend to help in giving them a wider
and more useful perspective; meanwhile it may be necessar,y for the Bureau to
develop statistics in. anticipation of demand and. in a manner consistent with
the rest of the statistical system. In Australia, as elsewhere, the national
accounts have proved a useful framework for this kind of evaluation while the
11 der:10nstration effect" of international standards in this and other areas is
helping to pro~ote the development of statistics for which there is
in~ufficient existing statistical material to give rise to an effectively
J
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expressed demand.
\

\

12.
The overall impression remains, however, that the statistical
systen has not gained as much as it could- from involving users in a
sufficiently systematic way in the process of ensuring that what is produced
is what they most require.
Evaluating the Technical Quality of Statistics and Statistical Operations
13.
The technical quality of statistics car~ot be considered in
isolation froo consideration of the uses to which they are put, since the
importance of accuracy in data is conditioned by the "accuracy" of the
concepts employed as well as. by "accuracy in use" - the latter might be said
·to be the extent to which decisions made on the basis of "perfect"
statistical information are right.
14.
There is often conflict between these concepts of accuracy. For
example, while it might be desirable to have the business component of farm
expenditure on motor vehicle opera-tion, it may only be possible in a
particular collection to limit reporting errors satisfactorily on total
expenditure (i.e. business and personal). In theory, it is possible to
examine the behaviour of errors at each stage of the inforoation collection
and decision-making procedures and thus minimise the total errors. In
practice, this requires a great deal of research into each application usually an impracticable amount - so that only selected information on
accuracy and relevance is obtained and it becomes necessary to use judgment
to make appropriate assumptions to fill the gaps.
15.
In such a case, it is often necessary to decide that the extra
costs involved outweigh the advantages and that it would be better to obtain
information where it is more readily available. Subsequently, however, this
procedure m~ result in a keen awareness of, and attention to, errors in the
chosen data, with rather l~ss attention to "accuracy" of concepts and to
"accuracy in use". In these circumstances, the situation can arise where
the statistics are irreproachable as to objectivity, but are not used
because they do not meet specific needs and cannot be readily adapted to
the_ needs by analYtical techniques. A. centralised statistical service may
be more likely than a statistical service of an organisation with prog.ramoe
responsibilities to adopt the "information availability 11 approach in
preference to- the "iD.formation requirement 11 approach. In doing so, it would
need -to be sure that it was not taking the easy way out because its direct
responsibility ends with publication.

16.
In the case of the Bureau there is a countervailing influence
where the statistics are used within the Bureau. The national accounts,
extended recently by various forms of ·economic model-building activity in
the Bureau, influence the statistics which provide the basic inputs.

17.

Here the process has been one of initially adapting available
data by analytical techniques until it has been possible to develop new or
modified data collections. Thus the Bureau 1 s farm cost estirr:atcs (req_uircd
for the estimation of gross farm product and farm income) have been produced
analytically using a variety of data sources and asstunptions (o .g. applying
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to acreage under crop a survey-based standard cost per acre for a particular
item of cost). This ha2 led to the establishment of a new comprehensive ,
survey of farm expenditure which should enable much of the costs to be .
estimated directly. At the same time the new data resource. should provide a
basis for more extensive analytical studies of the farm sector for both
national accounts and general publication.
18.
Viewing a statistical service as a whole, another impqrtant
aspect of quality is the internal consistency of the. system. It might be
expected that, with a rn:i.ni.tinltl of institutional impediments to standardisation
of concepts, classifications, etc., the Australian system·would be highly
cohesive •. It may well be, in comparison with some countries. Nevertheless,
the integration of statistical files does not occur automatically with the
integration of statistical· organisations. Reflecting their different
historical origins, in Australia there have been inconsistencies between.
basic collections in the fields of population, labour, production censuses'
trade and income taxation and so on which have made analytical extensions,
such as national accounts, input-outp~t and associated studies, extremely
difficult.

:.

19.
The substantial integration of these fields over the past. few
years has been accomplished. by a large amount of research and analysis beilig ·.
focused on the problem of consistency. This has led to redesign of. the basic ·
collection and classification systems in use. . Major steps forward as a
result of this. research and development include:

(a)

establishment of a. central directory of business units
reflecting the hierarchic relationship between·enterprise
groups, enterprises and establishments, to ensure that
their units are treated consistently in all economic
statistics;

(b)

preparation of the prelimina.J:.'y edition of an Australian .
Standard Industrial Classification to be used to classify
statistical units by industry in economic censuses and
surveys, population censuses and surveys, and in other
statistics (national accounts, etc.) derived £rom the
basic statistics;

(c)

the conduct in respect of the financial year 19~8~69 of
the first set of Integrated Economic Censuses o£ all
enterprises and establishments engaged in mining,
manufacturing, electricity and gas production and
distribution, wholesaljng, retailing ~d certain other
services, in such a wey. as to overcome gaps, duplications
and inconsistencies in these fields and to provide the
b~is for the introduction of an integrated system of
economic surveys.
'

20.
These steps should in time increase the value of the information
derived from the system. For example, it is planned to develop a system of
economic surveys within this framework to replace a number of surveys which
are at present difficult to relate one to another. Although much.remains to
be done, the r.ay now see~ open for the development of a more de~ailed and

5
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useful system of national accounts on the lines proposed in the new United
Nations System of Hation.::.l .Accounts (SH.A).
.

., \

21.

b1 the cnse of sonc of the less uell developed fields not so

clearly embraced by national accounts, such-as.s~~ll-area statistics for
urban studies and social statistics, the wey ahead can be seen. It has not
been found possible, however, to provide resources for these needs while
other large scale work of co-ordination and classification was proceeding.
A good deal of research and analysis into user requirements and consideration
of overseas inn~vations rdll, of course, be re~uired.

22.

The direction of research into the factors affecting the qu~lity
of statistics has also been conditioned by the· availability of statistical
resources. -,·lith a comparatively advanced economy, Australia's statistical
needs are almost as great as occur anY'7here, but with a small po::pulutio!l
trained statistical manpov7er is scarce. This has led to a p8.rticular
emphasis on research devoted to economy of effort in statis ticcl operations that is, to research into the quality of the operations required to produce
statistics rather than into the· quality of the statistics the:1selves (i.e.
their fitness for the purposes of users). Centralisation, possibly a
reflection of the need to obtain economies of scale, reinforces this
tendency, since economies from research are almost wholly realised within
the organisation conducting the research.

23.

Initially this research was r.J.ainly directed to suvin; stclf at
operative levels. A number of r.J.inor but effective inn~vations were ~aic i~
various manual processinG operations (these are now only of histo~ical
significance since the cha.nc:;eover to automatic data processing system).
Sampling techniques were applied to reduce sample numbers a."ld accept.JJlce
sampling was applied to a number of lar~-scale checking operations. .At the
same time, automatic data processing methods vrere introduced in r:hich a heav-.f
investment in research and analysis in advance of the changeover from
mechanical tabulation probably considerably reduced the usual ttteething
troublesn. Specialist A.:D.P. research units have subsequently concentrated
on establishing &"ld developing efficient operating standards in this are~.

24.

I.Iore recently, research air.J.s have tended to be directed to mestin~
shortages of experienced &"ld specialist professional staff. ~vclopnents in
computer softv1are (such as a table t;enerator already in use, and a report
generator and· sinilar facilities on which work is proceedin.:;) are directed to
reducing prograznnine effort, 1·:hile laying the foundation for a ccneral
information retrieval system.

25.

~ali ty

control and ad...--ninistrc.tively oriented error and. 3p.:ed
analyses have been incorporated in accept~ce sa.."':lplinz schcraes, and h.:::.7c
greatly assisted supeYvision of the operations subject to accept~~ce S~?lin~
checks. Srunpling rese.:u-ch is beint; directed rJore to obtc..ining sc.."Jple dc:.:-i::::,
sample selection a..."lj c.aintenance, and ceneral survey estiZJ.atio::t pro;rc..-:t7.:cs
rather than to ir::proving individual applicatio:1.3. .Al thou,;'h ~·:or~: is b2inc
done on post-cen..sal c _,..~~luc.tion, particularly in the popula:ion.. censu:J field,
greater emph~is has b;;c:n civen to incorporatinG evaluation stu:lics i1-1 :jilot
test sta-0es of ne·:r or c.l~crcd operations; these Jilot t:::;s'c.J c.:r:~ )2.-:::'t of: <:..:r1
approach to ne•.J dCV'3l·::n::J.ents >.:hich dr<:::.r!s nore on testin_; of ;:.:,1 t :.:.:.·~1L.:_ ,_:_'!c
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::1otLoJs (such tc::Jtin1; can be stcr1dardised to drm1 nainly on more jUJ."lior
;.;1:2-f.:') tl:.:.::.n on .::..b::::tr[;.Ct consideration and 8.Ssessment of methods, which

n2c:::3saxily involves wore senior and-experienced staff.

25.

·.!.'he shift L"l the direction of research has also involved a shift
to·:m.rds researci1 m. th uore general application; this should in the lone term
have the re~ult of economising on research effort itself, thou0h in the short
tc~ it add:::: to the con~lexity of the problems handled.

27.
It is perhaps surprising that a research pro6Ta.mme oriented
to·;rards ecor.oqy has not resulted in· more analytically produced statistics.
iu1alytical methods a.re, of course, used in a number of fields where they are
nocessa:7 or particularly appropriate: to national accounts and modelbuildilu, ncntioned earlier, may be added demographic analyses, price and
quc...."lt:L"':l. in:lexes, seasonal adjustment, and estioation in a number· of series ' ·
of cocponents which are small but troublesome to neasure directly. There
i::; C-Yl unsatisfied demand for this type of work, but it is believed that a much
~-rcutcr latent demand is only beginninc to become evident.
In anticipation of
this, a lir.~ted research effort is now being directed in the Bureau to
obtcinin3 seneral analytical programiJes, again with the main purpose of
econo~sing on skilled professional staff which might be needed to meet these
ewer.:;inc; de~~ands.
20.
The relative concentration of research effort on econonus~ng
ccc.sures has not precluded attention bein;- devoted to the quality of·
statisJ..;ics. Jerk in this area has, however, often been limted to
subjective or qualitative assessments, or has been vie'.ved as a by-yroduct
of .::1ore obviously productive research. Sample errors have usuall:.r been l:nown,
for exaople, but often as a result of ~ork pre}arator,y to sample desi~1; in
recent yaar:::: errors on most sai:ryle surveys have been calculated 11i th the
=~~ular estiwates.
There has not been as much effort dsvoted to the fo~al
ev.:l.luc~tion of no:1-sample erro:rs, a.."ld :::tuch of the Bureau's lmowlcdce of nonsample errors is obtained from the accunulated c::q~erience ·of int::rn~ and
period to period consistency checks and as an incidental by-product of other
r2sc~ch;
pilot-tests and acceptance sampling operations have been fruitful
in :providing information on response and processing problems in particular
surveys. i:.UorJledce caincd in this wa:y is, of course, rather limitc~d. $en
so, it has been an iQportant influence on the Bureau's views on the relative
re~uire~ents for accuracy in different aspects of particular collections.

29.

The Bureau's approach to many of these oa.tters is chanGL"lci· .at
:present, horiever, it is a reasonable generalisation to scy that v:hile
.A.ustrclian statistics have a high standard of reliability, this standard has
been preserved to soiJ.e e:~ent by restricting output ·to general purpose
statistical collections ~hich are resarded as basic collections by official
statistical services. The Bureau has been inclined (and able) to resist
pressures 1·:hich might lead to a diffusion of its effort into a diver-.Jity of
one-tL~e or other programme-oriented collections which contribute little to
[1. tot;:.l {;cncrLl purpose systeu and for which world standards arc not yet
e§tphlisheu. ~Chere are indications tl1a.t th3 uev-elopJ:Jent of nore po,·;erful
. .,..,
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attempts to devalo:.J
Evaluating

\

'

J.

.

closer relationship ".ri th users o.r its

-'£:r.:anc;cr.1en~s

~tatistics.

for Cor:-umnicatinc and Disseninating Statistical

Info~ation

30.

~lese arch

and analysis here is concerned with the "marketing''
aspect of the Bureau o activ-ity. It tries· to provide anm-rers to such
questions as: "Do users knm-r what is available?" "Are the presentations
appropriate for different categories of ordin2X'J or eA.'"Pert users?" ".Are
the statistics y;idely and appropriately used?" "Are the concepts
adequately unde·rs·iiood?" ttis access to information flexible and fast
enough?'~
and ".ihat facilities are available for rea y provision of
information required by users but not available in publications?"
1

31.

The Bureau publishes a consider;::.ble ·nu.-:Iber o.r both specialised
and general publications (some 570 titles and 2,200 issues per yea=). Its
approach to this aspect of its serv·ices sterns frau certain underlying
aspects of the s;:,rs teo:

32.

(a)

the Bureau has traditionally taken the viev1 that it should
coopile and publish objectively rather than analyse,
cor~ID1ent ·or interpret;
and

(b)

the Bureau was established as an inde~endent oraanisation
\1i th a stronG concern for protection fro,:J. external
pressure. Compared with l:J.:J.nY other statistical services
it therefore tends naturally towards a "closed shop"
relationship -:;lith the user. Its [>"Cneral stance, in
contrast to the U.S. Bureau of the Census 1 data access,
use studies and pror:J.otion prot,T2.m.r:J.es, has been that it
is up to the user to find out vrhat is available and to
devise his o·.-m tlethods of 8-pplying the statistics to
problems.

In general, the Bureau publishes nost of uhat it cor.apiles,

although there are time lags in the case of cert~in det~led statistical
publications. There is a growing feeling that detciied st.:.:. tis tics r:d.e)1t be
made available in other nays. l 1his is already the case rri th the Tiure~u 1 s
overseas trade statistics. "Special-" returns" o.re provided on a aonthly
basis to those uho ask for then, showing particular i tens by coWltry and by
port of entr,y·or exit according to individual specification.

33.

The Bureau obtains a good press for its publications but it is
not clear to what extent this informs the business co~~~1ity or the public
about what is available. i~pproaches are r:1ade to trade associations a.."'"ld
other bodies, and there are periodic efforts to publicise the Bure&u 1 s
services. Nevertheless, it is surprising ho>r little is lmo·~·m by sone
respondents (even ver,y large ones are found) ~bout the services the Eureau
can offer. On the other hand, individuals and groups vrho take t~1e trouble to
approach the Bureau are frequently amazed at the amow1t of infornation
available.

34·

Distribution and dissenination is throucJ.1 the; press and r:w:ilinC"
lists vrhich have been built up cradually aver <.:. lone :;:erio\1 of ti:".:.::; a3 tl:e
8
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rcnult of circularining informants and receiving requests for information.

35.

to the 3urea.u 1 s statistics is relatively straightforward
given that ~11 official statistics can be obtained direct~ from the one
organisation and that the Bureau has offices in each State. The Bureau·does
educational and displ~ work on request (e.g. distributing rural statistics
at countrJ agricultural shows, lecturing to visiting groups, attending
convention3, scninars, etc.).
·
.
..~cess

36.
Hot enough is known about the impact of the Bureau's publications.
Some consideration has been given to conducting user surveys, both systematic
and infomal, but this work is still in its early stages. It w-ould be fair
to add, however, that attempts to get representative comment on what is
needed have been less than successful perhaps because users have not been
geared to give the time and effort needed.

31·

needs.

The Bureau's publications are designed to meet a variety of
They can be divided into thxee broad groups:

(a)

publications which contain a wide range of statistics
\Year :Books, Statistical :i.tegisters published by State Offices,
'Quarterly Summary of Australian Statistics 1 , •:.ronthly Review
of Business Statistics', 'Digest of Current Economic
.
Statistics 1 , and 'Seasonally Adjusted Indicators·'. The Review
and Digest are published quickly, the others are more useful
for general reference purposes;

(b)

annual special publications. These are the "pem.anent record"
type of_publication containing fine statistical. detail; and

(c)

specialised mimeographs designed as vehicles for first
release of statistics which are published promptly.

~neral

38.

The specialised mimeographs were originally intended to contain
only SUiirnary information, but there has been a, tendency more rece!ltly to
include .additional informat-ion in them. In certain cases the oimeograph is
virtual~ the final record - e.g. for balance of payments and education
statistics.

39.

The Bureau does not make extensive use of the press notice as a
device· to provide economic and financial journalists with a ready-made story,
although a large number of mimeographed statements are released direct to the
press. This is partly because of lack of time and partly because of the
Bureau's policy of not del~ing the release of-information by undertaking
analysis which others might be expec-tEd to do. Nevertheless, there is room
for presenting the Bureau's statistics in a more attractive wa:l for use in
informative articles and for attempting to obtain wider press coverace.
40.
So far the Bureau 1 s service has been strong~ oriented to>Tards
publications. Table and report generator progra.os have been developed to
facilitate production of tables to meet ad hoc requests and experimental
uork is being undertaken on a time series (non-confidential abu~egate) file
system for internal use in the Bureau. Currently there is sooe interest in
providing for the automatic and standardised geographical codinG of data at
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source, and in ;P;rovid.ing for flexible retrieval systems. The ·development of
the Integrated EConomic Censuses took into account the need to preserve the
estahlishment as a statistical "building block" for producing the sort of
geographical data required by u~ers.

41.

To date, the Bureau has restricted the dissemination of statistics
almost exclusively to statistics Vlhich it is felt can stand on their ovm in
general use •. The influen~e of the Bureau's involvement in model building
· work is .evidenced by the fact that certain data of a lower order of
reliability has been released on representation by professional users for
particular applications, for example, for use in econometric models.
Conclusions

42.

The analytical and research ~ontent· of the statistical
programmes of the Bureau has tended to be concentrated mainly on the
accepted fields of general purpose statistics rather than on special
purpose collections for particular government programmes. The direction of
this work in most fields reflects a concentration on the improvement of the
-production of statistics at the expense, perhaps, of using them, extending
them by analytical methods and working with users in research on the actual
or potential applications of statistics to ensure that what is provided is
what is most required. Users therefore have a service which is perhaps
outstanding in its cohesion and reliability and can be expected to improve
as a result of a heavy investment in this aspect of the Bureau's work.
Having largely put its system of basic statistics in order, the direction of
the Bureau's research and analysis mey tend to shift toward ways and means
of opening up the system more to the influence of users. Now more positive
p~losophies and practices-on the provision of statistical services are
being sought.
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THE RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS CONTENT OF STATISTICAL PROGRAMS

Introduction
1.
It is by no means easy to define the terms "research" and "an.alysistt
in a way as to distinguish unequivocally between them. It is also difficult
to distinguish between these terms and certain regular activities of the statistical production process. We hope that the notions these terms are meant to
convey in this paper, which is written from the point of view of. experience -in
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, will become evident as we proceed.
2.
As a general guide, we consider research as an activity designed to
bring forward new knowledge, usually involving considerable study, testing and
experimentation. As applied to statistical programs, the activity is undertaken with a view to. implementing a change for the better - in the character
or composition of the statistical output; in the method of producing it; or in
the manner and detail in which it is presented. The process of testing, evaluating and generalizing research findings necessarily involves a degree of
analysis, but the word analysis is often applied to the statistical end-products. In addition to the evaluation of the statistical end-products (that
is, the probing of the consistency and the validity of the da.ta} analysis
connotes their summarization in a way as to highlight the·major features they
convey, as· well as their interpretation in the light of associated events.
Such analysis frequently is indistinguishable from research. While the distinction between "research" and "analysis" is thus highly arbitrary, we shall
employ the former in relation to the process of developing and producing statistics and the latter in relation to the resulting statistics.
3.
The process of producing reliable and timely statistics involves
many intellectually challenging activities whic.h are akin to those conveyed by
the terms "research" and "analysis". Major changes in the statistical process
- whether they take the for.m of new statistical series, of significant improvements in existing data, or in the efficiency of producing them - are not a
matter of routine. They are usually intricate and time-consuming; they involve much study, testing and experUnentation. This arises from the complexi~
ty of the statistical production process or from the complexity of the events
being measured, or both.
4.
Thus the notion that a statistical office is nothing more than a
"figure factory" is wrong. This notion is a factor (among others) which is
responsible for the fact that many university graduates prefer work which in-.
volves using statistics rather than producing them. Yet, in order to achieve
the objective of satisfying contemporary needs for statistical data, it is
essential that the statis.tical office should be able to attract high caliber
people who are often motivated by opportunities to do "research" and "analysis".

5.
Thus we feel that it would be worthwhile on these grounds alone to
review those activities of the statistical process which involve research and
analysis, as this paper attempts to do. In addition, with increasing automation, the research and analysis components of the statis.tical activity are
likely to become at once more necessary and more feasible. To make due allow.ance for this, in planning future resource allocation and training programs,
management of statistical offices must be fully appreciative of the role of
research and analysis in satisfying the changing and gr~ing expectations of
users.
1
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6.
The question is sometimes asked:. what kind of research, how much
research and what kind of analysis and how much analysis is it appropriate for
a statistical office to do? It will be clear from the review that follows
what kind of research and analysis we believe that a statistical office should
strive to do. How much is actually done depends on circumstances, especially
the caliber and number of professional personnel and the kind of specialized
know-how acquired by them. Unless it is in the right hands, rese-arch is
wasteful and analysis dangerous. A rule which we have insisted on is that the
impartiality of the statistical office must be maintained: published commentary must be factually based and objectiv~, with no value judgments in regard
to policy.
Research and the development and production of statistics
7.
There are many interrelated links in the chain of events which result, eventually, in the regular release of statistics. Typically, the developmental work of a new survey starts after the need for the data is established
and· typically, this involves some research. Having established the need, the
first step is to translate abstract concepts into measurable definitions,
frequently a difficult process. Many phenomena are difficult to measure because little is known about them initially or because. the concepts underlying
them are difficult to pin down in precise enough terms to provide meaningful
statistics. This is_particularly true when regular records of the phenomena
being measured are not kept by the respondent. Where records are kept, problems can arise because they are often not in a form needed for statistical
purposes. Thus considerable experimentation and field work is often involved.
As more is discovered about the character of the events being measured, the
various phases_of the survey are adjusted. Through a series of successive
approximations a system is finally created, yielding statistical results which
can be endorsed as adequate in view of the purposes the data are designed to
serve and the funds available. Thus, the development of meaningful statistics
necessarily involves considerable work which is akin to that often conveyed by
the word "research".

-s.

This is also true of established series. Statistics are designed to
help people to adjust to a changing world and adjustments. are, therefore, required in the statistics -produced: e.g., revisions in the consumer price index ~o take account of the changing composition of purchases; periodic revisions in standard classification systems to reflect changes in the economic
an~ social structure; revisions to various aggregates to assimilate new or
better information. Revising data to make them reflect, more accurately,
changing conditions in the real world is an important element of the statistical productiQn process which usually involves a great deal of testing, experimentation and study. Incidentally, these occasions are frequently used to
render concepts more up-to-date and improve definitions and methods, again involving research.
9.
Because statistical series are usually used in conjunction with
other statistics and seldom in isolation, they must be constructed as an integral part of a mutually consistent overall design. To accomplish this it is
necessary to develop tools of integration, in particular, standard classification systems (industry, commodity, occupation, region, and so on) and conceptual frameworks such as the system of national accounts. The development or
adaptation of such classification and conceptual frames and the organization
and adjustment of data to fit them involve a great deal of research.
10.

Contemporary demands are not only for more detailed and reliable
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. statistics but for more ttmely statistics. Production of ttmely statistics is
to a large extent a management problem but also involves research. Earlier
cutoff dates involve the development of proxies for missing data and the
determination of the key respondents from whom information must be available
for the esttmates to be reliable. Early esttmates, especially of aggregates
such as national income and expenditure, may involve the construction of models
to estimate partially missing components from the available data. Difficult
trade-offs between timeliness and quality must be made requiring considerable
experimentation and testing.
11.
Similarly, the demands for more information by relatively small
geographic areas have intensified the need for research in the statistical
office. Small area information for intercensal years in particular requires
piecing together of survey statistics with data from administrative records
and the development, at times, of complex estimation and evaluation techniques.
12.
Research is involved in developing new or more efficient methods for
collecting, processing, retrieving or disseminating information. A major
illustration is the development, adaptation or application of mathematical
theories of sampling and of other survey methodology; these techniques have
opened up new frontiers of statistical data collection, processing and error
evaluation. Again, a great deal of testing and experimentation is involved
when major surveys are automated. The various elements of the survey must be
automated with due regard to the final overall outcome, rather than the impact
of one or several steps. Considerable research is also involved in the development of general automated systems of survey processing,. such as of data
storage, retrieval, editing, sample selecting, and so on.
Research and projections
13.
With the growing attention to planning in various sectors of the
Canadian economy, there has been a growing demand for projections of population, labour force and school enrolment. Since projections are basically the
arithmetic co~sequences of the assumptions underlying them, it is essential
that the latter should be as realistic as possible. This involves extensive .
research into the individual components comprising the projections - mortality trends, fertility trends, immdgration and emigration, and so on. Such
research is ultimately intermingled with analysis, to which we now turn. Before doing so, the following illustrations of research activities in DBS are
cited:
Illustrations of research activities in DBS
14.

a) research leading to improved design of sample surveys and censuses;
b) research in developing generalized survey processing systems;
c) research in methods for developing or improving input-output
accounts; income and expenditure accounts; national financial flows;
real output indexes; balance sheets showing stocks of real capital
and financial assets and liabilities;
d) research into methods for compiling and/or inferring information on
small regions;
e) research into the measurement of flows through the educational
systecs;
f) decographic research.
3
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The analysis and publication of statistics
15.
Analysis is involved in preparing reliable statistical data for
publication, even when the results of the analysis, as such, are not published;
it is difficult to distinguish between this aspect of the statistical process
and the activi~ies outlined above.· At various stages of the statistical process, judgments must be made on whether the results up to that stage make
sense, and this frequently involves systematic probing of the consistency of
the data. Such probing becomes particularly critical at the final stages
prior to publication and is especially vital in the preparation of estimates
which are used as ·current economic indicators. Thus, prior to publication,
the Canadian quarterly (and annual) income and expenditure and financial flow
accounts are subjected to extensive exploration for internal consistency and
consistency with an array of related statistics. Such exploration represents
an activity frequently conveyed by the word "analysis".
16.
In addition to this type of analysis (aiming to ensure that the data
are as consistent and valid as possible) there is the type which consists of
distilling the highlights of the statistical results and expressing them in
literary form. Standard comparisons ar,d interrelationships are presented.
The process of producing and presenting statistics is often incomplete if it
does not include this type of analysis. Numbers, even if reliable and valid,
are not enough to convey information to the public. This type of analysis
must be non-controve~sial and yet avoid blandness; it is a difficult combination of objectives to achieve, and requires high caliber skills.
17.
Another type of analysis is employed to explain changes in movements
and relationships of the data in the light of associated events, with the
intent of interpreting their significance. Such analysis requires not only
familiarity with the data but a more complete grasp of relevant theory and the
general institutional and other factors at play. The process of writing up
such analysis provides a discipline and stimulus for exploring more deeply the
validity and significance of the statistical results. It is essential to
ensure that such a narrative, especially if it is intended for publication, is
prepared by. qualified people who have the capacity for detecting and explaining significant trends and interrelationships in the face of detailed and,
at times, conflicting data. In the case of_DBS, commentary of this type is
included in the published quarterly reports on income and expenditure, financial_ flows, and balance of payments, among others.
18.
. A similar but more general type of interpretive analysis involves a
synthesis and. sifting of large masses of data derived from censuses and surveys. This requires thorough familiarity with the characteristics of the data
as well as c~petence to bring out and describe the underlying features from a
massive amount of detail. Recent examples in Canada are a series of 1961
Census monographs (on fertility, income, labour force, migration, post-war
immigrants, urban growth and merchandising), and a series of analytical reports, based on special questionnaires attached to the Canadian monthly Labour
Force Survey, covering a broad range of topics (such as educational attainment,
annual work patterns, geographic mobility, occupational distribution, female
labour force participation, and so onY. Such work has important benefits in
that it helps to clarify difficult conceptual, methodological and presentational issues and provides a vital feedback for planning future statistical
·programs.
19.
Increasingly, because of the long lead time involved in developing
data, statistical agencies must exercise foresight about the lines of analysis
which are likely to become important in future years. Moreover, with the
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explosion in the possibilities for statistical analysis introduced by modern
data processing techniques and the ensuing multiplication of analytical activities by governments, universities and businesses, the descisions on priorities made by the statistical office have a considerable and perhaps decisive
influence on the shape of future analysis. In order to carry out these decisions in a perceptive and responsible way,. it is necessary for the statistical
office to be intimately familiar with the prevailing analytical developments.
This is best achieved by peing involved directly in analysis to some extent.
20.
Statistical offices have a comparative advantage over other agencies
in carrying out certain types of analysis. Often the same skills are required
for the research discussed above and for related analysis. Once these skills
are acquired, analysis becomes a n~tural extension of the research. This is
particularly important where intimate knowledge of the data is a prerequisite
for doing authoritative analysis or, as already intimated, where the analysis
requires bringing together masses of data from various parts of the statistical system. Furthermore, triggered by basic needs but facilitated by the
computer, an increasing proportion of analysis operates on highly disaggregated data. This also necessitates great familiarity with a massive amount
of detail - a familiarity which evolves through working with the data in analysis. It is thus likely that considerations of effectiveness and economy
will extend forward the production boundary of statistical offices. Another
factor promoting such extension is the confidentiality provisions of. the
Statistics Act which render impossible certain types of detailed analysis
outside the statistical office. These factors are thus conducive to creating
an intellectually attractive environment which helps in recruiting high caliber people.
21.
Finally, mention should be made of a variety of analytical tools,
such as ratios, regressions, diffusion indexes, and other quantitative relationships. These should be keyed on the subsequent analysis which will be
made by users. Computer technology has made it possible to construct such
analytical tools in a vast amount of detail and to the extent that the needs
of users can be satisfied by such quantitative relationships rather than by
the raw data, this helps overcome some of the analyticai restrictions on outside users which are imposed by the secrecy provisions of the Statistics Act ..
22.
The following summary of analytical activity in DBS is provided for
illustration:
a) monographs based on information collected during decennial censuses;
b) special labour foce studies exploring various characteristics of .
the labour force and their relationship with various economic and ·
social factors;
c) studies of consumer finance and in~Qme distribution;
d) models of the economy based on input output tables;
e) studies of industrial concentration;
f) models for advance estimates of the quarterly income and expenditure accounts;
g) models for population projections;
h) analysis of balance of payments and non-resident investments;
i) analysis of quarterly financial flows.

5
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Research, analysis and model building
23.
Recently, DBS has decided to participate with a number of other federal government dep~rtments in the construction of a medium term simulation
model of the fanadian economy. While model building activity is not new to
DBS, two featu~es of this project make it stand out. One is the cooperation
with policy oriented departments in constructing a tool specifically designed
to assist in-the preparation of policy decisions.
24.
The second feature of this project is its scope. While final decisions have not been reached, tentative plans would include the following features: highly disaggregated production relationships; detailed functions describing the generation of incomes and expenditures; models of price change;
and demographic factors. The model would also simulate manpower requirements
and would, eventually, provide .results on a regional basis.
·
25.
This activity would.have important consequences for the direction of
many research and data development programs of the Bureau. Indeed this is a
major argument for participating in the project: that many DBS statistical
series would become more directly pertinent to, and would be brought together
to investigate, particular classes of economic problems.
.
.
26·.
This rationale can perhaps be generalized. One of the services that
statistical agencies:could provid~ is to catalogue and organize the information they produce.according to the classes of problems which that information
can serve to analyze. Typically, ·a number of statistical series would bear on
the same problem; when ~hey are classified by class or type of problem, they
can be brought together and, if necessary, modified for compatibility and
consistency. Furthermore, obvious data gaps are brought to light in this
process. Whether the statistical agency then proceeds to participate in analyzing the problem would depend on its comparative ~dvantage over other potential analysts, bearing_ in mind that the statistical agency is primarily charged with producing statistics and has limited resources at its disposal. At
any rate, a_ problem oriented catalogue of statistical series would in itself
be an invaluable analytical contribution.
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THE ANALYTICAL A~TD RESEARCH CONTENT OF PROGRAY.:S OF STATISTICAL
OFFICES

Demography
1.
In May 1969, the National Development Council set up
the Technical Committee on Statistics and asked it to investigate the present range and future requirements for statist.ical
services, particularly those required for planning.
This
Committee recommended that more detailed projections of population, labour force and households be made, including.regional
age-sex _projections of population and labour force.
Current
and future research in the demographic field:will be aimed at
carrying out these recommendations.
.

-

.

-

'

,.

..

..

~

2.
To produce more sophisticated demographic projections
it will be necessary to obtain comprehensive data on,fertility,
internal migration, the_ demand· for housing, labour force participation and-educational attainment.
This data will be·
obtained by modifying basic administrative and statistical
documents. To this end, the 1971 census·of population will
collect information on fertility and·in~e~nal migration.·
).
Research is being carried- out _ on more complex demographic projection models.
This research relies heavily on
actuanal techniques, and an example is the use-of nuptiality
tables to project marriages and marital statu_s in a ·population
projection model.
One of the requirements of more sophisticated and timely demographic projections i"s an up-to-date, accurate
and sophisticated population base.
As a result, research is
being carried out to produce more .accurate and timely intercensal estimates of the population classified by age, sex and
marital status.

4.
Regional demographic projections are very much in
demand but pose considerable problems.
Not· only is it
difficult to construct a suitable projection methodology; but
it is difficult to obtain suitable data particularly on interregional migration.

5.

GenerallY an aim of methodological research will be
to relate demograpnic variables with economic and social
variables.
The demand for labour and housing, and demographic
phenomena such as migration, fertility and nuptiality are
· ·
functions of both economic and demographic variables.
However,
the complexity of the techniqUes required to analyse the effect
of economic factors has prevented in the past the making of
projections which take into account demographic, social ·and
economic interactions.
Index-Number Design

6.

future.

~ork

in this area is expected to expand in the near
f1ajor projects will include the construction of a new
1
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index measuring prices of farm inputs, a restructuring a~d
extension of the wholesale prices index and revision of the
exports price and volume indexes.
In the course of revision
close attention will be paid to the use of these indexes for
indicatiye planning purposes, and also to their compatibility
with the·system of National Accounts recently produced by the
United Nations.
Other research projects will include reviews
of the Cbnsumers' Price Index and the Import Prices Index •
. "
Social Statistics Development and Research

'

•'

7.

A research programme investigating New Zealand's
social statistics, their current limitations and avenues for
improvement, and their possible integration within a comprehensive·socio-demographic framework
has recently commenced.
.

.
'

Household Survey of Electricity Consumption

.
~

8.
: In Ne\'1 Zealand, household consumption of electric! ty
exceeds 50 percent of total electricity consumption.
However,
little is knol'm about the pattern of consumption by type of
househola, the effects of various climatic conditions on
regional~patterns, or the different uses within households.
This lack of kno\-Jledge has been a handicap to planning future
electricity gener~tion requirements.

9.

A survey of household electricity consumption is
therefore being undertaken by the Department of Statistics
in coope~ation with the Electricity DePartment, and electricity
supply a~thorities.
Special meters have been installed in the
sample of households to provide detailed records of electricity
usage. ·l The survey commenced this year with an initial personal interview to obtain information about the social and demographi·c characteristics of the households, and also on the
number and types of electrical appliaHces.
The survey will
continue! for at least a· year and will provide much valuable
information on domestic uses of electricity.
Later the survey
may be e~tended to investigate the use of other sources of
· energy. :
1

A random selection of supply authorities throughout
the country was first made.
From \"li thin each selected supply
authority's area a sample of households was then made by a t\·io
stage sampling process.
In all 2000 households ~'lere selected
representative of the varied pattern of climatic, urban/rural
co~~itio~s and of differing levels of average household consumption.
10.

·.

Other Sample Surveys
11.

(a)

Household Surveys
Inv~stigating

work on the appropriate survey horne
and sampling design for household surveys of expenditure and
other ecor1omic and social variables has comr.1enced, in preparation for ).arge-scale surveys \·;hich are likely to be undertaken
in the n~ar future.
t
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(b)

Business Surveys
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Currently most of the Departmen~s regular 'business'
surveys (retail trade, manufacturing, building activity) employ
ratio estimation methods.
The designs of these surveys, and
estimation methods, are to be subject to a general review to
establish any weaknesses in design, and also to find whether
alternative estimation methods are preferable to those currently used.
Seasonal Analysis
12.
The Department is currently expanding its published
range of seasonally corrected time series, using a version of
the Census II, X-11 programme produced by the United States
Bureau of the Census.
Considerable analysis of those timeseries being corrected is required, and will continue to be
required, as the series are regularly updated.
In addition,
the Department, resources permitting, may carry out research
on alternative methods of seasonal correction.
Economic Projections
The Department already does some work in the field of
economic projections and model-building for instance in projections of electricity generation requirements and short-term
projections of payments for private-imports.
It is intended
to expand research in the general field of economic projections
and econometric analyses and model-building.
This work will
naturally be closely linked to the computerised statistical
information centre which is to be set up with the Department.
1).

J
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This paper is presented in two parts.- I, the role of the official
atatisticiml in analysing and interpreting his figures, and n, the
reocarch content of statistical programes.
·
P.ART I. THE ROLE OF THE OFFICUL STATISTICIAN TIT
lJIALYSmG AND niTERPRETING HIS FIGURES

.IntTQat.!2ti:m

f.

In.l842 1 just eight years after the formation of the Royal Statistical
Society, Jrunes Orchard Halliwll published a book (1) con+.aining these
significan~ lines:
Rubn-a~ub-dub

Three men in a tub
And who do you think they be? .
The butcl1er, the 1nker, the candlestick-maker
Turn th~m out, knaves all three
2.
The old world 1 in 1-rh::i.ch simple men ending in u...er" could set up in
business or in government, was passing away. Those knaves were to be.turn
turned out to make way for the nell experts, all u-ists"." and "-i.cians~', who
would study, nnalyse and interpret beforo advising· what, if any, action
should be taken. The pathologist, the chemist and, of course, the statistician were to displace the butcher, the baker and the candlestick-maker.

3e

The subject is so serious nnd far-reaohing that only a light-hearted
introduction can do it justice. The official statistician's role in analysing and interpreting "his" figures depends on whether statistics is a
technique or a subject. That is n general philosophical question which
should be discussed first. But there are also specific practical questions
the ansuers to which nffect the official statistician's. role in analysing
nnd. i.nterpreting "his" statistics. These are: whether the government.
statistical service is organised in a centralised or a decentralised
structure; how far the basio statistical series ~~ve been developed; how
much of a constraint shortage of statisticians is; and l:bat is the personal
s~ylo of the particular official statistician nnd his immediate superiors.

4.

This :paper will discuss tho· general philosophical question and then
the specific practical questions, but there are first n felT points to bo
mnde e.bout those inverted COin.mn.S' ro1m.d "his". figures.

1'1~ose

Figures?

5.

This business· of the 01-mership of f'igures may seen rn.ther trifling,
becnuse it is such an artificial iden and only becomes· important as a .
result of someone's perverseness.· But it can then have serious consequenc~s for the subject of this paper.

(1) The Nursery Rhymes of Englnnd

1
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The situation in which the matter comes up is familiar. The Z.Iinister
asks 'How much is: farm output? 1 for example. The Director of Stctistics
Irk"l.Y just sey "£1 1 500 million" or whatever the figure is, but if he is a
roapbnsible Director of Statistics he nny sny ''What exactly do you have in
mitld, Minister? -·You can mensuro farm output in mnny ways, depending on ho;r
mu~h you include, what price basis you usc, whether you are measuring gross
or:: net output e.nd so forth, ond the ansuer you need. depends on the context
in: which yCiJ are going to use it"·· So far so good, but the Minister may
then reply "I want to show pow much better off our farmers are thnn the
R~itoninns" and at t..~at point the Director- of Stntistics is in trouble.
He· will be tempted to argue vehemently thnt you cmmot use fnrm output - or
even farm :ingome - figures for such a purpose and to refuse to allow "his"·
figures to be so abused. It is not necessary to go into the detailed nrguarguments of this particular problem, (there is, after allt an item on the
agendn deru.ing with problems of measuring levels of living); it is mentioned
only to illustrnte the diff~culties of the official st~tistician~nttitude
to the figures· he produces. _The only point of producing them is so th~t
they should be used and he would be both obstructive and un-cost-effective
· if he regularly refused to countenance. their use. But he must exercise
enough supervision to be sure that they aro not abused. Responsibility but
not_ownership is the right attitude. ,
Is Statistics a Technigue or a Subject?

1 •. Put so baldly it isn't a very interesting question nnd the only answer
is that it all depends on the individual statistician. But the matter of
style will be discussed as one of the specific prncticn.l questions; somehow
or other this section should deal with the general philosophical point.
Most people nre mixtures and sometimes think one thing, sometimes the contrari; .but when people consider t~~t statistics is a subject they mean t~~t
ns fnr as they ere eon corned ot tlk~ t tiinc it io worth studying and developing statistics for its 01n1 sake or at leest without regnrd for the uses to
which the deyelopment could be put. The content~ of Series B of the Journal
of the Royal Statistical Society illustrate the point:-~

"Compound decisions and empirical Bnyes
Linear compounds of normal linear regression coefficients
~iO

etc.

queues· in parallel
It

:a.

But 1r1hen people consider thc'it stntistics is n technique they o.erm tlk~t
as far aa they nre concerned at that time statistics is only useful if it
helps them with whatever, in the rest of the world outside statistics, they
are dealing with nt the time. The contents of :!eries A can provide th3
illustration:"Stntisticnl methods in psychiatric research
The inflation of Natio~l Health Service registers of putients
end its effect on·the remunerntion of Gene~.l Practitioners.

2

A note on betting strategies in compound games
etc.
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9.

It.seems quite clear that the official statistician, most of the time,
will be, or at least ought to be, in the second posture •. His concern is
with crime,. or the national income, or health, end sta~istics is merely the
tool which he uses in his uork, · alongside others 1-rho use the tools of .
criminology, e9onomics or medicine and others, perhaps, who use administrative ability to reduce or increase the incidence of the thing they are all
concerned with. This being so (and it is, surely, not open to dispute) the
official statistician cannot limit his role to the development of statis~
tical method either in the manipulation of data or, more probably, in the
production of data; he must go beyond that and be active in manipulating·
data and iriterpreting the results of his manipulations.
·

lOo This paper has introduced "the official statistician" as if there were
only one in each department. Since there are several in most it beco~es,
at le~st in theory, possible to have a division of labour, and employ some
statisticians who specialise in data collecting, others who specialise in
data manipulating and perhaps others who specialise in interpretation.·· But
there are two qualifications about that. The first is staff shortugcs,
which are returned to amongst the specific practical questions, and the
second is that specialisation means communication problens. Statisticians
uho specialise· in collecting data are bound to be so aware of the nature ofi·
the data which they have collected (and validated) that they f.l.re q.t risk of
losing patience with the statisticians who specialise in manipulatina data
o:nd vice yorsn; great care is therefore needed by their director to keep
them in close touch 1dth each other, aware. of each other's tasl::s and
problems.

n.

For the offinial statistician, then, ·statistics_is a technique at the
serv~ce of some other subject and the role of analysing ~~d interpreting
the figures must be carried. out in close touch 't·Tith tho roles of collecting
end validating figures and, perhaps, of developing the tec~.niques of
analysis.

Specific Practical Questions

l2(a)

Centralisation and decGntralisntion
This paper is not concerned to argue the case for or aeainst centralised statistical systems; th~t should be decided on its merits, though
they do depend on the official statisticia~srole in analysing and
interpreting the figures. The point· here is that the 1ray in which the
uhole government statistical system is organised and managed has
substantial implications for tho way in 1-1hich the role of analysis and
interpretation should be orgcnised nnd .nk~ged. The United Kingdom's
statistical service is nt present in a stage .of transition from an
ol~oat uhally docontralised s~~tem touazuo ono nith aitoablo
centralised groups. Thr.r great advantage of a decentro..lised system,
with the statisticians groupod·in statistical divisions of the various
departments of state,· is precisely that the role of analysis and
interpretation is carried out closely c~ongside the other spcciEuists
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in the business of the deparment and under the general dil:ection of
political and adminjstrative chiefs concerned with that business. The
disadvantage is that the l'lOrk of collecting nnd validating the data
emmot fully exploit such economies of scale as there aro in tho
business. Tlie changes that are in train in the United Kingdom statistical system - creating a: Business Statistics Office to collect and
validate ~1 economic statistics and,an Office of Population Censuses
and Surveys to coliect and validate all J.arge scale social statistics are intended to reap those eco~omies of.scale. ·It is important- e~d in.
the United Kingdom we are very aware of this - to minimise the extent to
which the collectors and validators become separated from the analysts
and interpreters. ~Then the changes.are complete there will still be
statistical divisions in most departments, whose members will be in
close touch with the. ·other specialists and adid.nistrators develo:pl.ng
policies in their department. Those statisticians must _remain in
intimnte communication with the data collectors as well as -rrith their
depcrtreental colleagues.

In the role of analysis and interpretation the probleo of purity is
perhaps more acute than it is in collecting a_~d validating, though even
there the temptations to lower standards of objectivity that beset the
statistician are severe •. The task ·of analysls and interpretation tends
to be carried out to the specification of administrators and politicians
v1ho may be more concerned with expediency than with absolute truth. One
of the arguments that may be deployed in favour of centralising the
statistical service is that the statisticians· are thereby shielded from
the temptation totr~.the results of their work to please their political
masters~- There is so:ce force in this, (though not aJ..l politicians nre
rogues), but it is possible to valuo purity too highly. The unfruit-.
fulness of virgins is as unsatisfactory as promiscuity; it is the way of
the faithful wife. that is right for the official statistician whether
collecting and validating data 'or analys~ and interpret~ them.
(b)

Providing basio statistical seri~q

The obvious point here is that you cannot analyse and interpret unless
you have the data. I it follows equally obviously that the role of ann.ly:~:
analysis and interpretation is not the whole of the official statistici[!llla task. C-oilccting data, nnd, as hns already been· said several tines
validating them; a.-e also necessary. The nature of the link betl'rcen
these ti1o roles is not quite the same for the official statistician,
however,. as it is for people whose interest
the pursuit of knowledge.
They follO'tt c.n overlapping cycle· of observing, hypothesising, deducing
consequences from the hypothesis, designing further observation to test
the truth C?f tho consequences nnd so on. So indeed does, ·or should, the
offici~ statistician. The ordinary scientist ·is moved by curisi ty;
"••• .the art of creation is the same in the nrts as it is iri science;
certainly 'having an ideu 1 - the formulation of n hypothesis - resembles
other forms of inspirntionnl nctivity ••••• 11 (1) But the officinl statistician is moved by his political masters, not by curiosity; and his concern is to Change tho world, not only to expL~in it;_he is nenrer to the
engineer thnn to· the scientist. It follow-s th!:'.t the joint roles of on
the one hr·.nd collecting end- validating .and on the other analysing and
interpreting must be designed and carried out to provide guides to

is

(l) 'Hypothesis nnd Ima~tion' in 1 The Art of the Soluble'
Sir Peter lriedawar l·Iethuen 1967

4
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government action. Since'some broad zones in uhich government action'is
acceptable are 't'Tell lmown, given the nature of the particular society, it
is possible to define certain broad zones in which basic statistical
information will be needed. Censuses (of Population~ Rousing, Production,
Agriculture)~ National Accounts, Balance of Payments, statistics of education, health, crime are all basic requirements of government.

In designing the precise form of these basic statistical series the
official statistician has to bear in mind the analysis and interpretation
the data will be called upon to bear in order to develop possible polici€s
of his government. (He must also spare a look over his shoulder at the
need for international comparability and therefore indirectly at the
possible policies of other Governments). .
·
. ·
··
The conclusion of this section is that although it is true that you
cannot. analyse and interpret data· tha.t you do not possess, it is p. mistake
to put the whole resources of the government statistical system to the ·task
of building up the basic series with the intention, later, of analysing ·and
interpreting themo Both must proceed simultaneously. It is true that from
time to time the relative priori ties 't-rill swing one way or· the other .as ·
fresh problems arise in the world calling for new policies, ne~r analyses, .
new data and as well-established statistical series either develop defects
t~a~gh old age or become less relevant tp the changing world, But collection and analysis depend on each other and each is sterile without the
other.
(c)

Staff shortages and style

It is worth dealing with these two matters together as the desirable-style
of the official statistician depends to some extent on how short staff is.
For this discussion it does not ITatter whether the staff shortage (there is
bound to be one) arises from budgetary constraints or· from a plc.in 1~.ck of ·
stntisticians'to be recruited. Since most things, certainiy.including
·statisticians, can be bought at a price'they come to the same thing·in the
end. The gre~ter the shortage of staff, .t~e more difficult it is to
,
achieve a proper balance betw·een the different parts of the official statis..;.
tician's work. "Of course it would be right to carry out a quality check on
the data but we simply haven't got the resourcesrr~ "It would be wrong to
put any of our small number of statisticians onto analytical.work until we·
hnve got the basi. c statistics right". Both of these remarks, which must be
painfully familiar, are misguided and dangerous. Scareeness of. staff
necessitates a more careful assessment of the r~lntive priorities·thnt the
externnl situntion calls for and a more detGrmined effort to match the
allocation of numbers and type·s of staff between the different kinds of 1<10rk
to those requirements. It does not justify nny imbalance between collecting;
validating and nna.lysing. Since one sure thing is that circumstnnces will
ohange ['Jld that five yenrs from now you will require proportions of statistiainns of the various styles different from what you require now it is
clear that the official statistician needs to be flexible. ~nd since
another sure thing is that most of us are inflexible by nature it is clear
thQt the official statistician should be moved about if necessary in order
to give him opportunities to work sometimes at collecting, sonetirnes nt
validating nnd sometimes at analysing.· · In that 1vay natural. inflexibility
mny be cracked and softened.
·· ·

5
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The role of tho official statisticicn in analysing nnd. interpreting his
figures is exactly l'.S. important ns his role in collecting o.nd vnlid:'. ting them.
Ho· Should be responsible but not restrictive about tho usc ~~do of the
figures. For him statistics is n technique nt the service of the subject of
thp figures for which he is responsible; it is not a subject in its o~m ·
right. Centrn!isntion of the government· statistical system tends to divorce
tho officicl. stntisticicn from the subject of his figures, end m:J.Y wcr..kcn tho
role of cnnlysis ~d interpretation; decentralisation tends to sttk~ller scnlo
collection ~nd vali~~tion with possible loss of economy but strengthens the
role of nxk~ysis end interpretation. The pressing need to build up bcsic ·
stntisticcl series docs· not justif.y abnndoning nnclysis nnd intorprct~tion.
Nor do stdf shortages justify nn unbnlc.nccd cttort. And finally the need for
tho officit!.l stntisticirin to be nexible between collecting vnlidating r.nd
analysing ~~ only be mot by nn activo career planning policy.
PART II. RESEARCH CONTE!NT OF STATisr IC.AL PROGILU:Il!ES

~

One of the points ~~de in Part. I is thct stntistics for official
statisticians is most of tho time a technique nnd not n subject. Nevertheless situations can arise in which the official stntisticicn must conduct
research. This does ~ot me~ that he undertakes tho snme kind of work ns is
done by ncndemic statisticians in universities. The projects on which he
works ·are of nn nppli-cd nnturo ond what he does must be totlpered throughout
with the renlisntion that nn answer-is required to meet n practical situction.
If it is felt that tho problem is so difficUlt t~~t tho support of academics
in universities must be soilght this ccn be achieved either by mocns of n
contrnct with a university department or by appointtng· em a.oedomio .cr.>n:1Ul.tant
'to the project. Whether or not such n relationship be cst~blishod, tho
officinl statistician hk~ to "sproed" his interest from the collection nnd
vnlidntion of'tho figures used in tho invostigntion to tho latest thinking in
ccnde~c circles on tho statistical topic with which the research is concerned.
15~

More important however is the fact thct if the research is to be
.successful opportunity must bo given for the investigation to be pursued ~o nn
ndoqunte depth. Gencrclly it is ncccssnr,y to ~co him sufficiently from his
d.nily tasks to cl.low him to -spend n good part of his time on the research. It
is important thnt an occasional opportunity of this kind be provided for those
of'ficial stntisticicns l'Tho hnvo tho urge c.nd the ability to undertal~o resor'.rch
as_pnrt of their employment.

lb. Thoro is.much to be snid for centralised research, whieh cnnbles

~

rose~ch.tcnm

to be formed. Then corresponding to the economies· of ~cnle
referred ,to in- Part I, thoro is a 'mooting of minds' between tho members of
tho teni!l, which CDll do n grent donl to stimulate successful resonrch. Also
officers. ccn be given n tour of duty.in the research team ns pnrt of their
cnreer mcnngement.

l7o An experiment

in centralised rcsonrch h~s recently been undort~kon in the

Central Statistical Office whore n Rosc~rch nnd Spoci~l Studies Division wcs
sot up in 1968. This Division hns sevor<:.l purposes:
(n) to cnrry out research on topics flowing from the economic nnd
socicl statistics for which the Centrnl Stntisticcl Office is directly
responsible.
6
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(b) to undcrtnko tochnicnl invcstigntions which nffoct tho-work o£
nnny Dop~rtmonts. Hero of course it is essential to work in close co- ·
opc~tion with dopartmont~l s~~tisticicns.
(c) to ostnblish r:.nd maintnin close contact l'ri th uni vorsi tics draw- .
ing whcl'ever desiroblo on t!le services of consul t".nts. A relc.tod
tusk io to help nk~c availnblo to de~~tmontal stntistici~~ new
methods developed in universities nnd research institutions.
The min rTork done so fnr by this newly formed Rosor.rch Division h~s
been concerned with c problem in sensonnl adjustment end a problem in the
usc of regression ::"Clntionships. vTork is nlso in hnnd on the tiri10liness of
stc.tistics. Also n srnnll research w~s done on the estimction of tno number
of coins in circulation in tho United Kingdom, on which information uns
needed for planning tho changeover to dec~~l curroncy.
18e

l9o Seasonal

is n subject of concern to stntisticinns in mrny
Depcrti:onts. Tho particulnr problem tncld.ed by tho Research Division arose
bcc~uso in recent years the method being used for seasonnl adjustment of
unonploymont series was not giving satisfactory results. It w~s realised
tlk~t n consido~ble effort would be needed to unrc.vel what hnd tnppened nnd
tho Research Division undertook the research, reporting periodically to nn
informal interdepartmental group. Tho model used for sensonnl adjustment
of this series, which is n mixed model cont[dnjng both_additivo nnd
multiplicative seasonal factors, had to bo examined in some detail before
the recent behaviour of tho series could be understood. It was found thct
since 1967 tho amplitude of the socsonal vnri~tion had fallen to about twothirds of its previous vc.lue, whereas tho sensonnl pnttern (considered
c.pnrt .from its nmplitude) apponred to hnvo romc.ined sensibly constr:nt •.
~djustn~nt

with oxtro~o v~lucs, for·
i~roving tho ostimntion of the trend vnd for choosing an npproprinto
lono~h of tho series over which tho so~sonnl fnctors were to be osti~~tad
wore developed. Also, tho fitting of tho model to the obsorv~tion w~s.
studied and some improvements wore effocted 0
~.

In tho course of tho work methods for

doalL~

21. It wns intended from the outset that tho Rosonrch Division "trrould
undortc.ko a gonornl resenrch on methods of soasoiL.'ll ndjustmcnt. rnd, with
tho conclusion of tho work on tho unomplol~ent series, this roscnrch h~s
now been stnrtod. Further to tho point made earlier nbout tho nppliod
nnturc of" rescc.rch undortcl.""On by officir-..1 statisticians, it i3 north
mentioning thc.t tho experience gn.ined in denling with the unemployment
series hn.s contributed n groat docl to tho thinking nbout how to tr:.cklo
this gcnernl resenrch.
22. In their intorpretntive work, official. stntisticicns often usc
regression relationships. r\lthough it is conmonly assumed t~~t those
relntionsllips remnin stnble over time it wns felt tA~t depnrtures from
stnbility might occur with economic time series. A study w~s therefore
made of methods of-detecting whether or not regression rel~tionships wore
const~t over time. This wns nppronched ~a a problem in dr.tt':. analysis nnd,
c.lthough significance tests in the usual sense of the word were developed,
these were regnrded c.s "ynrdsticks" which, taken t~gethor with the chnnges
in the regression coefficients over time, could be used to give information
which w·ould help in improving the regres~ion model. This pnrtiaulnr
research ~d both n strong ncndenic content nnd a strong prncticc.l usefulness. To help npplicatio~ of the method, a computer program w~s l'~itten.
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Little cn.n bo sc.id nt this juncture nbout the importcnt woxx in h~d on
the timeliness of economic time series. Hero much lrork is being dono by the
stntisticinns ooncernod with the collection, vnlidntion nnd nnnlysis of the
series. 'For o:x:rurrplo, early estimctos of consumers' expenditure nrc now
provided, n.'1ldng use of sevorcl. regression models for tho cotrponents of the
series. Tho nim of tho Rosen~h division is to t;upport this. work ['.."'ld nt tho
· sa~e time to ~~e ~hcther some o~ tho more elaborate methods o~ invc3ti~ation
are likely to yield u.Jo.ful results. ~ha uork io continu~.
~

24;

Tho resources of the Research Division nre smnll nnd tho genernl policy
so~for lk"\s boon to limit the number of topics b~ing investignted nt nny one
tilQo so ns to ent!.blo llil c.dequnto effort to be mounted on ench of them. But
me~tion mny. be made of one nren in which it is hoped to work in tho future.
ThiS is the nrea of forecasting. Tho progr~e of work r~.s not yet been
wo~ed out. However, it is felt thnt some of tho recent work on trend estimatio~ by exponential smoothing, on the nnr.lysis of residuals, on the treatmen~·
of ~tiple series which mny ~"\VO v~rying degrees of corrol~tion or coherence,
t~n togother with tho _more usunl methods n~y le~d to n useful contribution.
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5(a) ,. CANADA
THE ROLE OF THE STATISTICAL AGENCY IN NATIONAL AND REGIONAL
PLANNING AND ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH THE PLANNING AGENCIES

I.

Introduction
'

.

1.
The Dominion Bureau of Statistics is a centralized statistical agency
with the function of producing an integrated system of statistical information
which provide the basis for the understanding and planning of many aspects of
social and economic life and institutions. The uses of DBS info~ation cover ·
a very wide range of applications in Canadian society. One- of the main uses ·
of statistics is to support the formulation of government policies and to measure the effect of these policie~ and the resulting programs at all levels of
government: federal, provincial and municipal. In Canada the statistical office does not participate directly in the planning process of any agency but
rather indirectly through the statistics it produces for planning among other
applications. We, accordingly, review later in this paper some statistical
programs designed for utilization for planning among other purposes. ·
2.
Although in Canada we do not have centralized economic planning or
comprehensive and formal planning of regional economic development as in
France, for example, there is an evolving situation in both fields which has
had and will have in the future a significant impact on statistical programs
and operations of DBS. A brief review of these developments follows next.
II.

National Economic Policy

3.
Public expectations from the government in shaping social developments and economic growth have increased markedly over the last few decades.
The government has responded by designing appropriate policies and programs
which created an unprecedented demand for statistical services. This demand
grew somewhat faster than the capacity of DBS to satisfy them, however significant the increase and improvement in the statistical information has been.
4.
In addition to existing federal agencies dealing with national econo~
mic policies such as the Department of Finance, Department of Trade and Commerce, the Bank of Canada, etc., in the early 1960's the expansion of government policy into new areas resulted in the creation of a number of new agencies
such as the Economic Council, the National Energy Board, the Department of
Industry (since amalgamated with the Department of Trade and c:;ommerce) and the
Department of Manpower and lmmigration. These bodies were research and progr~
oriented and placed heavy demand on DBS for quantitative information. Occasional demands came also from a number of temporary bodies such as parliamentary committees, royal commissions and task forces.

5.
In addition to the traditional government agencies, the creation of
the Economic Council of Canada (ECC) is especially noteworthy from the point
of view of Canadian progress in the formulation of medium-term national economic goals and design of policy instruments. The_Annual Reviews of the Council
examine the potentials and performance of the economy in perspective and submit
proposals as regards economic objectives and programs (for example, the First
Annual Review's topic was "Economic Goals for Canada to 1970", the Sixth
Annual Review's theme is "Perspective 1975"). These reviews are based on a
substantial number of in-depth staff studies,_ to which DBS contribution in
terms of both statistical material and expert manpower has been very
•
1
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significant. These staff studies (and also those prepared for the purposes of
various royal commissions and task forces) often identified important areas of
statistical development which needed expansion.
6.
The Economic Council has been paying primary attention to a number
of economic~\ goals· which have been central to the policy of the federal gov.emment. These are: full employment, high rate of economic growth, reasonable ·
stability of prices, a viable balance of ·payments and an equitable distribution
of rising incomes.
·
7.
Policies designed to ·achieve balanced progress towards these goals
are extremely com_plex and require· frequent reviews and shift in emphasis as
changing circumstances impede progress in certain sectors of the economy. This
situation requires a flexible capacity in the statistical system to respond
quickly to new statistical -demands. Although some progress has "be.en made, it
will still take years to develop a more flexible capacity than DBS now has to·
meet the·increasing demand •.
III.

-Regional Economic Policy

B.

During most of the post-war period the performance of the Canadian
economy has been at a relatively high level.· Despite this fact the benefits
of growth have not.been shared equally by all regions and all segments of the
population. High standards of national performance did not bring about an
automatic narrowing of economic disparities among regions, nor did they eliminate sizeable pockets of chronic economic stagnation. In fact the disparities
persisted after the especially vigorous national growth during most of the
1960's. Poverty has not been done away with among significant portions of the
population, in fact it became more noticeable in the.midst of growing wealth.
9..
As a result of increasing concern among the public about these problems during the early 1960's, a ~umber of federal and provincial agencies were
created. These agencies are responsible for the promotion of balanced regional
_growth and social adju~tment. Many of the programs are based on agreements
between ·the federal and the provincial governments. With the creation of the
federal Department of Regional Economic Expansion, economic planning has been
. given a new emphasis. Nearly all programs, at· both the federal and provincial
levels are being based on more or less substantial research that places a
heavy and increasing demand on DBS for timely regional and small-area data.
10.
The Department of Regional Economic Expansion is not the only federal agency that concerns itself with regional growth. The_Department of
Manpower and. lmmigration, the Department of Finance and the Economic Council
also.have added a regional dimension to their programs. DBS has to have close
liaison with all these and other agencies at the federal level and with provincial governments to develop and carry out a regional statistics- program with
the right order of priorities.
11.
The increasing severity of urban problems (urban poverty, lagging
economic performance of cities, inferior housing, rising costs of public services, hap-hazard urban development, inadequate transportation, etc.) have
stimulated activity in urban and regional planning. There has been an increasing interest in urban studies. Quantitative models developed in urban
research and planning gave rise to new socio-economic data requirements. In
order to overcome difficult data problems, ideas emerged ·to develop urban and
regional infonnation systems among metropolitan &overnments, social scientists,
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etc. These were to make use of both official statistics as well as the ~nfor
mation contents of data files derived from the administrative process of public
programs.
IV.

Influence of National and Regional Policies on DBS Statistical Programs

12.
The impact of these policies can be recognized in the form of demands
for more timely and more detailed information on a greater variety of topics
which, however, cannot be distinguished from the impact of other demands. DBS
has modified and developed its programs in light of all these demands within
the constraints of available resources.
13.
A number of high priority programs have been designed to accelerate
DBS capacity for meeting contemporary.demands for information with more speed
and flexibility. These involve broadly the development of new and more detailed data on subject matter and geographical detail, the augmentation of
survey-taking capability, the integration of related subject-matter series
wherever possible, more complete research and analysis of data collected, automation of statistical production and the improvement of timeliness.

14.
A brief review of those features of these programs that are especially important for planning purposes both at the national and regional level
will be attempted next.
15.
As regards the extension of existing statistical series important
work is underway on prices statistics. Data on prices, together with information from the national surveys of family expenditures and. incomes and with
other data, are essential in assessing inflationary pressures, international
competitiveness and income maintenance policies. Since these surveys also
yield regional information it is possible to use them for analysing regional
income and living cost differentials. Analyses. of this type are important for
income maintenance, welfare and regional development programs.
16.
Planning for regional development is frequently focussed on the service industries which is the fastest growing sector of the Canadian economy.
It is also a sector in which DBS has lagged behind the demand for statistics.
A program is being developed to extend the coverage of the service industries
substantially during the next few years and where possible, develop regional
details. Significant improvements are also planned in the construction statistics.
17.
Substantial extension of the coverage and other improvements are
planned in educational and labour statistics. A major effort has been spent
on the development of the new job vacancy statistics. Further work is planned
on developing occupational and related characteristics of the labour force.
This information is essential for the efficient.planning of the government's
manpower programs designed to upgrade the manpower resources of the country
and improve the allocation of manpower among industries, occupations and
regions.
18.
Responding to strong demands, the number of questions in the 1971
census of population, housing and agriculture has been considerably extended.
A rapid computer retrieval system is also being developed for the forthcoming
census which will facilitate the economic production of complex tabulations
· especially for small areas.

3
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19.
Both at the federal and provincial levels, interest in timely, smallarea data has greatly increased. In response to these demands DBS has adopted
a regional statistics program which is to develop intercensal small-area data
estimates, initially, on population, employment, unemployment and money incomes. A centrally located staff has been established to coordinate throughout the Bu~~au the development of regional information (including small-areas).
The Regional Staff may also undertake the development of regional statistical
series if resources are not available in,subject matter divisions. A systematic development of regional statistics wili greatly help the formulation of
regional development programs and the evaluation of their effects.
20.
In the effort to satisfy demands for more statistics, especially on
a regional basis, without great increases in costs and in burderi on the respondent an important element is to utilize as much as possible the information
content of records generated in the adminiStration of various government programs (income tax, unemployment insurance, medical and hospital insurance,
family allowances,. etc.). DBS has done some work on t.he statistical·utiliza. tion of administrative records. The general experience has been that while
the coverag·e of these files. are usually satisfactory, the conceptual and data
retrieval problems are in many instances difficult. In same cases, the retrieval problem alone may render the statistical usefulness of the file impractical especially for small-areas (e.g. family allowance records which are
not in machine readable form).
21.
Work on the system of National Accounts (including input-output,
financial flows, real output and productivity measures) as an integrated framework has acquired a new importance for measuring the performance of the economy
and.designing plans to remedial action where needed (for example, the Economic
Council, the Department of Finance, etc., rely heavily on these national aggregates in their work). A major milestone in this field was the recent publication of the national input-output table for 1961. Input-output techniques have
important applications in regional economic planning as well and DBS has provided assistance in constructing input-output tables to interested provinces
and agencies. Extensive work is being done on the historical revision of the
national accounts.
22.
A 11 Geographically Referenced Data Storage and Retrieval System 11
11
(
Geocoding 11 ) is in an advanced stage of development. It is essentially a
geographical data bank which will represent an unparalleled flexibility to
retrieve 1971 census (and other) data. To every statistical return in major
urban areas the computer will assign the geographic coordinates (latitute and
longitude) which indicate the approximate location of each household. This
approximation in these areas will be made within a city block face, in the rest
of the country within the census Enumeration Areas. The latter will represent
a somewhat less precise approximation of the geographic location of the household. This system coupled with the generalized data retrieval system makes it
possible for the user to specify on the map any area for which he wants tabulations without regard to boundaries of political area units. The tabu_lations
- with very close geographical approximations - can be produced rapidly and
economically (subject to confidentiality restrictions). The geocoding system
will provide the regional planner with an indispensable tool for designing
plans and evaluating the effects of regional economic policies.
V.
23.

Relationship with Planning Agencies
As a general approach DBS has been making a continuous effort to

4
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develop and maintain close relationships with users of statistics in planning
agencies at the federal, provincial and, in some instances, at the local level.
The main objectives are to detect new needs and changes in demand for statistics; to consider concepts, coverage and reporting problems; and to determine
priorities for statistical development.
24.
It is also important to note that some users - including some of the
government agencies that are involved in program planning_- are also suppliers
of data. An effective, two-way communication is particularly important with
those agencies which have administrative records that have potentials for
statistical utilization. In some cases it is possible to suggest to these
agencies to introduce marginal changes as regards the content and.procedural
handling of the records (e.g. phrasing of a particular question on the record,
coding, etc.) that could make the. record file more useful for statistical utilization without adding to the cost of administration. In fact these changes
could contribute to the more efficient administration of the program itself in
the form of better data supply (e.g. improved sampling, more flexible coding,
etc.). These objectives cannot be achieved without the full and voluntary
cooperation of the agency involved.
25.
Although DBS has been making efforts to establish and maintain relationships with government agencies through the usual channels (committees,
working groups, task forces, personal communications, etc.) especially when new
statistical programs are planned, some problems still exist. These range from
indifference to exaggerated demands; from failure to appreciate problems of
data development to differences in objectives. Similarly, when the ·government
initiates new social or economic programs, DBS tries to follow these developments closely and establish communication with the agency that is responsible
for the program in question. Again, difficulties are encountered. The main
problem is that usually there is a significant time lag betw.een the enunciation
of the new program and the ability to interpret what it means in terms of new
demand for statistics from DBS. Statements regarding the new program initially
tend to be too general to know what will be required from DBS. By the time the
requirements are clear, the need is immediate. These problems are compounded
by the usually long lead time necessary for new data development. As a result
DBS can rarely_ "catch up" with demand quickly.
26.
At the federal level one can cite examples of good cooperation and
also cases when things do not work out quite well. The cooperation has been·,
for example, very good with the Department of Manpower and Immigration regarding the development of job vacancy statistics. A further example is the joint
project on a system of medium-term economic projection models ~ith the participation of the Department of Manpower and Immigration and the Economic Council.
(Other federal agencies also expressed their interest in participating in this
work.) It also happened, however, that the cooperation with a department is
satisfactory regarding a particular project but not very much so regarding
another. For example, with the Department of Manpower and Immigration cited
above bBS has had difficulties in obtaining administrative data on the registered unemployed useful for estimating small-area unemployment required most
vocally by the same Department for their manpower development programs. Even
after agreements were reached regarding their data collection, for administrative reasons and without consultations with DBS the collection procedures were
changed that affected seriously the usefulness of the data for statistical purposes. Further delays in the completion of an important statistical project
were the results.
27.

Relationship of DBS with provincial government departments and
5
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1gencies also has its strengths and weaknesses. The relationship with provin~ial bodies is a particularly important element to formulate objectives of
statistical programs and the most feasible ways to carry them out because they
represent users, suppliers and - in some cases - producers of statistics. The
various federal-provincial conferences ~nd tl.~ir associated committees and
other usual ~prms of communication hav~ been the instruments for contact. Despite successes in many areas, such as joint surveys with some provinces,
fruitful consultations on problems of various statistical series (labour statistics, population census, prices, interprovincial trade) and so on, difficulties remain in some other respects. These stem from a variety of circumstances. One of.these is the fact that provinces are very different in size,
socio-economic structure, potentials and stages of development. This fact is
reflected in differences among provinces as regards statistical needs, demands
on DBS services and capabilities to carry out statistical work. No simple
approach can be. formulated to meet the statistical problems of all the provinces. A few provinces have their own more or less centralized statistical
offices that serve as focal points of contacts with DBS. Others are repres~n
ted by a number of provincial departments among which the coordination is not
always satisfactory. In these provinces the continuity of representation in
statistical matters and contacts with DBS are additional problems. Even in
those provinces where a statistical office exists other departments or agencies also have statistical interests. Disharmony between these interests
within a province is a further complicating factor. Some of the problems that
exist with the prov~nces have a constitutional connotation: it is not always
clear to everyone what is provincial and what is federal responsibility. Another category of the difficulties comes from the fact that provincial (and
other) expectations grew somewhat faster than DBS capacity to satisfy them.
Major programs such as automation, improvements in timeliness, data retrieval
systems, etc. take longer to implement than some people in the provinces or
sometimes DBS people themselves think for a variety of reasons: inadequate
material resources, scarcity of experienced personnel or the sheer complexity
of ~he task in question. These are not always appreciated by everyone and
some provincial representatives display impatience with DBS at federal-·
provincial meetings.
28.
In order to improve communications with the provinces a few years ~go
.the Provincial Liaison and Consultative Servi-ces Staff was created. Particular attention is given to making known the se.rvices that DBS can offer to
provincial agencies, many of them involved in one way or another in economic
and social program planning. DBS regional offices ·are ·being equip.ped with some
professional personnel to strengthen regional liaison and detect and interpret
local statistfcal needs to headquarters.
29.
DBS communications with municipal governments and urban and regional
planning bodi~s - in the field of financial statistics, for example - are being
maintained through the provincial departments of municipal affairs. Although
in some instances direct contacts also exist, for example in developing the
geocoding system for a number of metropolitan areas, in a general sense these
contacts are not extensive or frequent. One of the main reasons for this situation is again constitutional, i.e. municipalities being the creations of
provinces, therefore the contact is usually considered appropriate only with
the provinces or through the provinces.
30.
Informal arrangements for communication are also important. Personal
visits, correspondence between DBS personnel and those of policy and planning
agencies have been very helpful in establishing and maintaining effective and
mutually fruitful relationships. There has been an attempt by DBS management
,
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~o

lea\·e sufficient tioe to the professional workers to develop needed c~utacts
ar:j gh·e ad\·ice and consultation "hen requested. The problem in this respect,
to••ever, is that experienced professionals whose consul tat ions are the most
\·alu.1:-1e are scarce and there is already a heavy demand on their time for on~oin; statistical work.
31.
In sur.~ar)·, it see~s fair to say that although DBS has been making
efforts to develop and maintain effective relationships with policy and planning bodies at the various levels of government, certain problems still exist.
In order to overcome at least some of the outstanding difficulties the central
statistical agency might apply different means and approaches, the central
theoe, hm,·ever, of all these should be - it appears - to aim at better communic.ltion ard mutual understanding. Nutual understanding of problems is an
essential element in satisfying user needs to the exte~t that resources permit
ar.d in planning the most relevant future statistical programs.

.
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ROLE OF STATISTICAL AGENCY IN
NATIONAL _AND P..EGIONAL PLANNING

1.
The availability of reliable statistics ~o provide a
sound tactual basis for formulating development programmes,
keeping track of their progress, evaluating their achievements.
and taking policy decisions is crucial in the context of
developmental planning in this country. Ever·since the First
Five Year Plan was launched in 1951 there has been a continuing·
effort for improving the range and quality of socio-economic
data so that they might serve t·he needs of planned development
more satisfactorily.• Significant developments have taken place
in the field of statistics needed for planning. Integra~ion of
statistical work performed at various levels, collection of
data on a nation-wide scale, strengthening of various concerneo
organisations in the States as well as at the Centre, are sowe
of the significant improvements achieved during the last two
decades. Our current Plan is deeply,. involved in improving the
situation in_the areas where statistics needed for planning
are still inadequate. Greater attention is being given to
facilities for training and research in statistics with a view
to improving the overall statistical system. ·
2.
The planning structure in India is suited to the federal
Constitution of the country and the policy of mixed economy to
which the country is committed. For achieving the objective of·
systematic and scientific planning for balanced growth of the
country's economy, the Government of India· set up in 1950 the
11 lanning Commission which has a pivotal role to play in formulating Plans,assessing their progress and evaluating the overall
achievements. Close liaison is maintained between the Planning
Commission, .Ministries of the Central Government and the State
Governments in developing and implementing Plans. ·
3.
At all important stages of planning, whether it be for
allocation of resources, determination of targets, or assessment
and evaluation of progress, the role of statistical agencies
both at the Centre and ·in the States has been recognised. At
the Centre, the CSO, which is the technical wing of the
Department of Statistics, is responsible for laying down
standards and for coordinating the development of the national
statistical system for meeting the requirements of data for
planning. The Planning and State Statistics Division of the CSO
also functions as the Statistics and Surveys Division of the
Planning Commission. This llivision works in close collaboration
with the various Livisions of the CSO, Statistical Units of the
Central Ministries and the State Statistical Bureaus. Screening
of various statistical schemes proposed for inclusion in the
Annual and Five Year Plans, and providing necessary guidelines
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for various statistical schemes to all statistical agencies
are some of t.he regular activities of the Division. The
work of some of t be other Divis ions in t be Planning
Commission such as Perspective Planning liivision(PPD),
Economic, Finance and Resources vivision, involves statistical
studies for examination of the status of the economy, the
perspective of development in the next 10 to 20 years, a
feasible rate of growth of national income, estimates of
internal and _external resources, size and pattern of investcent etc. The Programme Evaluation Organisation(PEO)
undertakes studies for evaluation of rural develop~ent
program~es at the national level, coordinates evaluation work
in the States and organises training in evaluation De~hodology.
The Comnittee on Plan Projects(COPP) conducts studies on the
application of fundamentals and techniques of management
information system to government operations, project control
and industrial ~anagement.
4.
The Statistical Units in the various Ministries e2et the
day to day require.rn.ents of planning and in addition feed ·
information for wider uses. Working in close collaboration
with the policy caking agencies they provide basic statistical
framework for development programmes in their respective
sectors.
5.
At the State level, Statistical Bureaus play an icportant
role in the forculation, implementation and evaluation of
plans. The Bureaus participate in various technical working
groups, supply statistical data for formulation of plans,
conduct surveyo for data collection and undertake progress
reporting and evaluation.
6.
The statistical agencies at the ~tiona! and State levels
have been servicing the planning proqess at variouB stageo.
Some of the basic ~ethodological and statistical work perforctd
by-various agencies, both statistical and economic, very much
facilitated planning at successive stages. In this connection
cention cay be cade of the follo~ing.
7.
A aound otatistical fracework could not be provided for
the First Five Year Plan ~ing to non-availability of adequ~to
otatistical caterial. The four sector code! developed by
Prof. Mahalanobis was utilised as statistical frace~ork tor
the Second Five Year Plan. Later the Indian Statistical
Inatitute{ISI) carried out detailed studies on inter-itdustry
codels -based on input-output studies. The Perspective Plannic;
Division{PPD) of the Planning Co~iasion worked out projections for the period 1961-76 uith a vieu to providing a
general perspective within r.hich the Fourth Plan could b3
undertaken. The lSI and the PP Division uorked out in
collaboration a 1r sector inter-industry nodel as technical
2
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supplement to the draft outline of the Fourth Five Year
Plan with a view to projecting mutually consistent levels
of output to be achieved in variou~ sectors for realising
the targets of inco'"e, investment and consumption fixed
under certain conSraints at the macro-level. This has been
recently expanded to a 144 sector inter-industry table. The
PP Division also brought out a number of valuable publications
relating to quantitative aspects of the development of the
Ind~an economy. ·
·

B.
Mention should be made of the following developments in
the field of statistics in relation to planning •. A number of
working groups on statistics were formed to·take an integrated view of the development of statistics for planning. They
assessed the type of data ~equired for the formulation of the
Fourth Plan as well as the perspective plan, and for evaluating the progress and implementation of the Plan. An Expert
Committee on Population Projections set up by the Planning
Commission has worked out growth rates of population for use
in the forruulation of ~lana. The data collected by the
National Sample Survey (NSS) in various rounds,· relating to
(a) consumer expen~itu1·e, (b) saving potential, and (c) other
subjects, are used in studies in planning at the national and
State levels. To ensure rapid processing and systematic
analysis of the socio-economic data, all aspects of work
relating to NSS are being brought under a unified control.
The organisation will be res pons ft;»le for designing 1 field
work and tabulation of the data as also their economic analysis
and interpretation of the results. The Electronic Data. Processing(EDP) established in the Planning Commission has greatly ·
facilitated the compilat~on of input-output tables and-processing of other data. At the same time, the EDP Centre ot the lSI,
the Computer Centre of the Department of Statistics, and the
Computers installed in the Reserve Bank of India and other
Government agencies have helped in computerisation of data
.
needed :for planning. As measurement o:f State/regional "income
is fraught with conceptual and practical dif~iculties,
indicators of resource-endowments and resource-utilisation
which broadly determine the relative ·prosperity or backwardness
ot a region have to~be devised. On the basis o:f the examina- .
tion of the problem by a study group, a set of 15 indicators
of regional development has been evolved to identify backward
areas so that necessary steps could.be taken :for tbe accelerated dcvelopcent of these regions with a view to ensuring
balanced regional development of the various.parts of the
country.
9.
With the growth o:f our economy the problems of planning,
and along with them those o~ statistical requirements of
planning are becoaing more complex. Improvements have been
registered in.the coverage and quality o:f statistics required
·tor planning in a nw:Iber o:f areas. Among _the significant
icprovements achieved are: {1) Revision o:f national income
estie3tes on the basis of better data and more refined
cethods of estication; (ii) progress towards .. compiling
3
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. coruparable'estimates of income originating in different
~tates for the commodity-producing sectors; (iii) refinemen~
~n the construGtion of index numbers of industrial production
and consumer price index numbers; (iv) extension of the
coverage of crop statistics to more crops and larger areas;
(v) introduction of a system of rationalised supervision of
collection of area statistics.
Lespite the improvements in coverage and quality of
data brought about during the last decade, there remain areas
where the information is inadequate. Even in areas covered
by the existing· statistical system, there is scope for
improvement in both the quality and. timeliness of availability
of .·the information. It would. be the endeavour of the statistical
agencies at the Centre and in the States to iruprove the
situation in the course of the next few years.
10.

A Committee on data improvement bas been set up to review
the existing machinery for the collection of data in different
Ministries/llepartments. Besides spelling out in an integrated
framework the requirements of data for ~ short'-·Lerm forecasting
and annual budgeting/planning, the existing data will be
reviewed to identify gaps, suggest measures for avoiding
duplication and arrange for speedy processing• Planning
Commission has also made detailed suggestions to the States
regarding collection and analysis of data relevant to
sectoral _planning at the district level.

11.

12 • · . Important. steps are being taken for iLlproving the
reliability and timeliness of crop statistics. A scheme for
timely reporting of crop·areas based on complete plot-to-plot
enumeration in sample villages is in operation in some States
for building up advance estimates. The NSS collection of land
-utilisation statistics and crop surveys will be properly
integrated with. the State crop surveys to provide a single.
serie·s with greater reliability. A number of significant steps
have been introduced in the programme of the 1971 population
census. Some o~ these are, enlargement of the scope of houselisting to secure information on cultivating and non-cultiva~
households, listing of various characteristics of manufacturing, trading and other establishments, data on age at marriage
and children born in the previous one year to secure information on current fertility, data on place of last residence and
duration of residence and improved data for classi~ication of
population into workers and non-workers.

13.
The formulation of statistical projects in successive
plans has ·been guided by the ~onside~ations of (i) _ma~ntaining
continuity in the implementat~o~_of ~mpor~ant sta~~s~1cal
programn~s already initiated, (~~) extend1n~ stat1st1cal
developmen1 to new areas of enquiry essential for planning
and evaluation, and (iii) undertaking projects
4
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basis of international statistical programmes. Gaps
istics have been listed and, in order to ensure that
resources available are not distributed thinly over
1y statistical projects, a ·rew select schemes called
chemes' have been initiated on a priority basis to.
~me of the major gaps in plan statistics. Statistics
ributive trade, transport of goods by road, estimation
e income, training of statistical personnel in the
for field work and processing of data, housing
ics, are some of the priority projects. With the
.ficat ion of· statistical work relating to planning we
1ect statistical agencies. to play a more significant
1 our planning. process.
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S(a) LESOTHO
The Role Of The Statistical Agency In National Planning,
And Its Relationship To The Planning Office.
1.
As there is as yet no regional planning in Lesotho, referenc·e in
this paper will be made only to national planning. Statistical activities in
this country were born long before any organised economic or development
planning was thought of. As a result statisticians always had to plan their
collection of data without any guidance from prospective. consumers· of their
product as to their needs. Fortunately the Bureau always attempted to collect
such information as was thought relevant to economic and development plann- ·
ing, subject to availability of resources. Whilst the Bureau is not necessa~ily
included in the national planning machinery, statistics produced have been
found very useful by the planners. ·This is especially true of population data
and national accounts.·
2.
There is close co-operation between· the Bureau and the Planning
Office. In a few key ministries a joint effort has been made to establish combined planning and statistics units. The reason behind this· move is that
·collectors of statistics will realise the needs of the planners, and the planners
will realise just how much statistics may be produced with available resources.
The programme of collection of statistics is usually discussed with the
planners before it is launched to make sure their needs will be accommodated.
However, they are continually reminded that, while theii~ needs may be given
priority, the Bureau is there to serve more than just planning requirements.
The two departments are, nevertheless, working in close co-operation to
find ways and means of ensuring that basic statistics for planning are provi (ip(i -

.
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TO TH2 PLANNING OFFICE

The Emergence of Community-wide Indicative Planning in New
Zealand and the role of the Department of Statistics
Intrcxiuction
1.
Since the labt Conference in 1966 significant developments in the political machinery for planning in the economic
area and, to a lesser extent, in the social area, have taken
place in New Zealand. h. process of "indicative" planning, whereby planning t~rgets are formulated after an extensive process of
consultation and study by all interested groups in the.community
has· been carried through,. has gained wide acceptance.
This has
led· to a fuller understanding of the explicit information
.
services role of the national statistical office (the Department.
of Statistics) and an increased demand for a more comprehensive
ranbe of statistical services •.
~:ature

of Indicative Planning

2.
Indicative planning arose· out of a decision by Government to convene a National Development Conference in 1968 with
representation {in an individual, not official capacity) of
management in the various industrial sectors, of tr.ade unions,
central government and other organisations playing a role in
economic and social affairs. The conference was organised on
both a plenary and sector basis and adopted specific economic ·
growth targets for the coming decade.
The conference also made
an extensive set of recommendations on economic and social
matters having a direct or indirect relPtionship to the achievement of. the·planning targets.

J.

The targets adopted were in no sense intended as
mandatory in regulating economic decision-making but the .
community-wide representation at the National Development Conference and the consensus reached resulted in widespread acceptance
of the targets.
Central government, while retaining the right
to make final decisions on economic and social policy, has ,
because of its association and involvement in the setting of the
indicative plar~in6 targets, used the targets and the associated
c·onference recommendations as a ·basis for much of its economic.
decision-making.
A permanent machinery comprising a central
lJational Development Council and over twelve supporting sector
·"Councils, has been established to reviel.'l progress in achieving
the adopted community targets and to carry out studies designed
to formulate policies to be recommended to government as desirable for planning purposes.
Indicative planning, therefore;.
as it has eme!'ged in Kew Zealand is a process of formulating
ac.ceptable, feasible, national economic gror~th targets and the
setting of ontirnum policies for their achievement.
.
1
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GeneralRole of the Central Statistical Office

4.
Indicative planning, if it is to be carried out in
a rational and effective way, requires a comprehensive quantitative infor~ation system, with statistical information
services playing a vital role in this system.
This does not
overlook the social and cultural elements in the full realization of th~~omrnunity•s planning aims, but is an expression·
of the need to approach indicative planning in a managerially
scientific way.

5.

Before consideration can be given to economic and
social targets it is essential to have available a comprehensive statistical description of the current state of the economy,
at both the macro-economic and micro-economic levels, and the
projected future state of· the. economy over the proposed planning
period.
Such.a statistical analysis needs to be in terms of
an.integrated set of statistics relating to the major economic
aggregates, such as the total volume and value of the production of goods and services, the level of aggregate consumption
of such goods· and services, capital formation and the volume
and net balance of trading with other countries.

6.

This indicates the central importance of national
accounts statistics. which provide the required statistical
des.cription. . An ~alysis of the economy's current and unplanned future situation. in terms of·national accounting
concepts, when assessed in terms of normative aspirations of
the community for an acceptable rate of sound economic growth
provides a basis for the quantification of possible planning
targets.

7.

Before these targets can be adopted as feasible,
· hol-Jeyer.; the implications of the macro. targets, relating to
gross national product, consumption, balance of external payments,.and .other economic variables, need to be explored.to
see whether their achievement is possible, taking into account
the economic and technological structural relationships existing·within the economy which act as a restraint on possible
re-direction of economic effo.rt.
These more detailed ar.d.
sophi~ticated
studies, again, have to be done in quantitative
statistical terms.
However, for these studies· to be effective,· a further extension of national accounting statistics is
requ1red by .way of input-output tables.
These analyse the
structural relationships between industries and institutional
sectors in the economy.
8.
Once the tentative targets are confirmed by means of
an·inter-industry input-output study as being feasible in
terms of the requirements for import·s, full utilization of
the available labour force, and so on, they can be ~irmly
adopted as rational, acceptable targets.

9.
Exploratory investigation into optimum economic
policies to assist industry in reaching the production levels
involved in the achieve~ent of the targets is not solely &
quantitative process, but statistically-based studies involving
a wide range of national accounting and other statistics are
necessary •.
2
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The final stage of tr.e indicative planning_ pr~~'es~ 51
is t~e measurement of the actual performance of the economy
under the various policies and decfsions taken.
Again, this
has to be mainly in quantitative statistical terms, and_the _
continuing national accounts statistics, when related to the
targets formulated in the same concepts, make this possible.
This continuing statistical comparison of aspiration and
economic performance then indicates whether planning policy and
strategy is proving effective or is in need of modification.
10.

-

Statistics for Planning Purposes
If indicative planning is to be carried out effectively
there is an obvious need for a comprehensive, integrated set of
national_accounts, including input-output tables, and other
economic and social statistics. \lhile significant extensions
to official statistics have been made by the Department of
Statistics and other agencies over the last twenty years, the
resources allocated in the· past have been insufficient to meet
the ·more sophisticated needs of indicative planning.
·
11.

There is a community-wide nature tq indicative pl~ning
It involves all sections of the community, with decision-making
responsibilities at all levels: central government, trade and
labour organisations, managements of firms, and members of
households.
All need an adequate information system, in its
widest sense, "if indicative planning decision-making is to be
well-directed.
Statistics are a vital part of this information system.
The statistical element needs to be relevant· to
the area of responsibility of the decision-maker and in many
cases will therefore comprise detailed micro statistics not
within the national accounting field.
Planning thus_ involves _
all facets of official economic and social statistics, as well
as the key national accounting statistics.
If well-informed
planning policies are formulated by the National Development
Council, but decisions at a lower dece~tralized level are made
on the basis of inadequate information, then the central·policies
could be nullified.
The further development of statistics
outside the national accounting field is t!1erefore vital to the
successful use of the improved national accounting statistics
for indicative planning.
12.

Revie\'-1 of Adequacy of rew Zealand's Official Statistical System
1).
As a result of the increased awareness of the demand.ing requirements for indicative planning purpo~1:; .....-;.1~d the
inability of the existing official system, both in terms of
available resources and the range and nature of statistics
available, to fully meet these· requirements the !~ational
Development Conference recommended that a revie\'l be carried
out to determine explicitly the changes in statistical services
needed.
Accordingly the ~inister in Charge of the Departm~nt
of Statistics appointed the Technical Corr~ittee en Statistics
in ~~ay 1969 with the follo\·:ing terms of reference:

In order to provide adequate statistics for the indicative
planning proposals of the National Developme~t. Conference, the
~echnical Committee on Statistics be requirea to:

J
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the statistical requirements resulting from
the continua tlon of lnd ica ti ve planning worl~ ·after.
the National Development Conference;

(e.)

i~~ssess

(b)

Exaffiine the statistics which are at present available
and consider wr.at changes are needed;

(c)

Indicate -

'
(i)

•.

\

(ii}·
(iii)
(d)

such changes would be impler.tented;
The desirable allocation of work;
ar.d
The resources required;
HO\'J

Report on the foregoing matters to the !Jatinnal
Development Council.

The Technical· Committee comprised nine members; including ·the
Government Statistician who was Chairman, and: '\'ras serviced by·
a number of specialist sub-co~~ittees on national accounting,
classifications, capital formation and.systems of regional
statistics. · ·
. ·' ·.

14.
The committee issued its report· in Nov.ember.~1969.
Seventy-one recommendations \·Jere made covering all aspects ··or
a much improved official statistical system that was:proposed.
The main featur.es of the report recommendations -v.;ere as· follows:
(1)

A modernised and extended system of national accounts
and inter-industry studies be introduced, patterned·
on the United ~ations System of National Accounts, as
the key to the statistical requirements of indicative
planning.

(?.}

Quarterly summaries of the national accounts are
necessary as a tool for short-term··econornic management.

(J)

Periodic surveys of household incomes, expenditures
and savings· be conducted for national accounting and
social policy formation purposes.

(4)

A variety of new or·extended statistical services be

introduced, including the establish~ent of a centra]
computerized file of bot~ aggregated m1d ur~ggregated
·statistical data suitably classified so as to permit
cross survey linkage; the development of formal
liaison machinery between the Department of Statistics,
the-permanent 1\ational Development Council and the
suppliers and users of statistics; and the further
development of statistical projections. ·· ·

( 5)

In vie\'/ of the need for improved regional statistics,
that a fine mesh-block system be introduced as a basis
for common regional referencing of statistical data
in all subject areas.

(6)

TLat the various recommendations be impler:ented· in
two stages, the first before and the second after
the end of 1971.
4
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(7)

An investigation by the central government
personnel authority (State Services Commission),
the Government Statistician and other departments
concerned should be carried out to determine the ·
scope for the further centralization, better
coordination, and more economical conduct of
official statistical work.

(8)

Statistics currently-prepared should, in collaboration with users and suppliers, be periodically.
revie\'led and, \'ihere indicated, discontinued or
modified.

Implementation of the Technical Committee's Recommendations

15.

The Technical Committee's report was without a doubt
the most significant document in the history of official statis·tics in f\ew Zealand and has been accorded wide acceptance.
After adoption in principle by the l\ational Develonment Council
it was referred to Government for its consideration.
With
Government approval being given to the implementation of the
Technical Committee recommendations,negotiations have proceeded
concerning the allocation of the required additional resources.

16.

Recently,final approval to an·l8 percent increase in
the staff establishment of the Department of Statisti~s was
given, together with an improved salary structure for· statistical staff.
It is anticipated that next year a second increase
of about the same size will be approved to implement the second
priority recommendations of the Technical Committee on
Statistics.
Liaison Machinery with the National Development Councils

17.

Great importance attaches to the institution of
adequate liaison arrangements with the formal planning·bodies
if full advantage is to be gained from improved statistical
services.
The general functions outlined earlier require the
independence of the statistical system from the planning.
machinery if statisticians are not to become co~mitted to
planning targets to some extent and therefore compromise their
role as providers of objective data on which planning must rest
and on \'lhich assessment of the success or failure of planning
exercises depends.
18.
In re1·J Zealand the liaison machinery \'Jhich has been·
developed avoids direct statistical representation on the main
rational Development Council or supporting sector development
councils.
The Gover:n.rnent Statistician ho\'lever is available to
provide ntatistical assistance at this level when required. Eoth
the central and sector development councils have supporting_
targets advisory and/or statistics committees on which the Departmer.t of Statistics is repreGented.
Objective statistical data
is made available at the ~ore detailed working level of planning
studies and revie\'iS under this arrangement. ·~!hile no limits are
nlaced on the extent to \:hich statistical analytical and inter~
11retive services ty depa!·tmental liaison representatives can
extend, the for~al liaison arranGements expressly prohibit the
Department of ~tatistics representatives advocating views of a
normative character either on desirable targets or planning

--.
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The Role of the. Federal Office of Statistics in
National and Regional Planning
I

INTRODUCTION

It is generally agreed that the primary aim of economic development
is social development and that the former is only a means of achieving the
latter. It follows that if those who live within an economy· are to have more , .
per head of those material things that enhance their welfare th~ size of the ·
product to be shared must first be increased and the rate of increase of the
product must be higher than that of the population. The basic aim of any
economic development effort is, therefore, to improve the efficiency or
productivity of the factors of production available to the economy - its
land, and other natural resources, its labour (including its management
and entrepreneurship) and its capital.
2.
On the other hand, apart from an increase in the product an!f in
the share per head a basic aim of social development is the reduction
of inequalities in the levels of incomes and -consequently - ofliving.

3.

Therefore, before a reliable assessment of economic and social
progress can be made it is necessary to have periodic quantitative
information on the stock and flow of the population and its production and ·
on how the output is shared. Such information coupled with inventory
data on other capital resources decisions regarding the size of the product
and of its individual components forms the basis for determining what are
.
to be produced and in what quantities during a development period. Finally, .
from the flow of goods and services becoming available from time to time an ·
assessment can be made of progress under a development plan or programme.

4.

Thus, the statistical requirements of the different stages of
planning can be summarized as follow~:·
·

5.

Planning Stage
Basic statistics are required:
(i)

to provide information· on the community's needs

(ii)

for forecasting purposes and

(iii)

for making choices.

In a nutshell, statistics are needed at the planning stage for fixing
targets and, consequently, for constructing econometric models.

6.

Implementation Stage
Basic statistics are needed:
for assessing performance through data on _such_variabl~s
· as production, capital formation, consumption, International
trade and payments
(ii) for assessing the social effects of a plan from data on
income distribution, standard of living of the population
(i)

1
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and on other socio-economic characteristics which are
reg.arded as conditioned by planning.

·-

The approach followed in this paper is to consider separately the kind of
statistical information required for planning and measuring: -

\\

.

.

(a)

economic development and

(b)

social development.

Because in some cases more or less the same series are necessary under
each head, some repetition is inevitable.
II

THE SERIES NEEDED

7.

In this section, we consider first, the series needed for planning
and measuring global economic growth and - in connection with the former the series necessary on the factors of production as well. The discussion
is then followed.by a consideration of the series needed for assessing
social development. But before enumerating the different series it must
be stressed that it is not for the statistician to tell the planner what
information he requires or should ask for in connection with his work.
On the contrary, it is the duty of the planner to articulate his needs as
fully and .clearly as possible and as early as possible so that he could be
advised well in advanc~ of need as to what information is already available,
its scope, coverage, and limitations; what information is derivable, what
other information is obtainable and when obtainable. The broad categories
of data mentioned below are, therefore, those that appear from first
principles to be the most important or relevant ones. They are mentioned
·more for the benefit of fellow statisticians who must often anticipate
requests for information from planners if they are to be able to meet them
.without undue delays.
Statistical series needed for planning and measuring global
economic growth

B.

Strictly speaking, the series needed for measuring economic
growth consists of an inventory of national wealth at different points of
time and the per capita value of that aggregate. But information on
national wealth is lacking in most countries and not easy to obtain in any.
However, fairly reliable estimates of economic growth are not impossible
on this account. This is because interest usually tu.rns ·on the total of
the flow of goods and services available to a community and, for this
reason, flow data such as the national product during a period (usually
a year) is in general more useful for measuring economic and social
progress than inventory information.
National Accounts Statistics

9.

The three different approaches to national income estimation
yield information useful for assessing the increase in the national output
and income, for seeing how the income ·is shared among the different
factors of production and for showing how much of the output is consumed
by individuals and the state and how much is set aside for increasing the
nation's future productive capacity. From this it can be seen that the
national accounts statistics furnish information for assessing both
economic and social development on a global basis. \Ve shall consider
first the usefulness of national accounts - in this case the industrial

2
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breakdown of the Gross Domestic Product - for purposes of assessing
economic growth and defer consideration of the Gross National Income and
Expenditure until we come to social development.
10 •
It has been said that, basically, the technical aspect of planning
is the "establishment of a comprehensive quantitative account of the
essential features of an economy in such a way as it is possible to examine
the relationships between the various economic aggregates and make
projections to show the over-all effect of a change in any of these
aggregates or its components". And since the Gross Domestic Product
provides a comprehensive economic picture of the essential features of a
country's output it is a useful tool for planning. It is more useful still when
it is broken down into its industrial origins for it then shows the relative
importance of the various branches of productive activity. Furthermore, .
the individual tables from which the industrial breakdown is prepared
provide the means whereby the sectors of the economy could be studied.
in depth. Finally, the work of compiling the G. D.P. reveals the various
gaps in information and these provide an indication of those branches of
statistics which most urgently require development.
Statistical series on the factors of production:
Labour:
11.
Human resources are an essential part of a country's wealth and
labour a major factor of production. Moreover, the· population as a whole
is the principal consumer and human welfare is the main objectiye of
development efforts. Detailed statistics of human resou,rces are, therefore,
of vital importance in all questions of national development.
Land and other natural resources:
12.
Stock and flow data on these are required. Information ori land
tenure is also useful.
Fixed Assets:
13.
Information is needed on the stock and flow of dwellings, nonresidential buildings and civil engineering construction; transport
equipment, plant, machinery and equipment; breeding stock, dairy cattle
and draught animals; land improvement and plantation development.
Financial assets:
14.
Information is required on the sources of funds for domestic
investment and on international capital movements.
Entrepreneurship

15.

Information on the supply of entrepreneurship should be gathered
as part of manpower statistics.
Other essential statistics
External Trade statistics:
16.

In view of the importance of external trade in economic development

3
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and as a component of national income, data are required on international
trade and payments and terms of trade.
'
Price statistics:
17.
Good prfce statistics are essential for all stages of economic
planning; for cost/benefit analysis; for national income calculations, for
measuring changes e.g. in real incomes and in the cost of living; for
calculating terms of trade; for estimating some items in a statement of the
balance of payments , etc.
Social development
· 18.
Some of the categories of statistical data required for assessing
social developm~nt have already been mentioned in connection with economic
development. However, to use them for estimating social progress
different series on the same subjects are required. Thus, for example,
froin population statistics life tables should be constructed in order to
show· how expect~tion of life is being affected by economic development.
However, in addition to demographic data what is required is general
social statistics. Chief among these may be mentioned: national income
estimates based on the Income and Expenditure Approaches; medical and
health statistics; nutrition surveys; statistical indicators of the levels of
living such as consumption, household's wealth and cost of living indices;
educational statistics (including data on out-of-school education);
statistics of income distribution, employment, unemployment and underemployment and conditions of work and crime statistics.
19. ·
From the foregoing it is clear that the statistical information at
present available is inadequate in many respects. It is equally clear that
although their roles are different the activities of planning bureaus and
statistical organisations are mutually beneficial as far as economic and
social development is concerned. The former play an important role in
the development of the latter by pointing up which series should be improved
and which ones started and developed while better statistics in turn enable
the former's work to rest on a firmer factual foundation.
III

FILLING THE GAPS IN INFORMATION

20o
One of the main aims of a comprehensive statistical programme is
to enable the statistical organisation to fill in the gaps ·in the information
it provides. The difficulties of fulfilling this aim effectively and
satisfactorily in a developing country are formidable. They arise from
three main causes - inadequate resources both in terms of funds and
manpower, the low level of literacy among suppliers of information and the
usual respondent - resistance. These difficulties are made no easier to
overcome by the fact that the statistical organisation has to devote part of
its resources to the provision of an information service for commercial and
other firms, for the public and for international organisations and others
overseas.
21.
The difficulties point to the necessity for a developing national
statistical organisation to set limits to its responsibility for providing
information. Thus, in general, it must concentrate on providing economic
and social information required for global and sectoral analysis and this
does not normally include data for project analysis.
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22.
But while (in the opinion of the U.N. Economic Commission for ·.
Africa) "a central statistical service is not expected to provide the
·
complete range of information needed in a country" it does have responsibility for or control over the major items; for co-ordinating statistical
activities; for preventing the publication of conflicting data; for ensuring
or facilitating comparability of the information supplied by the different
statistical organisations in the country.
Statistical Organisation
23.
The issues just raised necessitate a consideration of. the best way ·
of organising statistical services for the public sector in order to
facilitate· their various tasks. Generally speaking, there are two types
of statistical organisations -the Centralised and the Decentralised, but
each type usually has within it elements of the other. Very often the type
of organisation found in a country is a product of historical circumstances. ,
This is true of statistical organisation in Nigeria. But in this country the
question whether statistics should be centralised or decentralised is
hardly of practical interest at the moment. (Although in theory we have
at the national level a decentralised system - in the sense that each·
government has its or the mucleus of its own statistical organisation - the
size of the Federal Office of Statistics in relation to all the other .
statistical bodies in the country makes the system, in effect, a centralised
system. On the other hand, at the state level the system is a centralised
one). What is of immediate interest is how the exis~ing system could
achieve its ends. Statistics is a Concurrent Subject under the present
Constitution and each statistical agency i~ therefore, free to collect
statistical data on a wide range of topics without the fiat of any other
statistical body. In these circumstances there is, clearly, a need to work
out a modus vivendi et operandi in the statistical field. Even if statistics
were to become exclusively a federal responsibility under a future
Constitution and all the state statistical departments were to be me;rged
with the Federal Office of Statistics (as in Australia) there would still be
need for co-ordination of the statistical activities of the resulting department
and those of federal 'corporations' such as NISER and the Central Bank
if unnecessary duplication were to be avoided, respondent - resistance
minimised and comparability of data promoted.
Relationships with other suppliers, collectors and users
of statistics
.
·
24.
Most statistical agencies are both collectors and. users of
.
statistics. Nigeria's statistical departments are no exception. The chief
aims of relations with suppliers are to ensure their co-operation and to
ensure that they supply accurate statistics and supply them on time •
These objectives can best be attained by suitable promotional work, by
drawing attention to the safeguards against unlawful disclosure of
confidential information and by minimising the burden of response through
the co-ordination of requests from collectors •. With users, relations are
aimed at making them understand the scope, coverage and limitations of
the data presented and getting them to articulate thei~ needs fully ~nd
·clearly. These aims are often achieved by encour_agmg and securmg. th~
participation· of their representatives at the planning stages of a statistical
enquiry and by inviting their critical appraisal of the statistical product,
preferably before its release for public consumption.
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25.

As for other collectors the aim of relations are to ensure
comparability (through the promotion of established techniques, adoption of
uniform concepts, classifications and definitions), to obtain information as
economically and quickly as possible (through collaboration in projects
and co-ordination of activities), to share responsibilities for collection so
that their respective activities are, as far as possible, complementary
'
.
rather than competitive,
thereby minimising
respondent - resistance.
26.
A good deal has already been done by the different statistical
agencies by way of co-ordination and co-operation. For example, until
the suspension of the. Constitution made it impossible, the Standing
Sub-Committee on Statistics (of the Joint Planning Committee of the
National Economic Council) used to meet fairly regularly to consider
statisticB;l programmes and other matters of common interest. Its place
has however been taken by the newly formed National Advisory Committee
on Statistics. Also, a number of statistical projects have been jointly
planned and executed by the Federal Office of Statistics and other
agencies including the former regional government statistical departments,
,the National Manpower Board, and the Central Bank. Moreover, the
·
Federal Office of Statistics services the statistical posts in federal
ministries with statistical staff. But more can and should be done especially in respect of relations with users and suppliers.
Relations with State Statistic.al Organisations
27.
The introduction of the present federal structure to replace
the erstwhile regional set up has necessitated a re-examination by the
Federal Office of Statistics of the question of statistical organisation in
. the country. In the course of this re-examination consultations were held
by the Department with the Ministries and officials responsible for
statistical matters in the Northern States. Similar consultations with
their counterparts in the Eastern States are planned to take place in the
near future. On a number· of points agreement was reached with those
already consulted but before enumerating them a brief note on the history
of statistical development in Nigeria which, as it were, conditioned the
agreement, is apposite.
28.9

When the Federal Office of Statistics came into existence in
1947 Nigeria had a unitary form of government. But within the next seven
years a federal structure was introduced. In order to enable it provide
a statistical service on the spot for the new regional governments the
Federal Office of Statistics established a branch office in each regional
capital. These branch offices had a dual role, namely, to serve as
co-ordinators of our activities in the regions and at the same time, to act
as a statistical service for the regional governments.
29.
Although both roles were (as far as we knew) satisfactorily
fulfilled, within a few years each regional government started planning
and establishing its own statistical department. But despite the introductior
of economic planning ministries and the drawing up of regional development
plans since then the. growth of regional statistics divisions has been a
rather slow affair. On the other hand, the regional branches of the Federal
Office of Statistics grew appreciably. Relations between our branch
offices and the regional statistics divisions were generally satisfactory thanks largely to the fact that we concerned ourselves mainly with national
statistics while our counterparts, in the main, collected and published
administrative statistics.
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30.
The slow growth of the former regional statistics divisions is the
main fact which has led to apprehension on the part of this Department
that under the new federal structure the development of state statistical
services may be slower still. This prospect of slow growth is obviously
not one that those responsible for or interested in promoting economic and
social development in the country could contemplate with indifference.
The initiative of the Federal Ministry of Economic Development in
exploring ways of assisting the new governments to get an adequate
statistical service is therefore understandable.
31.
After the brief review of the preceding three paragraphs we a~e ·
now in a position to appreciate the rationale of the agreement referred to
earlier on. The following are some of the main points of the agreement:(i)

The Federal Office of Statistics is to assist the states
in publishing an annual statistical year-book and a
quarterly publication as well as series appropriate to
an annual publication while the quarterly will be limited
for the most part to monthly, quarterly and some bi-annual
data.

(ii)

The State Statistical Units will, of course, carry out any
assignments given them by their respective Ministries.
They will, however, consult the Federal Office of
Statistics, before undertaking any field .surveys in order
to avoid unnecessary duplication.
· ·

(iii)

No financial compensation is expected by. the Federal Office
of Statistics for work done by the department for any state .
except where a field survey which is of purely state
interest or is an extension of a federal survey in a state, is
requested.

32.
In the discussions with the state ministries and at the meeting
of the Chief Statistician and the state. statisticians engaged on planning
work the point was stressed that what this Department envisages is the
simultaneous but complementary development of federal and state .
statistical departments. The former unified, centralised· system - the
prototype of the present Australian System started after half a century of
operating the present system in Nigeria - is not favoured at present
despite its advantages. For there is no reason to suppose that the
reasons which led the regional governments to set up their own statistical ·
departments side by side with the Federal Office of Statistics soon_ after
the introduction of a federal Constitution in 1954 are no longer vahd or
considered valid. Indeed echoes of them were heard in some states during
the consultations mentioned above.

33.

Therefore, in the light of the long-term policy of this Depart_ment
the working relationship agreed upon and outlined above must be constdered
an interim arrangement. The key-note of the relationship in due course
must be interdependence not dependence and the aim a complementary rather
than competitive relationship.
IV

STATISTICAL LEGISLATION

34.

The experience gained in the thirteen years since the enactment
of the Statistics Act of 1957 has shown areas in which the Act could with

7
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advantage be revised or extended. One of such areas is the part requiring
the F. 0. S. to obtain the permission of the governor-in-council of a State
before statistics other than the population census and those relating to the
Federal Territory of Lagos(?) and to items on the Exclusive Legislative
List, can be collected. The limitation inhibits not only the planning of a
statistical programme but also its execution because of the uncertainty
of and delays in obtaining the necessary permission. Except in a period
of emergency in a state it is suggested that it should be sufficient to inform
the state authorities in advance of the intention to collect statistics in a
state. It may be mentioned in passing that this curb on our powers is one
of the main factors in the slow development of our urban consumption
surveys. The problem which was serious enough when we had to deal with
_four regions could easily become insoluble under the new federal structure.

35.

Another· area which could profit from a fresh look is the part
dealing with regional (now state) jurisdiction as to Statistics. If state
authorities and bodies like the Central Bank were to use the powers they
have to collect statistics without consultation with the Federal Office of
Statistics and with one another the result could be large -scale duplication
and, consequently, a lowering of the quality if not the quantity of the
information obtained. In this matter a leaf could be borrowed from
Canada which is trying to avoid this kind of development by making it
obligatory for organisations and persons desiring to collect statistical
information from more than ten respondents to inform (and, it is understood,
to obtain the permission of) the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Apart
from minimising the burden on respondents the procedure should increase
knowledge of statistical sources. If the Federal Office of Statistics is
effectively to discharge the duty laid upon it by law "generally, to organise
. a co-ordinated scheme of social and economic statistics relating to the
federation" or "any part thereof" it must have some powers of control
over the mounting of survey-type statistical enquiries.
V

OTHER FACILITIES OFFERED BY THE F .O.S.

Data Processing

36.

For some time yet it is unlikely that the operations of state
statistical bodies will be large enough to warrant the installation of their
own high-speed data processing equipment, especially of the electronic
type. · Equipment - even conventional ones - is expensive to acquire or hire.
The initial requirement is usually for calculating (desk) machines. Even
so statistical organisations are often unable to resist the temptation
prematurely to instal expensive equipment. This situation often arises
partly because of the prestige value of such equipment and partly because
of the aggressive salesmanship of sellers of equipment. The ·Federal
Office of Statistics is planning a publicity campaign to make other
statistical organisations aware and take advantage of its new IBM 360/25.
Training Facilities

37.
The F. 0. S. runs a fairly well-established two-stage-in-service
training scheme for junior statistical staff. Training at the first stage
(conducted by the F. 0. S.) equips statistical clerks to enter the
statistical executive class (as assistant statistical officer-in-training)
while training at the second stage (undertaken as a joint project with
Ibadan University) should accelerate the progress of trainees within that
class and qualify them to enter the professional class as statisticians.
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This scheme already helps state governments and statutory corporations
to train their staff and the F. 0. S. is prepared to consider some
modification of the entry qualifications to the first stage in ord.er to enable
it to do more for the states.

38.

In the training of data processing staff the F. 0. S. already gives
assistance to federal agencies. This assistance can be extended to state
bodies whenever required.

39 •
At the professional level the F. 0. S. is prepared to accept state
statistical staff either on secondment or attachmep.t. Staff exchange
between planning offices and statistics department should also.be mutually
beneficial.
Information Service

40.

An information service to intimate statistical and planning
offices with work planned and in progress is under way. The Statistical
Standards Branch of F. 0. S. will be glad to offer advice on sampling
questions while the F. 0. S. can put the experience and (to some extent
the field organisations of its Survey Units) at the disposal of sister ·
departments at need.
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5(a) - TANZANIA
The Role of the Statistical Agency in National
and Regional Planning
1.
In Tanzania the role of the Statistical Agency has been conceived
as that of furnishing the required data for national and regional planning
and to assist in economic forecasting by observing various trends,
correlations and inter-relationships of economic flows. While most
statistical offices in Mrica are attempting to collect statistics on
aggregates like population, national accounts, capital formation,
employment, prices, industries, agricultural output etc., the contribution
of such data to regional planning has remained inadequate.
2.
From Tanzania's point of view statistics for regional planning
purposes are defective in various ways e.g. lack of data on economic flows
between regions , regional estimates in respect of national accounts,
internal trade, management of wholesale and retail trade. Much of this
anomaly can be attributed to the fact that some statistical information
is available within Government ministries, but is not yet tapped for
public consumption. Moreover, there are instances of duplication in
collecting statistics, a situation which obviously needs to be rectified
so as to have a more economic use of limited statistical resources.
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5(a) - TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
THE ROLE OF THE STATISTICAL AGENCY IN NATIONAL
AND REGIONAL PLANNING AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO
THE PLANNING OFFICE
1.

Introduction

The role of the Statistical Agency in a Country will vary with
the structure of the statistical system existing at the time; variation
dependent on whether it is a centralised system or a decentralis.ed system
or partly centralised or decentralised. Its role in national and regional
planning and its relationship to the Planning Office will also vary in
accordance with the nature of the planning activities in the Country; for
example whether there is centralised economic planning or not. Generally,
it will be observed that the nature of the economic planning activities of
the Country has to a large extent influenced the structure of the
·
statistical system itself. For example, in most of the countries of the
Commonwealth where there is centralised economic planning there is ·
established a centralised statistical agency with responsibility for the
collection, compilation and publication of all official national statistics
and for the coordination of all official statistics and statistical activities
and services. There is the exception, however, in the case of Canada
where there is no formal centralised economic planning as such, but where
you will find the most highly centralised statistical system. Even in cases
where there is a centralised statistical system, not all the statistical
functions of collecting, compiling and publishing are concentrated in the
central office. For example, in Australia "where compilation and
publication of official statistics by other Departments are virtually
precluded by certain coordination arrangements", (see paper on the subject
by Australia at the Sixth Conference in Ottawa 1966), a few agencies are
permitted to set up small statistical units to meet their special needs. In
Canada, there is the centralised system at the federal level and a
de centralised system at the provincial level. In India, there are statistical
agencies both at the Centre and in the States and there is close collaboration
between the Statistical Units of the Central Ministries and the States
Statistical Bureaus. In the much smaller independent countries of the
Caribbean Commonwealth, a centralised system is evolving. In Trinidad
and Tobago in particular, the statistical system is highly centralised and
is patterned along the lines of the Canadian system.
2.
The outstanding example of the de centralised system is that of
the United Kingdom where· a specialised branch of statistics is prepared
by the relevant Department or Ministry; but steps are now being taken
towards centralising the system.

3.

It would appear that the trend throughout the Commonwealth is for
centralisation of the Statistical Services, and in the context of overall
national economic planning, this would appear to be the more practical
and effective system.

4.
Whatever the system, centralised or decentralised or partly
one and partly the other, the necessity for close and con.tinuous ~utu~l
relationship between the statistical offices and the planning agencies IS
clearly established.

1
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5.
To what extent there are differences in the relationship between
the Statistical Agency and the Planning Office from one country to the
other, and from one system to the other will be examined below for selected
countries.

ll.

Some Characteristics of the Statistical A encies in
re at1on to t e
anning gencies in se ecte countries

6.
· \ \ Only five countries have so far submitted papers on this topic.
These countries are Canada, India, Lesotho, Nigeria and Tanzania.
A brief summary of these papers is provided below.
CANADA

(a)

7.

The statistical system in Canada is a centralised one "with the
function of producing an .integrated system of statistical data which provide
the basis for the· under standing and planning of many aspects of social
and economic life and institutions".
111. The context of National Economic Policy within which
the Statistical Agency operates

·B.

Over the last few decades the demand for statistical services
in Canada (as in most countries) grew faster than the ·statistical Agency
·could satisfy. ·This was due largely to the increase in the number of new
agencies involved in the planning process: for example, the Economic
Council, the National Energy Board, the Department of Manpower and
Immigration etc. These were supplementary to the existing federal agencies
dealing with national economic policies. The Economic Council has set
the following economic goals: full employment, high rate of economic
growth, reasonable stability of prices, a viable balance of payments and
an equitable distribution of incomes. The DBS has made significant
contributions towards meeting these new demands for statistical data;
but the rate at which such demands have increased, require a more
flexible capacity than the DBS now has •

. IV.. Regional Economic Policy

9.

During the early 1960's a number of provincial agencies (and
-federal also) were created for promoting balanced regional growth and
social adjustment; and with the creation of the federal Department of
. Regional Economic Expansion economic planning has been given new
emphasis.
10.
· The increasing severity of urban problems have stimulated activity
in urban and regional planning resulting in an increasing interest in urban
studies; and nearly all the programs (at both federal and provincial
levels) are being based on substantial research that places a heavy demand
.on DBS for timely and regional small-area data.
V.

The influence of National and Regional Policies on DBS programs.

11.
The impact of these policies are recognised in the form of
demands for more timely and more detailed information on a greater variety
of topics, the more important of which in the context of economic planning

')
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are prices statistics;· data on the service industries (the fastest growing
sector in the Canadian economy); education and labour statistics
·
(particularly new job vacancy statistics), small area data (initially, intercensal small-area.estimates of population, employment and unemployment,
incomes etc.)
12.
In an effort to satisfy the demands for more statistics, without
great increases in costs and burden on the respondent, attempts are being
made to utilize as much as possible the administrative records of various
government programs (income tax, insurance, family allowances etc.)
VI. Relationship with Planning Agencies

•

13.
The DBS adopts the policy of developing and maintaining clo.se
relationships with users of statistics in planning agencies at federal,
provincial and regional levels. The main objects are to detect changes in
demand fo~ statistics; to consider new concepts, coverage and. reporting
problems; and to determine priorities. The policy is being implemented
and the objectives are being achieved through the operation of committees,
working groups, task forces, personal communication etc. ·But there are ..
certain problems. These range from indifference to exaggerated demands;
from failure to appreciate problems of data development to difference in
objectives.
VII. Relationship with Provinces
14.
The relationship with provincial bodies is particularly important.;
Means of contact are usually federal-provincial conferences and their
associated committees. There are also joint surveys with .some provinces.
But some problem again arise e.g. differences in size, structure and
potential ·of the various provinces.
15.
In order to improve communication with the provinces a few years
ago the Provincial Liaison and Consultative Services Staff was created.
16.
"In summary, it seems fair to say that although DBS has been .
making efforts to develop and maintain effective relationships with policy
and planning bodies at the various levels of government, certain problems
still exist. In order to overcome at least some of the outstanding difficulties
the central statistical agency might apply different means and approaches;
· the central theme, however, of all these should be .. it appears - to aim at
better communication and mutual understanding. Mutual understanding of
problems is an essential element in satisfying user needs to the extent that
resources permit and in planning the most relevant future statistical
programs • "

(b)

INDIA

17. ·
The Statistical system is partly centralised and par_tly ~ecentralised
and is influenced by the planning ·structure in the countr:y, whtch ~s ~ederal
oriented. Close liaison is maintained between the planmng Commtsston,
Ministries at the Centre and the State Governments.

18. ·
At the Centre, the C.S.O. is responsible for laying down standards
for coordinating the development of the national statistical system for
3
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meeting the ·requirements of data for planning. The C. S. 0. is the technical
wing of the Department of Statistics, and the Planning and State Statistics
DiVision· of the C. S. 0. also functions as the Statistics and Surveys Division
of the Planning Commission; and this Division works in close collaboration
with the various Divisions of the C. S. 0. the Statistical Units of the
Central Ministries and thi! Sta~e Statistical Bureaus.

,t-

19.

The system or framework for maintaining effective collaboration

between \the
C.S.O. and the planning agencies in India is described briefly
I
belowl·
"The Statistical Units in the various Ministries meet the day to
day requirements of planning and in addition feed information for wide·r
uses. Working in close collaboration with the policy making agencies they
provide basic statistical framework for development programmes in their
respective sectors .•
.
·At the State level, Statistical Bureaus play an important role
in the formulation, implementation and evaluation of plans. The Bureaus
·participate in various technical working groups, supply statistical data
for formulation of plans, ·conduct surveys for data collection and undertake
. progress reporting and evaluation.
The statistical agencies at the national and State levels have
been servicing the planning process at various stages. Some of the basic
methodological and Statistical work performed by various agencies, both
statistical and economic, very much facilitated planning at successive

stages".

·

·

20.

In addition the following developments have taken place in the
field of Statistics in relation to planning:
(a)

A number of working groups on statistics were formed
to take an integrated view of the development of
statistics for planning.

(b)

An Expert Committee on Population Projections was
set up by the Planning Commission.

(c)

To ensure rapid processing of socio-economic data all
aspects.of work relating to the NSS are being brought
under unified control.

(d)

The E. D.P. Centre of the I. S. I the Computer Centre
of the Department of Statistics and the Computers
of Reserve Bank of India are collaborating on
computerisation of data needed for planning.

21.
With the growth in the economy, the problems of planning and
the statistical requirements of planning are becoming more complex; and
improvements have been registered in the coverage and quality of statistics
required for planning as follows:(a)

Revision of national income estimates on the basis
of better data and more refined methods of estimation;

..
.'\...

I '

...

-.-f. '(

...

(b)
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Progress towards compiling comparable· estimates
of income originating in different States for the
commodity- producing sectors;

(c)

Refinements in the construction of index numbers of
industrial production and consumer price index numbers;

(d)

Extension of the coverage of crop statistics to more
crops and large areas;
·

(e)

Introduction of a system of rationalised supervision
of collection of area statistics.

lnspite of improvements indicated above, there remain areas where information is inadequate in terms of quality and timeliness and steps are being
taken to effect further improvement: _
,
.
(a)

A Committee on data improvement has been set- .
up to review the existing machinery for the .collection
of data in different Ministries/Departments.
~ .

(b)

The reliability and timeliness of crop statistics are
receiving attention.
·

(c)

A number of significant steps have been introduced in
the programme for the 1971 Census to enlarge the
scope of certain topics e.g. housing, buslness
establishments etc.

2.2.
A few selected schemes called "core schemes" have been initiated:
on a priority basis to fill some of the major·gaps in statistics for: planning. '
With the intensification of statistical work for planning, statistical agencies
are expected to play a more significant role in the planning process in India.

NIGERIA

23.

The paper from Nigeria has indicated that in theory there is adecentralised system ·at the national level, in the sense that each government
has its own statistical organisation. But the size of the Federal Office of
Statistics in relation to all the other bodies in the country makes the system
in effect a centralised one. At the State level the system is a centralised
one.

24.
In accordance with the Constitution of the country, Statistics is
a concurrent subject and therefore each statistical agency is free to collect
statistical data on a wide range of topics without the fiat of any other
statistical body. Accordingly there is need for coordination of statistical
activities.
VIII. Relationship between the Federal Statistical Office and the
State Statistical Organisation.

-25..

The introduction of the present federal structure to replace the
erstwhile regional set-up has necessitated discussions with the stateorganisations resulting in agreements ~n a number of points with some
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States as follows:-

\

(a)

The Federal Office of Statistics is to assist the
states in publishing an annual statistical year- book
and a quarterly publication as well as series appropriate
to an annual publication while the quarterly will be
limited for the most part to monthly, quarterly and
some bi-annual data.

(b)

The State .Statistical Units will, of course, carry
out any assignments given them by their respective
Ministries. They will, however, consult the Federal
Office of Statistics, before undertaking any field
surveys in order to avoid unnecessary duplication.

(c)

No financial compensation is eXpected by the Federal
Office of .Statistics for work done by the department
for any state where a field-survey which is of purely
state interest or is an extension of a federal survey
in a state, is requested.

\

26.
The relationship with the Planning Office may be as a user of
the statistics produced by the statistical agencies may be· summed up in
.the following extract froin the Nigeria paper:

2i.

"With users, relations are aimed at making. them understand the
scope, coverage and limit&tions of the data presented and getting them.
·articulate their needs fully and clearly •. These aims are often achieved
by encouraging and securing the parti~ipation of their representatives
at the planning stages. of a statistical enquiry and by inviting their critical
appraisal of the statistical product,. preferably before its release for
public consumptio~" ~

TANZANIA
28.
In Tanzania, the role of the Statistical Agency has been conceived
. as that of furnishing the required data for national and regional planning
and to assist in economic forecasting.

OTHER COUNTRIES
29.
·A short summary of the papers contributed on this topic for the
Current Coruerence was given above. In view. of the importance of the
experiences of certain countries which have not contributed, some
indication of the situation in such countries are provided below (as obtained
from the Report on the 6th. Commonwealth Conference, Ottawa, 1966).

UNITED KINGDOM
30.
"Most .of the additional requirements for statistics arise and are
identified by the statisticians themselves in the course of using the
statistics they collect. The fact that statisticians are very much involved
in the actual use of their statistics and are present in the discussions of
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their implications for policy purposes, makes them aware of the kind of
improvements which are desirable. This is particularly so in the ·United
Kingdom, where the organisation of statistical services is decentralised
and the members of statistical divisions of departments act as statistical .
advisers to the administrative and other staff in their department.
_31.
There are regular meetings of committees on economic and on
social statistics whose membership includes both statisticians and ·
· economists and administrative staff who are users of the statistics."

CEYLON
32.
In structural organisation, Ceylon enjoys a somewhat unique
position in regard to its statistical activities. There is only one single
organisation in Ceylon which carries the responsibility for the collection
of statistics in the Government Sector, namely, the. Department of
Statistics. Accordingly, the Department of statistics, in addition to its
centralised work in the Head Office, controls a large number of statistical
units scattered throughout the length and breadth of the various Ministries
and governmental organisations. Apart from statistical units in Government
Departments, there are small units in each of the 22 districts into which
the Country is divided in order to cater for the statistical requirements of
the District Administration.
·
·
33.
The relationship between the Statistical Agency in Ceylon and
the Department of National Planning is maintained through a number of
Committees according to subjects e.g. a Committee on Demography; on
Trade and Industry; on Agriculture and social services; ·on National .
Accounts.
·
·
34.
The Chairman of each Committee is an Assistant Director or a
very senior Statistician with considerable experience in the particular
subject.
35.
The membership of Committees include all statistical personnel
dealing with the various units and subjects falling under the general title;
and in addition, included representatives from the Central Bank.

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
36.
There is a centralised statistical system in force in Trinidad
and Tobago, patterned along the lines of the DBS in Canada; and
resembles the system described above for Ceylon and to some extent the
structure in Australia, where there is a highly centralised system. The
relationship between the CSO and the Planning Agency is indicated briefly
below:- ·
(a)

Statistics for Pianning: The Ministry of_Planning .
and Development in Trinidad and Tobago 1s respons1ble
for the formulation of quinquennial developn;tent plans.
The country is now on its third plan - 1969-?3·
Progressively through the years, from the flrst
plan in 1958, there has been a definite tendency
towards "indicative planning". The role of the
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(b)
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Central Statistical Office in the formulation of
_ these development plans have been at two levels.
At one level, the C. S. 0 has found itself providing
technical assistance to the Ministry of Planning in
demonstrating the use of statistical techniques for
purposes of projection; and at the second level, the
C. S • 0. , as' the source of all official statistics, has
been responsible for supplying the statistical inputs
into the plan~
Financial limitations: There are temptations for .
Planning units to be desirous of entering into the
field of data collection, especially in "centralized"
systems such as ours. The temptation is generally
brought a bout by tardiness on the part of the C. S • 0
to supply information as required and in the format
required. Many reasons can be given to explain the
cause of this.
The experience in our part of the world has been
competition for scarce financial resources in the
Government budget and the relative inexperience of
professional manpower in the field of economics and
particularly statistics. There is also the question of
status in the hierarchy of Government Ministries.
Planning units canie into vogue with the introduction
of self-government;. The great need for strategies to
be devised to push development created a situation in ·
which the Ministry of .Planning in developing countries
became not only very important but powerful. These
Planning uiii.t..s- were thus in an advantageous position
to. obtain the best quality staff and financial resources
at the expense of other Ministries. The C. S. 0. ,
receiving little financial support, and worse yet staff,
were at a disadvantage to keep up with the growing
demand for statistics.
·

(c)

Coordination (The role of the Statistics Priorities
Committee): A Statistics Priorities Committee under
. the chairmanship of the Director of Statistical Service
has been established to deal with the allocation of
the statistical priorities for each year's programme
of the Central Statistical Office as well as to advise
and to assist the Director of Statistical Service in
planning for the expansion of the Statistical Programme
of Government whether this is being carried out
directly by the Statistical Office or by either Ministries
and Divisions under the control of the Central
Statistical Office. This Statistics Priorities Committee
is appointed by Cabinet on the advice of the Prime
Minister. In this way all Ministries are assured
that although the Statistical Office remains for
adnlinistrative purposes under the Prime Minister as
Head of Cabinet, that the programme of the Statistical
Department will be geared to meet as fully as possible
the statistical needs of every Ministry.

B
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The Director of Statistical Service is
required, after consultation with the Statistics
Priorities Committee, to submit to Cabinet through
the Prime Minister, by October of each year the
programme of work for the following year, so the
Ministers of Cabinet could ensure that the needs of
their Ministries are being adequately provided for,
or if not, could refer the matter. ' for reconsideration
by the Director of Statistical Service and the
· '
Statistics Priorities Committee.
Membership of the Statistics Priorities Committee
includes the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of
Finance or his representative as Vice Chairman,
the Head of the Economic Planning Division, the
Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Labour,
the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Health
and Housing or his representative, the Permanent . ·
Secretary of the Ministry of Agriculture, Industry
and Commerce or his representative, the Permanent
Secretary of the Ministry of Mines.
The Statistics Priorities Committee has the power
to co-opt members from other Ministries especially
when the statistical needs or the statistical
. responsibilities of these other Ministries are being
considered. In addition, each Ministry has the
right to require that a representative -sit in at any
meeting of the Statistics Priorities Committee at
which matters concerning that Ministry are to be
discussed. Reports of the meeting of the Statistics
Priorities Committee are to be submitted for the
information of ... Cabinet, and where necessary for
decision by Cabinet on matters which have not been
fully agreed upon.

GENERAL COMMENTS

:37.- ·

So far the experiences in most countries suggest that the
acceptable approach to achieving some effective coordination of activities
of the central statistical agency and the planning agency is through standing
committees; some dealing with general administration as the Statistical
Priorities Committee in Trinidad and Tobago; and others with specialist ·
subject matters as for example in Ceylon and in Trinidad and Tobago.
There is also the method which permits close working relationship
between a specialist officer in the statistical agency and the officer-incharge of the subject matter in the other Ministry or Department.

38.

_The Committee method may involve a Committee with a ·

representative of the Statistical Agency as Chairman; or a Committee
dealing with a specialist subject matter in another Ministry, on which a
_ representative of the statistical office is requested to serve.

39.

The primary consideration however underlying all the discussion
is that for statistics to have any value, the independence and objectivity
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of the statis.tics must be ensured. Further, they must be seen to be
objective. One might suppose that this hardly needs to be said. However,
it follows· that the statistical agency must also be independent and seen
to be objective. Where this is not so, there is a broad temptation for the
executive branches of the Government to bend statistics a little to suit a
particular purpose. Or at least where there is insufficient data, subjective
evaluations are introduced to give a more optimistic picture.

40.

Nevertheless, the users of the statistics must be served with
what they need; statistics are of no value for their own sake. A planning
agency is necessarily a major, or the major user of economic and social
statistics· •. While some planning may be done without much quantitative data,
increasingly as planning becomes more sophisticated, the demand for data
grows. There are never sufficient resources for the production of all
required data and it therefore seems· that the first connection between the
statistical agency and the planners is to establish and coordinate priorities
for th~ statistical programme. In fact the statistical agency must anticipate
the users 1requirements sin,ce, in our experience at least, the users are
seldom p~eparPd :to specify their needs in advance - they want it 'yesterday'.
We have for some tim.e worked at coordinating the statistical work by means
of a 'statistics prtorities committee'. ()n which the planning agency. is the
chief representative. This does not seem to be sufficient and we suggest
· that to ensure the supply of resources in time to meet the needs, that the
instrument' of an agreed and jointly supported programme may help .

.·.41.

There is a serious problem in the developing countries of
insufficient trained and experienced personnel over the several fields of
statistics, planning, financial and other administration. It may be that
part of the relationship is that the few are spread too thin, fail to develop
the machinery of government so as to be able to delegate authority and allow
each agency to perform its own function. Friction develops and coordination.
can be badly affecte9-. There are in practice too few per sons available to
perform the independent functions and if it appears to be an economy to
merge the f~nctions, such an economy appears to be a false one. Provision
must therefore be made for independence and coordination within this
context.

10
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THE ROLE OF THE STATISTICAL AGENCY D1 NATIONAL AND
REGIONAL PLJllNING .AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO THE
PLANNING OFFICE

l.
An important feature of the United Kingdom Government Statistical
Service is its decentralised character, with s~parate Statistics
Divisions located in all the main l~inistries. In addition to their
responsibility for organising the collection processing and analysis
of basic current statistics for the subjects with whiCh the particular
Ministries deal, the Statistics Divisions contribute to policy-forming
discussions, including making estimates and forecasts required for
forward planning. Typical examples are forecasts of the future demand
on the transport system, housing requirements, the development of the
energy sector of the economy, and education needs. The present tendency
is for increasing attention to be paid to formal planning and for separate
planning units to be sot up within Ministries. There are increasing
calls on Statistics Divisions for participation in the work of these
units; in some cases statisticians have become fullMtime members of the
units.
2.
On a more central basis, the United Kingdom does not have any
formal overall national plan or separate planning agency although a
number of indicative and conditional medi~term projections.of the
development of the econo~ have been prepared and publiru1ed at intervals
during the 1960s by the National Economic Development Council and by the
former Department of Economic Affairs.
· ·

3.

The preparation of medi~term projections for use mainly in
reaching' decisions about the total level and allocation of public
expenditure is now regularly carried out in the Trees~. A computerised
system has been developed which, although not a self-contained, dynamic
forecasting model, is of great value for handling· quickly nuoorous
variants of the basic projections. The team engaged in this work is a
mixed one of statisticie~s, economists and econometricians.

4.

For certain statistics where medium or long-range projections
are needed as·a basis for many different kinds of f~~ard planning
the Central Statistical Office acts as a co-ordinator of inter-departmental
discussions leading to agreed estimates. Examples of. this are the
estimates of future population (where the finally egreed figures are ·
published by the Government .Actuary's Department) 1 of the working
population, end estimates of migr&tion into and out of the United Kingdom
and betVJeen the major regions of the country.

.
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~-or purposes of t!:is paper short tero econpmic forecasting is
to re~er to forecasts extendin~ soce twelve to eighteer. months into
tt.e fu't'.1re. Such forecasts nay refer to the overall perfornance of the
econOI:ly, in l·;!:ich case they ;:omst inevitably be related to tt:e national
accounts of the country concerned or at least refer to the :.-;ai.TJ. aggregates
contained in t!..,ose ~ccounts. ~orecasts na.~-~ be prepared for a particular
sector of the econo:rr::: or a specific field of economic statistics such as the
government budget, ti•e balance of payments, the construction industry. retail
prices, or average \:-ages. .-Jesirably these forecasts should also be related
to the national acco1:nts thot;gh t}"l.is_ might uot be essential or practicable :in
all cases. .:~s-a.i:1 forecasts nay be concerned to.~tt a nunber of successive
estinates for future periods (say the next five or six quarters) or wit!1 a
single future period. :.xaffiples o-f tte latter could include forecasts of the
governii!m t budget or of agricultural production, but even in these cases the
forecasts ~v frequently be only an inte:rmed~te stage. Interest may well
centre on how tt~ outcomes in these areas are likely to affect general
economic conditions in t~e future. This paper is concerned with forecasting
broad economic trends in national accounts.

ta~en

2.
T"ne Cornmomrealth Bureau of Census a..'ld Statistics is represented,
together with the :Je:parmen t of the Treasury and tne Eeserve Bank of
.t~.ustralia, on t!to i.."l. terdepartr:len tal forecasting committees.
l'he Ifational
Income Forecasting Com~ittee prepares forecasts of ~jor national accounts
aggregates for the re:naininr: quarters of the current year and the for.r
quarters of tl".e ensuing year. The Balance of Fayments C~lil!ri ttee prepares,
seven times a year, successive revisi-ons of a.YJ. annual forecast of current
and capital transactions L~ t~e balance of paynents accounts. In addition,
the Bureau is re~resented on a committee which meets ~~ice a year to prepare
forecasts of wool production. ~."oolgrowers, -wool brokers and the ~urea\.<. of
.\gricul tur:ll ·co!lor:ti.cs a!"e also reuresented on this co=tn::.ttee.
~e ·:iational :!:nco!!!e and 3alance of Fa.._"V!!l.en ts forecasts are nade
specifically for use by tte other participati:te bodies in connection witt.
plnnninp econonic :?Olic ies and recor:JL.enda tions. ::!:n all ·cases the rtl.rea.u
participates full:_· and actively not only in S!.lppl~'"in': and interpreting
statistical data, but also· i..'"l the development of econometric methods and
c~puter operatio!ls.

3.

4.
:;:e 3urea•_t is also en.:;a~ed in resea.rcb wo:::-l~ to devalop improved
analytical tec:-.niqu.es for use in S!Jecif3rin~, estimati.."l£," a.Tld simulati..Tlg
dynamic econometric :wodels. ~i~.is work is not described ~ t~-is paper, wtich
is limited to present nractices and data reouirewents in the forecasting
field, ":Jut tl"'e res-:1ltn- of this research rlill naturally lead to modifications
in existing _p!'2.ctices.

1
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Ha tionn.l Inc on(!\ :?orecastinc Com:rii ttee - Present !:ethodolory
5..
~te prese::1t frc....":leuork is desi~ed to yield forecasts of the
inflationary or deflation~~ eap at constant prices. The steps in the
procedure are as follo1·:rs:
·
\

\

~orecasts

(a)

of exogenous variables at current prices, seasonally
adjusted, are prepared by tr"e appropriate s:pecialist areas
within tl1e participating organisations. The major exogenous
variables are governiJe:!lt expendi tt'.re, private gToss fixed
capital· expenditure (except on d~vellings), governnent imports
and imports of petroleun and civil aircraft, exports of goods :
and services,· gross faro product and farm stocks. T:b..e
estimates of farm product, farm stocks and fa~ exports are
reconciled vTi tr1 each other so that the forecasts for this
related group of variables are fully consistent;

(b)

Given the exogenous variables, a small simultaneous equation
econometric model is used to obtain current price seasonally
adjusted forecasts of personal disposable income (non-farm), ·
durable and non-durable personal consumption expendinlre,
investment in non-farm stocks, aggregate demand (non-farm),
gross national product (non-farm) and the remaining
components.of imports of goods and services. Attention is
ceritred on non-farm gross product, since fluctuations in
the farm sector (regarded as exogenous) have relatively
little impact on the demand for labour, imports, etc. in
the short term;

(c)

These forecasts of demand for non-farm gross product at
current prices are converted into forecasts at consta.""lt
prices using independently projected values for "normal"
price increases. The rate of grovrth of demand for nonfarm gross product at constant prices is then conputed
over the forecast period;

(d)

Independently of the demand forecasts, projections of the
rate of grm-rth of supply (potential non-farm gross product)
at constant prices are prepared. These are based on separate
estimates of the grm·rth in the workforce (participation rate,
school leaving, nieration, etc.) and product per worker, these
oot:imates are dcteroined on a fairl~r Stl bjecti ve assessi!!ent of
past trends and prospective develo~ents without any ~Jstematic
asses~ent of invest~ent trends in particular industries or of
inter-industry shifts; and

(e)

The rate of t;:ro":rth in denand for non-farn gross product at
constant prices is compared Hi th the rate of grovrth in supply
and the inflationary or deflationa:r; eap is then revealed.
Ho atteJTlpt is nade at present to forecast the actual price
cl:anges and actual level of :L':l.ports, etc. b:: ;·;hich the ex ante
gap will be.eliminated ~post.

2
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6.
The detailed forecasts are prepared by a sub-committee which
prepares a report for consideration by the com.mi ttee. At both the subcomcittee and committee levels component forecasts prepared by the specialist
areas and results fr~ the application of the model are discussed and·amended
before adoption.
National Income Forecasting Comnittee - Future Developments

7.

Improveo.ents to the model currently being undertaken include:
(i)

(ii)

amplified treatment of factor share relationships,
concentrating, in the fir-st instance, on personal
disposable income ui th equations for inco:!l.e tax
liabilities and explicit treatment of cash social
service benefits;
amplified treatment of imports of goods and services
which involves the treatnent of some imports, such as·
major defence imports and civil aircraft, as exogenous
and a search for better equations for determining the
endogenous components;

(iii)

endogenous relationShips for ~one or all private gross
fixed capital expenditure conponents; and

(iv)

departure from gap-analysis; this step requires, as a
minimum, expenditure variables and functions in
constant price terms, price and wage equations, an
aggregate production function and labour market ·
relationships. Only when this has been done does
it become useful to experiment with various values
of the exogenous variables, particularly those that
are subject to policy control, in order to determ.ine
the explicit ex nost effects on prices, imports,
stocks, etc. by which an ex ante gap is likely to be
resolved, and to be able to assess the acceptability
of those effects.

1Jational Incone

:i?orecastin~

COIIL."'li ttee - Data Reauirements

8. .
As has been indicated, this committee is concerned t·d th
forecasting broad economic trends over the course of the next five or six
quarters. If it is accepted that for short term purposes this is more
informative and useful than forecasting fifUres for the next year, it follows.
that the ninimum data requirements are seasonally adjusted quarterly national
accounts, in reasonable detail for wages (with supporting employment and
unemployr:~.ent data) and all main expenditure agg-regates (including stocks,
which from our experience is the most difficult item to estimate and forecast),
and with adequate supportine detail for the government sector, the balance of
payments a.-·1d tl~e nonetary sector. .Anything less than this ~akes forecasting
!Jardly '\vortht·;r.ile, but beyond it there is almost no limit. Data requirements
exp~~d steadily as r~thods develop from fairly crude and subjective forecasts
for various items treated separately, through tr-e starre of incorporating
functional relationShips for so~e items, to the stace of a fully integrated
econometric @Odel.
3
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9.
The present fran.m·rork employs quarterly seasonally adjusted
estinates of national incone and expenditure components at current prices.
For the ~ost part these are available from the official quarter+y estimates,
usually. in greater detail tr.an is necessarJ for models now in use or proposed.
The official published estimates contain a farm/non-farn dissection of gross
national product. Details not available from the official estioates include
stock val~tion adjustment (thoucn this should be available shortly), stocks
of fixed c~ital equipment, non-fam personal income tax payable, and
government and civil aircraft imports. But quarterly estirnates of these
series are prepared for forecasting purposes.
·
10.
To ~ffect tte planned developrr.ents of the forecasting model,
quarterly estimates of national expenditure and product at constant prices
are required. These are in course of preparation.
11.
Revisions are difficult complications in the compilation and
publication of· current estimates, but become even more troublesome in
estimates for econometric work. It is not only that revisions affect the
whole system of equations, but once the.ntunber of series used becomes at all
·large the work involved in keeping the series up-to-date can become burdensome.
Ariother problen is gaining quick access to series for process~g in the
production of actual forecasting or in experiDental work designed to test and
improve the models. The Bureau is endeavouring to meet these problems by a
more fully integrated system of computer processing. Developmental work is
well advanced on random access storage ·or time series data. ~va~tually all
analytical and compilation pro~ams, including those used in preparing
quarterly estimates and forecasts, will r..ave direct access to this time series
file system. The use of a unifom data base is expected to have an important
effect in reducing the length of time that elapses from the close of a quarter
· to the publication of the quarterly national accounts and subsequent
preparation of forecasts.
Balance of Paymmts Connittee·
12.
Forecasts are prepared in ruL~ual current price form using
indicator and trend information for detailed components of the current and
capital accounts. The com~ittee keeps the likely results during the current
· year and folloldng year under regular review. The emphasis on annual data is
largely historical and is changing. It reflects some concern with the lL~ely
level of international reserves. It also reflects, to some extent, the lack
in the early years of the committee's l-TOrk of nuch -quarterly data for the
production of sound quarterly estimates. ::!Or the purposes of National Income
for~casting, annual forecasts of imports and exports of goods and services are
converted into quarterly current arid constant price estimates. Lt present the
relationships between items in the accounts, both with thenselves and l'Tith
donestic macro-economic variables, are implicitly treat.ed. Research is
beginning on the explicit (econometric) fomulation of some of tbese
relationships.
13.
Forecasts of exports of goods are estinated in detail using
inforoation on trends in production, consumption, shipment rates and overseas
prices, supplemented. by contract details, particularly in the case of ninerals
and some agricultural prqducts. Imports of goods are disaggregated into
4
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government (including defence), civil aircraft, petroleum and all other goods.
The latter are related to selected COI:lponents of gross national expenditure.
Fon.rard estimates of the other import components are based largely on
information obtained froo government sources. f..'tatistics of letters of.
credit and. a survey of import orders provide partial cross-checks on the
import forecasts. Imports are an integral and important part of the national
income model in 'tvhich they are functionally related to national expenditure
and. a "pressure" variable. It seems likely tr.at for balance of payments
purposes it uill be desirable to develop the equations for forecasting·
imports in greater detail than would r~ve been justified in the national
income model. .~:fu.y work in this regard would be consistent ·w·ith the central
nodel and l'rould be used wherever nec~ssary.
14.
Transport services are related to flous of coeds and migration
projections. Foreign exchange and migration statistics provide current
·
'indicators for travel and private ·transfers. Property income forecasts are
based on latest indications from a quarterly profits survey (national
accounts), the vTithholding tax base (monthly dividend income), monthly
foreign exchange statistics, company reports, and production trends, etc.
The part of proper~; income credits that is interest on international·
reserves is related to the forecast of the level of reserves and overseas
interest rates.

15.

In the preparation of current account forecasts there-are data

deficiencies, al thouG'h not to the same extent in tho case of the capital
account. The survey of import orders has not proved as useful a forecasting
tool as \'Tas envisaged. Several of the major components of the published
estimates (e.g. transportation and property income) are based on.annual
surveys. The lack of correspondi~; quarterly surveys hampers the preparation·
of both current estinates and forecasts. The foreign exchange statistics are ·
the source of published estimates and latest indicators for a number of items
such as royal ties and copyright 't-Thich could be obtained more accurately by
direct survey.

16.
Government capit81 transactions are based on budgetary information.
Cr.anges in assets of market ina authorities are obtained from knmm credit
arrangements. A quarterly surve,y provides limited infor~tion on private .
capital inflou. It is supplemented for forecasting by foreign exchange ·
statistics, announced borrmring arrangements and the survey of anticipated
capital expenditure.
17.
The lack of sourid estimates of quarterly private capital inflovr is
the major data deficiency for forecasting a~d preparing current estimates of
capital account transactions. There is also virtually no direct.information
on the balancing it~. Thus for forecastin~, the aggregate of private capital
inflcr.-r, the balancing item and movement in international reserves is in effect
obtained as one fieure. The component dissect_ion is, at best, notional • .
There is at present no explicit account taken in national income forecastmg
of the effect of these capital fl.m-rs on domestic econooic aggregates. ?he
difficulty in obtaining component split of forecasts of capital movements
will be a serious probleo in future develo~ent of the nonetary side of the
forecasting nodel.

5
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18.
.?orecasts for the year (July to June) are made each July and
December. The,r are required for such industry purposes as narket studies and
scheduling of sales. The economic importance of the industrJ in .~ustralia
makest~ese·forecasts of considerable importance in the work of the Balance of
Payments Committee and, to a lesser extent, in that of the national Income
Forecastin~Committee. The forecasting methods employed are non-technical and
make use o~ statistics supplied-by the Bureau on numbers of sheep and lru:1bs
-shorn; production of various categories of w·ool, lambings, average fleece
weights, etc. for the most recent season; also in preparirig estimates for the
current season, limited use is made of current sample surveys of average clips.

r
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SHOR'T-TERM ECONOMIC FORECASTING:JAND MINIM·UM
'DATA REQUIREMENTs·
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There· are certai.Il significant. ~ifference·s··.in the t'equ."ireinen'ts. as. .' .I~
~ell as possibilities of short-term ec~nomic forecasti.ngbetween countries··

r

with highly developed iri.dustrial economies and ·financial and moll.etat-y' sy5ternfs'
and a developing cOu.ntry such as Kenya~· These .differences tlffe¢t the
nature and quality of data collected and are iii.fl.uenced by the ·follQwirtg.
important factors : '
i
, ,·
l

·

Statisticai services in a. developmg country are ushally
I
rather weak and rudimentary.
i

(1)

(2)

.

(3)

Economic forecasting has to take greater account df
.
i
natural conditions such as weather which affect cr~p ·
production but are of less significance in· an indus~rialized
economy.
The financial and monetary system ·til deve1oping countries is
..
..
'
....
.
usually fairly siinple and of an uncomplicated nature;
movements in the financial and· monetary flows may be· less .
. indicative of' economic conditioJ}s'. .·
. '
.•

. ..

.

.

:

.

•

.

I

The. sources of data are' weak·: fe• ~nterpri~es ar~ ab1e to ·
_provide information on what transpired in the im.md~diate·

(4)

.

!

..

'

: (5J'
! .

2.

~

'

past or to make forecasts for the immediate future.·
..The "pychologlcal '' impact' of developments i'n.. ·othet. .
economi~~ is not ~0 inimediate bec'ause
'institutions·througti;
Which this works are ~ea.k.

·'

the

·· ' ·

Tl~.is paper·d.i.scusses short-term economic foretastl.ng methods

I

:

used. in Kenya ~nd the. data collected for these. The discussion can be
;
.
placed in better perspective by indicating br1efly the economic st~cturei : '
within and. for the management .or' which econonii.c foreca'sting is undertaken!~
'

"

A qu~rt~r of GDP is mad~ up of n~n..:~onet'ary' product and about 15 . per ceM · .
of "general government".' ·In the ~est (bO per cent of the total) manufacturing·
accounts for' 10 per .ce~f of GDP' agricultUre· for' is·,, whole:sal~' and retail·. ( •"
trade for 10 and transport arid storag~ and t.ollliminicahons for a simil:&.T- . .
proportion. There is. a thriving but highly seasonal tourist industry.: Ten:.'\
i

per cent of the-population lives tn urban areas~· Exports wh~eh are about
20 per cent. of GDP consist largely of agricultural or derivetfvrodu~cts.
About 30 per cent of total exports, consisting largely of manlifactri:res, go

.
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states within the East African Community. There is .

serious~ employment

problem. The bulk of enterprises are either

family firms or branches of foreign firms and very few shares are quoted in
the local stock exchange.· Building and construction accounts for about 12
per cent of capital formation and is an important outlet for domestic investible
funds. · The level of stocks, partic~larly of imported goods, held by

distribut~rk .is an important indicator of businessmen's attitudes~
3.
Given these features of the economy and the general characteristics
of the developing country situation mentioned earlier, collection of data for
~hort-term

forecasting in Kenya is concentrated on the following:(1) · the level of sales

(2)

employment

(3)
(4)

capital expenditure
stocks

(5)

commodity supplies and prices

(6)

building plans

(7)

tourism trends

The first four items are obtained from a Quarterly Bus.iness Expectations
Enquiry (B. E. E.). Data. for the rest ·are collected separately as part of.
routine information obtained by the Statistics Division. For data not
collected as. part of the B. E • E. , the "forward" element, although obtained,
is less specific.

4.

The Business Expectations Enquiry was started in 1964 at the

. request of economic planners who were anxious to assess short-term
movements and to discern future trends within the economy as a whole and
also in its major sectors. ·In its development since 1964, the inquiry has
undergone several changes. The original objective extended beyond the
"short-term" and visualized forecasting up to two or three years ahead.
However, this longer horizon was subsequently· abandoned as assessments
made by the firms concerned for up to two or three years ahead were highly
unreliable.

The original enquiry had also laid.more stres.s on the structure

of employment by job category. However, job category classifications have
also been eliminated, partly in the interests of simplification of the survey
both for those who supply information and for those who have to analyse it
as quickly as· possible.
The sectors included in the inquiry are:(1)

Mining and Quarrying

(2)

Manufacturing

2
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(3)
(4)

Building and Construction
Electricity

(5)

Commerce

(6)
(7)

Transport, Storage and Communications
Services

383

Agriculture is a notable om_ission. However, this does not mean that no
data on the sector are obtained for short-term forecasting purposes. What
is excluded is the inclusion of farming enterprises as such. Agricultural'
commodity transactions are included through "commerce". A. good deal of.
information on agriculture is also obtained direct from the statutory
marketing corporations and independently of the B. E • E. Account is also
taken of the other factors which influence the agricultural out-turn ...
.
.
weather, international ~ommodity prices, etc.
5.
Some of the public sector bodies with enterprise functions are
included in the survey but others are not.
6.

For the private sector, there is complete coverage of all firms in

which 50 or more persons are engaged. In addition, a sample is taken of
firms with 20 to 40 persons. For mining, manufacturing and building and
construction the sampling fraction is 25 per cent and for the other sectors
20 per cent.
7.

-

.

In its evolution since 1964, perhaps the most notable feature of

B. E. E. has been its gradual simplification by a redu.ction ·in the questions
asked. In fact, this has represented a scaling down of the ambitions
behind the original conception of the inquiry. Information is now. requested
on actuals and expectations for employment, sales and stocks every
quarter and capital expenditure in the fourth quarter only. The questionnaire
also includes a column for the previous year. The "expectations" requested
vary from six to fifteen months ahead, depending on the quarter. For
example, at the end of the 2nd quarter 1970 firms were asked to make
estimates up to the end of the year, whereas at the end of the 3rd quarter,
forecasts were required up to the end of 1971. The total number of firms
covered is about 700.

8.

Results are available both in absolute terms and in the form of a

simple index which has the 4th Quarter 1967 as its base year. Aggregation
is at the one-digit level for all se-ctors except manufacturing for which it is
done at the two:-digit level also.

3
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Until recently,
the results of the inquiry tended to be used more ·
.

to determine what had just happened than to forecast ahead. However, the
f,

lt

•'"

; •

.

.

"inquiry was recently given careful scrutiny with a view of revisions which
would enal;>le for reliable forecasts to be made. These led to changes in
procedure for selection of firms, changes in the weighting system used and
dropping of the chain index formally employed. Although this has created a·

disconti.n~ity in the series derived from the inquiry this is not so important
in inqui~ing whose primary ·purpose is to enable short-term assessments
and forecasting.
10.

Checks of reliability of the forecasts made after those changes

show a distinct

imp~ovement.

Overall, taking of firms together, it would

seem that they are able to estimate the next quarter's sales and employment
to .within eight per. cent of actuals. Beyond the first quarter the margin of
error begins to widen." But for .two sectors, manufacturing and commerce .
there is an encouraging degree of reliability even for yearly forecasts.

11 ~
The enquiry is the basis of a quarterly assessment of the economy
made by the Statistics Division. Formal presentation of this assessment - is. in a Quarterly Economic Report issued by the Goveriunent. The enquiry
has been invaluable in enabling estirriates of gross domestic products to .
be made well before the end of the year. Data derived from it have also been
used to fill response gaps in other inquiries.

I.
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The New Zealand Survey of Overseas Orders and Payments as an
Example of Short-Term Forecasting.
1.
One of the ·statistical developments recommended by
the Technical Committee on Statistics which carried out a
review of official statistical services in New Zealand (see
the New Zealand paper on provisional agenda item 5(a))was an
increased range of short-term statistical projections. ·
Development work on this project has been commenced, but progress has not as yet been su.fficient to permit a general ·
formulation of the problems involved, methodological advances
and data requirements.
The Department of Statistics has in
the past concentrated on demographic and related projections of
key economic significance.
Because of the major difficulties
involved, short-term projections of direct economic aggregates
have been viewed with caution, it being considered that statistical services generally could be brought into an unfavourable
light if short term projections were prepared which did not
prove to be realistic.
This attitude ls changing, however, as
is evidenced .by the Technical Commi~tee's recommendation.
2.
The following material relates to a survey of overseas
orders placed by New Zealand importing firms .which has served as
a basis for short-term projections of overseas exchange payments
for private imports.
New Zealand's open economy, with its . ·
relatively large dependence on overseas trading, has·made this
survey of great value for economic policy r·eview purposes· within
the New Zealand Government.
).
.The Department conducts a sample survey of overseas
orders placed and payments made by importing firms •. This survey
was instituted for the express purpose of providing a basis for
forecasts of private import payments.
This survey is a_monthly
one, covering firms which, in total,· import approximately 50
percent of all private imports.
Each month these firms supply
the following two figures:

(a)

Estimated total value c.i.f. in New Zealand
currency of firm orders placed direct with
overseas firms during current month (whether
for delivery to other New Zealand firms or
for the firm's own trading stock).

(b)

Value in New Zealand currency of all payments
for goods made to overseas firms during the
current month. (Irrespective of when the
goods were ordered or imported and whether for
delivery to other New Zealand firms or for the
firm's own trading stock).

1 .
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The method of projection of private import payments uses the
urders figures obtained from (a) above.

4.
Shortly after the survey was begun in 1961 it became
apparent that there was no satisfactory correlation between the
month by month totals of overseas orders placed and the month
by month totals of private import payments.
Nor were correlations improved by grouping the ordering firms according to
commodity type.
After a great deal of preliminary investigation,
a separate statistical-study of the time lag between orders and
payments for each firm in the sample was made.
The procedure
used was one which would not have been feasible without the use
of the Department's computer.
In brief, records of each firm
over some three years were analysed and correlation co-efficients
produced for each, first on the basis of no lag between orders
and payments, then on the basis of one month lag bet\-Jeen orders
and payments, then on the basis of two months' laG, and so on,
up to eleven months.
On the basis of these correlation coefficients it was possible to decide which was the most likely
time-lag between orders and payments for that particular firm.
The firms were then grouped according to their most likely time
lag.
(There was an unimportant small residual of firms for
\'Jhich no lag pattern could be distinguishec..)

5.

Separate import payments estimates are made for
each time-lag group.
On this basis it has been possible each
month to make reasonably satisfactory projections of private
import payments·for each of the coming six months.

6.
Each month the orders are summarised according to
their lag patterns.
These are added to similar figures for
the preceding ten months so as to arrive at the total payments
which could be expected to fall in particular months in the
future. · The projections are calculated for each of the following six months of the future.
At this point the Department has
six figures which relate only to the surveyed firms.
These
figures are.then converted into projections of Reserve 3ank
private import payments by applying a ratio. The ratio is fixed
by experience accumulated, from the past, of relationships
between similarly prepared figures and actual Reserve Bank
figures.

?. ·

Recent Performance.
The projections have been in
reasonably close correspondence with actual figures up until
~ay of this year.
In June, however, it was found that the
projected payments figure was well below the actual figure for
payments made through the Reserve Bank.
A detailed examination
of the proj~ction was made but did not reveal the cause of the
discrepancy. It did appear, however, from this review that the
July projection would also considerably understate actual payments. This has now been confirmed.
The current understatement by the projections may be purely a tenporary fluctuation,
or it may result from a general change in impcrtin[ patterns.
The information as yet available gives no definite indication
as to which is the case.

5(b) -TANZANIA
Short Term Economic Forecasting and
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1.
The importance of realistic projections in economic planning can
hardly be overemphasized. Even in capitalist economies where supply is
supposed to match demand through price mechanism, utility of projections
is widely recognized. In a planned economy, a number of projections are
needed. Population projections, income projections and demand projections
for important commodities are among the important projections which are
essential for effective planning. In economies which have a shortage of
trained personnel, manpower projections also assume great importance.
2.
These projections, by their nature can not be very accurate or
precise. Various factors are responsible for this. In the first place
many economic variables are functions of unpredictable factors. For
instance, national income partly depends upon rainfall. Lack of accurate
and adequate data is another important factor, which causes may
inaccuracies. Though it is an admitted fact, that projections can not be
100 per cent accurate, they lose all practical importance if the margin of
error or uncertainty is very large.

3.
It is therefore necessary that the margin of error and uncertainty
is reduced to a minimum. For this, availability of accurate and sufficient
data is essential. As stated earlier, there are certain projections
which are important for any meaningful! planning. The most important
perhaps is population projection because it is the welfare of the
population which should be the ultimate aim of planning apart from being a
factor of production. Hence, it is necessary to have data on birth rate,
death rate, projections of demand for consumer goods etc.

.· ITEN!.
5(b) - UNITED
KINGDOM
.
.
.
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SHORT TERM ECONOMIC FORECASTING AND-MINIMUM
.
DATA REQUIREMENTS
.
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1.
The UK paper submitted under S(a) has descrioed the instit~·tion.al
arrangements for and the involvement of statistical staff in the medium term
economic forecasting. ·The present paper is confined to discussion of the
short term forecasting work, which is of co.nsiderably more immediate
importance for policy purposes and which functions in a somewhat different.
way from the medium term arrangements •. · The following three paragraphs·
outline the short-term forecasting procedures and the data requirements
imposed by these procedures ..· The next sections consider in more detail
some of the more important groups of data which have to be fed into 'the.·
forecast in its initial stages 1 and the last two sections indicate the wa.y in.
which the various strands of th~ work are drawn together into .Of.le consistent
·over-all picture.
·
. .
2. ·
More detailed accounts of UK short-term forecasting are available
elsewhere (see Bibliography. 1-5), There are normally three major shortter~ ~orecasting e~ercises each year, taking place in June/July, October/
November and January/February. A forecast normally takes 6 ..7 weeks .to
complete and relates to a period of 1! to 2 years ahead. The forecasts. are
prepared under T:reasury leadership using the framework provided by the.
national" income and expenditur~ accounts, the balance of payments acc9unt?.
and the financial accounts, and statisticians involved in the preparation of
these and of other basic forecasting material are intimately. involved in: the
whol~ forecasting procedure. The forecast endeavours to incorporate all.
known policy de.cisions, whether in the f~eld of public expenditure~· or of
fisc~l policy'. moneta~y policy' ~tc.
.
.·
'
.
.
3.
At the end of each exercise, forecasts are presented of:
a. the. quarterly. seasonally adjusted path of the main. items
of final . expenditure at constant (currently 1963) prices'
and also of employment and unemployment and the. retail
and consumer price index.
··b~

.

.

.'the quarterly path, both seasonally adjusted ·and unadj1fSted',
of the m·ain components of the balance of payments, at constant
and also current prices.
.. .
:

c. the current price equivalents of the cqnstant price final
expenditure items and the components of total domestic income, .
together with complete current and capital accounts (quarterly,
not seasonally adjusted) for the personal, company, public .
corporations, central government and local authorities sectors.
d. also quarterly, not seasonally adjusted, the financial flows
between th~se .sectors, with the company sector fur~her broken
down. into banks, other financial institutions and industrial and ·
commercial. companies. The borrowing requirements of the
. central government and public sector are also derived. .
\V ork on (a) and (b) pro~eeds concurrently until consistency between the two
is reached·, (c) a11d (d) follow successl.vely. But there are intermediate
.
stages where the current price implications of the interim constant pr1ce
picture are taken into consideration.
1
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4.
It is obviously a fundamental requirement to have as accurate as
rpossible quarterly accounts for the past, .both to provide a firm startingpoint from which to !'~=.Jcct into the future and for the establishment of -reliable
econometric relationships between the major variables which are to be
determined endogel'l:eously and those which will be fed into the forecast as
exogeneous variables. In addition there is needed:
1.

. the most up-to-date view possible of the present position
of~the economy' with provisional e~timate~ ('running actuals'.
which incorporate varying amounts of firm information) to fill
the gap between the latest firm quarterly accounts and the dat_e.
·of commencement of the forecast.
·
.

I

2. · ·forecasts of the variables to be determined

exog~neously.

.

.

~

:

The final forecasting· picture is then produced from (1) and (2) together with
the relationships for determining the endogeneous variables and any feedqack
effects betwe.en the successive stages of the forecast.
·
Recent Trends in the Ecoriomy

5.

: The United Ki~gdom short term forec~sting process derives froni

·and is uniquely bound up with the available ·quarterly nationa~ accounts data~:.
Certain features of the quarterly accounts, however, need to be supplemented
. at the· outset ·or the forecast •. GDP data· at constant prices is available
quarterly based upon the three measures, expenditure, income and output;
the GDP aggregate· used both for the analysis of past relationships and for .
foreca~ting purposes is a series of compromise estimates representing a ·
weighted average of these three measures. The components of total final
expenditure are reconciled with the compromise GDP estimate by a process
of smoothing to remove distortions and allocation of the remaining adjustments
normally to consumers' expenditure and stockbuilding.

6.

There is also a problem of the timeliness of the national accounts
·information available. Full accounts are provisionally compiled some eleven
to thtrteen weeks after the period concerned but currently the attempt is
being made to provide more rapid estimates based upon early returns or
. monthly data. The most successful attempt so far is with preliminary estimates
of the quarterly series of consumers' expenditure which are first released
. about two weeks after the period concerned; but running actuals are now
compiled for all the other components of expenditure GDP, and for personal .
disposable income, expenditure and savings.

7•

. The early estimates of

consu~ers'

(see also Bibliography, 10):

expenditure are built up as follows
·
.

An· early preliminary estimate in terms of constant prices,
seasonally adjusted, based predominantly on data for the
first month or first two months of the quarter, or on closely
related indicators, is available in the first month after the
end of the quarter. These estimates, though liable to be
appreciably wrong from time to ti_me, usually provide a
fairly reliable guide to the behaVIour of consumers' expenditure
in the quarter just completed. The estimate is published about
four weeks after the end of each quarter. Four weeks later,
a second preliminary estimat~ is published, together with ·

2

estimates for' each of the main categories of consumers'
expenditure·, in some categories based on the experience
of the full quarter, in others on methods very similar to
those used in the first preliminary estimates. A firmly
based estimate is published thirteen weeks after the end
of the quarter.
·
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The preliminary estimates are given at constant prices
mainly because this series is more useful in assessing
r~cent developments in the economy. They can also be.
compiled more easily in these. terms; many of the early
indicators on which the estimates are based are in
quantity or volume terms,. so that the preparation of.
figures at current prices involves an additional element
of estimation.
The preliminary estimates, in the same categories as the
published quarterly figures, start from a mechanical
application of regression equations, using the experience
of recent years, to indicators for the first one or two months
pf the quarter.
As a check on the first preliminary estimates built up in detail~
ression equations have been calculated between the seasonally adjusted
lme index for total retail sales and the total of the items - food, tobacco,
thing, durable goods (other than cars) and other goods - which in ·
~ciple fall within the ambit of the Board of Trade retail sales series.
:> equations are considered, the first taking separately total sales in
h of the first two months and the sec~nd taking an average of the two
Lths. The first equation is treated with reservation since, over this
iod, the coefficient for the first month is substantially greater than the
fficient for the second, a phenomenon which is difficult to explain in the
tt of the rising trend of expenditure. Where appropriate the first preLnary estimates are adjusted slightly in the light of the regressions of the
Ll volume of retail sales.
>genous Components of final demand
.
The first stage of the forecast proceeds by a series of sm~l~ working ·
ties to discuss proposals for forecasts of the main exogenous variables.
~main exogenous variables are exports of goods and services, public
horities current expenditure on goods and services, public authorities
~d investment, private sector house building and other private sector
~d investment. In a slightly different category comes a forecast of the
.aviour of the hourly wage rate index, which contributes later on to the
ecast of the level of earnings.
The methodology involved in the forecasting of exports has been
cribed in detail (see Bibliography, 4) and is based primarily upon a
ailed study of the economic prospects for the main United Kingdom export
:-kets. The resulting exogenous forecast is of demand for exports. and may
modified when all the competing demands upon resources are considered.
The initial forecast of the remaining exogenous variables depends to
reater or lesser degree upon the interpretation of particular fo~war~
icators and surveys of business intentions. What follows descrtbes In
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detail the special data provision associated with forecasts of (a) public
expenditure, (b) private investment, and (c) the wage rate index.
Public expenditure
')
1L...
The planning and control of public expenditure programmes is of
course a major concern of central government departments, particularly the
Treasury. In the United Kingdom the basic structure of information derives
from the· 1961 report of a committee on the control of public expenditure (the
Plowden Report; see Bibliography, 6) which recommended that, "regular
surveys should be made of public expc!lditure as a whole, over a period of
years ahead, and in relation to respective resources; decisions involving
substantial future expenditure should be taken in the light of these surveys."
A revised statistical framework was subsequently developed to permit
development along these lines. The principle features are:
1.

ii.

1u.

the whole of public expenditure, including outlays by the
nat-ional insurance funds, local authorities and the capital
expenditure of public corporations, are brought under review;
est1mates of expenditure defined are made for five years
ahead. not just for the one year covered by the initial
Supply Estimates;
the level and pattern of public expenditure are considered
in relation to their demand on resources based upon
information in the various annual surveys.

1J.
Thus the Treasury control of public expenditure is intimately
connected with the constant price forecasting structure as part of the
management of the economy as a whole. As part of a regular pre- Budget
c xercise, each department of the central government r-:;turns estimates of
the expenditures for which it is responsible, covering a five year period,
starting with the current year. The main forms used in the survey provide
for the recording of the forward projections and of the estimates of past
outturn by national accounts category and spending authority, supplemented
by occasional additional analysis, e.g. of the asset composition of gross
domestic fixed capital formation (for industrial implications) and of overseas
trnnsactions (for balance of payments purposes). The forecasts are adjusted
h ..., constant prices so as to renect changes in the volume of resources
concerned. The original estimates arc at "Survey Prices" of the year in
que..:->tion; estimates at 1970 survey prices, for example, arc on a basis which
for most of central government and directly related expenditure corresponds
to. that used for the 1970-71 Estimates of Supply Services and for the
rcmoinder corresponds to the price levels of early 1970. The adjustment to
1~16J prices can then readily be made. At other times in the year, less
dctll iled departmental returns enable the latest Survey figures to be brought
up-to-rlate. in particular to take account of decisions agreed by Ministers.
(SC'<:' also Bibliography, 6- 9).
l , r 1v ~~ 1c i n v (" .s t m c• n t

I!..
The forecast of expenditure on pri\'ate housing is built up by detailed
. . .:."'n sJ<Icration of the pattern of ln~~s between starts and completions. bac"kcd
!,\ · ,1 !" li r- _v l' ll r·l y (.' n q u i r y h y t h c ~~-.1 i n i .s t r y of P u b l i c Bu i 1d i n g s a n d \V or k s into
t!ltC';Jd~... . d 51nrts. The buildlf~~ socictic.s views on how 1nuch extra money is
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likely to be deposited with them in the following 18 months, and ori what the
demand for their funds is likely to be, are also taken into account.

15.
Private industry's fixed investment is forecast mainly by reference ·
to a regular survey of investment intentions analysed into three broad groups:
manufacturing industry, distributive/ service industries, and the shipping .
industry. For a detailed description of the procedure for manufacturing
industry, see Bibliography, 11. Briefly, contributors to the regular quarterly
capital expenditure enquiries (conducted as part of the structure of economic .. ·.
indicators) are also asked in a separate enquiry for forecasts of their
expected capital expenditure on fixed investment. The unit of reporting is·
the business unit and investment intentions in calendar year tare reported
in four quantitative enquiries (November/December of year t - 2, August/
September of year t- 1, November/December of year t- 1 and August/.
September of year t) and two qualitative enquiries (May/June of years t- 1 .
and t). The respondent is asked to report all intended capital expenditure
on assets for use or installation in the United Kingdom, under the asset
headings: new building work (including substantial improvements and ·
alterations to old buildings); vehicles; and plant and machinery and all other.
capital equipment. The enquiry, like the quarterly enquiries into actual
expenditure, is conducted on a voluntary basis but most of the major businesses supply information. The results of the enquiry are not satisfactory for .
use unadjusted; but comparisons have been made over a considerable number...
of years between intendal and actual expenditure, and the persistent biases ·
in the returns - e.g. a tendency always to over-estimate next year's
expenditure - can therefore be corrected for.

16.
For manufacturing the bias has been fairly consistent so that the
adjusted forecast is fairly reliable. The forecasts for the distributiveand service industries have been much less.consistent, and-although a
similar approach is used it does not yet produce as satisfactory a result.
One reason is that the sample for distribution is smaller and less representa:.. ·
tive than for manufacturing. But also the nature of distributive and service ·
industries is such that they appear to have felt less need than manufacturing
for the discipline of planning capital expenditure a long way ahead, perhaps
because the capital equipment used consists of smaller items of plant for
which planning or contracting is less necessary. Although almost the whole
of the shipping industry is virtually completely covered in the enquiry these.
forecasts also have proved rather wors~ than those in manufacturin~• This
is thought to be partly due to the domination of the industry by a small number
of large companies so that there is little scope for the errors in the forecasts
to cancel out; but the forecasting record by individual companies has not . ·
_been good, which is surprising in view of the long period of construction of most .
ships. There are indeed erratic movements in the timing of payment as well
as unexpected changes in the actual amount of work done.
17.

Clearly, what the intentions enquiry is measuring is the expectations ·
at certain points of time of what the firms think they are likely ~o spend in a ·
particular year. These expectations change not ·only bec_ause fi_rms h~ve
different outlooks of different time, or because they are 1m proVIng their
forecasting techniques; but also because they reflect in p~rt real_ sh~fts of
plans to take account of different circumstances both o:uts1de _and Inside the
firm. These changes and circumstanc~s may cover ~uite a wide rllnge. of
events. The outside changes may be In the coun_try s g~neral econom_1c
situation or national economic policies, changes 1n taxation, changes In
investment incent~ves, expected changes in demand for a certain product,
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changes in the ability of the capital equipment producing industries to meet :
demands at a particular time and irregular breaks in technological processes,
and changes in the likely availability of finance for ~nvestment. There is
also rl.o precise knowledge of the price basis on which the forecast is made •.
; .: Hence, it is difficult to assess ·the overall predictive value of the intenti9ns.
enquiry.
·
. ,·
.

•

..

'j

':·:Hourly .JJ.ge rate. index

18.
The. Department of Employme~t and Productivity carries out
~
reg.ilar sample of major negotiating units involving 10·, 000 or more workers.
in order to investigate the probable futu ... e trend of the wage rate index. The
units reporting are divided into three cate.gories.
.:

a

.

a. . those covered by settlements already reached on wages
council proposals issued, where the timing and amount of wage
inc-reases agr~ed- is known firmly.
·
b~

those covered by settlements so recently agreed that
information is incomplete but a reasonable estimate can be.
made of the size of increase.
.
.

.

c~
·the remaining group; for these the for'ecastof wage rates
i$ determined partly by _'refet-ence to cases where cl~im:S have .
already been presented ~nd partly by the general level of
increases being currently granted.

Endogeneous variable~ and the iterative forecast~ng,procedure

.19.

The forecast ofwages and salaries is built up from the exogeneous.
estimate of the hourly wage rate index by combining it with forecasts of the.
earnings drift and .of the number of wage and salary earners, the latter of ·
which will be related to the total labour force available and the proportion
· of 'this employed at a given level of the pressure of Q.emand. Consumers
.
expenditure which on the one· hand forms one component of pressure of demand
on the other hand is also itself closely related to the _level of wages and
salaries. Reiteration at this stage of the forecast 'therefore proceeds until
the forecast change in demand, including consumers expenditure, is consistenl
with that level of output and so of wages and salaries which within the ·
pe·rsonal account will generate exactly that level of consumers expenditure. '
"This process thus leads_ on to a forecast in money terms of the per~onal
sector income and expenditure account, and also, for converting consumers
expenditure to a constant price basis, the establishment of relationship~ from
which a consumer price index can be derived. This needs to be related back,
with appropriate time lags, to the forecast increases in costs.
·
·20.
The other main variable determined endogeneously is _stockbuilding;
this is forecast principally from regression· equations which relate current
levels of stocks in a stock adjustment equation to levels in earlier quarters
and also introduce changes in consumers expenditure and GDP. Equations
are fitted separately for manufacturing, wholesale and retail stocks; other
stocks are forecast on an ad hoc basis.
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Current Price and Financial Forecasts

21.
..Reas9nable relationships are available for the other price indices
needed to· convert the other items in the constant pr~ce forecCJ_st into current;
price terms. The revenue departments contribute forecasts of taxes on
income and ~xpenditure '· split where necessary_ by sec~or, which are
consistent· with the macro-econoJilic aggregates so far forecast •. Other
transfers between sectors, ·and the flows of rent, dividends and interest,
are. ~ore cas~ following broadly the s~e lines as in the compilation of the ~
·national accounts. ·In this way stage· c. of paragraph 3 is completed, leading
to current and capital accounts of the sectors there mentioned, and with .
resultant forecasts of th,e financial surpluses or deficits of these ·sectors,
together with forecasts of the borrowing requirements of the-. sub- sectors
of the public sector (see Bibliography,' 5, for further· details)...Tlie financial s~~pl~.i~es, borrowing r~quireme~ts,. ~tc ~_,form the·
startinr point for the financial forecasts (stage d.- of para 3)-where the
a..ttempt-is made to forecast the flows of funds between the sectors, analysed
·' by·ty-pe of asset •. The methodology of this stage is still very much in its
. infancy; much work remains to be done. T'.vo possible lines_ of approach _· ·
offer hope for the future~ one is niore intensive study of the sayings
behaviour of the personal sector, its asset structure and the ·implications
for t}le various financial transa~tions of the private sector, which may
..
iirvolve·re-sort to -direct enquiries into the savings habits of persons. The
other is via the possible extensions of national accounts work to include the
construction .of balance sheets of real and financial assets and liabilities
.,held by the different sectors of the 'economy; it seems possible that more ·
satisfactory relati9nships might be obtained if stocks as well as flows of.
assets can be incorporated into the study of past behaviour. Despite its
difficulties financial forecasting is of great importance since from it emerge
forecasts. of money SJipply a:td other operational money aggregates, whose
future movements may be subject to policy limits and the levels of which may
have feedback implications on earlier stages of the forecast. · ..

22.

Inter-relation of stages of forecast

23.

Although the present method of forecasts is in principle linear from
the constant price to the financing forecasts, the iterative method of proceed- ·
ing for the first stage means that there are breathing spaces in the;process
whereby the provisional pictures emerging from the next two stages can be
fed back into the process ;_ the provisional forecasts of company profits
which are obtained as a residual in the total domestic income pictti're may
look implausible and suggest alterations to the price forecast, or a large
negative financial surplus in the company sector can indicate the need to
take a more pess~mistic view about investment intentions or stockbuildi_ng.
The flow of funds forecast may similarly suggest that there is no plausible
way of financing the deficit which has emerged without violating other policy
targets. In particular· the forecast of money supply and its related velocity
of circulation may indicate deviations from recent trends which are in themselves implausible and again lead to revision of earlier decisions.
24.
The pre sent procedure for allowing for feedback effects is not
satisfactory as allowance can often only be made _in ~ qualitative way for .
such effects. This has stimulated the attempt which Is currently proceeding
to formalise rather more of the forecasting procedure, at least to the point
of producing national income and expendi~re accounts in money t~rms. As
more understanding is obtained about the Inter- sector~l_flows of u~comes and
finance, no doubt these parts also of the procedure w1ll ~~ formahsed.
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